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Executive Summary 
This research is part of a major helicopter acquisition and upgrade program of the Australian Defence 
Forces (ADF) under a 20+ year strategic plan. The ‗Air 9000‘ program aims to rationalise the number 
of helicopter types operated, simplify operational requirements and reduce through-life-support costs. 
The investigated helicopter fleet presently comprises eight helicopter types, to be regrouped to four 
fundamental types.  
This research program developed and modelled a Fleet Management System (FMS) for the newly 
acquired Multi-Role Helicopter-90 (MRH-90 / NHI NH-90) platform. It assessed current practices in 
aerospace technology management of civil and military aircraft fleets, and established requirements of 
civil & military rotary-wing platforms for the development of a fleet management methodology for the 
MRH-90 platform.  
A novel approach was adopted by applying systems engineering principles to design the FMS. The 
systems engineering approach enabled identification and implementation of the additional rotary-wing 
design parameters, required for system adaptability to future network-centric military & civil 
operational environments from a life-cycle perspective.  
This approach has resulted in the development and implementation of a flexible prototype FMS 
software, providing integrated fleet management capabilities through subsequent simulation & 
validation. The flexible FMS demonstrated significant enhancements in operational effectiveness over 
state-of-the art rotary-wing fleet management practices, by holistically and systematically addressing 
the present and future system needs of helicopter life-cycle management.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This research has been conducted in collaboration with Australian Aerospace Pty. Ltd. as part of the 
Australian Defence Force‘s (ADF‘s) Air 9000 Program. The objective is the design and development 
of a Fleet Management System (FMS) for the Multi Role Helicopter-90 (MRH-90 / NHI NH-90) 
platform.  
The Air 9000 program is to provide a broad range of helicopter capabilities to the ADF over the next 
two to three decades. It includes the acquisition of additional troop lift helicopters, anti-submarine and 
anti-surface warfare helicopters, upgrades to existing aircraft and retirement of ageing platforms. As 
one of numerous military operators of rotary-wing platforms, the ADF presently operates a fleet of 
over 100 aircraft conducting utility, heavy-lift, training and armed reconnaissance roles. Under the Air 
9000 program, the fleet presently comprises eight helicopter models, to be regrouped to four 
fundamental types [1]. The Air 9000 program also seeks to develop a strategic relationship with 
industry that is capable of supplying the ADF‘s helicopter needs and providing long-term through-life-
support and upgrade capabilities [1, 2].  
Rotary-wing platform design and operations are widely established as a major benefit to the public 
community and the industry in the civil & military environments. Present global strategic environments 
are changing by placing increased emphasis on platform readiness & mobility, requiring high levels of 
flexibility & adaptability to respond to the operational requirements of the ADF [1, 3]. The ADF 
furthermore seeks a significant reduction in cost-of-ownership and through-life support costs of its 
rotary-wing fleet.  
The introduction of new multi-role helicopter platforms into service requires advanced fleet 
management methods to address the changes in the strategic environments. Warfare has transformed 
from conventional to unconventional and impacted the prevalent operational doctrines. The re-defined 
mission requirements emanating from the doctrines are to be met by technology development and 
modification. ‗Network Centric Operations‘ (NCO) is an emerging concept of shared awareness for 
command and operations, to enhance mission effectiveness and survivability, achieved by self-
synchronisation [4].  
The operations & support issues of readiness, cost-effectiveness and flexibility throughout the life-cycle 
in the specific rotary-wing environment is challenging. It consequently requires a structured approach 
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to address the issues of helicopter operations & support for the subsequent design of a customised 
technology support management methodology [1].  
FMSs are capable of increasing fleet utilisation, sustainability, viability & efficiency, and enhancing 
platform safety. FMSs have the potential to minimise vehicle downtime, risk of investment and the 
environmental impact of the fleet [5]. Present FMSs provide though-life support management services 
to a broad range of aircraft types, albeit offering limited applicability & customisation to the specific 
challenges and parameters of rotary-wing operations & environments.  
Advanced platform Health and Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMSs) enable integration with FMS for 
diagnostics & prognostics to provide condition based maintenance. The on-board HUMSs are 
customised for specific rotorcraft platform applications which require subsequent customisation of the 
FMSs to enable effective condition based maintenance.  
Investigations of civil fleet management presently focus on the optimisation of commercial aircraft & 
crew scheduling to enhance airline productivity. Unclassified research in military fleet management 
addresses the optimisation of large deployment and contingency operations & schedules, and its 
integration with other services to optimise platform usage & effectiveness. The methods adapted to 
address the complexity of aircraft operations cover a variety of stochastic & mathematical approaches, 
and involve large scale simulations.  
Investigations are required to address the specific rotary-wing operations & support challenges from a 
life-cycle perspective, covering introduction to service to final platform disposal & retirement. A top-
down systems approach to the platform life-cycle is a structured process to effectively address the 
design & development of a FMS, enabling inherent system architecture flexibility versus present 
evolved FMS designs.  
In this research, a holistic analysis systematically investigates the life-cycle of rotary-wing aircraft from 
a systems perspective. It identifies the additional design parameters of rotary-wing operations required 
to address the future strategic network-centric military environments. The investigations also address 
the MRH-90 on-board HUMS data for enhanced platform maintenance. The research develops the 
specific ADF operations & support requirements for the MRH-90 platform, and identifies a set of 
design & development requirements by analysing the present military operations & environment 
support requirements, and the civil & military rotary-wing technology management practices. Based on 
this set of requirements, the systems engineering approach subsequently develops a customised 
methodology for rotary-wing through-life support. It systematically develops the FMS structure by 
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identifying the system inputs, outputs, sub-systems, functional characteristics and inter- and intra 
system relationships. The established FMS methodology will provide the base to develop a customised 
rotary-wing fleet management demonstration model in software. It is followed by an illustration and 
application of the software in a practical operational environment for subsequent validation and 
optimisation.  
The investigation stages adopted and the prime research objectives are as follows:  
 Stage 1 – Conceptual System Design (Chapters 3-4): Holistic investigation of the issues & 
challenges governing rotary-wing operations by adopting a systems approach. This will identify 
the inputs to develop the FMS design framework at the conceptual system stage with the 
following objective:  
 Identify the unclassified operations & environment support requirements for development 
of the FMS.  
 Stage 2 – Preliminary System Design (Chapter 5): Investigations of the design & 
development requirements of FMS for MRH technology, and subsequent development of a fleet 
management methodology for the MRH with the following objective:  
 Establish FMS methodology automation system frameworks & architectures based on 
requirements.  
 Stage 3 – Detailed System Design (Chapters 6-8): Development of a customised 
demonstration model for rotary-wing technology support management with the following 
objective:  
 Implement FMS design methodology developed in Stage 2 in a software tool through 
simulation on the MRH platform.  
 Stage 4 – System Test & Validation (Chapter 9): FMS design methodology & software 
validation through simulation based on operational scenarios. The design will be evaluated with 
the following objective:  
 Evaluate FMS design methodology & software by application through a case study and 
subsequent simulation.  
The research framework with the investigation stages 1 to 4 and the corresponding thesis chapters (3 
to 10) are presented in Figure 1-1.  
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Stage 2 – Preliminary System Design (Chapter 5): 
Establish FMS methodology automation system 
frameworks & architectures based on requirements. Aerospace Technology 
Management (Civil)
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Manufacturer Rotary-wing Technology
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Stage 3 – Detailed System Design (Chapter 6-8): 
Implement FMS design methodology developed in 
Stage 2 in a software tool through simulation on the 
MRH platform.
Stage 4 – Test & Validation (Chapter 9): 
Evaluate FMS design methodology & software by 
application in a case study and subsequent simulation. 
Stage 1 – Conceptual System Design (Chapter 3-4): 
Develop unclassified FMS rotary-wing operations & 
environment support requirements.
 
Figure 1-1: Research Framework  – Investigation Stages and Thesis Chapters 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The design & development of a FMS in a technology management environment requires a structured 
approach based on systems engineering principles and information systems technology. It enables a 
systematic and structured approach to the design & development of the FMS deployed on 
workstations. This literature review consequently covers the following disciplines: 1) Fleet Management 
practices (Sec. 2.1); 2) Systems Engineering principles (Sec. 2.2); 3) Information Systems technology 
(Sec. 2.3); and 4) Design Automation principles (Sec. 2.4).  
2.1 Fleet Management 
2.1.1 Role and Applications 
The operation and management of large vehicle fleets are a complex and challenging task. Fleets 
comprising of multiple vehicle types allocated to various bases are operated under increasing age and 
life-cycle costs, while fleet efficiency, productivity, responsiveness, and utilisation are to be maximised 
in an environment of limited budgets [6-8]. To address these challenges, the role of fleet management 
has changed by transitioning from an operational to a strategic level, and fleet management services 
are increasingly outsourced to specialised companies for customised technology support management 
[7-9].  
The goal of fleet management is optimising the vehicle availability (reliability & maintainability) at 
minimum acquisition and support costs, and meeting the operator‘s operational readiness requirements. 
It has the potential to significantly increase fleet utilisation, sustainability, viability & efficiency, and 
enhance vehicle safety. Furthermore, it has the potential to minimise vehicle down time, risk of 
investment and the environmental impact of the fleet [5].  
Applicable fleet management practices are governed by the fleet & vehicle size, type, acquisition & 
operating cost, and the transportation objective. The vehicles are classified based on type, technical 
specifications covering seating / cargo capacity, range, size, speed, and fuel consumption [10]. FMSs 
are applied within a range of commercial & military vehicle types, covering the following categories:  
 Road Vehicles : Trucks, taxis, couriers, coaches, fire brigade, military, law enforcement and 
other government vehicles;  
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 Ships: Passenger ferries, cruise ships, cargo ships, coast guard, military cargo & combat;  
 Aircraft: Commercial aviation, corporate jets, general aviation and military; and  
 Trains: Passenger and freight train locomotives.  
In combination with the above vehicle types, FMSs also increase efficiency across unpowered vehicles 
/ objects including truck trailers, train carriages, and containers [9].  
FMSs are commonly applied at operational and strategic levels, addressing the following issues & 
challenges [9, 11]:  
 Operational Level: Addresses the short-term fleet objectives of vehicle operation, covering 
vehicle scheduling, dispatch, tracking, routing and operational maintenance; and  
 Strategic Level: Addresses the long-term fleet objectives of the vehicle life-cycle, covering 
acquisition, replacement planning, cost management, regulatory framework developments, safety 
programs, and strategic maintenance planning.  
2.1.2 Issues & Challenges 
Fleet management involves tracking and managing the information and cost associated with a vehicle in 
its life-cycle from the identification of its need to final disposal. It requires a network of systems that 
monitors the vehicle‘s status and provides the stipulated support. The fleet management environment is 
characterised by distributed data, information, and knowledge sources. Making timely and correct 
decisions is important and requires simultaneous access to various combinations of these sources [12].  
The various issues & challenges in the vehicle life-cycle to be addressed by fleet management 
programs are at the operational & strategic levels, and cover the following vehicle life-cycle phases [6, 
7, 10, 13-15]:  
 Vehicle Acquisition: The acquisition phase includes the strategic selection of the optimum 
vehicle type and quantity for the accomplishment of the primary transportation objective (‗fleet 
planning‘). The vehicle selection is to match current & future operational requirements and 
assesses vehicle purchasing / leasing price, tax, economy, re-sale values, legislation and safety.  
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 Service Introduction: The phase-in covers the introduction of the vehicle into service, and 
implementation and certification of a maintenance system, staff training system, and 
establishment of the logistic support system network.  
 Operation: Addresses the dynamics in the service networks to manage unscheduled / short-
notice operational requirements. Unscheduled maintenance and solutions for recovery from 
these events challenge efficient operations. Further challenges are dispatch strategies, vehicle 
utilisation, scheduling & routing optimisations by using satellite & radio for location, identification 
and real-time tracking, and position & operations management to minimise fuel consumption.  
 Maintenance & Support: The through-life support of large vehicle fleets requires a dedicated 
maintenance & support infrastructure. It involves the management of maintenance facilities to 
conduct servicing, and a logistic support system providing spare parts and equipment. The 
importance of dedicated on-board HUMSs has increased and has the potential to significantly 
improve vehicle availability, maintainability and safety.  
 Retirement: The phase-out issues & challenges cover the efficient removal of the vehicle and 
its maintenance & support structure from service without impacting vehicle availability in 
conjunction with the phase-in of replacement vehicles. Additionally, the retirement phase aims at 
maximising the vehicle re-sale values in the economic environments.  
To effectively address the above issues & challenges, large vehicle fleets are commonly managed by 
dedicated internal fleet managers. Medium to small sized operators increasingly outsource their fleet 
management activities partly or fully to specialised companies [8].  
2.1.3 Operations and Scheduling 
Scheduling is the process of selecting and sequencing activities to achieve one or more objectives and 
satisfy a set of domain constraints [16]. It attempts to find a feasible set of actions that accomplish one 
or more goals. Scheduling methodologies are categorised in two disciplines [16]:  
 Constructive Scheduling Methods: Completes partial schedules incrementally, and  
 Repair Scheduling Methods : Iteratively modifies a complete schedule to remove conflicts or 
optimise a solution.  
Operations planning and scheduling is subject to research since the early 1960‘s to identify optimised 
solution methods for the operators [10]. A large fraction of the research is investigating the optimisation 
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of airline schedules, to address the daily aircraft routing & scheduling problem (DARSP) [17]. The 
following approaches are applied to enhance the routing & scheduling of vehicles:  
 Heuristic Approach [17, 18]: Heuristics are knowledge- / experience-based techniques in 
problem solving, used to develop a computational and time-efficient optimal solution. Heuristics 
are capable of optimising dynamic scheduling problems to simulate unscheduled operational and 
maintenance events.  
 Genetic Algorithm [19]: A search algorithm based on an analogy with natural selection and 
population genetics. The algorithms find approximate solutions in complex optimisation problems 
and are frequently applied in combination with local search heuristics.  
 Discrete Event Simulation [20, 21]: Simulates the behaviour of systems by means of an 
analogous model and considers aspects of aircraft, crews, airports, delays and weather 
conditions. It evaluates the robustness of a pre-planned airline schedule in the event of 
operational disruptions and acts as a common framework upon which different recovery policies 
can be run and compared.  
 Integer Linear Programming [22]: The models are based on linear programming to solve 
large-scale fleet assignment problems by identifying the maximum and minimum of linear 
functions. It has successfully addressed fleet assignment & crew scheduling problems by 
optimising objective functions under consideration of linear operational constraints.  
 Adaptive Memory Based Method [23]: Addresses large-scale vehicle schedule optimisations 
to identify the optimum route in a specified fleet. It extracts sequences of routes from a pool of 
solutions that is dynamically updated to construct new solutions and by considering operations 
constraints.  
 Rolling Horizon Approach [10]: Optimises large schedules with long planning horizons. The 
approach reduces the computational times by splitting the horizon in smaller time windows and is 
capable of considering dynamic influences (interruptions from weather, delays, etc.).  
 Multi-agent System [24]: A distributed system which decomposes and assigns the operational 
tasks to intelligent sub-agents, each performing the scheduling for a particular sub-role. The 
systems require a high degree of behaviour and communication uniformity within the different 
agents to ensure system stability.  
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Aircraft operations and scheduling in civil & military applications are governed by different objectives. 
The general objective of moving passengers and cargo in both military and commercial air 
transportation varies significantly in the specific missions. The differences in each sector govern 
aircraft design, fleet composition and the operations & scheduling practises, leading to the development 
and operation of two fleets, equipped with distinct aircraft designs [25, 26].  
2.1.3.1 Civil 
Civil operations and schedules are governed by the complex & challenging task of optimising economic, 
political, legal and technical issues. It is driven by market requirements and demand forecasts, aircraft 
operating characteristics, manpower, regulations and the behaviour of competing airlines to enhance 
profitability [25, 27]. Marketing and aircraft utilisation are the principal drivers to achieve a balanced 
pattern of flights, resulting in a time table consistent with the airlines policies & constraints. The 
iterative process is based on traffic forecasting, route construction, and operational evaluations [17]. 
The planning and scheduling process in the airline industry comprises of the following phases [10, 27, 
28]:  
 Flight Scheduling: A timetable stipulating the fleet destinations and times. The destinations 
determine the route system, and the economics of the air carriers are driven by the route 
systems. The scheduling activities comprise of tactical and strategic scheduling [27]:  
 Tactical Scheduling: Addresses short-term schedule changes of adding, cancelling or 
revising flights by constantly monitoring operations, markets and competitors. It also 
manages unscheduled maintenance and crew issues.  
 Strategic Scheduling: Develops future schedules months / years in advance. The 
schedules address changes in business & operational environments, and stipulate fleet 
diversity, frequency and time of service, pricing policies, adding and removing destinations, 
and evaluating markets. Based on the available fleet, individual aircraft are assigned to 
flights and infrastructure requirements are evaluated.  
 Fleet Assignment: Assigns a fleet type to the flights in the network by matching an aircraft 
type to a route in the schedule. It meets operational constraints, based on seating / capacity, 
landing weights, crew, maintenance and fuel considerations.  
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 Aircraft Routing: Assigns individual aircraft to specific flights (‗rotation‘ or ‗tail number 
assignment‘). Each flight must be covered by only one aircraft with balanced loads, under 
consideration of specific maintenance requirements.  
 Crew Scheduling: It involves assignment of cockpit and cabin crews to a sequence of flight 
legs. Second to fuel cost, crew cost is the highest direct operating cost factor in commercial 
airlines. The crew scheduling process is constrained by crew salaries, benefits & expenses, and 
union, government and contractual regulations. Efficient crew scheduling provides a large 
potential for cost savings and is subject to research optimising the combinational problem. It is 
typically solved in the following two phases to reduce complexity of the optimisation process [27, 
29]:  
 Crew Pairing: A sequence of flight legs of a fleet that starts and ends at the same crew 
base. It identifies a pairing that covers a series of flights and minimises total crew cost, 
and provides dates & times for each day.  
 Crew Rostering: Assigns individual personnel to flights and establishes personal rosters for 
the generated crew pairings.  
2.1.3.2 Military 
Military aircraft fleet operations & schedules are governed by national security requirements at tactical 
& strategic levels, and require a high degree of operational flexibility. The military fleet operators are 
increasingly exposed to budget constraints due to high operating cost, challenging operations and 
reduced inventories [25, 26, 30].  
Military operations & schedules differ during contingencies and peacetime, requiring involvement and 
coordination of operations with various other resources and vehicle types. It results in significant 
dependencies and dynamic interactions between the scheduled elements [24]. Contingency operations 
(execution / crisis planning) are characterised by transport, combat and deployment tasks resulting in 
increased rate-of-efforts and utility requirements. Peacetime operations (deliberate planning) are 
governed by training and operational readiness requirements. The schedules are to be synchronised 
with the movements and logistics of ships, rail, tanks, trucks and cars in increasingly networked 
environments. Operations at airports and sea ports are furthermore to be considered in the logistical 
planning process. Military operations may also require synchronisation with air-to-air refuelling, drop 
zones for airdropping of cargo & personnel, ground troops and ships for landing and take-off [31]. The 
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operations furthermore cover special or classified cargo movements, and operations in environments 
that present a measure of risk to the crew and aircraft [24]. Military scheduling covers aircraft 
assignments to missions, exercises, deployments and transfers to meet transport, reconnaissance, 
surveillance, training and other mission requirements [32].  
Military operations and scheduling are required to address a variety of unscheduled events due to 
unforseen circumstances in contingencies, disaster and humanitarian relief scenarios, and are therefore 
considered as highly dynamic systems. Present military deployment planning models provide limited 
timely efficiency and accuracy, and require data not available when needed [32]. Increased accuracy 
in the force deployment processes is required to effectively schedule and plan military deployments 
[32].  
Research has focussed on enhancing the scheduling of aircraft and aircrews in airlift operations by 
separating operations into movement requirements, aircraft-, airfield-, and aircrew-resources and the 
network structure. This process identifies the quantity and location of required aircraft and aircrews to 
meet the operational requirements, and investigates the dependencies and dynamic interactions 
between the system elements [24, 33-35]. Sensitivity analysis addressing unforseen effects from 
peacetime / wartime attrition, fiscal year budget shortfalls, operational employment variations, and 
procedural shifts have also been investigated through quantitative modelling to support life-cycle 
sustainment [35]. Research has also addressed the impact of unavailable resources on operations, and 
the specific dynamics of military operations and systems in the battlefield [36]. Enhanced decision 
support techniques for passenger & cargo information management combined with schedule analysis & 
distribution capabilities are developed to optimise scheduled military operations [37].  
2.1.4 Maintenance 
Maintenance forms an integral part of fleet & vehicle life-cycle management and is a major contributor 
to the aircraft operating costs. Maintenance is the action necessary to sustain and restore the integrity 
and performance of the airplane according to the airworthiness standards of the aircraft, and ensures 
that a system continually performs its intended function at its designed-in level of reliability and safety 
[38, 39].  
Maintenance requires obtaining the information necessary for adjustment and optimisation of the 
maintenance program when the inherent levels are not met; and it requires design improvements of the 
items where inherent reliability proves inadequate. Ideally, maintenance objectives are to be 
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accomplished at a minimum total cost, including the cost of maintenance and the cost of residual 
failures [40].  
The specific maintenance activities required to meet these objectives comprise of restoring & 
maintaining a component / part to a serviceable condition by determination of its condition, inspecting, 
servicing, repairing, modifying and overhauling. It also includes component testing, troubleshooting, 
adjusting, and replacement [39]. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) defines maintenance as 
inspection, repair, preservation and replacement of parts [41]. Further maintenance activities may 
include calibration, rebuilding, reclamation, modifications, recovery & salvage of technical equipment, 
replenishment, and rectification [42]. The types of maintenance are categorised as follows [39]:  
 Scheduled Maintenance  (preventive maintenance): Corrective action to restore a component / 
part to its design / normal level.  
 Unscheduled Maintenance : Corrective action to restore a component / part following a 
breakdown at unpredictable intervals.  
Due to unscheduled maintenance and operational demands, transportation network systems are 
classified as highly dynamic [10]. Unscheduled maintenance may cause additional cost to the operators 
and disrupts network operations.  
The manufacturer documentation required to assist the operator in the maintenance activities generally 
comprises of the following documents [39]: Airplane maintenance manual, component maintenance 
manual, vendor manuals, fault isolation manual, fault reporting manual, illustrated parts catalogue, 
storage and recovery document, structural repair manual, maintenance planning data document, 
schematic diagram manual, wiring diagram manual, master minimum equipment list, dispatch deviation 
guide, configuration deviation list, task cards, Service Bulletins (SBs), service letters, and maintenance 
tips.  
Databases containing the documentation, symptom descriptions and associated maintenance actions, 
deferred problems, flight schedules, weather information, component reliability, and parts location are 
widely established to support data management of the manufacturer & maintenance data [12]. 
Additionally, Built-In Test Equipment (BITE), aircraft logbooks, and post flight reports are tools that 
assist with maintenance.  
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2.1.4.1 Reliability 
Reliability is the probability that a system operates & performs in a satisfactory manner for a given 
period of time under specific conditions. It is defined as the failure rate, based on the number of failures 
per total operating hours. The concept of reliability is an approach to maintenance programs or the 
operations of the operator.  
Reliability-centred maintenance provides a cost-effective maintenance strategy to address dominant 
causes of equipment failure [39]. It is a systematic approach to reliability by defining a routine 
maintenance program composed of cost-effective tasks that preserve important functions. Reliability is 
further categorised as follows [39]:  
 Statistical Reliability: Based on collection and analysis of failure, removal, and repair rates of 
systems or components.  
 Historical Reliability: A comparison of current maintenance event rates with previous 
historical records.  
 Event-oriented Reliability: Addresses one-time events (bird-strike, lightning strike, hard 
landing, in-flight shut-down (IFSD), etc.) producing no statistical and historical data.  
 Dispatch Reliability: A measure of the overall effectiveness of the aircraft operation relative to 
scheduled times. Dispatch reliability may also be classified as a special case of event reliability 
[39].  
No amount of maintenance can be performed to increase the system reliability higher than the inherent 
design level. To address reliability, two basic maintenance approaches are applied [39]:  
 Process-oriented: Comprises of three primary maintenance processes: Hard-time (HT), on-
condition (OC) and condition monitoring (CM). HT and OC are used for components or systems 
that have definite life-limits or detectable wear-out periods. CM is used where HT and OC are 
not applicable and the items are operated to failure.  
 Task-oriented: Uses predetermined maintenance tasks to avoid in-service failures.  
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2.1.4.2 Health & Usage Monitoring 
HUMSs provide on-board condition monitoring capabilities to replace traditional non-destructive 
inspection techniques such as visual inspection, radiography, and eddy current [43]. HUMSs are 
increasingly installed on civil & military aircraft and have the potential to reduce life-cycle costs, 
inspection & maintenance efforts, and improve performance, availability, reliability, safety, while 
extending the service life of systems and structures.  
HUMSs report the status of functionality and structural integrity for diagnosis and prognosis of the 
aircraft components. It encompasses structural & operational health monitoring and usage monitoring 
of components to provide diagnostic & prognostic analyses [44]. The implementation of HUMSs for 
automated monitoring and inspection are essential for efficient maintenance and fleet management, and 
the utilisation of HUMSs for rotary and fixed-wing applications is critical to meet today‘s airworthiness 
requirements.  
Due to an increase in accidents and maintenance stipulations by the FAA, research in the design, 
development and implementation of HUMSs has progressed significantly [44-46]. The development of 
HUMSs encompasses the provision of open architectures, full data configurable operations, and cross-
platform hardware and software commonality. New aircraft designs implement HUMSs as an optional 
or a standard feature [47, 48]. The present status & issues of the HUMSs design & implementation 
are as follows [44, 49]: a) Increased incidence of false alarm rates; b) abundance and ambiguity of 
data present; and c) high cost of implementation. Tools and techniques have been developed for 
successful implementation of HUMSs in relation to the performance levels, regulatory requirements 
and technology [44, 47].  
In addition to HUMSs, there are also various other on-board systems that transmit data to ground 
stations on a regular basis, comprising of routine performance snapshots (altitude, temperature, 
pressures, engine temperatures, valve positions) pilot messages, aircraft generated fault messages, and 
special purpose reports which are generated when prescribed limits are exceeded [12].  
2.1.5 Cost 
Life-cycle cost considerations are increasingly important in the system design & development process 
[50-53]. Vehicle operation and sustainment in the ADF accounts for 75% of the overall life-cycle cost 
of a vehicle. It is therefore a critical cost factor and governed by fleet management practices [51].  
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The life-cycle cost is the sum of all costs incurred during the life-time of an item / system. It comprises 
of the procurement / acquisition costs, and life support / ownership costs (total operating cost, 
comprising of direct & indirect operating costs). Additionally, life-cycle costs include the expenses 
associated with system upgrades & refits, and system retirement & disposal. The operating cost in the 
vehicle life-cycle are classified as follows [52]:  
 Direct Operating Costs  (DOC): Comprises of the flight operating costs, covering air crews, 
fuel, oil, and fees. It also includes direct maintenance costs comprising of airframe, engine 
labour, materials, and investment costs, covering depreciation, financing, and insurance. The 
figures are also provided in relation to mission speed, time, and distance. In commercial aviation, 
yields are calculated as Dollars per Revenue Passenger Mile for user-specified load factors.  
 Indirect Operating Costs  (IOC): Includes heavy maintenance; aircraft, passenger, traffic, and 
cargo services; and general and administrative costs.  
 Total Operating Costs  (TOC): The sum of the DOC and the IOC is the TOC.  
Life-cycle costing may also be categorised in recurring and non-recurring costs. Recurring costs cover 
costs which recur periodically during the life-cycle, and non-recurring cost are non-repeated costs [53]. 
The costs are also related to vehicle reliability, maintainability, and failure rate. Aircraft life-cycle costs 
include: Airframe & engine spares, sustaining engineering & tooling, and ground support equipment.  
2.1.6 Fleet Management Systems 
FMSs are generally based on commercially available tools that track the usage status of aircraft & 
components and manage the required support. These tools assist operators optimising availability and 
enhancing service life of a vehicle. The FMSs are generally of limited use without individual 
customisation to support a user‘s particular fleet and its needs. Commercial-off-the-shelf FMSs can be 
characterised as follows [54]:  
 Maintenance and Repair Operations Software : These systems manage the maintenance 
activities and associated documentation relating to aircraft components & parts. The software 
generates work reports & tasks cards and tracks the parts inventory for logistic support. 
Regulatory compliance is addressed through airworthiness directive (AD) tracking. Commercial 
features include the generation of purchasing orders and sales & invoicing.  
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 Scheduling and Reservation Syste ms: These systems manage the scheduling of aircraft and 
equipment for maintenance and / or missions. Flight reservation systems and ground time 
scheduling are routinely applied in both, commercial and general aviation.  
 Airline and Airport Software : These systems provide commercial features for airlines to 
enhance operational effectiveness. These include planning systems, revenue management and 
airline controlling. Resource management of personnel and equipment is used to provide a basis 
for timetable generation and flight scheduling.  
 Flight Tracking Software : Flight information systems for both, military and civil applications 
provide data on aircraft positions, air traffic and weather.  
 Aviation Leasing Software : Management of leasing aircraft and components is addressed 
through portfolio and contract management software. It covers commercial and technical 
documentation of leasing assets.  
These commercial-off-the-shelf FMSs cover aspects of operations & support, however they are limited 
in application for the holistic life-cycle management of a fleet. They are designed for general and 
commercial aviation, with limited flexibility for customisation to military applications [54]. Military 
aircraft life-cycles exceed the service life of commercial aircraft due to lower usage and extended life 
through mid-life upgrades to enhance mission capability. This requires built-in flexibility in the 
technology insertion management system. The different composition of operating and support costs 
between fixed- & rotary-wing aviation and its support structure requires a customised alternative for 
military helicopter applications for overall life-cycle management and support.  
2.2 Systems Concept 
A system is a combination of elements or parts forming a complex or unitary whole working together 
toward a common purpose. The size of a system varies, it may be as large as the universe or as small 
as an atom [55]. This section reviews the Systems Concept background, the development of a system 
structure, system hierarchy, application of systems engineering principles, and system life-cycle.  
2.2.1 Background 
In the 1940s the Systems Age began leading to the development of systems thinking to explain complex 
phenomena which remained inexplicable. It proved that systems had emergent properties peculiar to 
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themselves, which cannot be derived from its parts and that is greater than the sum of parts. Two 
major types of thinking evolved, analytic thinking and synthetic thinking [56]:  
 Analytic Thinking: This mode is classified as an outside-in thinking, providing an explanation of 
the whole derived from explanations of its parts.  
 Synthetic Thinking: An inside-out mode of thinking, in which the element under study is 
viewed as part of a larger system and is explained in terms of its role in that larger system. Both 
types of thinking are essential and neither negates the value of the other. Synthetic thinking 
assists in gaining an understanding which cannot be obtained via analysis, particularly of 
collective phenomena. When applied to systems problems the synthetic thinking is called 
‗Systems Approach‘. This mode of thinking implies that when each part of a system performs as 
well as possible, the system as a whole may not perform as well as possible. Consequently, the 
sum of the functioning of parts is seldom equal to the functioning of the whole. The synthetic 
mode seeks to overcome predisposition to perfect details and ignore system outcomes.  
Based on ‗systems thinking‘ concept, there are several systems approaches which may be utilised to 
address systems problems. Systems approaches include: Operational research, systems analyses, viable 
systems dynamics, general systems theory, socio-technical systems, contingency theory, social systems 
design, strategic assumption, interactive planning and systems engineering [57]. An analysis of a 
suitable approach for the design & development of a FMS is further discussed in Sec. 2.5.  
2.2.2 System Structure 
Systems may be classified as manmade or natural and are composed of components, attributes, and 
relationships, and are categorised as follows [56, 58, 59]:  
 Components : The components are also referred as subsystems and are the operating parts of a 
system consisting of input, process and output;  
 Attributes : The attributes are the functional characteristics or properties of the components 
designating the functional requirements in the design of a system; and  
 Relationships : Relationships are the inter- and intra-links between components and attributes 
and provide a synergy.  
The purpose of a system is achieved by the system‘s process transforming the inputs into desired 
outputs [58]. The system structure comprises of the components, attributes and relationships [56, 59]. 
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The system‘s influence is limited to a specific area known as the ‗environment‘. It receives inputs from 
the environment and provides output to the environment. The system and its components, attributes, 
and relationships in the environment are presented in Figure 2-1.  
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Figure 2-1: System Structure in an Input-Process-Output Configuration 
Systems may further be classified based on size, activity and interaction with the environment as 
follows [56, 60]:  
 Static System: A system with a structure but no activity;  
 Dynamic System: A system that combines structural components with activity;  
 Isolated System: A system that has no interactions beyond its boundary;  
 Closed System: A system that does not significantly interact with its surrounding environment;  
 Open System: A system in which information, matter and energy can cross system boundary to 
the surrounding environment;  
 Morphological System: A system where the relationships between elements and their 
attributes are in an indistinct sense based exclusively on measured features or correlations, the 
processes of which are unknown; 
 Cascading System: A system in which the flow of energy and / or matter from one element to 
another and the processes that cause this movement are known. In a cascading system the 
quantitative relationships that exist between elements related to the transfer of energy and / or 
matter are unknown;  
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 Process-response System: A system that integrates the characteristics of both morphological 
and cascading systems;  
 Control System: A system that can be intelligently manipulated by the action of humans; and  
 Eco-system: A system that models relationships and interactions between the various biotic and 
abiotic components making up a community or organisms and their surrounding physical 
environment.  
 Enterprise System: A large-scale, integrated application-software package system that 
supports enterprise-wide or cross-functional requirements, rather than a single department or 
group within the organization. It enables processes, information flows, reporting, and data 
analytics within and between complex enterprise entities.  
2.2.3 System Hierarchy 
The system may be referred to as a total system, at any level governed by the system / component 
under study. A system may be part of a larger system, and its components may be referred to as a 
subsystem, forming a system hierarchy. Subsystems are purposeful entities that contribute in varying 
degrees to achieving the purposes of the whole system. The designation of system, subsystem and 
components are relative, and the system at one level in the hierarchy is the component at another. All 
systems are referred to as subsystems and become systems when they are under study [56, 59]. The 
various hierarchy levels of a system may be further be classified as follows (Figure 2-2) [61]:  
 System: An integrated set of elements, segments and / or subsystems to accomplish a defined 
objective;  
 Element: A major component, product, service, or facility of the system;  
 Subsystem: An integrated set of assemblies which performs a specific function;  
 Assembly: An integrated set of components and / or subassemblies that comprises of a specific 
part of a subsystem;  
 Subassembly: An integrated set of components and / or parts that comprises of a specific 
portion of an assembly;  
 Component: Comprised of multiple parts; a clearly identified item; and  
 Part: The lowest level of separately identifiable items.  
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Figure 2-2: Systems Hierarchy 
2.2.4 Systems Engineering 
Systems Engineering is an interdisciplinary, comprehensive and structured engineering management 
process to the design & development, deployment, operations & maintenance, and system disposal of 
quality systems. Systems Engineering may also be defined as an interdisciplinary engineering 
management approach process that evolves and verifies an integrated, life-cycle balanced set of 
systems solutions that satisfy customer needs. It identifies and quantifies the system needs, creates 
alternative system design concepts, evaluates the concepts, selects and implements the preferred 
design and verifies the system design & implementation [55, 62-67]. The practice of Systems 
Engineering requires the following steps [55, 68, 69]:  
 Transform an operational need into a description of system performance parameters and a 
preferred system configuration;  
 Incorporate related technical parameters and assured compatibility of all physical, functional and 
program interfaces in a manner that optimises the total system definition & design; and  
 Integrate performance, producibility, reliability, maintainability, supportability and other 
parameters into an overall engineering effort.  
Systems Engineering focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the 
development cycle, documenting requirements, and proceeding with design synthesis and system 
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validation while considering the complete problem covering the aspects of operations, cost & schedule, 
performance, training & support, test, disposal, and manufacturing. It integrates the disciplines and 
groups forming a structured development process that proceeds from concept to production to 
operation. Systems Engineering considers both, the business and the technical needs of all customers 
with the goal of providing a quality product that meets user needs [61, 70].  
The Systems Engineering Process (SEP) is an iterative approach to technical management, acquisition 
& supply, system design, product realisation, and technical evaluation at each level of the system. The 
process starts at the top system level and propagates the processes through a series of steps to identify 
the preferred system solution. It requires consideration of the system life-cycle comprising of design & 
development, deployment, operations & maintenance, and system disposal. The basic SEP tasks are 
[61]:  
 Define the system objectives (User‘s Needs);  
 Establish the functionality (Functional Analysis);  
 Establish performance requirements (Requirements Analysis);  
 Evolve design and operations concepts (Architecture Synthesis);  
 Select a baseline (Cost / Benefit Analysis or Trade Study);  
 Verify that the baseline meets requirements (User‘s Needs);  
 Validate that the baseline satisfies the user (User‘s Needs); and  
 Iterate the process through lower level analysis (Decomposition).  
The implementation of the SEP tasks involves a definition process to establish quantified performance 
requirements and functional architecture requirements. The implementation of these requirements into 
the design is accomplished by a solution definition process [61].  
The design solution definition process translates the outputs of the decomposition process into a design 
solution definition that is in a form consistent with the product life-cycle phases. This is accomplished 
by transforming the defined logical decomposition models and their associated sets of derived technical 
requirements into alternative solutions. Subsequently, each alternative is fully defined and analysed to 
select a preferred solution that will satisfy the technical requirements [71].  
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2.2.5 System Life-Cycle 
The adoption of life-cycle approach ensures design viability throughout the entire system life-cycle by 
deriving physical requirements from functional requirements and definition of a definite product 
configuration. The approach also reduces product-cycle times and the need for redesign & rework by 
enabling a structured analysis of future changes in system requirements and environments [56, 61, 70].  
The system life-cycle comprises of two phases: a) Development phase; and b) Utilisation phase [72, 
73]. The development phase involves the design, manufacture and production of the system. The 
utilisation phase involves system usage and the in-service logistic support activities. The design, 
manufacture, production, usage and support are synergistically integrated. The system-life-cycle is 
presented in Figure 2-3.  
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Figure 2-3: System Life-cycle [74] 
Manufacturing design in Figure 2-3 refers to the design work to support manufacturing processes, 
comprising of a machinery layout in a workshop or layout of an IT infrastructure. The product support 
design & development initiates the product support phase during the product development phase. 
During the utilisation phase, the product support may be amended requiring additional product support 
design & development work.  
In-line with the system life-cycle of complex systems, the design & development of a FMS requires 
analysis the software life-cycle, to cover all aspects in the introduction, utilisation and disposal of 
software systems. The system life-cycle activities are as follows [56, 75]:  
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1. Conceptual System Design: Definition of the system characteristics and structure;  
2. Preliminary System Design: Development of an automation system framework based on 
requirements;  
3. Detailed Design & Development: Development of a prototype based on design requirements 
and algorithms;  
4. System Test & Validation: Evaluation of system effectiveness;  
5. System Installation: Installation on a computer;  
6. System Operation: Delivery of fleet management capabilities in the computer networks;  
7. System Maintenance : Perform regular maintenance to maintain system effectiveness;  
8. System Upgrade : FMS capability enhancement; and  
9. System Disposal: Removal of FMS from computers.  
Phases 1 to 4 are considered as the ‗Development Phase‘ with a series of activities in a feedback loop, 
while phases 5 to 9 are considered as the ‗Utilisation Phase‘, which may be a series of parallel 
activities. Feedback loops are for system redesign and modification to meet test & validation 
requirements, while the utilisation phase is to provide a fleet management capability.  
2.3 Information Systems 
An information system comprises of a collection of processes, data, models, technology, and people 
forming a cohesive structure and serving an organisational purpose / function [76]. It is a 
technologically implemented medium for the purpose of organising, storing, retrieving and processing 
data to provide information and support control & decision making. Information systems cover decision 
support systems (DSSs) (Sec. 2.3.1), expert & knowledge based systems (Sec. 2.3.2), as well as 
management information systems and data management systems. Information systems components 
comprise of computer hardware and software, covering databases, user interfaces, networks, 
communication equipment, and processing systems. [76, 77].  
Information systems in aviation provide maintenance & repair management, logistics, scheduling & 
flight planning, on-board data processing, weather forecast, air traffic control, geographical information 
systems, safety management and aviation management [78-86].  
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2.3.1 Decision Support Systems 
DSSs are computer technology solutions that are used to support complex decision making and problem 
solving [87]. DSSs have evolved from basic database, modelling and user interface functionality to 
advanced applications comprising of data warehouses, on-line & web-based analytical processing, data 
mining, collaborative support systems, virtual teams, knowledge management, and optimisation-based 
DSSs. Present DSS developments utilise advanced technologies comprising of mobile tools, e-services 
and wireless protocols [87].  
To provide a decision support capability, the systems comprise of the following three basic components 
[87]:  
 Database Management Capabilities : Access to internal and external data, information, and 
knowledge;  
 Modelling Functions : Accessed by a model management system; and  
 User Interface Designs : Interactive queries, reporting, and graphing functions.  
The following five characteristic features are specific in qualifying an information system as a DSS 
[88]:  
 Contains a body of appropriate knowledge;  
 Acquires and maintains the knowledge;  
 Presents the knowledge in a required customised way;  
 Selects the necessary subset of knowledge for deriving new knowledge or for presentation to the 
user; and  
 Interacts with participants in the decision making process in a flexible and natural way.  
DSSs are categorised into five types based on their knowledge management and problem-processing 
capabilities [89]:  
 Communication-driven DSSs: Assist in decision-relevant collaboration and communication by 
using network and communications technologies, comprising of groupware, bulletin boards, audio 
and video-conferencing.  
 Data-driven DSSs: The systems are designed for managers, general staff and product / service 
suppliers. The systems are used to query a database / data warehouse and are deployed via a 
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main frame system, client / server link, or via the web to access to and manipulate real-time 
internal & external company data.  
 Document-driven DSSs: Provides document retrieval and analysis based on computer storage 
and processing technologies. The systems are based on web or a client / server application. A 
search engine is the primary decision-aiding tool associated with a document-driven DSS.  
 Knowledge-driven DSSs: It is a person-computer system with specialised problem-solving 
expertise to suggest or recommend actions to managers. The systems include ‗expertise‘ or 
‗knowledge‘ of a particular domain, understanding of problems within that domain, and ‗skill‘ at 
solving the problems. DSSs are deployed as client / server systems, the web, and software 
running on stand-alone PCs.  
 Model-driven DSSs: Provides access to and manipulation of financial, optimisation and / or 
simulation models. Model-driven DSSs are complex systems and are based on data and 
parameters provided by decision makers to aid decision makers in analysing a situation. DSSs 
are deployed via software / hardware in stand-alone PCs, client / server systems, and the web.  
The process involved in making a decision and solving problems is the ‗Decision Making Process‘. It 
involves a series of steps to identify a preferred solution of a set of alternatives. The process involves 
human judgement and requires creative development and identification of options, clarity of judgement, 
firmness of decision, and effective implementation. The process is driven by cognitive, economic and 
time limits, and competitive demands [87, 90]. The decision making process is as follows:  
 Problem Recognition: Recognising problems that need to be solved as part of the decision 
making process;  
 Problem Definition: Define the problem;  
 Generation of Alternatives : Identify available alternative solutions to the problem;  
 Alternative Analysis: Evaluate the identified alternatives;  
 Alternative Choice : Make the decision; and  
 Implementation: Implement end evaluate the decision.  
DSSs automate the decision analysis by implementing various decision analysis methodologies in 
software products, covering complex automations to simple decision trees to assist in analytical and 
scientific methods [87, 91]. The decision problem governs the suitability of the DSSs [68]. The DSSs 
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address multi-criteria decision making problems by explicit logical analysis, simulation, mathematical & 
stochastic modelling to identify the most suitable solution [91]. The decision problems may further be 
structured in hierarchies and prioritised by assigning scores & weights [92].  
Corporate DSS applications are production, marketing, financial and strategic management. Other DSS 
application areas cover government, education, military and healthcare [93]. Previous research has 
successfully applied DSSs for the development of helicopter upgrade automation frameworks and 
payload analysis [68, 94-96]. Further DSS applications in aerospace cover aircraft design, air traffic 
control, safety & risk management, technology integration, strategic airport planning and flight & crew 
planning [97-102].  
2.3.2 Expert / Knowledge Based Systems 
An expert system is a system that simulates s human experts‘ domain-specific knowledge and skill in a 
given area of specialisation [103]. The systems comprise of computer hardware & software and are 
able to process and memorise information, learn and reason in deterministic and uncertain situations, 
communicate with humans and / or other expert systems, and make and justify appropriate decisions. 
Expert systems perform various tasks covering a range of applications [103]:  
 Acquisition & storage of knowledge including coherence verification;  
 Learning from the knowledge base and available data, and request new knowledge when 
required;  
 Making inference and reasoning in deterministic and uncertain situations;  
 Explaining conclusions / actions taken; and  
 Communication with human experts and non-experts and with other expert systems.  
The basic layout of an expert system requires the following elements [104, 105]:  
 Knowledge Base : Encoded domain / task-specific knowledge of a problem; and  
 Inference Engine : One or more algorithms for processing the encoded knowledge in 
combination with other specific information.  
Based on the application, expert systems may furthermore comprise of the following elements [103, 
106]:  
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 Knowledge Acquisition Subsystem: Controls the flow of new knowledge from human 
experts to the knowledge base and assesses the quality of the data.  
 User Interface : Assists the user in extracting and displaying information and conclusions from 
the inference engine and to receive user inputs.  
 Human Component: Comprises of the domain-specific human expert providing the knowledge 
base, and a knowledge engineer, translating the knowledge into a language that the expert 
system understands.  
 Coherence Control: The subsystem controls and verifies consistency and integrity of the 
knowledge data entering the knowledge base. It furthermore applies constraints on new 
information to reduce inconsistent knowledge and enhances expert system performance.  
 Action Execution Subsystem: Based on the conclusions drawn from the inference engine, the 
action execution system supports the execution of actions.  
 Explanation Subsystem: The subsystem provides explanations of the conclusions drawn or 
actions taken by the inference & execution subsystems.  
 Learning Subsystem: Covers two learning modes: a) Structural learning based on structural 
aspects of the knowledge base (rules, probability distributions, etc.) and b) Parametric learning 
based on the estimation of parameters required to construct the knowledge base. The expert 
system may furthermore be able to gain experience based on available data.  
Expert systems are capable of solving complex problems at a high degree of reliability and efficiency. 
The systems provide explanations for the decisions made and are capable of working with incomplete 
data sets. In organisations, expert systems may assist or replace human experts and provide cost 
reductions and reduced downtime, while increasing quality over conventional systems [107].  
Expert systems are considered as programs that construct models of a real world domain. Limited by 
the amount of knowledge and level of detail which can be stored in the knowledge base, the system is 
only considering the characteristics found to be relevant by the human modeller to prevent unnecessary 
levels of detail. Further challenges include the identification of the range of conditions and 
circumstances the system may be exposed to [107].  
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Expert / knowledge based system applications are in business, manufacturing, medicine, engineering, 
applied sciences, military & space, transportation and education [103]. Applications in aerospace cover 
scheduling optimisations, maintenance, air traffic management & control, training and safety [108-111].  
2.4 Design Automation 
Automation is the technique of electronically operating / controlling a process by reducing human 
intervention [112]. In engineering automation provides a cost-effective mode for productivity 
enhancement and product designs. It is based on computer hardware & software, and is applied in 
engineering design, development, manufacture, operation and support. The levels of automation may be 
classified as follows [113]:  
 Fixed Automation: A production system in which the sequence of processing or assembly 
operations is fixed by the equipment configuration;  
 Programmable Automation: A production system in which the sequence of production 
operations is controlled by a program / set of coded instructions that can be read and interpreted 
by the system. The operation sequence may be changed to support varying product 
configurations; and  
 Flexible Automation: An automated system that supports production of multiple products / 
parts with minimal loss of time between changeovers.  
Design automation requires the development of a specific control system implemented in software code 
to reduce human intervention. Control systems in software code are designed in a software developer‘s 
environment, using a specific software language.  
Typically design automation requires specification of a suitable software development environment 
(Sec. 2.4.1), consideration of Database Management Systems (DBMSs) (Sec. 2.4.2), and Graphical 
User Interfaces (GUIs) (Sec. 2.4.3).  
2.4.1 Software Development 
Software development is a set of activities that involve design & development of instructions based on 
pre-defined requirements. The activities comprise of the selection of a suitable software development 
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language, and application of a software environment based on the following programming paradigms 
[114]:  
 Procedural Software : Sequential written code that involves code redundancy and overlapping 
functionality;  
 Modular Software : Structured modules that offer exclusive functionality;  
 Object-oriented Software : Independent structured classes that promote re-usability and built-in 
flexibility for future developments; and  
 Distributed & Concurrent Software : Distributed application code over the network that 
promotes high security and faster execution.  
Visual Basic (VB.NET) and C++ are widely established software development languages, designed for 
workstations running Microsoft Windows operating systems. Both are designed for the development of 
user interfaces, web applications, numeric algorithms, and network communications:  
 VB.NET: Includes prepared coded solution for common programming problems, and contains an 
extensive library of user interface features from the Windows operating system. VB.NET is 
object oriented and uses simple language syntax, provides drag-and-drop design and compiles the 
code behind forms, including a virtual machine that executes programs for debugging. VB.NET 
is designed for connectivity to database management software to access the centrally hosted 
database [115].  
 C++: Designed to function without a sophisticated programming environment and supporting 
multiple programming styles (object-oriented programming, procedural programming, data 
abstraction, and generic programming). C++ applications cover systems software, application 
software, device drivers, embedded software, high-performance server & client applications, and 
video games. The complexity of C++ requires a higher level of developer skills and more 
learning time.  
The software development process furthermore requires selection of a database system. The database 
needs to be compatible and robust for recording transactions including receiving critical inputs and 
updating storage. Following the database selection, the GUI and the model base are connected with the 
database. The connection can be established using a cross platform connection string that stores the 
physical address & location of database.  
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2.4.2 Database Systems 
A database system comprises of a database and DBMS software. A database is an organised 
collection of systematic & related information stored in a computer [116]. A database table is a 
collection of information on a specific topic. The data tables comprise of numerous data records (data 
rows), containing multiple fields (data columns) (Figure 2-4). The database may therefore be 
considered as a hierarchy [117].  
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Figure 2-4: Hierarchical Database Layout for structuring Data within a Relational Database 
The database design process requires identification of the database structure, based on the type of data 
stored and requires specification of the data tables, table field types & sizes, and the relationships for 
database integrity and consistency [116]. The data is stored on a permanent data storage device that is 
controlled by the DBMS.  
A DBMS software is used to design, manage, utilise and query a database in a structured way [118]. 
The selection of a suitable DBMS is based on transaction rate, reliability, maintainability, scalability and 
cost. DBMS range from simple to complex systems and are categorised as follows:  
 Navigational DBMS: Based on manual navigation of a linked dataset;  
 Distributed DBMS: Distributes the actual database widely and connects them by a computer 
network;  
 Object-oriented DBMS: Uses ‗objects‘ to store data;  
 Relational DBMS: Uses a data model based on logic & set theory and stores data in a 
‗record‘; and  
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 Object-relational DBMS: Uses ‗objects‘ and ‗records‘ to store data.  
Relational DBMS are the most widely used systems. The systems may further be categorised into the 
following four basic elements:  
 Modelling Language : A data modelling language defining the scheme of each database hosted 
in the DBMS, based on the DBMS database model;  
 Data Structure : Comprises of data fields, records, files and objects stored on a permanent data 
storage device.  
 Database Query Language : Allows users to query, analyse, and update the database. 
Additionally, the query language manages database security and provides a reporting function.  
 Transaction Mechanism: A transaction is a logical operation on the data in the database. The 
mechanism supports data consistency & integrity by managing user access control and managing 
fault tolerance.  
Microsoft Access and SQL (Structured Query Language) Server are widely established database 
applications providing the following database services:  
 Microsoft Access : Designed for small workgroups and local networks with modest data 
requirements, comprising of no more than 50,000 total records. Access is affordable and may be 
used by non-professionals. It is categorised as a file-server based database by not implementing 
database triggers, stored procedures, or transaction logging.  
 Microsoft SQL Server: Designed to provide concurrent access to large networks and user 
numbers while maintaining high performance. It provides data integrity services and uses a 
client-server approach by establishing automatic transaction logs to restore the database prior to 
a point of failure or a specific point of time. SQL requires higher deployment costs and a 
complex support structure.  
A summary of the key performance and product limits is provided in Table 2-1 [119].  
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Table 2-1: Comparison SQL Server / MS Access 
Feature Microsoft Access SQL Server 
Database size  2 GB plus linked tables size  1,048,516 TB  
Objects in a database  32,768  2,147,483,647  
User name length  20  128  
Password length  14  128  
Table name length  64  128  
Column name length  64  128  
Index name length  64  128  
Number of concurrent users  255 Limited by available memory  
Columns per table  255  1024  
Table size  1 GB  Limited by available storage  
Number of indexes in a table  32  250  
Number of columns in an index  10  16  
Bytes per row  2000 8060  
Number of tables in a query  32  256  
Columns per SELECT statement  255  4096  
Nested sub-queries  50  32  
Number of enforced relationships  32  253  
SQL statement size  Approximately 64,000  
65,536 * Network packet size 
(4 KB, by default) 
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2.4.3 Graphical User Interface 
A GUI is an organised collection of interface objects and the interface design is a set of relationships 
among interface objects [120]. A GUI is a human-computer interface using windows, icons, menus and 
other information channels which can be manipulated by a mouse & keyboard for communication 
between the computer & user [121, 122]. GUIs stand in contrast to text-based Command Line 
Interfaces (CLIs). It supports multitasking capabilities by displaying several instances simultaneously, 
and provides visual feedback of the user‘s actions. Common GUI elements are as follows [123]:  
 Windows: An independent rectangular portion of the monitor, displaying applications or files;  
 Icons: A small picture or symbol that represents a command, program, file, directory or 
hardware device; and  
 Menus: An annotated text display that represents a program command.  
Challenges in the GUI design process include optimising performance and communicating between 
different computer languages, specifically between the user interface and model base. A GUI needs to 
meet a set of generic design requirements [123]:  
 The interface is to match the task it supports and the users it is designed for;  
 The interface is to satisfy present & future requirements;  
 The design must cater for beginners and expert users;  
 Ensuring a consistent design process, specifically among multiple developers;  
 Providing help documentation for training and in-service support; and  
 Ensure test & validation cases cover all operational scenarios.  
An interface development environment is a software environment supporting the creation of interface 
designs in a specific language. Environment tools are typically grouped into design-time tools, run-time 
tools, and run-time systems [120]:  
 Design-time Tools : The set of software tools that operate on an interface model to build an 
interface design. These are further be classified into interactive tools (model editor) and 
automated tools (layout generator).  
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 Run-time Tools: The set of software tools that use an interface model to support end-user 
activities, such as generating animated help or collecting and analysing usability data.  
 Run-time Systems: Systems that take an executable interface specification generated from an 
interface model and allow the previewing, running, and testing of the interface.  
2.5 Discussion & Rationale 
This literature review has identified the need for an innovative approach in rotary-wing fleet 
management. This is based on the ADF requirement for a significant reduction in cost-of-ownership 
and through-life support costs of its rotary-wing fleet.  
The investigation also identified a lack of unclassified literature on military fleet management research 
& systems, resulting in a shortcoming of public accessible knowledge and a gap in holistic investigations 
in fleet management. Furthermore, no literature on the application of systems engineering principles to 
the design & development of a FMS is available.  
Research efforts in fleet management were identified as non-integrated in that they focus on specific 
and isolated optimisation problems. The requirement of approaching fleet management from a life-cycle 
perspective has been widely neglected in past aerospace FMS designs [52]. A life-cycle perspective 
enables equal emphasis on economic competitiveness and cost-effectiveness, covering the issues in 
platform production, finance, operations and support [52].  
Past research in fleet management has addressed the issues of cost efficiency by developing routing 
plans in a wide spectrum of practical problems [6]. More recently, research has focussed on solving 
real-time routing problems, classified by the degree of dynamics and specific system objectives [6]. 
State-of-the art research on scheduling attempts development of intelligent systems for the US Coast 
Guard helicopter fleet, enabling assignment of maintenance and operations on a weekly basis, however 
providing only basic levels of scheduling capabilities [124]. At the time of the research, the US Air 
Force F-16 fleet maintenance scheduling was entirely based on manual scheduling practices, and 
experience of the responsible base maintenance planner [125]. Similar processes are applied for 
scheduling of complex vehicles such as the US Navy nuclear aircraft carrier fleet, entirely based on 
manual ‗non-intelligent‘ operations and maintenance planning techniques [126]. Intelligent scheduling 
requires coordination with various resources, leading to dynamic system characteristics. Additionally, 
performance monitoring is required to become part of scheduling processes [24].  
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The literature review has also identified a shortage in intelligent information systems addressing the 
complexity of distributed data, knowledge and resources [32]. Presently scheduling is largely addressed 
by manual processes, resulting in distrust in automated processes and leading to labour intensive and 
inefficient operations planning processes [30].  
Innovative information technologies have the potential to significantly increase operations & 
maintenance efficiency of aircraft operators [12]. Timely access to distributed fleet management data 
and platform health, status and usage data is essential to effectively accomplish life-cycle management 
of a large fleet, requiring an innovative combination of novel fleet management methodologies and 
network-centric information technologies [12].  
In addition to the manual scheduling practices, it was identified that present FMSs lack built-in flexibility 
to address for changes in developing future strategic operating environments of helicopter platforms 
during its system life-cycle.  
An increase in operational efficiency and an approach to addressing the unique operational rotary-wing 
environments with a customised intelligent system is required [1, 127].  
The long life-cycles of military aircraft platforms require addressing their operations & support 
holistically. This research consequently adopts the systems engineering approach through ‗outside-in 
thinking‘. It enables an interdisciplinary approach to address the platform needs throughout its system 
life-cycle. It emphasises the transfer of the platform‘s operational needs into and a slated system 
configuration and design & development requirements [128].  
Based on the above findings, this research adopts a novel approach by applying systems engineering 
principles for the design of a FMS. The adopted systems engineering approach also enables a 
structured identification & implementation of the additional design parameters required for system 
adaptability to future network-centric operational environments. Consequently, the system needs are to 
be adjustable for adaption of key FMS criteria in the future strategic operating environments. This 
research will furthermore address and automate the shortages & complexities in present fleet 
management environments of distributed data, knowledge and resources by adapting information 
systems technologies. It will address the unique issues & challenges of rotary-wing life-cycle 
management to provide a significant increase in operational effectiveness while reducing life-cycle 
costs. Hence, a systems engineering approach is adapted to systematically identify and address the 
design parameters in the strategic network-centric environments for the design & development of a 
flexible FMS.  
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3 THE AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE FORCE – FLEET 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 
The design & development of the FMS for the newly acquired MRH-90 platform requires 
customisation to the specific ADF operations & support practices and the specific MRH technology. 
Hence, the following sections investigate the present ADF structure and its rotary-wing fleet (Sec. 
3.1), the current status of the ADF technology management systems (Sec. 3.2), the specific ADF 
operational support doctrines (Sec. 3.3), and the specific MRH technology (Sec. 3.4).  
3.1 Structure & Fleet 
The ADF was founded in 1901 and comprises of three service branches: Royal Australian Air Force 
(RAAF), Australian Army (AA), and Royal Australian Navy (RAN). 53,000 full-time active duty 
personnel make it the largest military in Oceania. Presently, 3,800 personnel are permanently deployed 
to the Middle East & Iraq, Afghanistan, East Timor, and Solomon Islands for forward defence. 
Domestic responsibilities cover support of Australian customs, counter-terrorism in conjunction with 
civilian law enforcement agencies, and assistance & logistic support to remote Indigenous Australian 
communities.  
The ADF operates a variety of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft, conducting reconnaissance, attack, 
patrol, training and transport tasks. A large fraction of the operated equipment is due for replacement 
and upgrade in the near future. As part of the Air 9000 program, the AA and RAN will receive 46 
MRH-90 platforms to be delivered from 2007 to 2013 to replace the SH-2G(A) Sea Sprite, Sea King 
Mk.50A and UH-60 / SH-60 Black Hawk / Sea Hawk platforms.  
3.2 ADF Technology Management Systems 
The ADF‘s aviation technology management tools are provided centrally to meet the airworthiness 
requirements of the Technical Airworthiness Regulator and are available to Aircraft Maintenance 
Organisations (AMOs). They assist in aviation maintenance management to minimise duplicate 
functionalities and increased life-cycle costs. The tools enhance data management in an integrated 
logistics environment. They are controlled by the airworthiness authority to ensure data integrity and 
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appropriate communication of product information between the systems. The tools used by the ADF 
are as follows [129]:  
 Computer Aided Maintenance Management 2  (CAMM2): The software is accessed and 
updated by maintenance personnel, authorised aircrews and logistic managers. It is applicable on 
the following tasks [129]:  
 Configuration Management: Configuration control concepts based on logistic support 
analysis and MIL–STD–1388–2B — DoD Requirement for a Logistics Support 
Analysis Record.  
 Asset Management: Addresses processes of reception, structure management, tracking, 
history recording and decommissioning.  
 Maintenance Management: The process of maintaining maintenance items and 
Maintenance Management Items (MMIs). The CAMM2 function includes application of 
maintenance policy to individual assets, forecasting, initiation and controlling of 
maintenance jobs. 
 Operations Management: Allocation and preparation of aircraft for missions, maintenance 
related and mission accomplishment records.  
 Planning: Scheduled operations and servicing events. 
 Materials and Inventory: Provision and location of items required for a maintenance 
process. 
 Venue Management: Registering aircraft maintenance operations to bases. 
 Reporting: Standard reports of information for status / updates, in printed / view format.  
 NetMAARS: A database & reporting tool accessible through intranet within the Defence 
Restricted Network [129]. It stores historic & present maintenance and operational data.  
 Fleet Management Tools : The software manages aircraft fleets and provides scheduling, 
downtime and availability advice. Within the Defence Restricted Network, the ADF uses two 
fleet management tools [129]:  
 Fleet Doctor: F-111 system specific fleet management tool to schedule operations and 
maintenance at the Strike Reconnaissance System Program Office.  
 Fleet Planner: Developed by the Directorate of Aircraft Maintenance of Directorate 
General – Technical Airworthiness (DGTA) for ADF use. The tool sets the scheduled 
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and unscheduled maintenance, modification programs, exercises, storage, provides 
reporting and supports scenario analysis.  
ADF aircraft servicings are scheduled based on AFHRS and / or fixed calendar dates. 
The daily flying hours are uploaded into the Fleet Planner software, which updates the 
schedule of servicing events accordingly. The servicing scheduling is governed by the 
manufacturers‘ maintenance regulations / Technical Maintenance Plan (TMP).  
 OMEGA2B: A software to develop, manage and maintain the Weapon System Database 
[129]. It is a logistic support analysis record conforming MIL–STD–1388–2B to meet ADF 
requirements. The software generates TMPs and servicing schedules from the Weapon System 
Database through reports. OMEGA2B provides maintenance policies used in other technology 
management applications including CAMM2 and VIPER.  
 ADF Vertically Integrated Programmed Engineering and Repair (VIPER): The software 
schedules aircraft maintenance, personnel and facilities to optimise resource usage and minimise 
‗Time to Make Serviceable‘ [129]. It provides critical path analysis and establishes a database of 
maintenance records. VIPER addresses modifications, special servicings and serviceability / 
unserviceability of aircraft and indicates service progress. The system allows the establishment 
of individual servicing requirements through customisation and provides a maintenance review 
option to enhance servicing efficiency and to limit paperwork.  
 Joint Strike Fighter Logistic Support Systems: In conjunction with the introduction of the 
newly developed Joint Strike Fighter platform (Lockheed JSF – F-35 Lightning II), systems 
engineering principles have been employed to design & develop advanced platform support 
systems to meet the life-cycle and operational requirements of next generation aircraft. The 
systems developed for the F-35 platform providing fleet management support capabilities include 
the Autonomic Logistics Global Sustainment (ALGS), Autonomic Logistics Information System 
(ALIS), and Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) [130, 131].  
 ALGS: Employs a performance based logistics concept using single product support 
integrator to decrease life-cycle costs. Using ALGS, the F-35 suppliers are incentivised 
for platform operational availability.  
 ALIS: Provides F-35 operators the ability to maintain, schedule and sustain its aircraft 
& infrastructure throughout the system life-cycle. The capabilities cover a range of 
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services, including operations, maintenance, HUMS, supply chain, customer support 
services, training and provision of technical data. 
 CMMS: Maintains a computer database of information on F-35s maintenance 
operations. It produces status reports and documents providing details on various 
maintenance activities to increase maintenance effectiveness and reduce platform 
downtime.  
The ALGS, ALIS and CMMS systems are available on globally distributed secure networks to 
users to provide up-to-date information for effective fleet management. Real-time HUMS data is 
received from the F-35 platform in-flight via a downlink, enabling advance scheduling and the 
provisioning of required spare parts and maintenance personnel to significantly reduce aircraft 
maintenance downtime. The systems architectures were designed service oriented to cater for 
future system IT initiatives and upgrades. The ADF is likely to adopt ALIS and ALGS systems 
with to the introduction of F-35s into RAAF service [132, 133].  
The systems engineering principles employed in the design & development of ALIS covered the 
early development of the system requirements in conjunction with the F-35 platform design. This 
activity was supported by a detailed commercial software review to enable the ALIS 
architecture development. The various design activities were continuously traced back to 
customer requirements to ensure the systems meet the stipulated system needs of supporting 
aircraft in complex operational environments [134].  
Further systems engineering activities in the development of the F-35 support systems include 
reliability centred engineering, product life-cycle management and continuous process 
improvement analysis needs within programs and across asset classes.  
3.3 Operational Support 
Technical airworthiness defines the condition of an aircraft and provides the base to assess its 
suitability for flight from a safety perspective. The DGTA-ADF provides military technical 
airworthiness services to the ADF. In particular, the organisation is responsible for maintaining a 
regulatory framework for technical airworthiness management including engineering (design), 
maintenance and quality assurance [135].  
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ADF airworthiness doctrine requires that aircraft and its equipment are maintained to approved 
standards by competent and authorised individuals. These individuals act as members of an approved 
organisation and their work is both certified as correct and accepted on behalf of the ADF. Within the 
ADF, technical personnel are appropriately trained and authorised to undertake maintenance activities; 
thus satisfying the doctrine. This standard sets the criteria required for civilian staff, either in the 
capacity of Defence civilians or in commercial support, employed on the maintenance of ADF aircraft 
and associated equipment [136].  
3.3.1 Personnel 
The personnel involved in ADF rotary wing operations comprises of administrative personnel, air crews 
and ground personnel. Ground personnel are categorised as follows: a) Ground crew – mission support; 
and b) Ground crew – aircraft support. Other ground personnel involved in ADF rotary-wing 
operational duties include administration, security and management. Also, personnel from contracted 
agencies and businesses are involved in ADF operations and include supply personnel in the logistic 
support infrastructure. The ADF develops standards to ensure that qualified and authorised aircraft 
tradespersons carry out maintenance tasks on aircraft equipment for which the ADF has airworthiness 
responsibility [42].  
3.3.1.1 Maintenance Personnel 
 Aircraft Maintenance Engineer: An ‗On-Aircraft Maintenance‘ tradesperson who has 
completed an aerospace apprenticeship / traineeship, or has been assessed via recognition of 
current competencies as having satisfied the minimum National Aeroskills Competency 
Standards.  
 Aircraft Mechanic: An ‗Off-Aircraft Mechanic‘ tradesperson who has completed an 
aerospace apprenticeship / traineeship, or has been assessed via ‗Recognition of Current 
Competencies‘ as having satisfied the minimum National Aeroskills Competency Standards.  
 Aircraft Tradesperson: A person who has completed the relevant off-job training and 
demonstrates on-job competence for the award of the applicable trade Certificate-of-Proficiency 
by the State Accreditation Board or New Zealand Qualification Association, or a person who 
holds an ADF issued aircraft trade certificate.  
 Apprentice : A person who is undergoing formal off-job and on-job training, normally four years 
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in duration that will lead to the award of an appropriate trade Certificate-of-Proficiency. 
Aerospace trade apprentices are to comply with the nationally recognised Aeroskills Training 
Package requirements.  
 Civilian Tradesperson: Contract aircraft tradespersons and Defence civilian aircraft 
tradespersons.  
 Commander: Commanding Officer of a RAN / RAAF unit or Officer Commanding an Army 
unit authorising the operation of aircraft.  
 Ex-ADF Aircraft Tradesperson: A person who has qualified for an ADF aircraft trade whilst 
serving in the ADF.  
 Flight Service Inspector (Navy): A Maintenance Quality Inspector (MQI) authorised to 
examine and certify the aircraft maintenance document to ensure complete and correct 
information and that the aircraft is cleared for operation.  
 Independent Inspector: Tradesperson authorised to perform independent inspections.  
 Licensed Aircraft Maintenance Engineer: A person who, after meeting the requirements of 
the Civil Aviation Regulations, is granted a license by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority 
(CASA) to supervise and certify the maintenance of Australian registered aircraft.  
 Maintenance Manager (Navy): Petty Officer or above authorised to manage all maintenance 
activities on nominated aircraft and equipment.  
 Maintenance Quality Inspector (MQI): An aircraft Tradesperson or Licensed Aircraft 
Maintenance Engineer, assessed as competent and authorised to perform second and third level 
maintenance certification tasks.  
 MQI (Navy): Leading Seaman or authorised to conduct Discretionary, Mandatory and Final 
Inspections.  
 Non-Tradesperson: A person who is employed in a maintenance area and has no recognised 
aircraft trade qualifications.  
 Section Commander: Officer-in-Charge of sections or groups. Reports directly to Senior 
Maintenance Manager.  
 Section Head: Officer-in-Charge of a section.  
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 Self Certifying Maintainers : Technicians / Tradespeople of Corporal rank and above 
authorised to certify first and second level of certification. Self Certifying Maintenance applies to 
both on- and off-aircraft maintenance.  
 Senior Maintenance Manager: Senior Maintenance Manager has direct technical 
responsibility for all maintenance functions performed within the maintenance organisation.  
 Technician (Navy): Completed a formal Navy generic aircraft and specific aircraft training 
course to perform maintenance tasks subject to authorisations (Qualified to Maintain, Class 1, 2 
and 3).  
 Trade Supervisor: Corporal rank or above, authorised to supervise tradespeople and perform 
Progressive Inspections.  
3.3.1.2 Aircrews 
 Pilot: Officer in command of the aircraft in the rank of Captain or higher.  
 First Officer: Co-pilot of the aircraft and Second-in-Command.  
 Tactical Coordinator (Tacco): Coordinates the tactical operation of the aircraft and its 
systems. Specially trained for antisubmarine warfare tactics in addition to other missions.  
 Sensor Operator (Senso): Operates the radar & radio detection devices, radar jamming 
systems and decoys, and gun / missile-firing equipment. The Senso detects, locates and identifies 
friendly and enemy submarines, ships and aircraft.  
 Loadmaster: Responsible for loading and unloading of cargo and balancing the aircraft.  
 Instructor: A pilot with a flight instructor rating on the MRH platform. Ratings include 
instrument, multi-engine or testing.  
3.3.2 Maintenance 
Maintenance is the scheduled activities conducted for technical airworthiness of aircraft. It prevents or 
detects failures, restores equipment to a serviceable condition and prepares aircraft for missions (Sec. 
2.1.4). The maintenance organisation manages the stipulated schedules and documents these activities. 
Maintenance planning schedules the infrastructure support requirements (manpower, material and 
equipment) to meet the ADF readiness parameters. The specific ADF maintenance classification and 
documentation are as follows:  
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 On-Aircraft Maintenance : Maintenance attended on complete parent equipment (including 
aircraft missiles and engines) is referred as to on-aircraft maintenance; irrespective of the 
location of the parent equipment.  
 Off-Aircraft Maintenance : Maintenance attended on components removed from parent 
equipment, except for components that are repaired in situ or removed for convenience for 
bench check and / or repair.  
 On-Equipment Maintenance : Shop work on aircraft engines, and removal of subassemblies 
from major assemblies are referred to as on-equipment maintenance.  
 On-Condition Maintenance : Detects a condition that indicates a failure is imminent. Regular 
assessment clears the item for further use / replacement.  
 Corrective / Unscheduled Maintenance : Restores items to a condition / performance level 
after failure has occurred. It involves detection and correction of a fault that has caused failure 
on an unscheduled basis. Unscheduled events include an inspection or maintenance after a 
natural disaster / accident - fire damage, a hard landing or any other damage.  
 Preventive / Scheduled Maintenance : Addresses precautionary measures for a known 
failure mode at predetermined schedules. Preventive maintenance process is performed ‗Off 
Aircraft‘ and involves systematic disassembly, replacement / restoration of parts and testing to 
restore the item to meet physical tolerances and performance standards.  
 Contingency Maintenance  (CMAINT): Maintenance activities conducted during contingency 
operations. These include revised servicing schedules, component lifing plans and repair 
philosophies for maximum operational availability while constraining and managing risk. 
CMAINT schedules and repair schemes are for use during declared contingency operations, but 
may be applied during specific peacekeeping operations.  
 Modification: A change to the physical / functional characteristics of technical equipment.  
 Service Bulletin (SB): Provides a service recommendation from the Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) to address flight safety issues. SBs are issued by the OEM to all users of 
the aircraft. The SBs apply to a specific aircraft variant; and modifications will need to be 
addressed. SBs may also stipulate new special service requirements or an amendment to an 
existing service schedule. It may also be a one-off inspection. The service schedule may be 
calendar / flying hour based.  
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 Documentation: The Aircraft Maintenance Control Office and Maintenance Control Section 
form the maintenance organisation of the ADF. The documentation covered by the organisation 
on the maintenance activities are the following [42]:  
 Aircraft flying hours and landings;  
 Engine operating hours;  
 Missile operating and flight carriage hours;  
 Aircraft systems operative schedule;  
 Modifications and special technical instructions;  
 Removal, installation or transfer of aircraft and MMI;  
 Component changes to cover inventory details, usage and defect reports.  
 All scheduled and unscheduled maintenance;  
 MMI logs, and Form EE515 – Component log & Component History Recording System 
items; and  
 Aircraft, MMI and Component History Recording System status reports.  
Aircraft history is recorded on a system database – CAMM / CAMM2. In case of AMOs operating 
without CAMM / CAMM2, the information is recorded on control and log cards.  
3.3.2.1 Inspections 
Inspections are the process of determining compliance with engineering / maintenance standards 
stipulated in the maintenance documents. The inspection echelons comprise: a) First Level – 
Technicians, Tradespeople, b) Second Level – MQIs, Trade Supervisors, and c) Third Level – MQIs 
and Independent Inspectors. The types of inspections and their associated activities are as follows [42]:  
 Progressive Inspection: Attended when new processes are implemented, and tradespersons 
are provided further training. These are also needed when compartments in the structure are 
sealed or components are to be sealed / locked or replaced / reconnected.  
 Independent Inspection: Conducted by an independent inspector post-maintenance to ensure 
the quality & integrity and to detect any faults / errors.  
 Mandatory Inspection (Navy): Prescribed and obligatory independent inspections conducted 
during or on completion of a maintenance task. The inspection checks the standards of 
maintenance processes and is recorded on maintenance management cards, maintenance 
publications, servicing schedules, test schedules or work process sheets.   
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 Discretionary Inspection (Navy): Directed by the maintenance manager in addition to 
mandatory and final inspections. Maintenance managers apply discretionary inspections to 
certify maintenance activities and to assess responsible engineering officers.  
 Final Inspection (Navy): Obligatory independent inspections carried out post-work on flight 
critical systems to ensure integrity. Systems requiring final inspection include all components, 
parts and associated systems operating the aircraft‘s aerodynamic control surfaces, engine 
power, fuel, undercarriages, and braking systems.  
3.3.2.2 Servicings 
Aircraft servicings referred to as ‗Application Servicings‘ ensure that the technical equipment is 
maintained in intervals to perform reliably without failure in operation. Deviations may apply to 
maintenance intervals under special circumstances – peacetime and contingency operations. In 
peacetime operations, but for safety critical items, the co-ordinator / delegated engineering officer of a 
unit may authorise temporary changes to maintenance intervals not more than 5% of the current 
maintenance life. During declared contingency operations, the 5% tolerance may be increased to 10%. 
The application servicings are platform centric and classified as follows:  
 Operational Servicing: Operational maintenance tasks prepare an aircraft for operational use 
and include service post-operational use as follows [42]:  
 Before Flight Servicing: Comprises of a set of maintenance tasks conducted for 
operational readiness of the aircraft in accordance with the servicing schedule. It is valid 
for 24h after servicing, and is to be as close as practicable to the planned operation.  
 Turnaround Servicing: Ensures that the aircraft is safe for another operation within the 
next 24h period. It includes maintenance tasks performed between successive operations 
within the currency of the Before Flight Servicing. In some applications, specifically 
rotary-wing operations and hot refuelling, involving several short periods of usage may not 
warrant a Turnaround Servicing under special authorisation. The Turnaround Servicing is 
valid until the next operational use or when the Before Flight lapses, whichever occurs 
first.  
 After Flight Servicing: Conducted to ensure that appropriate systems are replenished and 
defects and deterioration due to operational use are identified for corrective action. After 
Flight Servicing of the aircraft is after the last operation within the currency of the Before 
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Flight Servicing. After Flight Servicings may include preventive and surveillance actions, 
such as the installation of protective covers and safety devices.  
 Daily Flight Servicing: Includes Before & After Flight Servicing maintenance tasks. It 
includes inspection, checking, replenishment and servicing required for operational 
readiness. The Daily Flight Servicing is performed once within a 24h period when an 
aircraft is required for flight and remains current for a 24h period from the time of 
completion of the servicing.  
 Routine Servicing: A set of preventive tasks required to preserve safety and operational 
reliability, classified as Operational / Deeper Maintenance (OM / DM) and is performed at 
scheduled intervals / events. Tasks listed in a routine servicing schedule are mandatory 
maintenance actions on an aircraft during a servicing. Unserviceability discovered is to be 
considered as unscheduled maintenance and not part of the routine servicing content [42]. 
Servicing intervals are scheduled calendar based, flying hour based or out of phase (cycle) 
based. Calendar date servicings are applicable to components that deteriorate with time and not 
flying hours. To illustrate, calendar-date-services include corrosion checks or servicings on the 
internal rubber fuel tank. Routine servicing includes the following tasks [42]:  
 Preventive tasks on functional items and its operational test;  
 Examination of primary installations and of structure known / assessed to have high 
susceptibility to damage through fatigue, corrosion or mechanical damage.  
 Restoration of surface finish.  
The routine servicings can be classified as follows [42]:  
 Flexible: The tasks are grouped to create several small servicings with different interval 
events that the total workload is carried out on a continual basis. The advantage may be 
taken of opportunities created by unscheduled maintenance arisings and periods when the 
aircraft is not operating. The routine servicing requirements are separated into individual 
operations to maximise aircraft availability. The periodicities of flexible servicing 
operations are either calendar, flying hour or out of phase based.  
 Phased: The tasks are evenly distributed between all servicings. All servicings have the 
same interval event. This concept is suitable for aircraft / components with high utilisation 
rates where extensive downtime for maintenance is not desirable.  
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 Periodic: The routine servicings tasks are separated into smaller servicings, limited to four 
packages. Schedules for calendar and out of phase based servicing are referred to as 
special servicings. These may be attended independently by flying hour based operations. 
Periodic servicings require more down-time but provide greater availability between 
servicings. All tasks are either attended at nominal interval or as multiple interval events. 
The content of each servicing is structured to include all tasks contained in those 
servicings attended at a lesser interval event.  
 Special Servicing: Inspections, servicing and maintenance requirements that are independent of 
operational and routine servicings, and are at fixed intervals or under specific circumstances 
(heavy landing, operation in a corrosive environment, and operation of certain equipment). These 
servicings are unplanned and not based on accrued hours or calendar dates. Special servicings 
are platform specific and designated by the letter ‗S‘ and a number in the range from 1 to 999 
[42].  
 Storage Servicing: Prepares equipment for storage, maintains in storage and returns to 
operational status. On conversion to a storage servicing, all operational, routine and special 
servicings are either suspended or incorporated in the storage servicing [42].  
 Contingency Servicing: Contingency operations include preparation and conflict phase. 
Mission readiness and equipment availability are prioritised over life-cycle-cost management and 
asset life preservation [42]. Contingency operations affect maintenance schedules, component 
life and repair techniques.  
 CMAINT Plans & Schedules: To maximise operational availability by optimum availability 
of aircraft in the area of operation and minimising DM. During peacetime, the servicing 
schedules are reviewed to determine tasks that can be delayed or cancelled, and the tasks 
to be conducted in the area of operation. It limits the need to ferry aircraft to DM facilities 
during contingency situations.  
 Aircraft Battle Damage Repair (ABDR): A subset of CMAINT involving rapid, short 
term repair techniques using available materials, tools and facilities to restore structural 
strength and system integrity for technical airworthiness. ABDR techniques increase 
operational availability in a contingency. It clears the ‗damaged beyond unit repair 
capability aircraft‘ for operational sorties or to ferry to a repair facility. The scope of 
ABDR is regulated by the Air Force Design Approval Authority. An ABDR engineer 
assesses possible performance limitations and discusses operational implications with the 
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operational commander. ABDR may affect mission capability due to limited functionality / 
performance and includes assessment, design, approval, acceptance, and repair.  
 Technical Maintenance Plan (TMP): The servicings and removal intervals are reviewed to 
provide greater availability or are reduced to address hostile operating environments. It 
also applies for special technical instructions. All aircraft which have undergone 
CMAINT, ABDR, or non-standard repairs are to be assessed to identify inherent 
airworthiness and technical integrity in accordance with the TMPs, peacetime servicing 
schedules and technical publications.  
3.3.2.3 Infrastructure 
The maintenance infrastructure capabilities at ADF rotary-wing operating bases depend on the 
authorised certification level as follows:  
 OM: Oakey Army Aviation (AAvn) Centre; Holsworthy Barracks, Sydney; Lavarack Barracks, 
Townsville; HMAS Albatross, Nowra (Navy); and  
 DM / Heavy Maintenance : Lavarack Barracks, Townsville; HMAS Albatross, Nowra 
(Navy); and Aircraft Research and Development Unit, Adelaide.  
If a DM level maintenance requirement is to occur at an OM level location, then certified staff is to be 
stipulated for the activity.  
The ADF rotary-wing operating bases and maintenance support facilities cover:  
 AAvn: Robertson Barracks, Darwin; Army Aviation Centre, Oakey; and Holsworthy Barracks, 
Sydney; and  
 RAN: HMAS Albatross, Nowra.  
The ADF rotary-wing aircraft deployments and assignments include:  
 Deployment: Aircraft and the associated technical, administrative and command staff, support 
equipment and supplies, operating under a designated Officer-in-Charge / Flight Commander, as 
a separate AMO away from the parent AMO. The aircraft remain under the operational 
command of the squadron account manager.  
 Parent Base : The ADF base or ship at which the operating AMO or flight is located.  
 Period of Operation: Commences from when the aircraft captain accepts the aircraft to when 
it is released to maintenance by the aircraft captain.  
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 Ships Flight: A flight dedicated to a ship and integrated under the operational command of the 
ship‘s commanding officer. The aircraft may be detached from the designated ship to come 
under the operational control of other authorities as required.  
The planning schedule of the maintenance facility is governed by the operational readiness benchmark 
of the units and the capacity of the maintenance facilities. The capacity, capability and loading of the 
facilities are designated as follows:  
 Facility Capability: Indicates the maintenance events that can be conducted at the facility;  
 Facility Task Capacity: The number of helicopters per maintenance event which can be 
handled per facility at any one-time; and  
 Total Floor Loading: The total number of helicopters which can be serviced at any point-of-
time by a facility.  
3.3.2.4 Events 
Maintenance events are denoted from M1 to M4 representing light servicing to heavy maintenance. 
These events are governed by:  
 Periodicity: The maintenance periodicity of ADF aircraft is governed by the following: a) Air 
Frame Hours (AFHRS); b) Elapsed Days (ELDYS); and c) Elapsed Years (ELYRS). The 
intervals range from typically 20 AFHRS for minor service to two ELYRS for major 
maintenance. The maintenance schedule conducted on the airframes is based on the number of 
days: a) OM – To maximum 7 days; and b) DM – More than 7 days.  
 Interval: The number of AFHRS, ELDYS or ELYRS; and  
 Resetting Rules : Periodic light services are reset by heavy maintenance. Frequent and less 
complex maintenance events may be included into major and more complex services. This 
process limits servicing being conducted beyond its recommended periodicity. The resetting may 
be as follows: a) M1 may be reset by M1, M2 and M3; b) M2 event may be reset by M2 and 
M3; c) M3 resets M3; and d) M4 resets M4. The resetting of M1 and M2 servicings through M3 
and a non-reset of M4 is illustrated in Figure 3-1. Non-resetting maintenance events include 
special services which are not periodic and performed ‗as required‘. To illustrate, a non-resetting 
inspection is the saline conditions inspection after operation in corrosive environments.  
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Figure 3-1: Resetting Maintenance Events – An Illustration 
 Merging of Events : Scheduled events are merged to form a single schedule. The duration of 
the new combined event may be reduced by resetting. A scheduled modification (Mod A) may 
be merged with a scheduled maintenance (M2) as presented in Figure 3-2. The total time may 
be reduced from 25 to 15 with the two events carried out at the same time (Figure 3-3). This is 
governed by the facilities task capability of the maintenance section.  
tA40-001
1015
MOD A
25
MOD A M2M2
 
Figure 3-2: Merging of Events – No Dual Task Capability 
M2
tA40-001
10
15
MOD A
15
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Figure 3-3: Merging of Events – Dual Task Capability 
 Servicing Delay: If required, maintenance management may extend the scheduled servicing 
intervals specified in the TMP (Figure 3-4). An AMO may also conduct a maintenance activity 
before the interval specified in the TMP. In practice, engineers inspect the aircraft and approve 
to over-fly the hours.  
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Figure 3-4: Servicing Delay 
3.3.3 Aircraft 
All occurrences associated with the aircraft that affect safety & loss are reported as accidents or 
incidents. These are categorised based on the degree-of-damage and the repair effort required.  
3.3.3.1 Aircraft Accident and Incidents 
The accident or incident is governed by the effect of the occurrence on the aircraft structure and 
occupants.  
 Aircraft Accident: Occurring within the period of operation of the aircraft and resulting in the 
loss of the aircraft. Accidents adversely affect the structural strength, performance / flying 
characteristics of the aircraft and require repair of the airframe. It causes death or serious injury 
to occupants of the aircraft by direct contact with the aircraft or from detached parts of the 
aircraft or stores released from the aircraft.  
 Aircraft Incident: Affects the safety of an aircraft, occupants or other persons but not at the 
time of the occurrence. It has flying safety implications regarding the reliability of flight critical 
aircraft systems; the general technical airworthiness of a specific aircraft type; or the adequacy 
of safety in training, documentation, practices and procedures. These include the operation of 
aircraft by aircrew, control of aircraft by ground based agencies, or maintenance and servicing 
of aircraft.  
The reporting of accidents and incidents are categorised as follows [42]: a) Forced or precautionary 
landing; b) Heavy landing and / or braking; c) Main rotor or tail rotor blade strike; d) Flight, airframe or 
engine limitations exceeded; e) Aircraft ship motion / wind speed limitations exceeded; f) Natural 
hazards (turbulence, lightning strike, bird strike); g) Damage by bomb / ordnance blast or fire / heat; 
and h) Saltwater / chemical contamination.  
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3.3.3.2 Repair Categories 
Aircraft are to be designated a specific repair category when reporting an accident. The category 
indicates the maintenance effort required and a time frame to return the aircraft to service. The repair 
categories are as follows [42]:  
 Category 0  : No replacement or repair required.  
 Category 1  : Repairable within four hours or less.  
 Category 2  : Repairable in two days or less.  
 Category 2E : Damaged confined to aircraft engine, but requiring an engine change.  
 Category 3  : Aircraft repairable in more than two days and up to 14 days.  
 Category 4  : Aircraft repairable in more than 14 days.  
 Category 5  : Aircraft unrepairable, missing, or inaccessible for recovery.  
3.3.4 Certification 
Certification endorses the completion of a maintenance schedule in accordance to policies and 
procedures. It is attended by technicians, tradespeople, supervisors and inspectors. It endorses by 
electronic or paper signature that all maintenance has been performed, supervised and inspected in 
accordance with relevant orders, instructions and publications. It also confirms Foreign Object Control 
checks have been exercised during the maintenance task; and all paperwork and electronic reporting 
requirements have been satisfied and are complete. The three levels at which certification is endorsed 
cover [42]:  
 First Level (Technician / Tradesperson): Certifies the completion of a task / part task.  
 Second Level (Progressive / Mandatory Inspection, MQI / Trade Supervisors): Required to 
confirm that a maintenance task has been completed in accordance with the approved 
maintenance documentation.  
 Third Level (Independent / Final Inspection, MQI / Independent Inspector): Required when 
flight critical maintenance operations are completed.  
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3.4 MRH Technology 
The NH-90 is a multi-mission medium weight helicopter system in the 10t class built by the consortium 
NH-Industries (62.5% EADS Eurocopter, 32.5% AugustaWestland, and 5% Stork Fokker). The 
helicopter is qualified for all day / night and all weather operations, including maximum icing conditions. 
The design availability of the NH-90 is 87% and Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) is >4 flight 
hours (mission systems included). The MRH designed life time accounts for 10,000 flight hours or 30 
years. The maintenance effort at 1
st
 & 2
nd
 level is under 2.5 hours per flight hour. Preventive 
maintenance intervals are over 900 flight hours and lubrication intervals over 600 flight hours. Mission 
reliability is over 97.5% [137, 138]. Interchangeability of components and personnel though 
commonality include the MRH versions – Tactical Transport Helicopter (TTH) and NATO Frigate 
Helicopter (NFH) and the Advanced Reconnaissance Helicopter (ARH) Tiger. Ship compatibility 
allows operations from ANZAC, Adelaide, Kanimbla and Canberra Class Ships, North Atlantic Treaty 
Organisation (NATO) compatibility addresses Data-Link and Identification Friend / Foe (IFF) systems 
for communication. The crashworthy design based on Military Standard MIL-STD-1290A leads to 
energy absorption and restraint of mass items. It is built with a crushable structure bottom, and the vital 
onboard systems are designed redundant. The NH-90 design life-cycle costs minimise acquisition, 
phase-in, operations, phase-out and disposal costs.  
The specifications of the MRH are as follows [138]:  
 Maximum Takeoff Weight (MTOW) : 10,600kg (TTH and NFH);  
 Maximum / Economical Cruising Speeds : 164kts / 140kts (TTH) and 157kts / 132kts (NFH);  
 In / Out Ground Effect Ceiling Altitudes : 9710ft / 7730ft (TTH) and 10300ft / 8250ft (NFH);  
 Typical / Ferry Ranges    : 430nm / 650nm (TTH) and 490nm / 660nm (NFH);  
 Maximum Endurance (2 External Tanks) : 4h 35min (TTH) and 4h 45min (NFH);  
 Cargo Capacity      : 4000kg external or 2500kg internal; and  
 Typical NFH Mission Endurance : 3h 20min loitering time 50nm from base (incl. 20min 
reserve).  
3.4.1 Airframe Systems 
Airframe systems are distinguished between built-in and mission specific systems. Built-in systems 
comprise of the airframe systems vital for the operation of the helicopter and mission specific systems 
are optional systems. Built-in systems include: Avionics, air conditioning, flight controls, power supply, 
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fuel, cockpit & cabin, fire protection, cargo load & handling, and lights. Optional equipment includes: 
Sensors, armament, data storage, and electronic warfare systems.  
The avionics system of the NH-90 consists of: a) Core avionics system, and b) Mission systems. The 
core system provides all avionics functions and performance necessary to manage the basic aircraft 
capabilities. This encompasses the functions of monitoring and diagnosis of avionics and vehicle 
systems, control and display management, navigation and communication. The mission system assures 
the management of the different mission- specific sensors, tactical communication and mission / flight 
planning functions [138].  
  
Figure 3-5: MRH Flight Control System Architecture [138] 
The primary and automatic flight control system is presented at Figure 3-5. It is based on a redundant 
Fly-by-Wire system with no mechanical back-up and includes two dual flight control computers, 
associated sensors and actuators. The primary flight control system provides the helicopter with control 
and stability capabilities. The automatic flight control system provides the appropriate modes of 
operation for the hands-off flight required by the mission. Power Supply is provided through pneumatic, 
hydraulic and electric systems [138].  
3.4.2 Structure 
The structure comprises of the fuselage, doors, nacelles & pylons, stabilisers and windows (Figure 
3-6, Figure 3-7). The fuselage is an all-composite and crashworthy design based on MIL-STD-1290A 
with low radar signature and a foldable tail. The centre fuselage has a constant cross section available 
at two cabin heights and two large sliding doors. It sustains a crash at 6m/s descend rate and holds 
crash resistant, self sealing fuel tanks and a three-point retractable and steerable crashworthy landing 
gear sustaining a 4m/s descend rate. The fuselage crash protection covers a 10m/s (landing gear 
extended), and 7m/s (landing gear retracted) descend rate up to 11t helicopter weight.  
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Figure 3-6: NH-90 Planform [138] Figure 3-7: Composite Fuselage [139] 
3.4.3 Rotor 
The MRH main rotor hub is of titanium Spheriflex 
design with elastomeric bearings and four flared-tip 
foldable composite blades (Figure 3-8). The main 
rotor diameter is 16.30m and of disc area 208.7m² 
at a maximum disc loading of 50.8kg/m². The tail 
rotor diameter is 3.2m using four blades on a 
foldable tail. Rotor engagement or shut-off in winds 
up to 43kts and gust up to 60kts is permitted.  
Figure 3-8: NH-90 Titanium Rotor Head [140] 
3.4.4 Power Plant 
The power plant comprises of two Rolls-Royce / Turbomeca RRTM322-01/9 or two General Electric / 
Fiat Avio T700/T6E1 turbo-shaft engines installed on the upper deck in two separated bays behind the 
main gear box. Engines include a Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC). All dynamic systems 
provide a 30min dry run capability. One Engine Inoperable (OEI) emergency ratings are 30s at 
>2,000kW each. An Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) is installed for engine start and Environmental 
Control System (ECS) ground operations.  
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3.4.5 Payload 
Payload comprises of the crew, fuel, oil, cargo, ordnance and emergency equipment & survival gear. 
The crew includes a pilot, first officer, crew chief, tactical operator, sensor operator, and load master. 
The minimum crew consists of one pilot for flight at Visual Flight Rules (VFR) and Instrument Flight 
Rules (IFR) conditions. The fuel is carried in an internal crashworthy self-sealing tank holding 2036kg 
in a seven cell system and two optional 400kg tanks for ferry flights. Auxiliary external loads are two 
500kg tanks. Cargo is carried internally and externally, comprising of 20 troops, 12 stretchers or a small 
Vehicle. Internal cargo capacity is 2500kg; external loads are 700kg for the NFH and 4000kg for the 
TTH variants. Ordnance includes two optional machine guns (TTH variant only) or torpedoes (Mk.42 / 
MU90), and missiles (Marte Mk.II, NFH variant only).  
The structure, rotor, power plant and payload will be further investigated in detail for the design & 
development of the FMS (Sec. 4.2).  
3.5 Results and Discussion 
In this chapter the specific ADF FMS technology, operational support and MRH technology were 
investigated to cover the maintenance support practices & certification.  
3.5.1 Operational Support 
The operational support doctrines for rotary-wing platforms were investigated based on the regulatory 
framework of technical airworthiness management provided by the DGTA-ADF that cover 
engineering (design), maintenance and quality assurance. The investigations analysed the framework 
from a personnel, aircraft, maintenance, and certification perspective. The key aspects addressed in 
each of these are as follows:  
 Personnel: The personnel for operational support were identified as air crew, administrative, 
and ground personnel (mission support & aircraft support). The maintenance personnel covered 
the maintenance engineers and managers, tradespersons and the inspectors. The qualification 
and Certificate-of-Proficiency was also identified. The aircrew covered the flying and the 
support crew including the instructor.  
 Maintenance : The maintenance requirements for operational support investigated on- / off-
aircraft to corrective, preventive and contingency maintenance, including the associated SBs and 
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documentation. The types of inspection & servicings and the activities were covered. The status 
of the maintenance infrastructure for the AAvn and RAN were investigated on the maintenance 
bases and their capabilities. The pattern of maintenance events, its periodicity, merging, and 
delay issues were also studied.  
 Aircraft Safety: The process of aircraft accident and incident reporting was investigated based 
on the damage on the aircraft and injury or death of occupants. The associated repair categories 
were studied on the degree-of-damage and maintenance efforts required.  
 Certification: The three levels of certification practised were analysed including the authorised 
personnel and documentation.  
3.5.2 MRH and FMS Technology 
The status of the MRH platform and FMS was investigated. The MRH technology analysis was 
system based including its operational, reliability and maintainability design specifications. The airframe 
systems covered the fixed and optional systems. The system components, materials and 
crashworthiness were studied. The rotor system covered the hub, blades and the materials. The power 
plant including its FADEC and the payload system specifications were identified.  
The FMS technology investigated the off-the-shelf technology and the present under practice with 
ADF. Off-the-shelf technologies of relevance were identified and included the maintenance & repair 
software, and flight tracking & scheduling software. The technology with ADF covered the CAMM / 
CAMM2, database tools (Fleet Doctor and Fleet Planner) and the Vertical Integrated Programmed 
Engineering and Repair software.  
In the FMS, the design & development also require consideration of the operator‘s personnel, 
maintenance, equipment, schedules, and repair requirements. The MRH technology and its 
infrastructure were investigated for identification of short falls and the modalities to address for 
developing an effective FMS for the MRH.  
The analysis of the ADF operational support and MRH technology provided the base for the 
Conceptual System Design stage (Chapter 4) in the adopted SEP. This phase subsequently develops 
the system concept based on investigations on the ADF operations & support practices, the system 
needs, the FMS subsystems, and its functional characteristics.  
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4 CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM DESIGN 
The Conceptual System Design stage is the first phase in the system life cycle (Sec. 2.2.5) to 
transform an abstract notion into a systems concept. In the design & development of the FMS, the 
conceptual system design covers the definition of the system characteristics and system structure. The 
research activities include a holistic analysis of the system life-cycle, and conceptual system 
characterisation under consideration of the problem definition. It establishes the system configuration 
and the system hierarchy, based on the identification of the system components & elements. A needs 
analysis subsequently identifies the system inputs, processes and outputs including the environment in 
which the system operates in.  
The Conceptual System Design stage establishes the unclassified MRH operations & environment 
support requirements of the FMS. The novel approach of adapting systems engineering principles for 
the design of a FMS requires analysis of the past, present, and future rotary-wing operating 
environments to enable system adaption to changing future military operational requirements.  
The MRH operations & environment support requirements of the Conceptual System Design stage 
provide the base for the Preliminary System Design stage. It subsequently identifies the FMS design & 
development requirements and develops the FMS methodology automation system frameworks & 
architectures based on these requirements.  
4.1 System Configuration 
The FMS is considered in a typical ‗input-process-output‘ system configuration. The FMS is to be 
developed for the MRH, hence the ‗support needs‘ for the operation of the MRH fleet needs to be 
considered. These support needs are to be the inputs of the FMS process. The support needs will 
comprise of the ‗operational support needs‘ for the designated roles and missions of the MRH. It will 
also comprise of the ‗operational environmental needs‘ on the foreseen spectrum of conditions in which 
the MRH will need to operate. The ‗scheduling and availability needs‘ will be based on the foreseen 
platform readiness & availability requirements. The MRH systems technology, specifically the HUMSs 
on-board and off-board, will form an additional critical input dimension to the FMS process.  
The analysis of the support needs to the FMS process will stipulate the design and development 
requirements of the FMS. The output of the process will be the fleet management capability. The FMS 
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in the input-process-output context from a systems perspective provides the base for a holistic analysis 
to develop the FMS for application on a specific technology – the MRH. The systems perspective of 
the FMS in an input-process-output configuration is presented in Figure 4-1.  
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Figure 4-1: Systems Perspective of FMS for Holistic Analysis – Input-process-output 
Configuration 
Systems Engineering is an iterative process. Initial system design outputs may not fully meet the 
requirements and hence the functional attributes may require further amendments to optimise the 
system capabilities (Figure 4-1).  
4.2 System Hierarchy 
The system hierarchy of the FMS will need to be developed to identify its subsystems and components 
for the development of the system structure at each level, for further analysis. The system structure 
will stipulate the ‗Inputs‘, ‗Processes‘ and ‗Outputs‘ at various levels of the hierarchy, for the FMS to 
address by providing the required support to the MRH.  
4.2.1 Level 0 to 1 
The FMS is considered as the total system at Level ‗0‘ of the system hierarchy. The MRH Platform is 
a subsystem of the FMS and a component at Level 1 of the FMS hierarchy. The other subsystems 
needed to provide operational support will comprise of the ‗Infrastructure‘ needed to support and the 
stipulated schedule pattern in which the support will be provided. Thus the subsystems / components at 
Level 2 of the hierarchy are ‗Platform‘, ‗Infrastructure‘ and ‗Schedule‘ (Figure 4-2).  
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Figure 4-2: System Hierarchy – Levels 1 and 2 
4.2.2 Level 2 
The development of the Level 2 hierarchy requires a further detailed analysis of the Level 1 
subsystems (Platform, Infrastructure and Schedule). Analysis of the platform will need an 
understanding of the various key assemblies that contribute to the operation of the platform. 
Infrastructure components need to cover from personnel to the operating bases. The schedule 
subsystems needs to be in-order to those stipulated in real-time for both personnel and platform 
activities.  
 Platform: The platform encompasses the housing for various assemblies / components, 
propulsive power and components that contribute to the mission accomplishment. The housing is 
the airframe structure and the propulsive power is provided by the engines and the rotor system. 
The systems that contribute to the mission accomplishment are the mission systems payload 
governed by the role and mission of the platform. Thus the key components of the platform 
system are ‗Structure‘, ‗Power Plant‘, ‗Rotor‘, ‗Mechanical & Avionic Systems‘ and ‗Payload‘  
[141].  
 Infrastructure : The infrastructure comprises of the systems required for rotary-wing operations 
and support. The operating bases are airbases on-ground and on-ships. At each of these the 
personnel to operate and support the aircraft comprises of: Aircrews, maintenance crews, 
ground personnel and administrative staff. Equipment for operations and support include 
maintenance and testing, fuel & ordnance and ground support equipment including availability of 
spare parts & personnel. Thus the three subsystems of Infrastructure are ‗Operating Bases‘, 
‗Personnel‘, and ‗Equipment‘.  
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 Schedule : The schedule comprises of the operations and support activities related to planning 
and timing of personnel, aircraft, and equipment. At the base, these consist of the allocation of 
aircraft and maintenance crews to servicings and inspections including upgrades and 
modifications for maximum availability of aircraft. Scheduling also includes training for both, air 
crews and ground crews. Thus the components of schedule are ‗Aircraft‘, ‗Personnel‘ and 
‗Maintenance‘.  
4.2.3 Level 3 to 6 
The components of Level 2 (Platform, Infrastructure, and Schedule) were further analysed as above, 
for the development of Level 3 to 6 components. A partial system hierarchy of the FMS from Level 0 
to 6 for the Platform, Infrastructure and Schedule are presented in Figure 13-1 to Figure 13-7 
(Appendix A, Sec. 13.1).  
4.3 FMS Operations & Environment Support – Needs Analysis 
The FMS operations & environment support needs are derived from the MRH & HUMS technology 
needs, operational support needs, scheduling & availability needs and operational environment needs. 
The MRH & HUMS technology needs comprise of the technical requirements of the platform and its 
health monitoring systems from a support perspective. The operational support needs are for civil and 
military mission requirements. The military requirements comprise of naval and army missions off ship-
based, air fields and forward air bases. The scheduling and availability needs are the aircraft, personnel 
and equipment planning & timing needs based on technical manual and regulatory framework 
stipulations. The operational environmental needs are in natural and manmade environments, 
comprising of the type of terrains, weather, the operational time, the threat to the platform and 
personnel, and the Network Centric Operations (NCO).  
4.3.1 MRH & HUMS Technology Needs 
The investigation of MRH & HUMS technology inputs to the design process of the FMS is to stipulate 
the operations & environment support needs. The technology has two variants – TTH and NFH.  
The technology provides enhanced operational flexibility & efficiency through common operational, 
training & logistic systems and the capability to rotate personnel, aircraft, spare parts and equipment 
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between troop lift, special operations and maritime support roles and missions. Thus the maritime 
support and training requirements are similar to both technologies.  
The MRH TTH variant is to be operated from sealed, prepared and unprepared surfaces and the NFH 
version is to operate from ships to meet tactical transport requirements. Hence the manoeuvrability & 
survivability requirements are similar including maintenance support requirements on ships and 
unprepared areas. Additionally, electromagnetic compatibility is critical while operating from ships.  
The design and development of the MRH helicopter includes the implementation of HUMS technology 
for condition-based maintenance. The two key components of HUMS for the MRH are the ground and 
aerial system. These systems are referred to as follows: a) Ground System – Ground Logistic 
Information Management System (GLIMS); and b) Aerial System – Monitoring and Diagnostic System 
(MDS). The GLIMS provides the required information to initiate and perform the appropriate 
maintenance activities. The MDS provides the required diagnostic & prognostic functions for 
maintenance.  
The analysis of the MRH and HUMS technology further identifies the FMS operations & environment 
support needs. A summarised technology analysis is presented in Table 4-1, that systematically 
identifies the requirements and attributes.  
Table 4-1: MRH & HUMS Technology Analysis to identify Requirements / Attributes 
Technology Technology Analysis  
Functional Characteristics  / 
Attributes 
MRH  
(TTH & NFH) 
Operational flexibility by commonalty 
in logistic support and training 
Operation from unprepared surfaces 
/ ships 
Maintenance Support 
Training 
Manoeuvrability 
Survivability 
Electromagnetic Compatibility 
HUMS 
Health monitoring on-board and 
initiate maintenance activity 
Prognostic & Diagnostics 
Maintenance Planning 
The identified attributes (Table 4-1) are the functional characteristics of the components of the system 
platform, infrastructure and schedule. As discussed in Sec. 4.3.1, the characteristics may be 
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attributable to either one or more components. The analysis of the attributes vis-à-vis components is 
presented in Table 4-2.  
Table 4-2: Components and Attributes based on Technology Needs 
Components Platform Infrastructure Schedule 
Attributes 
Survivability 
Electromagnetic 
Compatibility 
Maintenance Support 
Prognostics & 
Diagnostics 
Training Training 
Electromagnetic 
Compatibility 
Maintenance Planning – 
4.3.2 Operational Support Needs 
The analysis of operational support needs covers the present and future rotary-wing roles and missions 
of the ADF. The ADF rotary-wing operators are the AAvn and the RAN. The roles of the MRH 
platform for the AAvn and RAN are in support to provide air mobility in support of troops, equipment 
and casualties. In addition to providing administrative support it also includes tactical support for special 
operations, communications, surveillance and limited armed support. The MRH is also to provide 
training to the crews in these roles. The key attributes derived from the MRH roles and missions is 
providing mobility to troops & equipment and medical & casualty transportation on battlefields. The 
MRH provides tactical and logistic support to special operations groups, conducts reconnaissance & 
surveillance tasks and provides intelligence. The MRH is also a training platform for both air and 
ground crews. Thus high manoeuvrability and situational awareness is needed to enhance the 
survivability on such roles. A summarised mission analysis of the roles is presented in Table 4-3, which 
systematically identifies the operations & environment support needs and attributes of the FMS.  
The identified attributes are the functional characteristics of the components of the system – platform, 
infrastructure and schedule. The characteristics may be attributable to either one or more components. 
The attribute ‗Training‘ is for all three components, the platform is needed for the training, the 
infrastructure is to provide the operating base and equipment and personnel is to be scheduled for the 
training. The attributes are accordingly analysed vis-à-vis the components to stipulate the functional 
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characteristics. The attributes of the components based on operational support needs are presented in 
Table 4-4.  
Table 4-3: MRH Roles and Missions Analysis to identify Needs / Attributes 
Role Mission Analysis 
Functional 
Characteristics / 
Attributes 
AMO – Land 
Air insertion, air re-supply, 
and air extraction – land 
Troops / Equipment 
Transportation 
AMO – Amphibious 
Air insertion, air re-supply, 
and air extraction – coastal areas 
Troops / Equipment 
Transportation 
Artillery AMO / External Load 
Mission 
Air insertion, air re-supply, 
and air extraction – artillery / sling loads 
Troops / Equipment 
Transportation 
Air Movement 
Provide and enhance mobility of troops 
and cargo 
Troops & Cargo 
Transportation 
Ferry 
Deliver / transfer aircraft between two 
locations 
Aircraft transfer 
Aeromedical Evacuation 
Tactical and strategic medical 
transportation 
Med / Cas Evac 
Command, Control, 
Communication, Electronic 
Warfare 
Provide observational information, 
manage battlefield, provide command 
and control to all assets, use of 
Electromagnetic energy to confuse / 
disable enemy defensive systems 
Intelligence & 
Electronic Warfare 
Support Operations Enhance military survivability Survivability 
Training 1 – Tactical Practice battlefield tactics Training 
Training 2 – Circuits Practice air base patterns Training 
Training 3 – IFR Practice under IFR Training 
Training 4 – Deck Landing 
Practice 
Practice landings on ship decks Training 
Special Operations Support 
Provide mobility and support to special 
operations group 
Tactical Support 
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Combat Search and Rescue 
Aid in search and supplement rescue in 
battlefield 
Med / Cas Evac 
Logistics Support (Maritime) 
Provide naval logistic supplies and 
equipment 
Transport Cargo / 
Equipment 
Anti-Surface Warfare 
Detection and neutralisation of enemy 
surface targets 
Armed 
Reconnaissance & 
Surveillance 
Helicopter Visit, Board, Search 
and Seizure 
Support maritime boarding actions and 
tactics 
Tactical Support 
Aerial Mine Search and 
Disposal 
Detection and neutralisation of mines 
Reconnaissance & 
Surveillance 
Maintenance Test Flight / 
Ground Run 
Prove serviceability before return to 
service 
Maintenance Support 
Table 4-4: Components and Attributes based on Operational Support Needs 
Components Platform Infrastructure Schedule 
Attributes 
Troops / Cargo / 
Equipment Transportation 
Training Training 
Tactical Support Maintenance Support Maintenance Support 
Survivability – – 
Training – – 
Med / Cas Evac – – 
Armed Reconnaissance & 
Surveillance 
– – 
4.3.3 Scheduling & Availability Needs 
The analysis of schedule & availability needs covers the platform readiness parameters and aircraft & 
infrastructure scheduling needs. The platform availability parameters comprise of the minimum and 
optimum target number of available aircraft. It is defined according to the number of delivered aircraft 
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for operational readiness of the fleet (Table 4-5). It also addresses the manufacturer‘s overall mission 
design reliability target of over 85% [142, 143]. The platform readiness is constrained by scheduled 
maintenance requirements and regulatory frameworks for aircraft and crews. The key attributes of 
platform scheduling are therefore the readiness benchmark to be met, the daily & annual rate-of-effort 
covered by each airframe, and the downtime for scheduled & unscheduled support, stipulated by the 
technical manual (a summarised version of the maintenance events and intervals is provided in Table 
4-5 and Table 4-6). This requires a level of airworthiness to be maintained during operations & 
support. The personnel schedules cover the assignment of crews for missions, deployments and training 
/ exercises. It also includes the planning of maintenance personnel for the scheduled support tasks. The 
equipment scheduling provides maintenance tooling assignments to scheduled and unscheduled 
inspections & servicings. A summarised scheduling analysis of the platform and infrastructure is 
presented in Table 4-7, which systematically identifies the operations & environment support needs / 
attributes of the FMS. The attributes of the personnel and equipment schedules therefore include the 
provision of maintenance & mission planning to assign assets. It also includes the infrastructure 
maintenance & ground support planning for platform operations and support and the training required to 
provide efficient operations & support.  
Table 4-5: Operational Readiness Parameters [144] 
Delivered MRH-90 Aircraft 12 18 36 46 
Minimum Number of daily Fully Mission Capable available 
Aircraft.  
4 6 10 14 
33% 33% 27% 30% 
Daily Fully Mission Capable available Aircraft – 
Performance Target.  
8 12 20 28 
66% 66% 55% 61% 
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Table 4-6: Maintenance Fleet Management Data [145] 
Maintenance 
Event 
Periodicity 
Maintenance 
Interval 
Resetting Rules 
Time to Make 
Serviceable 
(TMS) 
R1 AFHRS 50 AFHRS R1 reset by R1 2-4 days 
R2 AFHRS 300 AFHRS R2 reset by R4 5-7 days 
R3 AFHRS 300 AFHRS R3 reset by R2 5-7 days 
R4 AFHRS 300 AFHRS R4 reset by R3 5-7 days 
R5 AFHRS 200 AFHRS R5 reset by R5 7-10 days 
R6 AFHRS 600 AFHRS R6 reset by R6 30-40 days 
The identified attributes (Table 4-7) are the functional characteristics of the components of the system 
– platform, personnel and equipment. The characteristics may be attributable to either one or more 
components. The attributes are accordingly analysed vis-à-vis the components to stipulate the 
functional characteristics. The attributes of the components based on scheduling & availability needs is 
presented in Table 4-8.  
Table 4-7: Platform & Infrastructure Schedule Analysis to identify Needs / Attributes 
Schedule  Scheduling Analysis  
Functional Characteristics / 
Attributes  
Aircraft 
Provide operational readiness 
Meet availability targets 
Schedule for missions & maintenance 
Constrained by crew & maintenance 
requirements 
Readiness Benchmark 
Rate-of-Effort 
Downtime 
Airworthiness 
Personnel 
Scheduling for training, missions, 
deployments, & exercises 
Maintenance scheduling 
Training 
Mission Planning 
Maintenance Support 
Equipment 
Assignment for maintenance & repair, and 
ground support 
Maintenance Support 
Ground Support 
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Table 4-8: Components and Attributes based on Scheduling & Availability Needs 
Components Platform Infrastructure Schedule 
Attributes 
Rate-of-Effort Training Readiness Benchmark 
Training Maintenance Support Mission Planning 
Downtime Ground Support Maintenance Support 
Airworthiness – Ground Support 
4.3.4 Operational Environment Needs 
The operational environment analysis investigates the environment in which the MRH platform is 
designed to operate and its impact on the technology. The environment plays an essential role in 
helicopter design, operations, support and safety. It affects mission accomplishment, maintenance, 
fatigue, crew load and costing. The MRH operational environment comprises of natural and manmade 
environments.  
The ADF deploys equipment overseas on a regular basis to conduct disaster relief, peacekeeping and 
military operations. Recent deployments of the ADF have been in Middle East and Afghanistan, East 
Timor, Fiji, Solomon Islands and Egypt [146]. Deployment in the Antarctic and other regions are also 
considered.  
The environment covers the types of terrain, climatic conditions, time of operation, threat to operations, 
and NCO:  
 Terrain: The major area of Australia consists of deserts or semi-arid areas with medium altitude 
mountains, rainforests and a large coastline. The overseas deployment terrain covers deserts, 
high mountains, tropical rainforest, and sea. The operational environment needs in such terrain 
are appropriate maintenance support in all terrains, visibility or situational awareness of the own 
location, and manoeuvrability in restricted space. Training of crew will be needed for operation in 
these terrains.  
 Climate : The ADF operates its rotary-wing platforms in climates of Australia and overseas. 
The climate around the world covers temperatures ranging from very hot to severe cold. The 
humidity also varies based on the terrain of operation including the snow & sand conditions and 
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rain. In the Australian region the coastal and desert operation places the high temperature and 
humidity conditions. Thus, the operational environmental needs in such climatic conditions are the 
required maintenance support, visibility or situational awareness in extreme weather conditions 
and training of the crew to operate in all weather [147, 148].  
 Time : The MRH operational environment covers day and night time. Hence, the operational 
environment need is round-the-clock operations. The components will need to provide adequate 
visibility for situational awareness and the crew will need to be trained accordingly.  
 Threat: The natural threats in the operational terrain include hills, mountains and trees. To avoid 
flight into these natural threats, visibility or situational awareness of the own position and 
manoeuvrability is critical for survivability. Thus, the operational environment needs are 
situational awareness, manoeuvrability and survivability.  
The manmade operational environment comprises of threat due to urban development and that 
from the adversary. This will need to be compensated by situational awareness of the threat, 
manoeuvrability and on-board weapons to counter the adversary. Additionally, the manmade 
environment will induce stress and accordingly impose training needs. The environment needs 
therefore are situational awareness, maintenance support, armed support or survivability, and 
training.  
 NCO: Military operations in the information age are increasingly based on superiority by 
availability of information. It requires operating in a synergistic network to enhance the mission 
capabilities by shared situational awareness, precision, and rapid operations with future combat 
system comprising of manned and unmanned (air, ground, and marine) systems. It links people, 
platforms, weapons, sensors, and decisions for increased speed and synchronisation. Network 
centric operations will need to be considered in the operating environments. Hence, the 
requirement analysis will include an additional parameter for information sharing, information 
access, and speed in the operational environments.  
The analysis of the various environments in which the MRH will operate resulted in the identification of 
the operations & environment support needs and attributes of the FMS. A summarised environment 
analysis is presented in Table 4-9 which systematically identifies the operations & environment support 
needs and attributes of the FMS.  
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Table 4-9: MRH Operational Environment and Analysis to identify Needs / Attributes 
Operational 
Environment 
Environment Analysis  
Functional Characteristics  / 
Attributes 
Terrain 
Operation in deserts / mountains /  
rain forests / sea 
Maintenance Support 
Situational Awareness 
Manoeuvrability 
Training 
Climate / 
Weather 
Hot and severe cold 
Snow & sand & rain conditions 
Humid conditions 
Maintenance Support 
Situational Awareness 
Training 
Time Round-the clock operations 
Situational Awareness 
Training 
Threat (Natural 
/ Manmade) 
Hills / mountains / trees 
Urban built-up 
Adversary 
Situational Awareness  
Manoeuvrability  
Maintenance Support  
Armed Support / Survivability  
Training 
NCO 
Geographically dispersed forces 
High level of shared battle space 
awareness 
Meet strategic, operational, and 
tactical objectives 
Situational Awareness 
Manoeuvrability 
Armed Support / Survivability 
Training 
The identified attributes (Table 4-9) are the functional characteristics of the components of the system 
- Platform, Infrastructure and Schedule. As discussed in Sec. 4.3.1, the characteristics may be 
attributable to either one or more components. The analysis of the attributes vis-à-vis components is 
presented in Table 4-10.  
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Table 4-10: Components and Attributes based on Operational Environmental Needs 
Components Platform Infrastructure Schedule 
Attributes 
Situational Awareness Maintenance Support Maintenance Support 
Manoeuvrability Training Training 
Armed Support / 
Survivability 
– – 
Training – – 
The analysis of the MRH & HUMS Technology (MHT), Operational Support Needs (OSN), 
Scheduling & Availability Needs (SAN), and Operational Environment Needs (OEN) identified the 
inputs to the design process of the FMS. These inputs provide the functional characteristics / attributes 
of the three identified subsystems and components of the FMS. The functional characteristics / 
attributes of the subsystems (platform, infrastructure and schedule) are presented in Table 4-11.  
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Legend:   MHT: MRH & HUMS Technology 
OSN: Operational Support Needs 
SAN: Scheduling & Availability Needs  
OEN: Operational Environment Needs  
Table 4-11: Summary of FMS Components and Attributes 
Comp. Platform Infrastructure  Schedule  
FMS Design 
Process Inputs 
(Requirements 
Analysis) 
MHT OSN SAN OEN MHT OSN SAN OEN MHT OSN SAN OEN 
FMS Design & 
Development 
Requirements 
(Functional 
Attributes of FMS 
Components 
based on 
Requirements 
Analysis) 
Survivability 
Troops / 
Cargo / 
Equipment 
Transport  
Rate-of-
Effort  
Situational 
Awareness 
Electromagnetic 
Compatibility 
Training Training 
Maintenance 
& Logistic 
Support  
Maintenan
ce Support  
Training 
Readiness 
Benchmark 
Maintenance 
Support  
Prognostics 
& Diagnostics 
Tactical 
Support  
Training 
Manoeuvrabi
lity 
Training 
Maintenance 
& Logistic 
Support  
Maintenance 
Support  
Training Training 
Maintenan
ce Support  
Mission 
Planning 
Training 
Electro-
magnetic 
Compatibility 
Survivability Downtime 
Maintenance 
Support 
Maintenance 
Planning 
Mission 
Support  
Ground 
Support  
Basing / 
Protection 
Preventive 
& 
Corrective 
Scheduling 
Mission 
Planning 
Maintenance 
Support  
Mission 
Planning 
Repair 
Analysis 
Armed Recce 
& 
Surveillance 
Air-
worthiness 
Armed 
Support / 
Survivability 
Logistic Support  
Basing / 
Protection 
- Survivability 
Support 
Equipment 
Scheduling 
Readiness 
Ground 
Support  
Rate-of-Effort  
Maintain-
ability 
Med / Cas 
Evac 
- Training - 
Forward 
Deployment  
- - 
Cost 
Effectiven
ess 
- - Readiness 
Operational 
Flexibility 
Training - - - - - - - - - - 
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4.4 System Structure 
The system structure is a representation of the components & attributes [56, 59] and the inputs and 
outputs in an ‗input-process-output‘ configuration. The analysis of the FMS from this perspective 
identified the components as ‗platform‘, ‗infrastructure‘ and ‗schedule‘ by the development of the 
system hierarchy (Sec. 4.2). The attributes of these components (operations & environment support 
needs) were derived from the analysis of the operational support needs, operational environment needs 
and MRH & HUMS technology needs (Sec. 4.3). The holistic relationships for the design process 
between the components and attributes are the inter and intra – component & component, component 
& attribute, and attributes & attribute. The system structure at level 1 of the system hierarchy is 
presented in Figure 4-3.  
RELATIONSHIPS
(INTER & INTRA)
Component & Component
Component & Attribute
Attribute & Attribute
COMPONENT
(Platform)
ATTRIBUTES
Troops/Cargo/Equip.
Tactical Support
Maneuverability Training
Survivability / EM
Armed Recce’
Prognostics & 
Diagnostics
Maintainability
Flexibility
COMPONENT
(Schedule)
ATTRIBUTES
Training
Maintenance Support
Mission Plannings
Preventive & 
Corrective Sched.
Cost Effectiveness
Readiness
Rate-of-Effort
Equip. Schedule
Attributes
Components
Relationships
Input or Output
Threat
Terrain
Time
Weather
COMPONENT
(Infrastructure)
ATTRIBUTES
Training
Maintenance Support 
& Planning
EM Compatibility
Logistic Support 
Mission Support
Basing / Protection
Fwd. Deployment
INPUTS
Technology Needs 
Operational Support Needs
System Availability Needs
Operational Environment
Needs
OUTPUT
Fleet Management 
Capability
Design Process
NCO
 
Figure 4-3: FMS Structure in an Input-Process-Output Configuration – Level 1 
The level 1 system structure is further analysed for the development of the level 2 structure. At level 2, 
the structures will need to be developed for the three subsystems (platform, infrastructure, and 
schedule). The components of three subsystems are identified in Sec. 4.2.2 on the system hierarchy. 
The components are the following: a) Platform – mechanical & avionic systems, structure, rotor 
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system, power plant & payload; b) infrastructure – operating bases, personnel & equipment; and c) 
schedule – aircraft, equipment & personnel. The attributes of these components are analysed on similar 
lines as Sec. 4.2.2.  
The inputs at level 2 to the three systems (platform, infrastructure and schedule) are analysed based on 
the attributes of these systems. The required inputs to the platform remain as at level 1, while those of 
the infrastructure are governed by the support and environmental needs; and for schedule by an 
additional input of the expected operational readiness benchmark. The output of the platform is mission 
capability, of the infrastructure is support capability, and that of the subsystem schedule is fleet 
availability. The system structures at level 2 of platform, infrastructure and schedule are presented in 
Figure 4-4 to Figure 4-6 respectively.  
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Time
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COMPONENT
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ATTRIBUTES
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Surveillance, Self-Defence
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Generation & Distrib., Diagn. & 
Progn., System Control 
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INPUTS
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Figure 4-4: System Structure – Level 2 (Platform) 
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Figure 4-5: System Structure – Level 2 (Infrastructure) 
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Figure 4-6: System Structure – Level 2 (Schedule) 
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4.5 Results and Discussion 
The Conceptual System Design stage adapted a novel approach to the design of a FMS by applying 
systems engineering principles. It established the unclassified MRH operations & environment support 
requirements for the FMS, and analysed the past, present, and future rotary-wing operating 
environments to enable FMS adoption to changing future military operational requirements.  
A systems approach was adopted to holistically analyse the FMS for the MRH. The Conceptual 
System Design stage identified the FMS subsystems and its functional characteristics at various levels. 
The FMS was considered in an ‗input-process-output‘ configuration for a systems perspective on the 
inputs, design process and the outputs. The system hierarchy was developed to identify the subsystems 
& components of the FMS. The system structure identified the functional characteristics and attributes 
of the subsystems & components.  
The four key inputs were identified as: a) MRH & HUMS Technology Needs, b) Operational Support 
Needs, c) Scheduling & Availability Needs, and d) Operational Environment Needs. The operational 
environment needs analysis furthermore considered the FMS design parameters required to enable 
NCO capabilities.  
The FMS comprised of three subsystems: The ‗platform‘ which provided the mission capability, the 
‗infrastructure‘ that provided the support for fleet management and the ‗schedule‘ for planning the fleet 
management. The analysis of the inputs stipulated the system needs of the FMS. It covered from 
maintenance support to training and troops / equipment transportation to tactical support. These needs 
were further analysed and designated to the subsystems for further consideration in the design & 
development of the FMS.  
The Conceptual System Design stage provided the base for the next phase of the research – the 
Preliminary System Design. This phase develops the specific system processes and FMS design & 
development parameters for the subsequent identification of the system architecture framework based 
on the system structure.  
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5 PRELIMINARY SYSTEM DESIGN 
The Preliminary System Design stage discussed in this chapter subsequently quantifies & qualifies the 
system structure established in the Conceptual System Design stage (Chapter 4) into a FMS 
architecture framework. The analysis covers the off-the-shelf civil & military technology management 
practices and the specific MRH technology, to transform shortcomings of existing FMS technologies 
into FMS design & development requirements – the system outputs. Furthermore, this chapter 
systematically develops the novel design parameters required for a flexible FMS, capable of supporting 
present & future network-centric strategic environments of the military forces.  
The Preliminary System Design stage systematically establishes the system relationships of the 
components & attributes at levels 1 and 2 of the system structure, to identify data flow and control 
requirements. The design & development requirements and system relationships then are prioritised 
based on their degree-of-contribution. Subsequently, the design concept is implemented in functional 
block diagrams for the development of the system framework and architecture modules & processes.  
5.1 FMS Technology – Civil Rotorcraft 
Fleet management of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft is based on commercially available tools to track 
the usage status of aircraft & components and manage the required support. Companies specialising in 
the development of software customise the tools based on aircraft and fleet types, resulting in several 
commercially available tools. These tools assist the operators in optimising availability & equipment 
usage and enhance service life of the vehicle. The fleet management software for civil fleets available 
off-the-shelf are as follows:  
 Maintenance and Repair Operations Software : Manages the maintenance activities and 
associated documentation of aircraft components & parts. The software generates work reports 
& tasks cards and tracks the parts inventory for logistic support. Regulatory compliance is 
addressed through AD tracking. Commercial features include the generation of purchasing 
orders, and sales & invoicing.  
 Scheduling and Reservation Systems : Covers the time schedule of aircraft and equipment 
for maintenance and operational tasks. Flight reservation and schedule are covered in 
commercial and general aviation.  
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 Airline and Airport Software : Provides commercial features for airlines to enhance 
operational effectiveness. These include planning & control and revenue management. It 
provides resource management of personnel and equipment for timetable generation and flight 
scheduling to enhance operational effectiveness. It controls booking requests, and aircraft 
capacity and configurations.  
 Flight Tracking Software : Tracks flight information for both, military and civil applications on 
aircraft positions, air traffic and weather.  
 Aviation Manufacturing Software : In support of complex engineering tasks the software 
assists in the manufacturing design of aircraft & components.  
 Aviation Leasing Software : Leasing contract management software for aircraft and 
components, covering commercial and technical documentation of leasing assets.  
5.1.1 Maintenance and Repair Operations Software 
The software tools are investigated to stipulate the design requirements for the development of a FMS. 
A total of 16 software tools, designed for Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) organisations, 
operators and manufacturers are covered in this analysis. The tools are for both, aviation and non-
aviation specific applications. The civil maintenance and repair operations software analysis is 
presented in Appendix B, Sec. 13.2.1.  
5.1.2 Scheduling and Reservation Systems 
The systems are for maintenance & flight scheduling of aircraft and equipment. The tools are designed 
for commercial, general and military aviation applications. The key application is flight reservation and 
ground time scheduling. The civil scheduling and reservation systems analysis is presented in Appendix 
B, Sec. 13.2.2.  
5.1.3 Airline and Airport Software 
The tools provide commercial features for airlines to enhance operational effectiveness. These include 
planning systems, revenue management and airline controlling. Resource management of personnel and 
equipment provides the base for timetable generation and flight scheduling. The airline and airport 
software analysis is presented in Appendix B, Sec. 13.2.3.  
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5.1.4 Flight Tracking Software 
Flight information systems for both military and civil applications provide data on aircraft positions, air 
traffic and weather. The civil flight tracking software analysis is presented in Appendix B, Sec. 13.2.4.  
5.1.5 Aviation Manufacturing Software 
The software assists in the manufacturing design of aircraft & components. The aviation 
manufacturing software analysis is presented in Appendix B, Sec. 13.2.5.  
5.1.6 Aviation Leasing Software 
Management of leasing aircraft and components is addressed through portfolio and contract 
management software. It covers commercial and technical documentation of leasing assets. The 
aviation leasing software analysis is presented in Appendix B, Sec. 13.2.6.  
5.2 FMS Technology – Military Rotorcraft 
Military fleet management is governed by the operational doctrines. Due to cost restrictions, the forces 
outsource maintenance, repair and overhaul operations to service providers. During contingencies the 
contracted personnel and equipment are exposed to threats and communication links may be 
interrupted. Logistic support and supply chain management requirements need to address the unique 
issues & challenges of military environments.  
Issues & challenges during military operations include meeting the operational readiness benchmark, 
addressing the combat deployment and continuing training requirements. Deployment modes and cycles 
impact the system life. Disparate fleets and dispersed deployments require ad-hoc and diverse 
maintenance support. The logistic support challenges include new platform integration and the 
establishment of support network for field & depot maintenance and spare parts storage, supply and 
tracking. It requires monitoring, recording, and communicating diagnostics data to a logistics network to 
enable sustainment.  
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5.2.1 Maintenance and Repair Operations Software 
This software is designed for maintenance & repair support for the defence forces and service 
providers. The maintenance schedules and activities are governed by the operational readiness 
benchmark of the operating units. The software tools are investigated to stipulate the design & 
development requirements for the development of a FMS. The military maintenance and repair 
operations software systems analysis is presented in Appendix C, Sec. 13.3.1.  
5.2.2 Flight Tracking Software 
Flight information systems provide real-time data on aircraft position, altitude, speed & status, 
navigational information, threats and weather. It supports decision making and mission assessment in 
military scenarios at command & control level. The military flight tracking software systems analysis is 
presented in Appendix C, Sec. 13.3.2.  
5.2.3 Scheduling Systems 
These systems are designed for operations & maintenance scheduling of aircraft and equipment. The 
schedules are governed by the operational readiness benchmark of the operating unit and the tools are 
designed for military applications to address the operational environment requirements. The scheduling 
systems analysis is presented in Appendix C, Sec. 13.3.3.  
5.3 FMS Technology – MRH 
The MRH technology analysis provides the basis to formulate the specific FMS technology 
requirements for identification of the MRH systems & subsystems scheduling and logistic support 
requirements. The maintenance scheduling & planning is governed by the operational readiness 
benchmark and the scheduling requirements stipulated in the technical manuals. The analysis covers 
the maintenance support doctrines of the NH-90 platform systems & subsystems.  
The NH-90 platform maintenance and logistic support system is designed to provide maximum platform 
availability (reliability & maintainability) at minimum logistic support cost. The platform design 
maintainability targets provide the basis for planning of periodic scheduled maintenance activities. The 
maintenance system is also designed for support in deployed operations and confined areas (ship 
hangars). The NH-90 availability target is > 85% and the reliability & maintainability targets are as 
follows [142, 143]:  
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• Mission reliability     : > 95%;  
• MTBF (including mission systems)  : > 4 AFHRS or < 250 failures / 1000 AFHRS;  
• Preventive & corrective maintenance   : < 2.6 maintenance man hours / AFHRS at 1st and 2nd 
maintenance level (excluding engine);  
• Preventive maintenance intervals   : > 900 AFHRS;  
• Lubrication intervals      : > 600 AFHRS;  
• Mean time for LRU replacement  : < 10 minutes;  
• Engine replacement     : < 45 minutes;  
• 50% defects rectified on aircraft  : < 30 minutes;  
• 95% defects rectified on aircraft  : < 120 minutes;  
• Avionics system failure isolation  : 1 LRU for 90% / 2 LRUs for 95% / 3 LRUs for 
100%;  
• NH-90 Design life      : 10,000 AFHRS or 30 years. 
The NH-90 logistic support system is implemented in accordance with MIL STD-1388-1A/2B and is 
tailored to rotary-wing platform needs. It is based on the Aerospace and Defence Industries 
Association of Europe standards (ASD-1000D & -2000M) for generation of electronic technical 
publications and material support [142].  
A detailed MRH technology review and the development of the design requirements are in Appendix 
D, Sec. 13.4.1 to 13.4.6.  
5.4 Design & Development Requirements 
The investigations of FMS technologies for civil, military and MRH rotorcraft platforms provide the 
basis to stipulate the high-level design & development requirements for the FMS software. These were 
collated parametrically into high-level FMS system capabilities to provide inputs to the FMS software, 
comprising of the following categories: a) Modularity, b) Data Management, c) Interoperability, d) 
Scheduling, e) Infrastructure, f) Tracking & Recordkeeping, g) Regulatory Compliance & 
Airworthiness, h) Decision Support and i) Third Party Provisions. The high-level FMS system 
capabilities were subsequently further established into detailed sets of design & development 
requirements to define the FMS system capabilities (outputs) by merging the outcomes of the FMS 
technology analysis with the findings of the literature review and consultation with helicopter operators 
& manufacturers:  
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 Modularity: The FMS software is required to be developed on a modular basis. It will comprise 
of separate and connected software sub-modules to support component updates, replacements 
and removals with minimum impact on the total system. The modular system architecture will 
also facilitate system customisation and minimise system maintenance requirements.  
 Data Management: The FMS software is required to be hosted centrally, operational online and 
in real-time. The data and schedules are required to be accessible by authorised personnel within 
the restricted network – operators, service providers, contractors, manufacturers and authorities. 
It is also required to be accessible in real-time from handheld devices, laptops & workstations 
from remote locations & ships. All monitored data on platform, maintenance and crew is 
required to be updated on the database after completion of tasks for future reference and 
analysis. The data is required to be stored in electronic logbooks.  
 Interoperability: The FMS will support interoperability with allied forces through compliance 
with NATO Standardisation Agreement (STANAG) and the MIL-STD-1388-2B & 00-60 
Defence Standards. This is to include operations, processes & procedures and support.  
 Scheduling: The FMS software is required to support platform, infrastructure and crew 
scheduling & planning for operations and maintenance. The assets are scheduled based on 
availability, technical manual stipulations, MRH platform and regulatory framework requirements 
to meet the operational availability (reliability & maintainability) targets. Health, usage & status 
monitoring parameters provide the basis for preventative & corrective maintenance (failure 
prediction, detection and isolation) scheduling & planning at operational and depot level 
maintenance.  
 Infrastructure : The FMS is required to provide infrastructure management to cover operating 
bases, equipment, logistic support and personnel for optimum resource planning, scheduling and 
allocation. It is also required to manage assets at home & remote bases to control & forecast 
inventory and labour requirements.  
 Tracking & Recordkeeping: The FMS is required to track & record platform, maintenance 
and crew data for real-time system information, status and coordination. Platform records are 
required to cover operational and health & usage monitoring data. Maintenance documentation 
will include logs & records on scheduled and unscheduled tasks. The crew records are required 
to cover flight data, qualifications and licenses for regulatory compliance.  
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 Regulatory Compliance & Airworthiness : The FMS is required to comply with stipulated 
laws and regulations. It will cover ADs, SBs and Engineering Orders (EOs) to address safety 
deficiencies and recommended maintenance & repair procedures. It will provide aircraft 
configuration management, status & airworthiness control and crew licenses, medical and pilot 
logbook compliance.  
 Decision Support: The FMS is required to provide decision support capabilities for platform, 
maintenance, infrastructure and crew scheduling by analysing historic records. It will also 
support decision making and risk management for unscheduled events to identify and implement 
corrective action.  
 Third Party Provisions : The FMS is required to provide high-level commercial functionality to 
cover contractor based support and work orders & commercial transactions.  
The system needs and design & development requirements are presented in Figure 5-1.  
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Figure 5-1: Requirements Analysis to stipulate Design & Development Requirements 
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5.5 System Relationship Analysis 
The system structure developed in Sec. 4.4 identified the functional attributes of the subsystems and 
components identified at each level of the hierarchy. A detailed establishment of the relationships 
between the components and attributes (inter and intra) in the system structure is required [56, 59, 74]. 
The relationship categories are as follows [73]: a) Component and component; b) Component and 
attribute; and c) Attribute and attribute.  
The inter- and intra-system relationships are to be investigated to establish the required links between 
the components and attributes for data flow & control, to meet the functional characteristics 
(attributes) of the FMS – the design & development requirements (Figure 5-1) [56, 149, 150]. The 
inter- and intra-interactions need to be considered at various levels of the system hierarchy.  
5.5.1 Level 1: Total System 
The system structure at level 1 of the system hierarchy was presented in Figure 4-3. The relationships 
between the components and attributes at level 1 of the system hierarchy are discussed in Appendix E 
(Sec. 13.5.1).  
5.5.2 Level 2: Platform, Infrastructure and Schedule Systems 
The inter- and intra-system relationships established at level 1 are further investigated at level 2 [56, 
149] to establish the detailed links between the components and attributes for data flow & control to 
meet the functional characteristics of the components (platform, infrastructure, and schedule) at this 
level – the sub-design requirements (Figure 5-1). The system structure of the components ‗platform‘ 
(Figure 4-4), ‗infrastructure‘ (Figure 4-5) and ‗schedule‘ (Figure 4-6) and their attributes are re-
visited to investigate the relationships that contribute to fleet management capability. The relationships 
between the components and attributes at level 2 of the system hierarchy are presented in Appendix E 
(Sec. 13.5.2).  
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5.5.3 Summary 
The system relationship analysis identified the required links between the components and attributes for 
data flow & control to attain the required FMS capability. The Analysis at levels 1 and 2 established 
the inter- and intra relationships (component & component, component & attribute and attribute & 
attribute) of the FMS sub-components – ‗platform‘, ‗infrastructure‘ and ‗schedule‘.  
The relationships were developed by considering the system needs comprising of the MRH technology 
needs, operational support needs, scheduling & availability needs, and operational environment needs. 
This is to meet the stipulated fleet management design & development requirements – Data 
Management, Interoperability, Scheduling, Infrastructure Management, Tracking & Recordkeeping, 
Regulatory Compliance & Airworthiness, Decision Support and Third Party Provisions. The system 
relationship analysis was also investigated at the system hierarchy levels 3 & 4, for a detailed analysis 
of the identified relationships at levels 1 & 2. The system relationships at level 1 & 2 are presented 
from Figure 13-8 to Figure 13-11.  
Subsequently, the system relationships and related FMS design & development requirements need to be 
investigated for their relative importance. Weighting factors of the links are to be investigated to 
address the impact on the FMS capability.  
5.6 System Relationship Priorities 
The design requirements identified need to be analysed for their relative importance from a fleet 
management perspective. The system relationships are then to be prioritised based on the relative 
importance of the design & development requirements. The identification of the methodologies to 
analyse the relative importance and priorities requires an analysis of available analytical methodologies. 
The analytical processes cover a range of applications and are based on linear scoring mathematics by 
using the principle of weighted average. The various processes for analysis and their application are as 
follows:  
 Analytic Hierarchy Process  (AHP): AHP is a quantitative scoring method to structure 
decision problems by prioritising alternatives. The first step in the process structures the decision 
problem in a hierarchy of decision issues for independent analysis. The issues are analysed at 
each hierarchy level for their relative importance in relation to the other issues. This is done by 
pair-wise comparisons based on available quantitative data or human judgement. The relative 
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importance is assigned a rating of 1 to 9 (equally important to most important) in a comparison 
matrix format. In the next step, the issues analysed are assigned an equivalent numerical value 
based on the relative importance. Inconsistencies in the assignment of weights may be adjusted 
by approximations overwriting the constraints created by consistent comparison-pairings. AHP 
then derives a numerical weight (‗Priority Vector‘ or ‗normalised Eigenvector‘ of the 
comparison matrix) for each issue in the hierarchy to present a comparative ranking between the 
decision issues. The final step in the process is the calculation of a numerical priority for each 
decision alternative based on the weighted sum of all rankings that are associated with it. This 
represents the relative ability to achieve the decision goal [151]. AHP applications cover decision 
situations in industry, business and government and include technology, project, process and 
strategy evaluation & selection. AHP is widely applied by commercial decision makers.  
 Cost-Value Analysis  (CVA): CVA structures complex decision problems by prioritising 
alternatives. CVA distinguishes itself to AHP in the data acquisition process. It is based on pair-
wise comparisons or comparative judgements of the decision issues from available quantitative 
data or human judgement. It enables comparing large sets of decision criteria and considers 
constraints in the decision matrix. The alternative solutions are parameterised and structured in 
objectives & attributes, enabling the analysis of affective issues (relative importance) and 
cognitive issues (relative performance). CVA adapts to a range of special system needs and 
enables the comparison of otherwise non-comparable alternatives through the selection of 
common criteria. Various decision support processes are based on the CVA methodology, 
including Quality Function Deployment, Balance Scorecard and Benchmarking. The challenge in 
the selection of the criteria and the respective weights among decision makers exists for 
different preferences [152].  
 Benchmarking: Benchmarking was first developed for corporate management to evaluate & 
compare its processes & methods against industry standards and ‗best practice‘. Benchmarking 
establishes a metrics of performance measure (cost / cycle time / productivity / defects per unit 
of measure) for comparison to industry standards. The identification of the priorities may be 
through pair-wise comparisons or comparative judgements of the performance measure. Recent 
applications include Technical & Product Benchmarking for design evaluation and identification 
of product strengths and weaknesses. Industry applications cover product design & upgrade 
evaluation by reverse engineering the competitor‘s products. It identifies risks and areas of 
improvement through the use of specific objective measurements. It also supports monitoring and 
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reviewing processes for quality improvement. Benchmarking involves significant human and time 
resources to conduct analyses [153, 154].  
 Importance / Performance Matrix: Importance / Performance Matrix supports corporate 
operations strategy by addressing relationships between importance, performance and priority for 
improvement. A ranked / rated list of competitive factors is established and prioritised based on 
the organisation‘s performance using available quantitative data. It supports strategic operations 
decisions by comparing the importance rating of each competitive factor to the required 
performance, similar to Benchmarking. It enables effective improvement prioritisation in an 
organisation [155]. The demerit is the definition of the performance in absolute terms and not as 
relative performance. As the importance scores do not recognise the consistency of an attribute, 
it does not address strategy definition.  
The various methodologies investigated for system relationship analysis provide options for prioritisation 
of the FMS design & development requirements. The analysis method adapted will provide the relative 
importance of each design requirement meeting the required fleet management capability. AHP & 
CVA are further investigated for analysis of the design & development requirements.  
 Data Acquisition Process : The identification of priorities in AHP is limited to the mathematical 
approach of pair-wise comparisons by assigning ratings of 1 to 9 (equally important to most 
important). The comparison-pairings of the criteria ‗K‘ may create mathematical constraints in 
the matrix. The constraints are governed by the combination of priorities in a matrix row and are 
based on logics. The following three categories of priority combinations in a matrix row may 
occur:  
a) All criteria other than a specific criteria are more important (Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3). 
It does not create constraints on K2 to K5. The relative importance between K2 to K5 is 
to be evaluated separately.  
b) Specific criteria are equally important (Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-4). K3 is equally 
important to K1, and all other criteria are more important to K1. It constrains K2, K4 and 
K5 to be more important than K3.  
c) Specific criteria are less important (Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-5). K5 is less important 
than K1. It constrains K2, K3 and K4 to be more important than K5.  
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Figure 5-2: Pair-wise comparison Combinations 
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Figure 5-3: Case a) Figure 5-4: Case b) Figure 5-5: Case c) 
In CVA, the constraints can be pre-filled in the relevant matrix positions, which is not the case in 
AHP. This results in inconsistencies affecting the comparisons adversely [156]. The Eigenvector 
of priorities is evaluated by squaring the pair-wise comparison square matrix and normalising the 
row totals. The squaring process affects all combinations in the matrix, including consistent 
pairings. This is addressed by a consistency index (derived from the quantity of comparison-
pairings / matrix size), and a consistency ratio (the ratio between the consistency index and a 
random consistency index) [157]. Consistency is judged to be acceptable [151] at a consistency 
ratio of less than 10% resulting in acceptance of inaccuracies to a certain degree. The 
identification of scores and weights in CVA is not limited to the assessment of pair-wise 
comparisons. It may also be identified by direct assessment or recognition of constraints created 
by pair-wise comparisons. The constraints are transferred into the decision matrix by pre-filling 
the relevant matrix grid. These pairings do not require further comparisons, enforcing matrix 
consistency.  
 Weights & Scores : AHP does not distinguish between weights and scores [156, 158]. The 
assessment of weights (relative importance of decision issue) and scores (comparison of 
alternatives with respect to the decision issue) is conducted by pair-wise comparisons at each 
level of the decision hierarchy. It uses the same scale ranging from 1 to 9. Hence in AHP, 
scores are measured as ratios of importance or preference and are not related to a defined unit 
affecting decision. CVA distinguishes between weights and scores in theoretical definition and 
practical means of assessment. A ratio scale of measurement is applied for criteria weights, 
where each weight is a scaling factor for a unit on that criterion. The assessment of scores is  
based on direct ratings using an interval scale, by specifying two arbitrary points (best attainable 
and least tolerable, ranging from 0 to 100) in respect to each criterion (local scale) or on a global 
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scale [156]. Thus, the CVA assessment approach enables the evaluation of the criteria 
performance and hence system performance.  
 Computational Support: The mathematical process in AHP requires software support when 
exceeding simple comparison pairings for the computation of matrix Eigenvectors. The 
prioritisation process of CVA may be conducted without major computational support and hence 
is widely applied for decision support analysis.  
Based on the above analysis, CVA is the preferred process for analysis of the design requirements due 
to the following advantages:  
 Consistency: The CVA data acquisition process supports consistency and provides the most 
accurate results.  
 Performance Analysis : Scores in CVA assess relative criteria performance and hence system 
performance is assessed. It enables an analysis of the degree to which the design requirements 
are fulfilled for system validation.  
 Complexity: The analysis process is not complex as it does not require Eigenvector 
computations.  
 Computational Support: The process does not require computational support for the 
identification of the weights & scores.  
5.6.1 Design & Development Requirements – Priority Analysis 
The design & development requirements require an analysis for their relative importance and 
performance to support system design and validation. Previous analyses established a set of nine high-
level FMS design & development requirements (Sec. 5.4). The identification of FMS design 
requirement priorities require an analysis of the relative contribution to the overall system objective – 
the fleet management capability. The design & development requirements established relations are 
revisited to establish their relative importance for prioritisation. The design & development 
requirements are as follows and the established relationships are presented in Figure 5-6:  
 Modularity: A software architecture framework governing data management and tracking & 
recordkeeping for effective system information transfer, access & storage.  
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 Data Management: Manages availability, access & transfer for all system sub-modules data 
through tracking & recordkeeping and central hosting of schedules and related data.  
 Interoperability: Covers platform operations, processes & procedures and support and is 
applicable for the scheduling and infrastructure management.  
 Scheduling: The platform schedules will be based on platform health & usage monitoring data, 
recorded by the tracking & recordkeeping module. Availability of infrastructure, regulatory 
compliance, interoperability, and the decision support module may influence the timing & 
scheduling of platform.  
 Infrastructure Management: Requires input from data management and tracking & 
recordkeeping to manage the assets and is governed by the platform schedules. The 
infrastructure is also impacted by interoperability and regulatory compliance frameworks. 
Decision support may also influence the allocation of infrastructure.  
 Tracking & Recordkeeping: Required for data management and regulatory compliance and 
governed by a modular system architecture requirement.  
 Regulatory Compliance : Tracks & records data in electronic logbooks supplied by the data 
management modules.  
 Decision Support: Based on recorded data comprising of historic platform & infrastructure 
data.  
 Third Party Provisions : The high level commercial data will be tracked & recorded covering 
contractors for infrastructure support.  
R1 Modularity
R2 Data 
Management
R3 Interoperability R4 Scheduling
R5 Infrastructure 
Management
R6 Tracking & 
Recordkeeping
R7 Regulatory 
Compliance
R8 Decision 
Support
R9 Third Party 
Provisions
 
Figure 5-6: Design & Development Requirements – Relationships 
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The establishment of priorities is to be based on the degree of relative contribution to the fleet 
management capability. The CVA process is adapted to prioritise the FMS design & development 
requirements. The process requires the identification of the weights for classification of the relative 
importance of the design & development requirements. This is established based on the degree of 
relative contribution to the fleet management capability. The contribution of the relationships to the 
FMS capability is classified as follows and considered as equally important:  
 Active : The output of data flow, control and framework requirements is classified as active 
contribution to the system capability.  
 Passive : The input of data flow, control and framework requirements is classified as passive 
contribution to the system capability.  
A matrix format is adopted for the assessment of the degrees-of-contribution from the number of 
relationships. The contribution of the relationships may be classified as active and passive or both, 
depending on the input received or output transmitted. Each of these inputs and outputs are further 
classified and scaled from 1 to 3 based on their degree-of-influence as follows:  
 Low Influence : Impact on the design requirement is graded as minor and quantified as ‗1‘;  
 Medium Influence : Impact on the design requirement is graded as moderate and quantified as 
‗2‘; and  
 High Influence : Impact on the design requirement is graded as major and quantified as ‗3‘.  
The active system contribution for each design & development requirement is presented row-wise and 
the passive is presented column-wise (Table 5-1). Based on the degree-of-contribution, the priorities of 
the design & development requirements are established based on expert advice and consultation with 
the helicopter operators & manufacturers. The active and passive contributions are aggregated for 
each design & development requirement and then normalised to obtain the priorities. The evaluation of 
the design requirements is presented in Table 5-1.  
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Table 5-1: Design & Development Requirements Relationships Matrix for Degree-of-
Contribution 
Influence from / to R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 Sum Active
R1 Modularity  1    1    2
R2 Data Management   1 3 2 2 1 1 1 11
R3 Interoperability    1 1     2
R4 Scheduling     2   1  3
R5 Infrastr. Management    1    1 1 3
R6 Tracking & Recordkeeping    3 2  2 2 1 10
R7 Regulatory Compliance    1 1 1    3
R8 Decision Support    1 1     2
R9 Third Party Provisions          0
Sum Passive 0 1 1 10 9 4 3 5 3
Sum Active & Passive 2 12 3 13 12 14 6 7 3 72
Priorities: 0.03 0.17 0.04 0.18 0.17 0.19 0.08 0.10 0.04 1.00
A
c
ti
v
e
Passive
 
Thus, the Tracking & Recordkeeping requirement is of top priority in addressing the design 
requirements, followed by Scheduling, and Data Management & Infrastructure Management are 
equally important and stand third priority wise.  
Following the establishment of the design & development requirements priorities, the system 
relationships are to be prioritised for the development of the overall FMS framework, based on data 
flow & control between the system components & attributes.  
5.6.2 System Relationships – Priority Analysis 
The priorities of the design & development requirements provide the order of importance which needs 
to be addressed in the system design. The analysis of the FMS adopting a systems approach identified 
the various subsystems and components and its functional characteristics (attributes). Each of the 
components and their attributes need to be analysed from a design perspective. The system 
relationships between the components and attributes were established at the system hierarchy levels 1 
& 2 (Sec. 5.5). These system relationships need to be analysed vis-à-vis the established design & 
development priorities. It has to be addressed at both levels for inter and intra relationships: a) 
Component & component; b) Component & attribute; and c) Attribute & attribute.  
The importance of each system relationship in meeting the design requirements is evaluated in a matrix 
format. The degree-of-contribution of the relationships to the design requirements is allocated on a 
scale from 1 to 3 (Sec. 5.6.1). The product of the allocations and the priority of the particular design 
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requirement is aggregated, and then normalised to obtain the priorities of the relationships. The 
evaluation of the relationships at level 1 is presented in Table 5-2 and Level 2 in Table 5-3.  
Thus it is seen at level 1 that the ‗platform technology – schedule‘ relationship is of top priority, 
followed by ‗prognostics & diagnostics – preventive & corrective action‘, and ‗infrastructure – 
schedule‘ and ‗platform technology – infrastructure‘ relationships. The relationship of the component 
‗schedule‘, addressing the aircraft and personnel is of top priority, followed by the relationship of the 
component ‗platform‘ covering the health, usage & status monitoring and the component 
‗infrastructure‘, addressing the personnel and operating bases.  
Table 5-2: System Relationship Priority Analysis – Level 1 
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Design Requirements - Priorities 0.03 0.17 0.04 0.18 0.17 0.19 0.08 0.10 0.04
Platform Technology ↔ Schedule 2 3 2 1.264 0.13
Infrastructure ↔ Schedule 1 2 1 1 0.889 0.09
Platform Technology ↔ Infrastructure 1 1 2 1 0.875 0.09
Prognostics & Diagnostics ↔ Preventive & Corrective Action 1 3 2 1 1.194 0.13
Maintenance Action ↔ Readiness 1 2 1 0.722 0.08
Troops / Cargo / Equip. / Tactical Support / Training / Armed Recce’ ↔ Rate-of-Effort 1 1 1 1 1 0.681 0.07
Troops/Cargo/Equip./Tactical Support/Training/Armed Recce’ ↔ Deployment / Basing / Protection 1 1 1 1 1 0.653 0.07
Manoeuvrability & Survivability / EM ↔ Deployment / Basing / Protection 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.05
Flexibility ↔ Cost Effectiveness 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.05
Maintenance Action ↔ Logistic Support 1 1 1 0.528 0.06
Platform ↔ Logistic Support / Mission Support 1 1 1 0.514 0.05
Platform ↔ Maintenance Support / Mission Planning 1 1 1 1 0.708 0.07
Platform / Infrastructure ↔ Training 1 1 1 0.444 0.05
C&C: Component & Component, A&A: Attribute & Attribute, C&A: Component & Attribute 9.472
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Table 5-3: System Relationship Priority Analysis – Level 2 
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Design Requirements - Priorities 0.03 0.17 0.04 0.18 0.17 0.19 0.08 0.10 0.04
Structure ↔ Power Plant 2 2 0.75 0.18
Power Plant ↔ Rotor 2 2 0.75 0.18
Structure ↔ Mechanical & Avionic Systems 2 2 0.75 0.18
Structure ↔ Payload 2 2 0.75 0.18
A&A Survivability ↔ Protection, Signature, Noise, Power Margins, Self-Defence 1 1 0.139 0.03
C&A Structure, Power Plant, Rotor, Mechanical & Avionic Systems ↔ Health, Usage & Status Monitoring 3 2 0.931 0.23
C&C: Component & Component, A&A: Attribute & Attribute, C&A: Component & Attribute 4.07
Personnel ↔ Operating Base 3 1 1 0.778 0.23
Equipment ↔ Operating Base 3 1 0.597 0.18
Personnel ↔ Equipment 2 1 1 0.611 0.18
A&A Forward Deployment, Maintenance Facilities ↔ Logistics, Contingency & Forward Support 1 1 2 1 0.597 0.18
Equipment ↔ Hangar Space 1 2 0.375 0.11
Personnel & Equipment ↔ Forward Deployment 1 2 0.375 0.11
3.33
Aircraft ↔ Personnel 3 1 2 2 1.264 0.26
Aircraft ↔ Equipment 2 1 1 2 0.889 0.18
Personnel ↔ Equipment 2 2 1 0.778 0.16
Platform Assignment, Availability, Readiness & Rate-of-Effort ↔ Availability, Qualification & Readiness 2 1 0.444 0.09
Platform Maintenance Induction Rate, Downtime & Airworthiness ↔ Spare Parts Availability 2 1 1 1 0.806 0.17
Platform Contingency Schedule, Rate-of-Effort ↔ Operational Support, Equip. Contingency Schedule 2 1 1 0.653 0.14
4.83
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The establishment of the design & development requirements and system relationship priorities 
provides the base to establish a FMS framework for software development to simulate the FMS 
methodology.  
5.7 System Architecture Design 
A system architecture is a generic structure in a flow-chart format representing the system framework 
modules and its processes. The modules need to be identified from the established FMS structure, 
comprising of the components, attributes, inputs and outputs. The processes govern the data flow & 
control requirements between the modules to transform the FMS structure inputs into outputs for a 
fleet management capability.  
 Modules : The architecture modules are to receive the required data for processing to produce 
the pre-stipulated outputs for fleet management. The three categories of architecture modules 
are as follows:  
 Database (Input): To store and manage input data for fleet management;  
 Analysis Base: Modules to process & transform the input data to outputs by the use of 
computer code to meet the functional characteristics (attributes) of the FMS; and  
 User Interface (Output): To receive user inputs for processing and to present outputs to 
the user in an acceptable format.  
 Processes: The system processes comprise of structured logic software sub-routines extracting 
from and delivering data to the user interface to establish the FMS components (platform & 
infrastructure) schedules in accordance to the functional characteristics (attributes) of the FMS.  
The system framework thus needs to be developed comprising of a database, analysis base and user 
interface as presented in Figure 5-7.  
Database 
(Input)
Analysis 
Base (System 
Processes)
User Interface
(Output)
 
Figure 5-7: Generic Framework Configuration – Fleet Management System 
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The database, analysis base, and user interface are to be investigated based on the system structure 
and functional characteristics of the FMS.  
5.7.1 Database (Input) 
The inputs are to be stored in a tabular format for analysis by the software subroutines and for storing 
system outputs. The input data comprises of the MRH technology needs, operations & support needs, 
scheduling & availability needs, and operational environment needs (Sec. 4.3) and is as follows:  
 MRH Technology: Platform and systems health, usage & status data and technical 
specifications. The usage data being top priority (Sec. 5.6.2) is a key input to the FMS;  
 Operations & Support: Platform mission spectrum, maintenance facilities, airports, air & 
maintenance crews and qualifications, operating units, and equipment lists;  
 Scheduling & Availability: Types and intervals of servicing; and  
 Operational Environment: Impact on servicing schedules of the platform in the various 
operational environments.  
The design process is required to consider future strategic operating environments of military rotary-
wing platforms (Sec. 2.5). Hence, key input parameters are required to be adaptable to address the 
changes. This system capability will be based on storing the system parameters in editable database 
tables and not in computer code.  
5.7.2 Analysis Base (System Processes) 
The analysis base extracts FMS data from the database for computational processing. It comprises of 
a series of modular subroutines in computer code to conduct logical and mathematical analyses of the 
input data (Sec. 5.7.1). The prioritised system relationships and degree-of-contribution of the design & 
development requirements (Sec. 5.6) provide the base for an analysis and understanding of data flow. 
Accordingly, the system process generates the maintenance, operations and facility schedules:  
 Establish Maintenance, Operations and Facility Schedules: Generates the platform 
maintenance & operations and facility schedules based on the scheduled tasks stored in the 
database module as follows:  
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 Maintenance: The schedule comprises of the allocation of the platform to maintenance 
tasks (routine and non-routine) based on automated and manual user inputs;  
 Operations: The schedule comprises of the allocation of the platform to operational tasks 
(missions, deployments, unit transfers, ships flights and exercises) based on manual user 
inputs; and  
 Facilities: The schedule comprises of the allocation of the required infrastructure floor 
based on manual & automated inputs.  
The established schedules are verified for consistency by identifying overlaps of the events. It 
also checks the database for incomplete data records to ensure data integrity. 
The generated maintenance & operational tasks and schedules are to be presented in the user interface 
for output & visualisation.  
5.7.3 User Interface (Output) 
The user interface presents the outputs of the analysis base and has provisions for manual user inputs 
(Sec. 5.7.1). It is designed based on the functional characteristics (attributes) of the FMS, and the 
degree-of-contribution and priorities established in Sec. 5.6 (Table 5-1).  
The primary outputs of the user interface are the presentation of the maintenance, operations and 
facility schedules generated by the analysis base. It also presents notifications on the schedule 
consistency and data integrity verification. The user interface is grouped in modules, based on the 
degree-of-contribution to the FMS capability to address the descending order of importance in the 
design process as follows: a) Tracking & Recordkeeping, b) Data Management, c) Scheduling, d) 
Infrastructure Management, e) Decision Support, f) Regulatory Compliance, g) Third Party Provisions, 
and h) Interoperability.  
The FMS framework, comprising of the input (database), process (analysis base) and output (user 
interface), is presented in Figure 5-8. The FMS framework sub-processes and sub-frameworks are 
subsequently discussed in Sec. 5.8.  
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5.8 FMS Frameworks – Sub-Modules 
The FMS framework (Figure 5-8) is further investigated to establish the sub-modules and its 
processes. The sub-modules of the analysis base and user interface are discussed in Sec. 5.8.1 and 
5.8.2 respectively.  
5.8.1 Analysis Base – Sub-Modules 
The sub-modules of the analysis base and its processes are presented in Appendix F, Sec. 13.6.1.  
5.8.2 User Interface Sub-Processes 
The established maintenance, operations and facility schedules identified in the sub-processes of the 
analysis base (Sec. 5.8.1) are presented in the user interface. The user interface sub-processes are 
developed for identification of the framework sub-modules and comprise of scheduling, infrastructure 
management, decision support, regulatory compliance, third party provisions, interoperability, data 
management and tracking & recordkeeping system capabilities. The sub-modules of the user interface 
and its processes are presented in Appendix F, Sec. 13.6.2.  
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Figure 5-8: FMS Architecture Framework 
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5.9 Results and Discussion 
The Preliminary System Design stage analysed the FMS technologies for its characteristics & 
capabilities to identify the FMS design & development requirements. The investigations covered the 
off-the-shelf civil & military FMS technology, including MRH platform technology status to transform 
shortcomings of existing FMS technologies into novel FMS design & development requirements. In this 
phase a set of specific design parameters not identified in state-of-the-art FMS was systematically 
developed. These parameters are required for an FMS capable of adapting to future operational 
requirements, and capable of supporting present & future network-centric strategic environments of 
the military forces. This was followed by the establishment & prioritisation of the system relationships 
to complete the FMS structure. The novel application of systems engineering to FMS resulted in a set 
of system components, functional characteristics, relationships and design & development 
requirements. These provide the base for the establishment of the FMS architecture frameworks 
comprising of modules & processes at various levels.  
5.9.1 FMS Technology Status 
The investigations on FMS technology status covered the identification of several off-the-shelf civil and 
military fleet management technologies. The spectrum of software tools investigated provided 
commercial & civil aircraft operators and their service providers with optimised operations and fleet 
support. The analysis categorised the various software based on its application in maintenance & 
repair, scheduling & reservation, flight tracking, manufacturing, leasing and infrastructure (airline & 
airport). In addition, the military technology covered the operational environments and logistic support 
during deployments. The MRH technology investigation covered the platform, structure and the 
systems (power plant, rotor and mechanical & electronic systems).  
A set of high-level technology design & development requirements was established for follow-up 
towards development of the FMS software tool.  
5.9.2 Design & Development Requirements 
The investigation of FMS technologies for civil, military & MRH rotorcraft platforms provided the basis 
to identify the specific design & development requirements for development of the FMS. The 
requirements identified from each of the technologies were categorised to a set of comprehensive 
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requirements from a parametric perspective. It comprised of nine design parameters to address 
operation, design, support, regulations, and management. The analysis covered the design parameters 
required to enable military operations in the present network-centric & strategic military environments, 
and to provide flexibility to adapt the system to future operational requirements.  
The identified FMS design aspects addressed the software architecture comprising of modular design 
for enhanced software maintainability and support. Data management requirements included the 
provision of data accessibility & availability from remote locations in real-time and central data storage 
for secure database operations. Tracking & recordkeeping requirements included operational, crew and 
maintenance data for analysis and regulatory compliance. This is to be addressed by implementing 
ADs, SBs and EOs. Further, the system interoperability covered allied forces and defence standards. 
Platform, crew and equipment scheduling was covered to provide optimised planning & support for 
missions & maintenance. It considered platform & infrastructure availability, technical stipulations and 
regulatory compliance. Infrastructure management covered operating bases, equipment, personnel and 
logistic support. The management aspects also covered decision support and risk management 
capabilities, based on analysis of historic records. Provision of third party capabilities included 
contractor based support and commercial transactions. The identified design parameters provide the 
platform for establishment of a framework to develop a FMS.  
5.9.3 Relationship Analysis (Holistic Analysis) 
The holistic analysis in the adopted systems approach previously established the system configuration, 
the system design & development requirements, the system hierarchy and the subsystems & 
components. It provided the basis for a system relationship analysis to establish the required links of the 
components & attributes. Subsequently, the design & development requirements were prioritised to 
identify the relative importance from a fleet management perspective, and to analyse the degree-of-
contribution to the FMS. Based on the design requirement priorities, the system relationships were 
prioritised to support the development of a FMS framework.  
 System Relationships : The relationships analysis established the required links of the system 
components and attributes for data flow and control, to meet the functional characteristics 
(attributes) of the FMS. It identified the inter and intra relationships at levels 1 and 2 of the 
system hierarchy as follows: a) Component and component; b) Component and attribute; and c) 
Attribute and attribute.  
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 Design & Development Requirement Relationships and Priorities : The set of 
requirements was prioritised from a fleet management perspective to identify the relative 
importance and performance to support system design and validation. It adapted the CVA 
process for identification of the impact on the FMS. The process established and analysed the 
relationships of the design requirements, enabling a classification of the requirements as passive 
& active contributors to the system capability. It further quantified and scaled the contributions 
from 1 to 3 (low to high impact / influence). The priorities were obtained by normalising the 
aggregated quantified contributions in a matrix format. The prioritisation process identified the 
tracking & recordkeeping, scheduling, data management, and infrastructure management 
capabilities as the key FMS contributors. Consequently, the identified design & development 
priorities provided the base to investigate the system relationship priorities and to subsequently 
develop the FMS framework.  
 System Relationship Priorities : The system relationship priorities were prioritised to support 
the development of the overall FMS framework, based on data flow & control between the 
system components and attributes. It provided the order of importance that the relationships 
were required to be addressed in the design process. A matrix format was adopted to develop 
the priorities by quantifying & scaling the contributions from 1 to 3 (low to high impact / 
influence) based on the design requirements and the priorities each relationship addressed. The 
process normalised the aggregated contributions and identified a set of level 1 relationships, 
addressing the ‗platform technology – schedule‘ components; followed by ‗prognostics & 
diagnostics – preventive & corrective action‘; and the ‗infrastructure – schedule and platform 
technology – schedule‘ relationship. At level 2, the component ‗schedule‘, addressing the aircraft 
and personnel was identified as top priority, followed by the relationship of the component 
‗platform‘ covering the health, usage & status monitoring and the component ‗infrastructure‘, 
addressing the personnel and operating bases.  
The system relationship analysis and design & development priorities provided the base to establish the 
FMS framework for FMS software development & simulation, discussed in Sec. 5.9.4.  
5.9.4 System Framework 
The system framework was developed as a structured flowchart to represent the FMS architecture 
modules and its processes for implementation in generic FMS software. It was developed based on the 
established FMS structure and its components, attributes; inputs, outputs; relationship- and design & 
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development requirements and its priorities. The processes in the framework represent the design & 
development requirements transformed into a series of logical and mathematical software sub-routines 
in computer code, to meet the functional characteristics (attributes) of the FMS. The Level 1 system 
framework modules and its processes were identified as follows:  
 Database : Stores & manages input data for fleet management, covering the MRH technology, 
operations & support, scheduling & availability and operational environment needs. A need for 
built-in FMS flexibility was identified to provide system adaptability for changes in future 
strategic operating environments. Hence, key FMS parameters are stored in editable database 
tables and permit adjustment of the system needs, comprising of MRH technology, operations & 
support, scheduling & availability and operational environment needs.  
 Analysis Base : Processes & transforms the input data to outputs using computer code. The 
analysis base processes were identified as the transformation of the platform usage data & 
exceedance event reports into a preventative & corrective maintenance schedule. It was based 
on the platform airframe and subsystem condition levels, and pre-defined servicing requirements.  
 User Interface : Receives user inputs for processing and presents the FMS outputs to the user. 
It displays the maintenance, operations and facility schedules, and matches the functional 
characteristics (attributes) of the FMS, covering scheduling, infrastructure management, decision 
support, regulatory compliance, third party provisions, interoperability, data management and 
tracking & recordkeeping.  
The level 1 analysis base and user interface framework modules were further investigated at level 2 to 
develop the sub-frameworks of the functional characteristics (attributes) of the FMS. This identified a 
series of sub-modules and sub-processes, addressing the specific data flow & control requirements in 
the analysis base and user interface at level 2. The frameworks developed at two levels provided the 
base to implement the FMS structure into software code for subsequent simulation of a FMS.  
The development of the system frameworks at levels 1 and 2 provide the base for stage 4 in the 
systems engineering approach, the Detailed System Design phase. It transforms the developed system 
concepts and architectures into a FMS software for subsequent demonstration & simulation of the 
FMS methodology.  
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6 DETAILED SYSTEM DESIGN: DATABASE 
Phase 4 in the systems engineering approach is the Detailed System Design of the base-line FMS 
components identified in Sec. 5.7 as follows: a) Database, b) Analysis base, and c) User interface. The 
central database system is for data storage, processing, management and delivery of FMS system 
information. The database is a critical FMS component by hosting key system parameters (system 
needs), and establishing the system capability of system adaptability to the future operating 
environments of the rotary-wing operators. The database architecture & fields are unique in the 
specific FMS application and reflect the individual FMS design & development requirements.  
The detailed database design requires specification of the design process, covering the database table 
& field types and table relationships (Sec. 6.1). Subsequently, the database structure is established for 
the particular FMS application (Sec. 6.2).  
6.1 Database Design Process 
The database design process requires the identification of the database structure. It is based on the 
type of data stored and requires specification of the data tables, table field types & sizes, and the 
database relationships for data consistency [116].  
6.1.1 Database – Table Types 
The number and type of tables required covers the information identified in the system needs and FMS 
functional characteristics (Chapters 4 and 5). Table names are unique in the database and each field 
name is unique within a table for identification. Three different types of data tables are required to 
meet the design, development & optimisation requirements based on the specific objectives. The three 
table categories are as follows:  
 Data Tables: Contains information on the system needs (inputs), covering platform, 
infrastructure, schedules and the operational environment. The tables host and provide 
information to track and record events & tasks in electronic logbooks. The tables address the 
design requirement of data management. They enable editing and modification of the key FMS 
parameters, addressing changes in strategic operating environments and providing system 
adaptability. The identification code for data tables in the database nomenclature is ‗DB‘, 
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followed by a two digit integer number and a unique identification name. The data table details 
are presented in Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.1 to 13.7.17.  
 Logbooks : The logbook tables log the continuous events & tasks of the FMS and address the 
design requirements of data management, tracking & recordkeeping for operations & 
maintenance, and regulatory compliance & airworthiness. The logbook records comprise of a 
data combination from the data tables in conjunction with date & time stamps. The code for 
logbooks in the database is ‗LB‘, followed by a two digit integer number and a unique 
identification name. The logbook details are presented in Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.18 to 13.7.27.  
 Main Progressive Plan: The Main Progressive Plans are required for scheduling of events & 
tasks in the FMS system. It is a data field grid comprising of data columns representing dates & 
times and data rows storing task ID numbers at the respective dates & times. The task ID 
numbers are obtained from the logbooks to be displayed in the schedule. The date & time 
columns are progressing on a daily basis by removing and adding one column at each calendar 
day. The schedule grid progresses in a specified time interval with the computer system date & 
time. The identification code for the Main Progressive Plans in the FMS system database is 
‗MPP‘, followed by the schedule category: ‗maintenance‘, ‗operations‘, and ‗facilities‘ 
(Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.28, 0, and 13.7.30).  
6.1.2 Database – Field Types 
Database fields are defined by a unique field name, data type and size. The data type is an attribute 
specifying the type of data the object holds. One data column in the data table is specified as a 
‗Primary Key‘ (PK) for unique identification of the records. The records in the PK column must not be 
‗Null‘. The SQL data table field sizes are specified in the design process and are recommended to be 
as small as possible to limit database size. The field types used in the FMS database are presented in 
Table 6-1:  
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Table 6-1: SQL Data Field Types 
Data Type Description Size / Range 
char(n) Character string. Fixed length n.  1  n  15000 
nvarchar(n) 
Variable length character string. Maximum length 
is n. 
1  n  15000 
ntext 
Variable-length Unicode data. ISO synonym is 
‗National Text‘.  
2
30
 - 1 (1,073,741,823) 
tinyint Integer numerical (precision 3). 0 to 255 
smallint Integer numerical (precision 5). -32,768 to 32,767 
int Integer numerical (precision 10). 
-2,147,483,648 to 
2,147,483,647 
real Approximate numerical mantissa (precision 7). 
Zero or absolute value 10
-38 
to 
10
38
 
smalldatetime 
Date and time. Time is in 24-hour format, with 
seconds always zero (:00) and without fractional 
seconds.  
Date: 1900-01-01 to 2079-06-
06, time: 00:00:00 to 23:59:59 
money Monetary / currency values.  
922,337,203,685,477.5808 to 
922,337,203,685,477.5807 
bit 
Integer data type of value 1, 0, or NULL. The 
string values TRUE and FALSE may be 
converted as follows: TRUE is converted to 1 and 
FALSE is converted to 0. 
0 and 1 
 
6.1.3 Database – Relationships 
A data table field may refer to the PK of another table by defining a relationship, specified as a 
‗Foreign Key‘ (FK). It links the fields of two tables for information flow, data validation and referential 
integrity. The two linked fields require identical data field types, and the relationship verifies that the 
records in the FK table have corresponding entries in the PK table. Databases with relationships are 
referred as ‗relational databases‘. Relational databases have the advantage of limiting database 
redundancy and hence size compared to hierarchical or network databases. Relational databases are 
the predominant choice for storing information with built-in integrity.  
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6.2 Database – Structure 
The FMS database is designed to edit, store, process, manage and deliver the information required to 
provide a fleet management capability, under consideration of the FMS operational support and design 
& development requirements. The FMS obtains its input parameters from the database. The 
requirement of adaptable key system parameters was identified and is addressed by the database 
enabling modification of the database content, enabling system adaptability for changes in future 
operational environments. The data tables discussed in Sec. 6.2 store date comprising of the following 
information:  
 MRH & HUMS Technology Needs : Platform and systems on-board including the HUMS;  
 Operational Support Needs: Present and future rotary-wing roles & missions, its associated 
support needs and the required infrastructure;  
 Scheduling & Availability Needs : Manufacturer maintenance schedule and the availability / 
readiness targets of the fleet operators, and  
 Operational Environment Needs: Environment in which the platform is to operate and its 
impact on the technology.  
The FMS database structure comprising of the data tables, data field names and relationships is 
presented in Figure 6-1. This structure requires further specification of the data field names & types 
for each table in the database (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.1 to 13.7.30). Primary or foreign key data fields 
are labelled as ‗PK‘ or ‗FK‘. Bold fields indicate minimum required system information; non-bold fields 
indicate supplement or optional system information. The sections also present the design & 
development requirements addressed by each database table.  
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DB10MaintenanceFacilities
PK Location Code
 Location Name
FK1 Home Unit Name
 Maintenance Responsibility
 R1 Maintenance Capacity
 R2 Maintenance Capacity
 R3 Maintenance Capacity
 R4 Maintenance Capacity
 R5 Maintenance Capacity
 R6 Maintenance Capacity
 Total Floor Capacity
 Land
 Latitude
 Longitude
 Altitude
DB02AircraftFleet
PK Registration
FK2 Make & Version
 Block Number
FK1 Unit Name
 Current AFHRS
 Delivery Date
DB03AircraftSpecifications
PK Make & Version
 Cruise Speed
 Range
 Ferry Range
 Internal payload
 External Payload
 MTOW
 Endurance
 Max Internal Fuel
DB11MaintenanceServicings
PK Servicing Designation
FK1 Task Type
 Periodicity
 Interval
 Resetting Rule
 Min TMS
 Max TMS
 Av TMS
 OM Floorspace
 DM Floorspace
DB14OperatingUnits
PK Unit Name
 Number of Aircraft
FK1 Make & Version
FK2 Location Code
 Daily RoE
FK3 OM Responsibility
FK4 DM Responsibility
LB03ExercisesDeployments
PK Task ID
FK1 Task Type
 Task Name
FK2 Unit Name
FK3 Registration
 Daily RoE
 Weekly RoE
FK4 Location Name
 Start Date
 End Date
 Remarks
DB12Missions
PK Mission Type
 Mission Category
FK1 Task Type
 Pilot 1
 Pilot 2
 TACCO
 SENSO
 Loadmaster
 Instructor
DB17TaskList
PK Task Type
 Logbook Storage
 Color Code
 Display Level DGV
 Storage Level MPP
 Weekend Activity
 Remarks
LB05Missions
PK Mission ID
FK7 Task Type
FK5 Mission Type
FK6 Registration
FK9 Departure
FK10 Arrival
 Departure Date & Time
 Arrival Date & Time
FK1 Pilot ID 1
FK2 Pilot ID 2
FK3 Crewman ID 1
FK4 Crewman ID 2
 Risk Score
 Actual Departure Date & Time
 Total AFHRS
 Completed
FK8 Environment
FK11 Usage Report ID
 Remarks
LB09UnitTransfer
PK Transfer ID
FK4 Task Type
 Transfer Name
FK1 Unit Name
FK2 Registration
FK3 Receiving Unit
 Start Date
 End Date
 Transfer of Maintenance Responsibility
 Remarks
LB04Maintenance
PK Maintenance Task ID
FK3 Task Type
FK4 Servicing Designation
FK1 Registration
 Start Date & Time
 Completion Date & Time
FK2 Location Code
 Completed
 Extension
 In Progress
 Contingency
 Unserviceable
 Read Only
 Remarks
LB06Modifications
PK Modification ID
FK3 Task Type
 Name
FK4 Registration
 Start Date & Time
 Completion Date & Time
FK1 Location Code
FK2 To be included within Date
 To be included within AFHRS
 DM Floor
 Completed
 Remarks DB16SparePartsInventory
PK Part Number
 MSN
 Description
 Manufacturer
 Supplier
FK1 Make & Version
 Minimum Order Quantity
 Stock YPED
 Stock YBTL
 Stock YSNW
 Stock YSHW
 Stock YBOK
 Last Updated
DB01Aircrews
PK Staff ID
 Family Name
 Given Name
FK2 Location Code
 Address
 Date of Birth
 Commenced
 Medical Expiration
 License Expiration
FK1 Make & Version
 Pilot
 Tactical Coordinator
 Sensor Operator
 Loadmaster
 Instructor
 Remarks
LB07Pilot 
PK Entry ID
FK1 Pilot ID
FK2 Mission ID
 Date
FK3 Registration
FK4 Make & Version
 Flight Routing
 Flight Duration
 Landings - Day
 Landings - Night
 Condition of Flight - Day
 Condition of Flight - Night
 Type of Piloting Time - Solo
 Type of Piloting Time - Dual
 Type of Piloting Time - Instructor
 Type of Piloting Time - PIC
 Check Ride
 NVG
 Remarks
 Total Aeronautical Experience on Type
 Total Aeronautical Experience
DB05Equipment 
PK Equipment ID
 Equipment Designation
FK1 Make & Version
 Manufacturer
 Maintenance Support
 Operations Support
 YPED
 YBTL
 YSNW
 YSHW
 YBOK
 R1
 R2
 R3
 R4
 R5
 R6
 Remarks
DB04Airfields
PK Location Name
 ICAO
 IATA
 City / Town
 State
 Country
 Military
 Service
 Civil
 Airport
 Ship
 Helipad
 Fuel
LB01Airworthiness
PK Airworthiness ID
 External Reference
 Type
FK1 Make & Version
 Date Effective
 AFHRS Effective
 Registrations
 Remarks
DB07Interoperability
PK DED
 Data Element Title
 RemarksDB13OperatingEnvironment
PK Environment
 Risk
 Attributes
FK1 Servicing Designation
LB08ThirdPartyProvisions
PK Item ID
 Description
 Sender
 Recipient
 Due Date
 Amount
 Payment Method
 Transaction Reference
 Contractor Name
FK2 Airworthiness ID
FK1 Maintenance Task ID
FK3 Modification ID
 Remarks
LB10UsageDataReport
PK Usage Report ID
 Mission ID
 Actual Departure Date & Time
 Total AFHRS
 IFSD
 Exceedance Event
FK1 Exceedance Event Report ID
 21 Manoeuvre Event: Rotor Start
 22 Manoeuvre Event: Takeoffs
 23 Manoeuvre Event: Landings Shore - Sealed Site
 24 Manoeuvre Event: Landings Shore - Prepared Site
 25 Manoeuvre Event: Landings Shore - Unprepared Site
 26 Manoeuvre Event: Landings - Deck
 27 Manoeuvre Event: AoB 45 deg
 28 Manoeuvre Event: AoB 60 deg
 29 Manoeuvre Event: 1.4-2g Pull-up
 30 Manoeuvre Event: Pushovers (>30deg)
 31 Manoeuvre Event: Autorotations
 32 Manoeuvre Event: Quickstops
 33 Manoeuvre Event: Ground Taxi (Duration)
 34 Manoeuvre Event: HIGE (Duration)
 35 Manoeuvre Event: HOGE (Duration)
 38 Load / Role: Internal Load / Pax
 39 Load / Role: HSC Only
 40 Load / Role: HSC with Tanks
 41 Load / Role: Cargo Hook
 42 Load / Role: Sniper Bar
 43 Load / Role: Door Guns
 44 Load / Role: NIL
 45 Rescue Hoist Usage: Fitted
 46 Rescue Hoist Usage: Cycles
 47 Rescue Hoist Usage: Cable Length Usage
 48 Gross Weight Band: <7000
 49 Gross Weight Band: 7000-9000
 50 Gross Weight Band: 90000-10000
 51 Gross Weight Band: 10000-10600
 52 Gross Weight Band: 10600-11000
 53 Altitude Band: Contour/NoE
 54 Altitude Band: <200AGL
 55 Altitude Band: 200-1000AGL
 56 Altitude Band: >1000AGL
 57 Altitude Band: <3000AMSL
 58 Altitude Band: 3000-5000AMSL
 59 Altitude Band: >5000AMSL
 60 Altitude Band: Other
 65 Engine Usage: Engine Start Time (LH)
 66 Engine Usage: Engine Start Time (RH)
 67 Engine Usage: Engine Shutdown Time (LH)
 68 Engine Usage: Engine Shutdown Time (RH)
 69 Engine Usage: Gas Generator Cycles (LH)
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 71 Engine Usage: Power Turbine Partial Cycles (LH)
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 74/75 APU Operation
 Processed
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 Remarks
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Figure 6-1: FMS System Database Structure 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
The FMS database design process identified the need for a relational database capable of storing, 
managing and processing the required information and knowledge for the FMS. The database interacts 
with the analysis base and user interface, including provision of information to the system and recording 
of system information in the tables. The design process identified the database structure by developing 
the data tables, field types, and the relationships between the fields. The tables comprised of:  
 Data Tables: Contains information on the system needs (inputs), covering platform, 
infrastructure, schedules and the operational environment. The tables host and provide 
information to track and record events & tasks in electronic logbooks.  
 Logbook Tables: The logbook tables log the continuous events and tasks of the FMS. The 
logbook records comprise of a data combination from the data tables in conjunction with date & 
time stamps.  
 Main Progressive Plans : Data field grid comprising of data columns representing dates & 
times and data rows storing task ID numbers at the respective dates & times. The task ID 
numbers are obtained from the logbook tables and displayed in the schedule. The MPP cover 
three categories: ‗Maintenance‘, ‗operations‘ and ‗facilities‘.  
The data fields were defined by unique field names, data types and sizes. The fields were linked by 
relationships for information flow, data validation and referential integrity to limit database redundancy 
and size.  
The developed database is unique in its design and is a critical component in the detailed design system 
phase of the systems engineering process due to the storage of key FMS parameters, for adjustment of 
the system to changing future operational requirements. This approach in enabling system adaptability 
& flexibility to support the helicopter platforms throughout the system life-cycle provides significant 
enhancements over existing fleet management approaches.  
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7 DETAILED SYSTEM DESIGN: ANALYSIS BASE 
The analysis base of the simulation model contains the required system ‗process‘ for the provision of a 
intelligent fleet management capability. It transforms the system inputs into a fleet management 
capability by processing the MRH-90 usage data report for a schedule update. The maintenance tasks 
are generated to implement corrective action based on platform health, usage & status data stored in 
the database (Chapter 6). The tasks are loaded into the system schedule and the maintenance, 
operations and facility schedules are established including verification of schedule consistency & 
integrity. The analysis base provides the basis for visualisation of the established schedules & tasks in 
the graphical user interface (presented in Chapter 8). The system ‗process‘ covers the following 
sequence:  
 Process Usage Data Report: The system process for a fleet management capability starts 
with the processing of the system input – the routine and non-routine maintenance & operations 
tasks (Sec. 7.1). These tasks are required for the initiation of corrective maintenance action 
based on health, status & usage data for prognostics & diagnostics. The system establishes 
servicing requirements based on the health, status & usage data.  
 Refresh MPPMaintenance  & MPPFacilities : The requirements are recorded in the 
maintenance logbooks requiring an update of the MPPMaintenance (Sec. 7.2) and MPPFacilities 
(Sec. 7.3) schedule grids.  
 Extract Schedule Details – MPPMaintenance & MPPFacilities : The updated 
MPPMaintenance (Sec. 7.4) and MPPFacilities (Sec. 7.5) schedules are then iterated to extract 
the task details for display in the main user interface.  
 Facility Floor Loading Verification: The re-populated MPPs requires verification of the 
facility floor loading (Sec. 7.6), and  
 Schedule Consistency Verification & Notification: Schedule consistency verification and 
error notification is conducted (Sec. 7.7).  
The methodology of the model base is presented in Figure 7-1.  
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Figure 7-1: Model Base Flowchart 
7.1 Process Usage Data Report 
The primary input to the FMS system is the platform health, status & usage data, recorded in 
LB10UsageDataReport (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.27). The usage data report is established for each 
flight and records mission type & duration, exceedance events, manoeuvres, platform configuration, 
gross weight, altitude, engine usage, and special occurrences. The report processing identifies 
component exceedances of specified thresholds to automate corrective action requirements. In case of 
an exceedance, a detailed report stored in LB02ExceedanceEvents (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.19) is 
established and linked to the LB10UsageDataReport for a specification of the types & duration of 
exceedances.  
A need for corrective action is identified based on the recommended servicing types stored in 
DB08ExceedanceParameters and the appropriate maintenance event is created. Subsequently, the 
flight duration is verified against the average daily rate-of-effort specified in DB14OperatingUnits 
(Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.14), resulting in a re-scheduling of the future scheduled events. The ‗Usage 
Data Report‘ methodology is presented in Figure 7-2.  
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Figure 7-2: Methodology Flowchart – Usage Data Processing 
The established servicings to address the parameter exceedance and the rescheduled future  
maintenance events are recorded in the LB04Maintenance (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.21). Following, a 
refresh of the main schedule and an update of the task IDs in the MPPMaintenance are required.  
7.2 Refresh MPPMaintenance 
The MPPMaintenance refresh methodology is required after the content of the following five logbooks 
was modified: LB03ExercisesDeployments, LB04Maintenance, LB05Missions, LB06Modifications and 
LB09UnitTransfers (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.23 to Sec. 13.7.26). The refresh methodology re-
establishes the schedule covering all logbook records. It is initiated by removing all task IDs from the 
MPPMaintenance grid. Following, the task IDs are re-loaded from the database logbooks by obtaining 
the task details & dates. The data is verified for consistency & integrity, and the task IDs are 
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transferred into the MPPMaintenance grid at the appropriate date columns & aircraft rows. The 
transfer methodology is further discussed in Sec. 7.2.1. Incomplete & inconsistent data records and 
task overloadings are reported to the ‗Error List‘ notifier (Sec. 7.7). The refresh MPPMaintenance 
methodology is presented in Figure 7-3.  
7.2.1 Task ID Nomenclature 
The allocation of task IDs in the MPPMainentenance grid requires a definition of the nomenclature in 
the process. The supported task types have a pre-defined storage level within the MPPMaintenance, 
and a display level in the user interface. The levels are specified in DB17TaskList (Appendix G, Sec. 
13.7.17) in the columns ‗Storage Level MPP‘ and ‗Display Level MPP‘. The MPPMaintenance 
comprises of four simultaneous time lines per aircraft for storage, and three simultaneous Gantt-Chart 
type time lines in the user interface for display (Sec. 8.1). The tasks types handled by the FMS and the 
storage & display time lines are presented in Table 7-1. Display level ‗3‘ is reserved for warnings 
based on the schedule consistency (‗Clash‘, ‗Overdue‘, and ‗Overlap‘). The warnings are generated at 
system start-up and refresh, hence not requiring a storage level. Other tasks are allocated to display 
levels ‗1‘ or ‗2‘, and display level ‗0‘ is reserved as a neutral visual separator in the user interface.  
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Figure 7-3: Methodology Flowchart – Refresh MPPMaintenance 
Table 7-1: Task Types and Storage / Display Details 
Task Type Logbook Storage Level Display Level 
Clash System Auto Indication N/A 3 
Contingency LB04Maintenance 2 1 
Deployment LB03ExercisesDeployments 1 1 
Exercise LB03ExercisesDeployments 1 1 
Extension LB04Maintenance 2 1 
Merged LB04Maintenance 2 2 
Mission LB05Missions 3 2 
Modification LB06Modifications 2 2 
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Overdue System Auto Indication N/A 3 
Overlap System Auto Indication N/A 3 
Phased LB04Maintenance 2 2 
Routine LB04Maintenance 2 2 
Ships Flight LB09UnitTransfer 0 1 
Special LB04Maintenance 2 2 
Storage LB04Maintenance 2 2 
Transfer LB09UnitTransfer 0 1 
Unserviceable LB04Maintenance 2 2 
The storage & display level nomenclature of the MPPMaintenance is presented in Table 7-2. It 
displays the MPPMaintenance columns – representing the 608 calendar dates covered by the schedule, 
the row headers – identifying the aircraft tail number and line number suffix (‗A40-001a‘, ‗A40-001b‘, 
‗A40-001c‘, and ‗A40-001d‘); four allocated storage levels per aircraft (indexed ‗0‘ to ‗3‘), and the 
three Gantt-Chart style display levels for visualisation (indexed ‗1‘ to ‗3‘).  
Table 7-2: MPPMaintenance Nomenclature 
01/01/2009 02/01/2009 03/01/2009 04/01/2009 05/01/2009 ← MPP Column Headers
A40-001a ← '0'
A40-001b ← '1'
A40-001c ← '2'
A40-001d ← '3'
A40-002a  
Following the population methodology of the MPPMaintenance, the MPPFacilities schedule requires a 
refresh for an update & consistency verification of the facility floor schedule.  
7.3 Refresh MPPFacilities 
The MPPFacilities refresh methodology is initiated following the update of MPPMaintenance for an 
update of the facility floor loading schedule, based on the logbook records. The MPPFacilities grid is 
populated with the task IDs stored in the following two logbooks: LB04Maintenance and 
LB06Modifications (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.21 and 13.7.23). The task IDs are extracted from the 
MPPMaintenance table, therefore no further data integrity check is required except floor space 
requirements verification. The refresh methodology is initiated by iterating the MPPMaintenance grid 
for scheduled maintenance and modification task IDs. The system identifies the length of the 
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continuous service downtime until the aircraft is released for operation, covering single or multiple 
overlapping events. It extracts the location code from the logbook records and locates the appropriate 
facility for an inquiry on available floor space. The floor space iteration starts at floor line ‗A‘ and 
proceeds until a floor line is available for the entire aircraft downtime. Unavailable floor space is 
recognised by the system, resulting in an unallocated servicing and proceeding to the next event. Floor 
space exceedances are reported and indicated by the ‗Floor Loading Verification‘ methodology (Sec. 
7.6). The task loading limit per grid cell is five task IDs. The refresh MPPFacilities methodology is 
presented in Figure 7-4.  
Following the refresh methodologies of the MPPFacilities & MPPMaintenance grids, the schedules 
require verification of the floor loadings (Sec. 7.7).  
7.4 Extract Schedule Details – MPPMaintenance 
The following routine is called at system start-up and MPPMaintenance / MPPFacility refresh (Sec. 
7.2) and covers the following steps:  
 Step 1: Iteration of the MPPMaintenance grid for visualisation of the combined maintenance & 
operations schedule (Sec. 8.1.1) and operations schedule (Sec. 8.1.2) in the user interface.  
 Step 2: Get task IDs from the MPPMaintenance grid.  
 Step 3: For each task ID, location of the corresponding record in the logbooks to obtain the task 
type, task colour code and the tooltip information.  
 Step 4: Identification of the events: ‗Overlap‘, ‗Contingency‘, ‗Unserviceable‘, ‗Overdue‘ and 
‗Extension‘.  
 Step 5: Transfer of the operational tasks scheduled within the date range of the MPPOperations 
to the operations schedule for visualisation (Sec. 8.1.2).  
The methodology flowchart is presented in Figure 7-5. Following the extraction of the 
MPPMaintenance schedule details, the system iterates the MPPFacilities schedule details (Sec. 8.1.3).  
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Figure 7-4: Methodology Flowchart – Refresh MPPFacilities 
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Figure 7-5: Methodology Flowchart – Extract Schedule Details (MPPMaintenance) 
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7.5 Extract Schedule Details – MPPFacilities 
This routine supports visualisation of the MPPFacilities schedule (Sec. 8.1.3) by extracting the task IDs 
from the MPPFacilities grid. For each task ID, the system locates the corresponding record in the 
logbooks to obtain the task type, task colour code and the tooltip information. The methodology 
flowchart is presented in Figure 7-6. Following the extraction of the facility schedule details, the 
system verifies the facility floor space for task over loadings (Sec. 7.6).  
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Figure 7-6: Methodology Flowchart – Extract Schedule Details (MPPFacilities) 
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7.6 Facility Floor Loading Verification 
The established maintenance schedule (Sec. 7.2 to 7.5) requires verification of floor space availability 
to effectively allocate the aircraft to the maintenance facilities. The FMS system assigns the aircraft to 
the available maintenance floors based on the facility capabilities & capacities specified in 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.10).  
By default, the assignment of aircraft to maintenance floors starts at floor line ‗A‘ and is iterated to the 
following floors in case of pre-occupancy by other aircraft. The number of aircraft in simultaneous 
servicings is limited by the specific servicing capacity and the maximum overall floor loading. The 
system tracks the total number of aircraft in the facility to verify the task & facility loadings. When the 
maximum number of aircraft is reached for a given schedule, the user is notified and a warning in the 
user interface is provided. The task type to indicate floor space exceedances is ‗Clash‘ (Appendix G, 
Sec. 13.7.17).  
The facility floor loading methodology flowchart is presented in Figure 7-7. Following the verification 
of the facility floor loadings, the system verifies the schedule for task overlappings, incomplete task 
database information, due / overdue scheduled items and task loading warnings in the schedule (Sec. 
7.7).  
7.7 Schedule Consistency Verification & Notification 
Following the verification of the facility floor loadings, the system verifies the schedule consistency for 
incomplete task information, task loading warnings in the schedule, and due / overdue scheduled items. 
The methodology also reports facility floor loading inconsistencies identified in Sec. 7.6. The 
methodology starts with the verification of the stored information of the operational & support tasks for 
the minimum required fields. It covers the records of LB03ExercisesDeployments, LB04Maintenance, 
LB05Missions, LB06Modifications, and LB09UnitTransfer (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.20, 13.7.21, 
13.7.22, 13.7.23, and 13.7.26).  
Following, the methodology iterates the MPPMaintenance to verify the task loading for each aircraft at 
a calendar day to warn the user of task loading combinations, covering maintenance & mission, and 
unserviceable aircraft & mission at a calendar day. Not reported are maintenance and exercises / 
deployments / transfers at the same day. The methodology also identifies overdue tasks and tasks due 
for maintenance induction at the current system date. The methodology reports the warnings to the 
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user interface for visualisation (Sec. 8.2). The schedule consistency verification & notification 
methodology is presented in Figure 7-8.  
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Figure 7-7: Methodology Flowchart – Facility Floor Loading Verification 
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Figure 7-8: Methodology Flowchart – Schedule Consistency Verification & Notification 
The schedule consistency verification completes the system processes of the analysis base. It has 
processed the system inputs from the usage data report for a consistent intelligent schedule. The 
system generates the maintenance tasks to implement corrective action based on platform health, 
usage & status. The tasks are loaded into the system schedule and the maintenance, operations and 
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facility schedules are established, including consistency verification. The analysis base provides the 
basis for visualisation of the established schedules & tasks in the GUI (Chapter 8).  
7.8 Results & Discussion 
The detailed system design of the analysis base identified the stipulated system ‗process‘ for the 
provision of a fleet management capability. The processes in the analysis base were developed based 
on the previously identified system dataflow requirements, system relationships & priorities to meet the 
slated FMS design & development requirements. It transformed the system inputs into a fleet 
management capability by extracting data from the database, processing the data and providing the 
outputs to the user-interface for visualisation. The process comprised of the extraction of routine and 
non-routine tasks in the database logbook tables, for establishment of the system schedules. The 
scheduling was previously identified as a primary FMS capability and covered the maintenance, 
operations and facility schedules. The system process also verified the facility floor loading to identify 
overlapping tasks & events, and a schedule consistency verification and error notification process was 
established.  
The analysis base processes are called at system start-up or refresh to update the schedules. The 
processes developed in the analysis base are required for subsequent visualisation of the FMS outputs 
and form an integral part of the FMS system. The analysis base also establishes notifications on 
inconsistent data entries, to prevent conflicting population of the databases. Hence, the analysis base 
provides the base for subsequent visualisation of the schedules in the user interface by populating the 
schedule grids (Main Progressive Plan) with the routine and non-routine tasks.  
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8 DETAILED SYSTEM DESIGN: USER INTERFACE 
The FMS GUI is to receive user inputs for processing and presents outputs to the user. It is designed 
for system control, results analysis, and data management in the FMS system. The GUI design & 
functionality was developed to fully meet the FMS design & development requirements and deliver the 
fleet management capabilities as identified in Sec. 5.4.  
The GUI hence comprises of individual forms, dividing the screen into work areas and menus to 
execute commands. The GUI is customised for interaction with the database (Chapter 6) and analysis 
base (Chapter 7).  
The FMS GUI is required to consider generic user interface needs covering system usability, 
accessibility, flexibility and ease of operation. The GUI structure is based on the relational database 
structure, and comprises of 35 window forms as follows: a) Main User Interface (1), b) Database 
Editor forms (26), and c) System Analysis & Decision Support forms (8). The FMS GUI structure and 
the relationships of the forms are presented in Figure 8-1.  
8.1 Main User Interface 
The ‗Main User Interface‘ is the primary interface of the FMS. It is categorised in three sections to 
display the Maintenance, Operations and Facility schedules (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.28 to 13.7.30). The 
interfaces provide navigation & control for the FMS functionality to support scheduling, data 
management, infrastructure management and decision support.  
The user interface layout comprises of four sections, displaying a list of aircraft registrations / facility 
codes at the left, the main schedule at the centre, task list at the right and a menu bar at the top:  
 Active Aircraft / Facility List (left): The aircraft in the fleet are listed by registration and 
extracted from DB02AircraftFleet (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.2). Maintenance facilities and the 
codes are extracted from DB10MaintenanceFacilities (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.10).  
 Schedule  (centre): The section is split into an ‗active aircraft / facility‘ section at the top for 
editing a particular aircraft / facility schedule, and an overview schedule section displaying all 
objects to be scheduled.  
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 Task List (right): The list is extracted from DB17TaskList (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.17) and 
assists in task identification. It also provides access to the database editor forms (Appendix G, 
Sec. 13.8.1 to 13.8.28) to establish new routine and non-routine tasks.  
 Menu Bar (top): The menu is for system navigation and provides access to additional system 
functionalities.  
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Figure 8-1: GUI Structure 
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8.1.1 Main User Interface – Maintenance & Operations Schedule Form 
The ‗Main User Interface – Maintenance & Operations Schedule‘ primary task is the visualisation of 
the task IDs stored in the MPPMaintenance. It displays a combined schedule of all task types 
supported by the FMS system. Figure 8-2 presents the ‗Main User Interface – Maintenance & 
Operations Schedule‘ layout and Table 8-1 presents the functionality of the form.  
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Figure 8-2: ‘Main User Interface – Maintenance & Operations Schedule’ Form 
(MPPMaintenance) 
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Table 8-1: ‘Main User Interface – Maintenance & Operations Schedule’ Functionality 
(MPPMaintenance) 
Item Object Functionality 
A Tool Strip Menu A menu providing access to FMS system capabilities. The items in the 
‗Data‘ menu provide access to the database and logbook tables 
(DB01Aircrews to DB17TaskList, and LB01Airworthiness to 
LB10UsageDataReport, Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.1 to Sec. 13.7.27). The 
‗Tools‘ menu provides access to the Availability Analysis (Sec. 8.3), 
Error Message Provider (Sec. 8.2), Due Item Notifier (Sec. 8.4), Risk 
Assessment Form (Sec. 8.5), and Task Browsers (Sec. 8.6).  
B Active Aircraft 
Details table 
Displays the details of the aircraft currently selected in item ‗I‘.  
C Task Indicator The aircraft schedule comprises of four consecutive Gantt-Chart type 
time-lines per aircraft for simultaneous task scheduling.  
D Schedule Grid The upper grid displays the schedule of the active aircraft selected in 
item ‗I‘. A column in the grid represents one calendar day, weekends are 
highlighted in grey. The schedule covers a time span of 608 calendar 
days (approx. 20 months) according to the columns specified in 
MPPMaintenance (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.28). At system start-up and 
refresh, the horizontal scrollbar locates the current system date at the left 
side of the field-of-view. A double click in the active aircraft grid opens 
the MPPMaintenance task browser (Appendix G, Sec. 13.8.28) to 
navigate the scheduled items for the aircraft & date selected.  
E Task Tool Tip 
Indicator 
Moving the mouse over a task in the grid will call a tooltip window. It 
provides task details covering task ID, task type, task designation, aircraft 
registration, start & end date, task facility code, current status and 
contingency service details. Moving the mouse over the column headers 
displays the calendar date for the particular column.  
F Task List Displays the tasks stored in DB17TaskList (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.17). 
A double click on a task label opens the according logbook editor form.  
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G Refresh Button Executes the refresh methodology (Sec. 7.2) for a schedule update. The 
routine requires approximately 60 seconds; the progress is indicated in a 
progress bar.  
H Aircraft 
Delivery 
Schedule 
Based on the aircraft delivery dates specified in DB02AircraftFleet 
(Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.2), the schedule only displays aircraft delivered 
within 365 days of the current system date. The time span until aircraft 
delivery is indicated in the schedule.  
I Aircraft Fleet 
List 
Displays the aircraft registration, unit name and current AFHRS stored in 
DB02AircraftFleet (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.2), covering in-service 
aircraft and delivered within 365 days of the current system date.  
J Schedule Tab 
Page 
The tab page provides access to the MPPOperations (Tab Page 2, Sec. 
8.1.2) and MPPFacilities schedules (Tab Page 3, Sec. 8.1.3).  
8.1.2 Main User Interface – Operations Schedule Form 
The ‗Main User Interface – Operations Schedule‘ is part of the primary user interface of the FMS. 
The Operations Schedule displays only the operational tasks stored in the combined maintenance and 
operations schedule (MPPMaintenance, Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.28). An increased grid resolution 
provides a detailed planning & control capability of the operational activities.  
Figure 8-3 presents the ‗Main User Interface – Operations Schedule‘ layout and Table 8-2 presents 
the specific functionalities of the user interface form in addition to the capabilities of Table 8-1.  
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Figure 8-3: ‘Main User Interface – Operations Schedule’ Form (MPPOperations) 
Table 8-2: ‘Main User Interface – Operations Schedule’ Functionalities (MPPOperations) 
Item Object Functionality 
A Task Indicator The aircraft schedule comprises of four consecutive Gantt-Chart type 
time-lines per aircraft for simultaneous task scheduling (Sec. 7.2.1). The 
task indicator displays operational tasks stored in 
LB03ExercisesDeployments, LB05Missions, and LB09UnitTransfer 
(Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.20, 13.7.22, and 13.7.26).  
B Task Tool Tip 
indicator 
A tooltip indicator displays the task details in a tooltip window covering: 
Task ID, task type, task designation, aircraft registration, start & end date 
and time, departure & arrival location, and status on completion of the 
mission.  
C Schedule grid The upper grid displays the schedule of the active aircraft selected in ‗I‘. 
One column in the grid covers 2h of a calendar day, and a calendar day 
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comprises of 12 columns. Weekends are highlighted in grey. The schedule 
comprises of 612 columns, covering 51 calendar days according to the 
dates covered in the MPPOperations table (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.29). At 
system start-up and refresh, the horizontal scrollbar locates the current 
system date at the left side of the field-of-view. A double click in the 
active aircraft grid opens the MPPMaintenance task browser (Sec. 8.6) to 
navigate the scheduled items for the aircraft & date selected.  
8.1.3 Main User Interface – Facilities Schedule Form 
The ‗Main User Interface – Facilities Schedule‘ is part of the primary user interface of the FMS. It 
visualises the maintenance task IDs stored in the MPPFacilities database table (Appendix G, Sec. 
13.7.30). It displays a schedule of the supported tasks for a detailed planning & control of the facility 
floor & task loadings. Figure 8-4 presents the ‗Main User Interface – Facilities Schedule‘ layout and 
Table 8-3 presents the specific functionality of the user interface form.  
Table 8-3: ‘Main User Interface – Facilities Schedule’ Functionality (MPPFacilities) 
Item Object Functionality 
A Active 
Maintenance 
Facility 
The facility information is extracted from DB10MaintenanceFacilities 
(Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.10) and may be toggled to include ships (Item D). 
The active facility is displayed in the upper schedule (Item B). 
B Active 
Maintenance 
Facility Lines 
Displays the maintenance line numbers as specified in 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.10). The active facility 
is displayed in the upper schedule.  
C Task indicator The tasks are automatically allocated to the maintenance floors starting at 
line ‗A‘. The scheduler verifies the line occupancy for a single / group of 
tasks for the period until release from service (task start to end date). In 
case of pre-occupancy by other aircraft, the scheduler iterates to the next 
line (if available) to verify pre-occupancy. No more than the maximum 
permitted number of aircraft may be allocated as specified in 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.10). Floor loading 
exceedances are indicated in the MPPMaintenance (Sec. 8.1.1) and the 
error message provider form (Sec. 8.2). The tasks indicated in the 
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MPPFacilities cover Routine, Merged, Phased, & Special tasks, and 
Modifications. A double click in the schedule grid calls the facility browser 
(Sec. 8.6) displaying the scheduled events for the date & aircraft selected. 
The schedule provides the following task tool tip information: Task ID, task 
type, task designation, aircraft registration, start & end date, task location 
code, and status on completion and contingency service.  
D Show / Hide 
Ships 
checkbox 
Displays or hides the RAN ships capable of conduction operational 
maintenance on rotary-wing platforms. The information is extracted from 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.10). Ships and land 
bases are distinguished by setting the field ‗Land‘ to ‗True‘ or ‗False‘.  
 
A B
D
C
 
Figure 8-4: ‘Main User Interface – Facilities Schedule’ Form (MPPFacilities) 
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8.2 Error List Provider 
The ‗Error List Provider‘ is an interface notifying the user of facility loading warnings, incomplete 
database task information, due and overdue scheduled items and task loading warnings in the schedule. 
The form is based on the notification methodology provided in Sec. 7.6. The form is automatically 
displayed at system start-up and schedule refresh (Sec. 7.2), and may be called manually from the 
‗Tools‘ menu in the main user interface (Sec. 8.1). The form provides access to the items / tasks for 
implementation of corrective action. Figure 8-5 presents the ‗Error List Provider‘ layout and Table 
8-4 the functionality of the form.  
A
B C
D
E
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G  
Figure 8-5: ‘Error List Provider’ Form 
Table 8-4: ‘Error List Provider’ Functionality 
Item Object Functionality 
A Facility 
Loading 
Warnings list 
box 
The list box provides warnings on facility floor loading exceedances, and 
multiple item allocations per day. The task IDs are displayed in the left list 
box.  
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B Error Message 
list box 
The list box provides information on the problem category encountered 
when populating the MPP, including the affected location code, aircraft 
registration and date.  
C View Item 
button 
Calls the appropriate database editor forms (Sec. 8.7) to view the tasks for 
implementation of corrective action. The system pre-selects the respective 
task in the list.  
D Incomplete 
Database 
Information list 
box 
Checks the logbook entries for data consistency and the minimum required 
information. Incomplete tasks are listed in the list box and ignored when 
populating the MPP, and hence generating the schedules (Sec. 7.6).  
E Due / Overdue 
Items list box 
The list box reports the items indicated as overdue by the schedule. It 
includes servicings not designated as ‗completed‘ and the scheduled 
completion date is past the current system time. It also lists due 
maintenance events due at the current system date and not designated as 
‗In Progress‘ or ‗Extended‘.  
F Task Loading 
Warnings list 
box 
Reports unsupported task combinations comprising of operations (Mission, 
Transfer, Exercise, Deployment, Ships flight) and maintenance (Routine, 
Merged, Special, Phased, Storage, Unserviceable) on the same day. It 
reports the date and aircraft registration, and the task combination.  
G Refresh button Refreshes the ‗Error List Provider‘ form manually after database items 
have been modified.  
 
8.3 Availability Analysis Form 
The ‗Availability Analysis Form‘ provides a decision support and scheduling capability to the FMS 
system. It comprises of two modes covering ‗Platform Availability Analysis‘ and ‗Personnel 
Availability Analysis‘. It provides a visual analysis of available aircraft and personnel by plotting 
diagrams. The form is called from the ‗Tools‘ menu bar (Sec. 8.1.1) and includes various filter options 
for visualisation.  
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8.3.1 Platform Availability Analysis 
The ‗Platform Availability Analysis‘ form displays an aircraft availability step-chart of the time span 
presently covered in the MPPMaintenance (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.28). The form includes a filter 
comprising of a toggle between available & unavailable aircraft, aircraft delivery dates & scheduled 
downtime, and an operating unit filter for display of aircraft allocated to specific squadrons. The 
‗Platform Availability‘ form layout is presented in Figure 8-6 and the form functionality is presented in 
Table 8-5.  
A B
C D E  
Figure 8-6: ‘Availability Analysis’ Form – Platform 
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Table 8-5: ‘Availability Analysis’ Form Functionality – Platform 
Item Object Functionality 
A Platform / Personnel 
Analysis tab page 
Provides access to the platform and personnel availability analysis 
tab pages.  
B Availability graph The graph is generated based on data extracted from the 
MPPMaintenance (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.28).  
C Available / 
Unavailable Aircraft 
toggle 
Switch to toggle the chart between available & unavailable aircraft. 
It identifies the aircraft allocated or not allocated for maintenance.  
D Ignore Delivery 
Dates / Downtime 
filter 
Ignores aircraft delivery dates and maintenance tasks recorded in 
the MPPMaintenance to display the overall number of aircraft 
irrespective from the delivery dates and maintenance downtime.  
E Operating unit filter Displays aircraft allocated to the operating units as specified in 
DB02AircraftFleet (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.2). The operating units 
are listed in DB14OperatingUnits (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.14).  
8.3.2 Personnel Availability Analysis 
The ‗Personnel Availability Analysis‘ form presents a bar-chart to display the air & ground crew 
qualifications levels (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.1 and Sec. 13.7.8), and the respective quantity at the 
maintenance facilities (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.10). The ‗Personnel Availability‘ form layout is 
presented in Figure 8-7 and the form functionality is presented in Table 8-6.  
A CB
I
 
I
A B C  
Figure 8-7: ‘Availability Analysis’ Form – Personnel (Air / Ground) 
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Table 8-6: ‘Availability Analysis’ Form Functionality – Personnel (Air / Ground) 
Item Object Functionality 
A Ground / Air 
Personnel switch 
Toggles the display chart between the air and ground crews. The chart 
is populated with information extracted from DB01Aircrews and 
DB09MaintenanceCrews respectively (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.1 and 
13.7.9).  
B Personnel Skill 
Levels axis label 
The skill levels are extracted from the databases and located on the x-
axis of the chart. The skill levels may be edited in the DB01Aircrews 
and DB09MaintenanceCrews (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.1 and 13.7.9) 
tables.  
C Location Codes 
legend 
The staff availability chart is grouped in five land home bases of the 
MRH platforms. The location codes may be edited in the 
DB01Aircrews and DB09MaintenanceCrews (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.1 
and 13.7.9) tables.  
8.4 Due Item Notifier 
The ‗Due Item Notifier‘ provides an infrastructure management, scheduling, regulatory compliance, 
third party provision and decision support capability to the FMS system. It notifies the user of due items 
and tasks covering:  
 Crew medicals / license expiry dates (DB01Aircrews and DB09MaintenanceCrews, Appendix 
G, Sec. 13.7.1 and 13.7.9). The displayed data may cover air and / or ground crews;  
 Airworthiness items due dates (LB01Airworthiness, Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.18);  
 Third party due items (LB08ThirdPartyProvisions, Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.25); and  
 Spare part stock levels at the specified maintenance facilities (DB16SparePartsInventory, 
Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.16).  
A ‗view item‘ button provides access to the related database editor forms (Sec. 8.7). The ‗Due Item 
Notifier‘ is called from the ‗Tools‘ menu bar (Sec. 8.1.1). The layout is presented in Figure 8-8 to 
Figure 8-11 and the form functionality is presented in Table 8-7.  
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Figure 8-8: ‘Due Item Notification’ Form – 
Medicals / Licenses 
Figure 8-9: ‘Due Item Notification’ Form – 
Airworthiness 
A B
CD  
A B
CD  
Figure 8-10: ‘Due Item Notification’ Form – 
Third Party Provisions 
Figure 8-11: ‘Due Item Notification’ Form – 
Spare Parts 
 
Table 8-7: ‘Due Item Notification’ Form Functionality 
Item Object Functionality 
A Item category 
tab page 
Access to the due item categories medicals / licenses, airworthiness, third 
party provisions and spare parts.  
B Notification Filters items due in 1 / 3 / 6 / 12 / 18 months.  
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interval list box 
C View staff / 
item button 
Calls the respective database editor form (Sec. 8.7) to view the staff / 
tasks for implementation of corrective action.  
D Due staff / item 
list box 
Lists the items filtered by the system according to the notification interval 
(Item B). The Staff list provides the staff ID, type of due item (medical / 
license), expiry date, crew type (air / ground), and names (Appendix G, 
Sec. 13.7.1 / Sec. 13.7.8). The Airworthiness list covers airworthiness 
ID, effective date, type of item (EO / SB / AD), and the aircraft 
registrations (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.18). The Third Party Provisions list 
box covers task ID, effective due date, and content (Appendix G, Sec. 
13.7.25). The Spare Parts inventory list box provides the part number, 
description, min required order quantity, and the stock levels at the five 
MRH land bases (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.16). Colour codes notify the 
user when the stock level is at or below the minimum order quantity.  
E Air / ground 
crew filter 
Only for personnel medicals / licenses. The checkbox controls a filter to 
display air and / or ground crews.  
8.5 Risk Assessment Form 
The ‗Risk Assessment‘ form provides a decision support capability to the FMS system. It conducts a 
checklist format risk assessment derived from FAA Notice N8000.301 [159] using numerical values to 
establish risk levels. The risk assessment capability supports mission planning for air crews and 
dispatch personnel
1
. The levels cover three areas of risk management: a) Platform airworthiness, b) 
crew qualification, and c) operational environment assessment. Presently, aviation risk management 
within the ADF is provided by adapting two standards and frameworks (ADF Aviation Risk 
Management (DI(G)) OPS-40-2 and Australian Standard (AS) / New Zealand Standard (NZS) 
4360:2004 – Risk Management) [160, 161]. It provides a systematic approach to identify and manage 
risks. Therefore, a standardised approach is employed to expand on the various parameters of decision 
                                                 
1
 The risk assessment model presented has been developed as a reference only; the author does not endorse its use. There is no 
commonly adaptable risk assessment scheme and each rotary-wing operator must consider its own needs in developing criteria for 
risk assessment .  
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making presently used. The risk factors adapted and the corresponding numerical weighting values are 
presented in Figure 8-12 to Figure 8-14 and the risk levels are presented in Figure 8-15. The form 
functionality is presented in Table 8-8.  
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Figure 8-12: ‘Risk Assessment’ Form – 
Platform Airworthiness 
Figure 8-13: ‘Risk Assessment’ Form – Crew 
Qualification 
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Figure 8-14: ‘Risk Assessment’ Form – 
Operational Environment 
Figure 8-15: ‘Risk Assessment’ Form – Risk 
Levels 
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Table 8-8: ‘Risk Assessment’ Form Functionality 
Item Object Functionality 
A Risk category 
tab page 
Provides access to the risk categories: a) Platform airworthiness 
assessment, b) crew qualification assessment, c) operational environment 
assessment, and d) risk levels.  
B Assessment 
check boxes 
Adds / subtracts the numerical weight (item C) to / from the overall risk 
score (item D).  
C Numerical 
weight labels 
The numerical weight for each risk assessment item.  
D Total weight 
label 
Sum of all checked boxes (item B). Colour codes assist indicating the 
current risk level.  
E Risk factor List of the risk factors for assessment.  
F Risk levels table Summary of the risk categories and the risk levels.  
8.6 Task Browser 
The ‗Task Browser‘ form provides access and navigation for the scheduled tasks displayed in the 
MPPMaintenance, MPPOperations and MPPFacilities (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.28 to 13.7.30). It 
facilitates task & data management and scheduling, and is called from the tool strip menu (Sec. 8.1.1) 
or by double-clicking in the active aircraft / facility schedule grid of the MPP. The task browser form 
enables merging of maintenance tasks (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.21), and deleting & viewing of 
scheduled tasks. The task browser form of MPPFacilities is for facility specific task browsing. The 
‗Task Browser‘ form layout is presented in Figure 8-16 to Figure 8-18 and the form functionality is 
presented in Table 8-9.  
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Figure 8-16: ‘Task Browser’ 
Form – Platform (Merge 
Mode) 
Figure 8-17: ‘Task Browser’ 
Form – Platform 
Figure 8-18: ‘Task Browser’ 
Form – Facilities 
Table 8-9: ‘Task Browser’ Form Functionality 
Item Object Functionality 
A Aircraft 
Registration / 
Facility Code 
combo box 
The aircraft registration / facility code is pre-selected when calling the 
form by double clicking the active aircraft / facility schedule grid of the 
main user interface (Sec. 8.1). If called from the tool strip menu, the tasks 
for registration ‗A40-001‘ / facility ‗YBTL‘ are displayed.  
B Date picker Displays the current system date when the task browser form is called 
from the tool strip menu, or the respective date of the column the user 
clicked in the active aircraft / facility schedule.  
C Task ID list 
box 
The list box lists all scheduled tasks for the specified date and aircraft / 
facility. It lists items from LB03ExercisesDeployments, LB04Maintenance, 
LB05Missions, LB06Modifications, and LB09UnitTransfers (Appendix G, 
Sec. 13.7.20, 13.7.21, 13.7.22, 13.7.23, and 13.7.26).  
D Merge button Only available in the MPPMaintenance when the ‗Merge Mode‘ checkbox 
(item G) is checked. It enables selection of multiple maintenance task IDs. 
The button calls the edit LB04Maintenance form (Appendix H, Sec. 
13.8.21) and automatically creates a new maintenance task by setting the 
‗Merged‘ task type combo box and pre-selecting the respective aircraft 
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registration, date and facility code.  
E Delete button Prompts a confirmation message and then deletes the selected task. In 
merge mode multiple tasks may be deleted.  
F View button Calls the particular database editor form and pre-selects the selected task.  
G Merge Mode 
check box 
Enables the ‗Merge‘ mode to create a merged servicing from multiple 
separate task IDs. The ‗Merge button‘ (Item D) is enabled when the box 
is checked.  
 
8.7 Edit Database / Logbook Forms 
The database / logbook editor forms provide an interface for data management in the FMS. The forms 
also enable tracking & recordkeeping, regulatory compliance and system modularity. The forms are 
called from the tool trip menu ‗Data‘ (Sec. 8.1), or by various sub-forms in the user interface (Figure 
8-1).  
The forms are designed in a standardised layout and based on the data tables and its data fields 
specified in Appendix H, Sec. 13.8.1 to 13.8.28. All 28 forms comprise of the following GUI features:  
 Data Navigator: An in-built database record navigation tool, assisting in data adding, deleting, 
browsing and saving records;  
 Data Fields: Textboxes and pull-down menus for editing the specific database fields, and  
 Data Grid View: Displays the records in a data grid and provides an overview of the data table 
records for manual data browsing & field editing. Data entered or modified in the grid view is 
not verified for consistency, and may result in incorrect / incomplete data records.  
Saving new database records entered in the data fields are verified for data consistency, required fields 
and valid values. Deleting a database record or invalid and incomplete records prompt a notification 
window and require user confirmation.  
The database and logbook form design includes various modes of automation to facilitate user input and 
ensure data consistency. The data fields in the editor forms comprise of pull-down menus, pre-filled 
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with the permitted records filtered from available data. New records are automatically assigned a new 
task ID by the software. The minimum required fields of new records are pre-filled with default data to 
prevent empty fields.  
The ‗Edit Database / Logbook Forms‘ are presented in Appendix H, Sec. 13.8.1 to 13.8.28. The 
respective form layouts are presented in Figure 13-21 to Figure 13-45, and the form capabilities 
discussed in Table 13-31 to Table 13-55. The built-in functionality applicable to all 28 forms is 
discussed in Appendix H, Sec. 13.8.1 and presented in Figure 13-21 and Table 13-30.  
8.8 Infrastructure Requirements Form 
The ‗Infrastructure Requirements‘ form provides an infrastructure management, dec ision support and 
scheduling capability to the FMS system. The form is called from LB04Maintenance (Appendix H, 
Sec. 13.8.21) and available for scheduled ‗routine‘ servicings. It presents the servicing equipment & 
staff requirements, and identifies overlapping servicings at the respective maintenance facility. The 
infrastructure analysis button of LB04Maintenance is presented in Figure 8-19. The layout of the 
Infrastructure Requirements form is presented in Figure 8-20, and the form functionality is specified in 
Table 8-10.  
A
 
B C D
E  
Figure 8-19: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – 
LB04Maintenance 
Figure 8-20: ‘Infrastructure Requirements’ 
Form 
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Table 8-10: ‘Infrastructure Requirements’ Form Functionality  
Item Object Functionality 
A Infrastructure 
Requirements 
button 
Available on LB04Maintenace for ‗Routine‘ servicings. The button calls 
the ‗Infrastructure Requirements‘ form for an infrastructure requirements 
analysis of the active maintenance servicing ID.  
B Maintenance 
Task ID combo 
box 
Contains all maintenance task IDs of LB04Maintenance (Appendix G, Sec. 
13.7.21). When called from LB04Maintenance form, the active task ID is 
pre-selected. Selection of another ID will auto-update items C, D, and E. 
C Equipment 
Requirements list 
box 
Extracts the equipment requirements specified in DB05Equipment 
(Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.5) for the selected servicing designation. Colour 
codes notify the user when the minimum required quantity is reached or 
subsceeded.  
D Staff 
Requirements list 
box 
Extracts the human resources requirements specified in 
DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.8) and the 
available numbers specified in DB09MaintenanceCrews (Appendix G, Sec. 
13.7.9) for the selected servicing designation. Colour codes notify the user 
when the minimum available number is reached or subsceeded.  
E Simultaneous 
Servicings list 
box 
Displays simultaneous servicings scheduled in the maintenance facility 
during the complete servicing downtime for resource planning and 
allocation.  
8.9 Database Connection Form 
The ‗Database Connection‘ form connects the FMS software to the SQL database. The form is 
displayed at software start-up, and requires specification of the computer name on which the FMS 
database is hosted and the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio version. Based on the user 
inputs, the form establishes the connection string required by the FMS software to locate and connect 
to the database. The database may be hosted on any workstation within the network. The layout of the 
Database Connection form is presented in Figure 8-21, and the form functionality is specified in Table 
8-11.  
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Figure 8-21: ‘Database Connection’ Form 
Table 8-11: ‘Database Connection’ Form Functionality 
Item Object Functionality 
A Computer Name text box Computer Name where the SQL database is hosted.  
B SQL Version button Selection of the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio 
version (‗Full‘ / ‗Express‘).  
C Database Name Textbox Name of database.  
D Username & Password 
textboxes 
Login details to database, as specified in the Microsoft SQL 
Server Management Studio software. The password is 
ommitted.  
E SQL Connection String text 
box 
Automatically generated SQL connection string based on the 
user inputs from items A and B. The field is non-editable.  
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8.10Results & Discussion 
The FMS design process identified the requirement to present the system outputs, and receive user 
inputs for processing in a useful format. The GUI design comprises of separate forms & windows, 
dividing the screen into work areas and menus to execute commands and computer code for sub-
analyses. The design process considered the high-level user-interface requirements of system usability, 
accessibility, flexibility and ease of operation. It furthermore addressed system control, results analysis, 
and data management in the FMS system as prime requirements in the design process.  
The GUI structure was based on the relational database structure to identify the data flow between the 
forms. The GUI comprises of 35 window-forms, categorised as follows:  
 Main User Interface : Identified as the primary interface of the FMS, this form was further 
categorised in three sections to display the maintenance, operations and facility schedules. The 
form provides navigation & control to support scheduling, data management, infrastructure 
management and decision support, and access to the database editor forms and the system sub-
processes.  
 Database Editor Forms : The forms provide access to the database tables for data 
management. Each form comprises of a data navigator, data field editors and a data grid view to 
facilitate user inputs. The forms include data verification routines to identify incorrect and 
incomplete data entries.  
 System Sub-Analysis & Decision Support Forms : The forms provide a range of analysis 
and decision support functionalities. It comprised of notifications on system & schedule 
inconsistencies, analysis of platform & infrastructure availability, due items, risk assessment 
covering platform airworthiness, crew qualifications, and operational environment, task 
management with the task browser, and infrastructure requirements analyses.  
The discussed GUI was developed to demonstrate the FMS methodology designed in this research. Its 
capability of data input, manipulation, and deletion of data from the database and provision to the 
system functionalities represents a key component in the FMS software architecture. Additionally, the 
user interface is a critical FMS component by enabling system flexibility through manipulation of key 
system criteria in the relational database.  
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9 SYSTEM TEST & VALIDATION: CASE STUDY 
The case study provides an avenue to test & validate the FMS prototype and its capabilities in regards 
to the design & development requirements (Sec. 2.2). The case study may also assist software users 
as a guideline. Based on the ‗input-process-output‘ system configuration, the specification of the 
system inputs, comprising of two real-world operational scenarios is required. It is followed by the 
validation of the system processes and outputs, comprising of a fleet management capability delivered 
to the user by the GUI and its sub-analyses.  
9.1 System Inputs 
The system inputs for the case study are stored in the database tables and were populated as follows:  
 DB01Aircrews : The Aircrews data table (DB01Aircrews) was populated with the data 
presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.1.  
 DB02AircraftFleet: The Aircraft Fleet data table (DB02AircraftFleet) was populated with the 
data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.2.  
 DB03AircraftSpecifications : The Aircraft Specifications data table (DB03Aircraft 
Specifications) was populated with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.3.  
 DB04Airfields : The Airfields data table (DB04Airfields) was populated with the data presented 
in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.4.  
 DB05Equipment: The Equipment data table (DB05Equipment) was populated with the data 
presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.5.  
 DB06ExceedanceParameters : The Exceedance Parameters data table (DB06Exceedance 
Parameters) was populated with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.6.  
 DB07Interoperability: The Interoperability data table (DB07Interoperability) was populated 
with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.18.  
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 DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications : The Maintenance Crew Qualifications data table 
(DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications) was populated with the data presented in Appendix I, 
Sec. 13.9.7.  
 DB09MaintenanceCrews : The Maintenance Crews data table (DB09MaintenanceCrews) 
was populated with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.8.  
 DB10MaintenanceFacilities : The Maintenance Facilities data table (DB10Maintenance 
Facilities) was populated with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.9.  
 DB11MaintenanceServicings : The Maintenance Servicings data table (DB11Maintenance 
Servicings) was populated with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.10.  
 DB12Missions : The Missions data table (DB12Missions) was populated with the data 
presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.11. 
 DB13OperatingEnvironment: The Operating Environment data table (DB13Operating 
Environment) was populated with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.12.  
 DB14OperatingUnits : The Operating Units data table (DB14OperatingUnits) was populated 
with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.13.  
 DB16SparePartsInventory: The Spare Parts Inventory data table (DB16SparePartsInventory) 
was populated with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.14.  
 DB17TaskList: The Task List data table (DB17TaskList) was populated with the data 
presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.15.  
 LB02ExceedanceEvents : The Exceedance Events logbook table (LB02ExceedanceEvents) 
was populated with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.16.  
 LB10UsageDataReport: The Usage Data Report logbook table (LB10UsageDataReport) was 
populated with the data presented in Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.17.  
The LB05Missions database table was populated with the following operational scenarios comprising of 
two example missions (Table 9-1):  
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Table 9-1: Case Study – Mission Inputs 
Field Mission 1 Mission 2 
Mission ID Mis-00028 Mis-00029 
Mission Type Special Operations Support Airmobile (AMO) Amphibious 
Aircraft Registration A40-006 A40-001 
Departure / Arrival Holsworthy Barracks, Sydney / 
Holsworthy Barracks, Sydney 
(YSHW) 
Basrah International Airport, Iraq 
/ HMAS Anzac (FFH-150) 
Departure Date & Time 15/05/2009 10:30 16/05/2009 07:00 
Arrival Date & Time 15/05/2009 12:30 16/05/2009 10:30 
Pilot 1 ID e00145 e00475 
Environment Urban Ocean 
Usage Report ID Udr-00028 Udr-00029 
 
9.2 System Process 
The case study is based on the system input data presented in Sec. 9.1, and covers the process 
presented in the Analysis Base (Chapter 7) as follows:  
 Load routine and non-routine tasks from the database to establish / refresh schedules;  
 Establish the maintenance, operations and facility schedules;  
 Verify the facility floor loading consistency, and  
 Verify schedule consistency and provide notifications on errors & inconsistencies.  
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9.2.1 Load Tasks & Establish Schedules 
The process commences with loading the two scheduled mission IDs into the MPPMaintenance at the 
future dates for the specified aircraft by manually selecting the ‗Refresh‘ button. The system process 
verifies the updated schedule for consistency to identify overlaps and task over-loadings, and provides a 
reminder when the missions are due to commence. Consequently, the two missions are displayed in the 
Maintenance & Operations Schedule (Figure 9-1) and Operations Schedule (Figure 9-2).  
  
Figure 9-1: Case Study – Maintenance & 
Operations Schedule 
Figure 9-2: Case Study – Operations Schedule 
9.2.2 Verify & Notify Schedule Consistencies 
The date & time of Mission 1 (presented in Table 9-1) overlaps with a scheduled routine maintenance 
event of aircraft A40-006. The system‘s consistency verification process recognises the overlap and 
displays a warning in the ‗Error List Provider‘ form (Figure 9-3). Due to unavailability of a 
replacement aircraft in the 171 SQN, the mission is required to be manually re-scheduled to the 
16/05/2009. The schedule is now assumed to be consistent.  
 
Figure 9-3: Case Study – Schedule Consistency Notification 
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The system process also identifies & reports overlapping maintenance / modification events, 
unserviceable aircraft, transfers, and deployments. A consistent schedule provides the base for a 
subsequent analysis of the system outputs, comprising of the GUI functionalities and sub-analyses (Sec. 
9.3).  
9.3 System Outputs 
The system outputs are the nine FMS design & development requirements (decision support, 
interoperability, scheduling, infrastructure management, third party provisions, regulatory compliance & 
airworthiness, tracking & recordkeeping, data management, and modularity).  
9.3.1 Decision Support 
The decision support capabilities assessed in this case study comprise of pre-flight data reporting & 
analysis and risk management for the two operational scenarios Mission 1 and Mission 2.  
9.3.1.1 Data Reporting and Analysis 
The FMS enables an analysis of aircraft availability for specific units or the entire fleet in the time 
period covered in the MPPMaintenance. An availability analysis for operating unit 171 SQN displays 
one aircraft as available until delivery of the second aircraft A40-010 in October 2009. The analysis 
also presents the number of aircraft scheduled for maintenance for the time span covered in the 
MPPMaintenance (Figure 9-4 and Figure 9-5).  
  
Figure 9-4: Case Study – Aircraft Availability 
Analysis (171 SQN avail. aircraft) 
Figure 9-5: Case Study – Aircraft Availability 
Analysis (171 SQN unavail. aircraft) 
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The system also enables availability analysis for air crews, comprising of a chart displaying air crew 
qualification & quantity for each home base. It supports short- and long-term planning and scheduling 
of aircrews for missions to identify shortages. The air crew availability chart is presented in Figure 
9-6.  
 
Figure 9-6: Case Study – Air Crew Availability Analysis 
9.3.1.2 Risk Assessment 
The allocation of an airworthy aircraft and qualified aircrew for the scheduled task is supported by a 
checklist type risk assessment of platform airworthiness (Figure 9-7) and crew experience & 
qualification (Figure 9-8) using the risk assessment form (Sec. 8.5). The risk associated with each 
mission may be identified using pre-flight operational environment risk assessment (Figure 9-9).  
   
Figure 9-7: Case Study – 
Platform Airworthiness 
Assessment 
Figure 9-8: Case Study – 
Crew Qualification 
Assessment 
Figure 9-9: Case Study – 
Operational Environment 
Assessment 
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The risk assessment of Mission 2 (Figure 9-9) identified a critical risk factor due to hostile terrain and 
low ground reference on the ship‘s flight to HMS Anzac (FFH-150), resulting in an assignment of an 
experienced aircrew.  
Based on the selections of a platform and aircrew, the missions are assumed to be completed 
successfully. The following sections cover post-mission processing & analysis of the two operational 
scenarios.  
9.3.2 Interoperability 
The implemented NATO Standardisation Agreement (STANAG) and the MIL-STD-1388-2B & 00-60 
Defence Standards provided the base for the data formats used in the FMS and prototype software in 
this case study. A reference library on interoperable operations, processes & procedures and support 
standards is included in the software.  
Operations in the tactical environments of the Persian Gulf require cooperation & communication with 
allied forces to meet strategic objectives. It requires synchronisation of flying schedules, processes & 
procedures, and support activities with friendly forces. The interoperable data formats used to schedule 
Mission 2 are essential to enable allied forces at Basrah International Airport to support pre- and post 
flight activities, covering mission briefing, fuelling, ordnance / cargo loading & unloading, navigation & 
communication and de-briefings.  
9.3.3 Scheduling 
At completion of mission 1 and 2, the error / warning list provider notifies the user to classify the 
mission as ‗completed‘. The on-board HUMS recorded health, usage and status data during flight, 
providing the base to establish customised post-mission servicing requirements. The HUMS data is 
stored in the LB10UsageDataReport and processed to update the database tables, covering an update 
of the AFHRS and departure date & time in LB05Missions. The usage data report specifies 
component usage exceedances, and automatically establishes an exceedance event report to identify 
the exceedance details (Sec. 13.7.27).  
An extract of the usage data reports of missions 1 and 2 is presented in Table 9-2. The complete 
usage data report including fields 21 to 90 is presented in Appendix 13.9.17.  
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Table 9-2: Case Study – Usage Data Reports Extract 
Field Mission 1 Mission 2 
Usage Data Report ID Udr-00028 Udr-00029 
Mission ID Mis-00028 Mis-00029 
Actual Departure Date & Time 16/05/2009 10:39 16/05/2009 07:04 
Exceedance Event Yes No 
Exceedance Event Report ID Exc-00028 - 
Mission Flown Special Operations Support Airmobile (AMO) Amphibious 
[….] [….] [….] 
Processed TRUE TRUE 
Based on the health, usage & status data recorded during mission 1 (Table 9-2), an exceedance event 
was diagnosed. A separate exceedance event report is created by the system to specify and log the 
exceedance details, covering exceedance parameter, thresholds and duration (Table 9-3).  
Table 9-3: Case Study – Exceedance Event Report 
Field Mission 1 Mission 2 
Exceedance Event Report ID Exc-00028 N/A 
Exceedance Parameter ID HYD-00004 N/A 
Registration A40-006 N/A 
Min 19 N/A 
Max 250 N/A 
THR1 180 N/A 
THR1: Start Date & Time 16/05/2009 11:24:49 N/A 
THR1: End Date & Time 16/05/2009 11:27:32 N/A 
THR1 Worst Value 180 N/A 
THR2 235 N/A 
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THR2: Start Date & Time 16/05/2009 11:27:33 N/A 
THR2: End Date & Time 16/05/2009 11:35:08 N/A 
THR2 Worst Value 250 N/A 
Component Damage Index N/A N/A 
The exceedance event report identified a ‗Circuit 1 Oil Pressure‘ exceedance (Table 9-3). The 
maximum oil pressure level during the flight has exceeded threshold 2 by 6.4%, requiring 
implementation of corrective action as specified in DB06ExceedanceParameters (Appendix I, Sec. 
13.9.6). A ‗Special‘ servicing (‗S06‘) is required to inspect the ‗Circuit 1 Hydraulic Oil System‘ by 
engineering. The system automatically creates the maintenance event scheduled at the home base 
(‗YSHW‘) of the 171 SQN unit based on the servicing requirements specified in 
DB06ExceedanceParameters (Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.6). It requires a refresh of the maintenance 
schedule to transfer the newly established task ID into the MPPMaintenance grid.  
Aircraft A40-006 is declared as ‗Unserviceable‘ by engineering and therefore grounded following the 
exceedance event. The status ‗Unserviceable‘ is marked by the user by checking the appropriate  
check box in the LB04Maintenance form (Appendix G, Sec. 13.7.21). This requires a subsequent 
update of the MPPMaintenance for display of the revised aircraft status. The special servicing is 
scheduled at the earliest possible, identified by the system as Monday the 18/05/2009, based on special 
servicings not classified as weekend activities (Appendix I, Sec. 13.9.15). The schedule displays the 
colour code of the tasks ‗Special‘ and ‗Unserviceable‘, while the unserviceable status is indicated 
starting the current system date until the special servicing commences (Figure 9-10).  
  
Figure 9-10: Case Study – Special Servicing & 
Unserviceability 
Figure 9-11: Case Study – Facility Floor 
Loading Clash 
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Figure 9-12: Case Study – Floor Loading & Due Date Notification 
The scheduled ‗Airmobile Mission – Amphibious‘ of aircraft A40-001 during its deployment in Iraq, 
requires a subsequent ‗Special‘ servicing inspection due to exposure to a saline environment. The 
servicing is automatically recommended by the FMS software and scheduled to take place after 
completion of mission 2, on-board ship HMAS Anzac (FFH-150). The system identifies the single 
hangar space to be occupied by a routine maintenance event of aircraft A40-004 and displays a floor 
space exceedance in MPPMaintenance (Figure 9-11). The saline inspection of aircraft A40-001 
therefore requires re-scheduling until floor space is available on-board FFH-150. The facility floor 
space clash and the due maintenance events are also reported in the error list provider (Figure 9-12).  
9.3.4 Infrastructure Management & Third Party Provisions 
Aircraft A40-006 is scheduled for routine maintenance comprising events ‗R1‘ and ‗R2‘ at ‗YSHW‘ 
facility (Holsworthy Barracks, Sydney). The maintenance events are supported by an infrastructure 
requirements analysis. A double click on the MPPMaintenance schedule grid calls the ‗Task Browser‘ 
and the LB04Maintenance data editor forms, with its link to the ‗Infrastructure‘ requirements form. 
The form displays the equipment and staff requirements for the selected servicing, and the type & 
number of simultaneous servicings in the facility (Figure 9-13 and Figure 9-14) to enable resource 
planning and identify equipment / staff shortages.  
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Figure 9-13: Case Study – Mxt-00018 
Infrastructure Requirements 
Figure 9-14: Case Study – Mxt-00019 
Infrastructure Requirements 
The infrastructure requirements analysis highlights unavailability of specific maintenance personnel 
qualifications. Also, spare parts stock levels are approaching the minimum order quantity. To identify 
the ground crew staff qualifications & quantity and spare part stock at the ‗YSHW‘ facility, an 
availability analysis is conducted.  
  
Figure 9-15: Case Study – Ground Crew 
Availability 
Figure 9-16: Case Study – Spare Parts 
Availability 
The displayed maintenance crew qualification & quantity per facility (Figure 9-15) highlight the need 
for additional personnel to complete the scheduled servicings at ‗YSHW‘. In conjunction with a 
maintenance servicing, the verification of the available spare parts stock levels in the ‗Due Items‘ form 
(Figure 9-16) is required. It identifies the fuel pump stock level to be under the minimum order 
quantity of two units (Figure 9-16).  
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The ‗Due Items‘ form also provides access to crew medicals & license due dates, airworthiness and 
third party items. Spare parts orders are logged in the third party provisions list, which may be tracked 
in the due items form. Third party items also cover contractor based support tasks and commercial 
transactions. Airworthiness & regulatory compliance items displayed in the form cover reminders on 
due ADs, EOs, and SBs.  
The highlighted shortage of fuel pumps in Figure 9-16 is required to be addressed by an order of 
additional fuel pumps. A Third Party Order is initiated by the user, stating the due date, financial details, 
contractor details and reference to airworthiness items, maintenance tasks or modification IDs (Figure 
9-17).  
 
Figure 9-17: Case Study – Third Party Provisions 
9.3.5 Regulatory Compliance & Airworthiness, and Tracking & Recordkeeping 
The regulatory compliance & airworthiness capabilities of the FMS cover platform and personnel. The 
platform status and airworthiness is addressed in the database logbooks, providing a record on the 
continuous events and configuration of each airframe in the fleet. The aircrew regulatory compliance is 
addressed by tracking mission 1 & 2 in the pilot logbook as follows (Figure 9-18):  
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Figure 9-18: Case Study – Pilot Logbook Entries for Missions 1 & 2 
The aircrew licenses and medicals are tracked in the due items browser notifying the user of licenses 
due for renewal. It lists all items due within the specified time interval (Figure 9-19) to meet 
regulatory requirements. The highlighted section lists the due dates of the medical and pilots licenses of 
the two crew members involved in missions 1 and 2.  
 
Figure 9-19: Case Study – Crew Regulatory Compliance & Airworthiness 
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The logbooks also meet the design requirement of Tracking & Recordkeeping of the continuous events 
in the FMS. Tracking & Recordkeeping covers the following logbooks: Airworthiness, Exeedance 
Events, Exercises & Deployments, Maintenance, Missions, Modifications, Pilot Logbook, Third Party 
Provisions, Unit Transfers, and Usage Data Report.  
9.3.6 Data Management 
The requirement of supporting forces in global strategic environments highlighted the need of online & 
real-time system information, centrally hosted and provided to authorised personnel in a restricted 
network. This requirement is met by the FMS prototype software in supplying vital platform & 
infrastructure information to operators, service providers, contractors, manufacturers and authorities in 
the two example missions of this case study.  
9.3.7 Modularity 
The FMS software is based on a modular architecture to address the design requirement of modularity 
to facilitate system updates, replacements and removals. The architecture comprises of the database, 
analysis base and user interface. The base-line elements are further grouped in sub-modules and linked 
by data flow and control requirements. The database is hosted separately from the FMS software, 
enabling users to access the information from anywhere in the world.  
9.4 Results & Discussion 
The case study tested the developed FMS methodology and prototype software to assess the system 
capabilities based on the design & development requirements by supporting two realistic operational 
scenarios. These were addressed in the following order: a) Decision Support, b) Interoperability, c) 
Scheduling, d) Infrastructure Management, e) Third Party Provisions, f) Regulatory Compliance & 
Airworthiness, g) Tracking & Recordkeeping, h) Data Management, and i) Modularity. The case study 
required consideration of the entire range of FMS software capabilities in a typical rotary-wing 
application involving pre-mission and maintenance planning & scheduling, mission execution, and post-
mission processing.  
The case study demonstrated the FMS‘s ability to provide a broad range of fleet management 
capabilities to the anticipated user spectrum of the FMS: Operators, service providers, contractors, 
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manufacturers and authorities. Subsequently, the case study has demonstrated the successful 
implementation of the ‗input-process-output‘ system configuration & structure in a prototype software. 
The case study also demonstrated the implementation of the system architecture frameworks 
comprising the database, model base and user interface, and linked by the prioritised data flow & 
control requirements. For software users, the case study provides guidance for operating the system 
effectively in a fleet management environment.  
Based on the holistic approach to fleet management, the developed FMS methodology successfully 
covers a broad range of life-cycle support issues & challenges. It therefore enables managing & 
tracking of key FMS parameters to achieve enhanced operational effectiveness over present fleet 
management approaches. The system design based on flexible needs enables system adoption to future 
operational needs & environments by adjusting the system inputs in the database.  
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10 CONCLUSIONS 
This project was conducted in collaboration with Australian Aerospace Pty. Ltd. as part of the Air 
9000 Program of the ADF. A systems approach was adopted for the development of a FMS for the 
MRH-90 (NHI NH-90) platform to develop a methodology for rotary-wing technology management.  
FMSs have demonstrated the ability to increase fleet utilisation & efficiency and enhance platform 
safety. Furthermore, the systems minimise vehicle downtime, risk of investment and the environmental 
impact of the fleet. Still, the high operating cost and unique challenges of rotary-wing operations under 
increased budget constraints are forcing the operators to further optimise operational efficiency while 
adapting to the changing strategic operating environments of military forces.  
The need to address fleet management from a life-cycle perspective in a holistic investigation was 
identified. A structured approach to the design & development of a customised through-life support 
methodology for the MRH-90 platform enables significant enhancements in rotary-wing operations & 
support effectiveness. Consequently, a fleet management methodology that holistically addresses the 
rotary-wing life-cycle, covering the development phase throughout the utilisation phase to product 
retirement & disposal, was developed.  
The various stages of investigation undertaken to design & develop the FMS were as follows:  
 Conceptual System Design (Chapters 3-4): Stage 1 investigated ‗fleet management‘ from a 
systems perspective. It adequately identified the unclassified operations & environment support 
requirements for development of the FMS (research objective 1) by systematically conducting a 
needs analysis of the FMS operations & environment support requirements. The operational 
environment needs analysis furthermore considered the FMS design parameters required to 
enable NCO capabilities. Subsequently, the Conceptual Design Stage holistically identified the 
system configuration as ‗input-process-output‘ and developed the system hierarchy elements of 
the FMS at levels 1 to 6. The hierarchy and needs analysis provided the base for the 
development of the FMS structure at levels 1 and 2. It investigated the rotary-wing platforms 
operations & support practices based on ADF requirements and MRH-90 technology to 
establish the operations & support needs (FMS inputs).  
 Preliminary System Design (Chapter 5): The available off-the-shelf FMS technologies for 
civil & military rotorcraft platforms and the specific MRH technology were investigated in stage 
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2. It stipulated a comprehensive set of design & development requirements (FMS outputs) by 
transforming the issues & shortcomings of present FMS technology into detailed design & 
development requirements. The adopted systems engineering approach identified the design 
parameters in fleet management required for life-cycle management and built-in system 
flexibility to address future changes in the strategic operating environments. Stage 2 identified 
the system data-flow requirements in the FMS structure in a detailed relationship analysis at 
hierarchy levels 1 & 2. Subsequently, the degree-of-contribution of the system relationships and 
design & development requirements from a fleet management perspective was established to 
support system design by employing the CVA process. The requirements, system structure and 
priorities were transformed into the system architecture processes & modules, stipulating a set 
of methodology frameworks and sub-frameworks (research objective 2). The frameworks 
provided the base for the detailed design & development of the FMS demonstration and 
simulation software for implementation in software code.  
 Detailed System Design (Chapters 6-8): Stage 3 implemented the developed FMS 
architecture processes & modules and frameworks into a prototype software by using computer 
code for subsequent demonstration & validation of the FMS methodology applied on the MRH 
platform (research objective 3). The detailed design stage covered:  
 Development of a comprehensive & flexible database to store and manage input data for 
fleet management by using a relational database with inherent architecture flexibility;  
 Development of an analysis base, capable of processing and transforming the input data to 
outputs by the use of computer code to meet the functional characteristics (attributes) of 
the FMS; and  
 Development of a customised user interface by using code to receive user inputs for 
processing and to present outputs to the user.  
 Case Study (Chapter 9): This stage assessed & demonstrated the viable application of the 
FMS methodology and prototype software by simulating practical operations and support 
scenarios (research objective 4). The capability of effectively managing various geographically 
decentralised elements in rotary-wing operations & support was demonstrated. It also enabled 
access to critical fleet management information for platform operators, manufacturers, service 
providers and authorities. The case study demonstrated the applicability and effectiveness of the 
nine design & development requirements in a complex environment of changing strategic 
requirements.  
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The development of a fleet management methodology for the MRH-90 platform based on a systems 
approach and information systems technology enabled a practical solution to address & synthesise the 
complexity of rotary-wing technology management. The holistic analysis adequately investigated the 
issues & challenges of helicopter operations & support, and established the FMS design parameters 
required in the network centric operations & environment support environments. It subsequently 
formed a comprehensive solution to the application of intelligent systems for rotary-wing platform 
technology management, capable of addressing present and future strategic operating environments.  
The research has resulted in the development of a flexible prototype FMS software capable of 
demonstrating the integrated fleet management capabilities. The prototype FMS assists users in 
effectively managing rotary-wing technology by enabling data access and analysis capabilities 
throughout the user network. It has the potential to reduce cost-of-ownership and through-life support 
costs of the ADF rotary-wing fleet while providing increased levels of flexibility and adaptability over 
existing systems. 
It is anticipated that the prototype FMS serves as a baseline to refine the FMS concept for wide-spread 
integration & application of the rotary-wing platform operators, manufacturers, authorities and 
contractors. Future research and testing is required to evaluate the prototype FMS, and to identify & 
document its strengths, weaknesses, and risks. The outcomes may be used for further development of 
a more advanced and robust FMS suitable for full system integration. Areas of further development are 
discussed in Chapter 11.  
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11 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The development of a prototype FMS has resulted in a demonstration & simulation software capable of 
addressing the complex task of technology management in a rotary-wing environment. To further 
investigate the viability of the application, a transition from a prototype stage to a fully operational 
system requires further research & development covering the following recommendations:  
 Database Design: The system‘s ability to manage a large fleet of aircraft is governed by the 
database design & performance and information quality & quantity. To enhance the system 
performance and capabilities, an advanced database design is required to cover a broader range 
of aspects in rotary-wing operations and support. It requires the implementation of additional 
database tables & relationships, sourcing & validating information and consequently populating 
the database.  
 Software Development: The system design & development requirements identified the need 
for user access authorisation to address the issues of secure data management. Presently, the 
prototype software‘s ability to provide user access management functionalities is limited and 
requires further research & development to meet the present standards of user authorisation and 
secure data management. It would significantly improve the system‘s security and ability to be 
deployed worldwide with the manufacturers, operators and authorities.  
 Full System Development: The demonstration system developed in this systems engineering 
approach is at a prototype stage and serves as a base-line for future research in fleet 
management. The stipulated design & development requirements are subject to change in the 
ongoing development process. Therefore, an in-depth evaluation & analysis of the FMS is 
required to identify the system‘s strength, weaknesses and risks. Further changes in the future 
operational environments are required to be considered and included in future system 
enhancements. Spiral Development processes provide an avenue to further enhance the system 
capabilities on an iterative basis, and to subsequently improve the specifications for an advanced 
second prototype.  
 FMS Integration: The development, completion and test of an advanced second prototype 
software provides the base for the development of a full-scale operational system for a wide-
spread integration with the platform operators. Further research needs to address the integration 
of the system with existing information systems in the enterprise, covering logistic analysis tools, 
supply chain management systems, and engineering process management. It furthermore 
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requires work in conjunction with systems of the regulatory bodies, platform operators, and 
contractors. The system integration enhances the FMS by providing a level of synergy and 
improving the capabilities & effectiveness of MRH operators.  
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13 APPENDICES 
13.1Appendix A: Conceptual System Design – FMS Hierarchy 
 
Figure 13-1: Partial System Hierarchy of the Platform – Structure, Rotor, Power Plant and 
Payload 
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Figure 13-2: Partial System Hierarchy of the Platform – Mechanical & Avionic Systems 
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Figure 13-3: Partial System Hierarchy of the Infrastructure – Operating Base & Personnel 
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Figure 13-4: Partial System Hierarchy of the Infrastructure – Equipment 
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Figure 13-5: Partial System Hierarchy of the Schedule – Aircraft 
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Figure 13-6: Partial System Hierarchy of the Schedule – Personnel 
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Figure 13-7: Partial System Hierarchy of the Schedule – Equipment 
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13.2Appendix B: Preliminary System Design – FMS Technology - 
Civil Rotorcraft 
13.2.1 Scheduling and Reservation Systems 
AeroSoft Systems Inc.  
It is a civil and commercial aviation maintenance and engineering management system designed for 
Internet / Intranet deployment [162]. The maintenance and engineering operations are integrated in 
real-time and available on-line. It provides engineering control of ADs, SBs, inspections, and 
component modifications. The software supports the regulatory framework of CASA, DGTA, FAA, 
and Joint Airworthiness Regulations (JAR) requirements. It tracks technical records for maintenance 
inspections / tasks and assemblies & sub-assemblies, warranty, shelf-life-limited parts and calibrated 
tools to ensure equipment availability. Tracking and control functions cover OEM part numbers & 
serial numbers. The software creates job cards with revision control facilities through a desktop job 
card manager. The software also provides reliability data and a maintenance database to enhance 
reliability (customisation is provided through user defined report capabilities). The database allows ad-
hoc on-line inquiries and report generation by the use of database query tools (MS SQL Server / 
Oracle, MS SQL Reporting Services, Crystal). Integration of third party commercial financial systems / 
flight operations systems is also supported.  
The capabilities of ‗AeroSoft Systems‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS 
design requirements:  
 The FMS needs to be operable on the net in real-time;  
 Tracking & implementation of AD, SB, inspections and modifications to support regulatory 
framework; and  
 Tracking & control of maintenance & repair records including development of job cards to 
enhance availability;  
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AerStream Limited 
It provides software based aircraft maintenance management [163]. It covers fleet & maintenance 
tracking & management, technical record storage and reporting. The software displays maintenance 
checks & tasks to provide control of the scheduled items. It supports impact assessment to update 
schedules and platform status on a real-time basis. Modules include the electronic document manager 
and airline & fleet configuration manager. The software covers aircraft weight & balance calculations. 
Reports on aircraft & maintenance, due lists & items, and utilisation reports are automated through 
fleet document control.  
The capabilities of ‗AerStream Ltd. Systems‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level 
FMS design requirements:  
 Fleet and aircraft maintenance tracking and control management;  
 Storage of records for analysis; and  
 Module based management system.  
 
AMS – Aircraft Maintenance Systems 
The software is designed for small and medium size aircraft operators, MROs, and manufacturers 
[164]. It generates reports on inspection tasks, defects, weight & balance and aircraft status. The 
aircraft hours, cycles and times are recorded in the status report. The aircraft component groups and 
assemblies transfers are recorded. The logistic support module tracks the parts and issues the 
inspection listing and tool calibration schedule. The statistical module maintains the defects database 
from platform to component level. The status of personnel (licenses etc.) is tracked by the human 
resources module. The software has the provision to create / issue / update work and / or forecast, job 
cards, repairs / modifications, AD tracking, logbook entries, invoicing and regulatory forms (FAA and 
Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA) / JAR).  
The capabilities of ‗Aircraft Maintenance Systems‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-
level FMS design requirements:  
 Generation of routine reports and tracking the aircraft / assemblies status;  
 Maintaining and tracking of defect database & personnel status; and  
 Creation / issuing / update of documents.  
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Magnolia Software 
The software is for inventory management of aviation spare part suppliers [165]. It provides internet 
inventory listing, including PartsBase and integrated logistic support and an online database of spare 
parts.  
The software provisions for invoicing, quotations, purchase orders and establishes a contact database 
and customer history. Inventory control, is by a tracking system, linking the barcode and / or photo of 
the product to an inventory component. The software also records the parts history for future 
reference.  
The capabilities of ‗Magnolia Software‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS 
design requirements:  
 Inventory tracking and control online to cover parent & remote bases, ships, overseas bases and 
the manufacturing plant; and  
 Provision for commercial transactions.  
 
Corena 
The software is designed to control and integrate the planning function of engineering and maintenance 
operations. It reduces the maintenance planning effort by analysing & processing historical 
maintenance data in conjunction with OEM data.  
The software compiles routine and non-routine job cards to control maintenance requirements. The job 
cards are also utilised to structure the work processes, including skill assessment and duration for 
resource scheduling. The software imports OEM data to establish direct relationships between 
maintenance planning and the imported data to schedule the maintenance. It also provides the option 
for revisions by a revision tracking module.  
The capabilities of ‗Corena‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Analysis and processing of maintenance data with OEM data to schedule maintenance and 
recourses; and  
 Provision to amend schedules and subsequent tracking.  
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CORRIDOR Aviation Service Software  
The software is designed for fixed base operators, repair stations, aircraft operators and MROs [166]. 
It provides customisation by combining integrated modules to meet the service requirements.  
The software creates work orders by collecting labour using bar codes and reading pre-defined work 
descriptions. Work order quotes are generated by tracking customer requests and creating multiple 
quote scenarios providing estimated costs, revenues and profits. It automatically transfers the data to 
the involved personnel and establishes logbooks. The inventory stock is controlled and managed by bar 
codes. The software follows requests for parts & services and tracks vendor quotations. A line sales 
& management function covers inventory control, fuel sales & catering and transportation. The 
software provides the option to establish pricing relationships between selected customers. Tracking of 
platform data and its maintenance history is also included. Regulatory compliance is provided by 
managing SB, AD, life limited components / parts and the scheduling of inspections.  
The capabilities of ‗Corridor Software‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS 
design requirements:  
 Flexible module based software for customisation;  
 Management and tracking of logbooks (aircraft and personnel);  
 Generation of work orders and associated activities including costing;  
 Inventory management and control; and  
 Tracking of platform data and maintenance history.  
 
CAE Consultants Inc. 
The ‗EPM8.5‘ software is a non-aviation specific preventative maintenance system [167]. It manages 
logistic support, personnel & procedures and supports maintenance documentation by using photo & 
video.  
The software manages the parts inventory & maintenance costs and estimates future budgets through 
costs analysis and reporting. It also covers work order scheduling, tracks man-hours and generates 
automatic reports. Historical records of each maintenance cycle and its costs are stored in a database.  
The capabilities of ‗CAE Consultants‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
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 Management and control of work orders and inventory including costing; and  
 Maintenance records storage in database.  
 
COSYS LLC  
The software provides aircraft fleet and configuration management [168]. It schedules maintenance, 
forecasts spare parts requirements and ensures regulatory compliance by tracking SB / AD.  
The software manages data (present & historical) on airframe, subsystems and power plants. It tracks 
and records component / part usage data from delivery to retirement covering flight hours and 
removals. Maintenance planning covers forecasting of inspection / service schedules in accordance to 
manuals and automates the requirement (quantity and location based) of parts, labour, tools, equipment, 
consumables & material for inventory management. Maintenance tasks completed are auto-saved in 
the database and the aircraft status is updated. Unscheduled maintenance records cover the symptoms, 
cause and findings for spare parts forecasting. The software also covers platform configuration 
management to address upgrades and record aircraft / engine configuration changes.  
The capabilities of ‗Cosys llc.‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Maintenance and inventory forecasting, tracking and updating status in database; and 
 Tracking and recording of platform and engine configuration status. 
 
EmpowerMX 
The EmpowerMX comprises of two software modules – Production Manager and Reliability Manager. 
It manages the maintenance of aircraft and the associated equipment and infrastructure [169].  
Fleetcycle - Production Manager 
The software is designed for multiple users of a production coordination system in a heavy 
maintenance environment. The software provides maintenance personnel with real-time data on tasks 
and activities.  
The software coordinates & orders parts and manages the inventory & associated equipment. It 
predicts maintenance coordination plans and offers real-time monitoring & tracking of the platform 
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status. It also creates an archived history of events and provides the ability to evaluate past reliability 
data. A warning system for notification of delays for both, routine and non-routine tasks is included. It 
electronically assigns crews and tasks, with the ability to monitor and correct task performance. A 
GANTT chart displays and schedules the tasks for visual reference.  
The capabilities of ‗Fleetcycle – Production Manager‘ provide the base to stipulate the high-level FMS 
design requirements as follows:  
 Automated assignment of routine tasks in the maintenance scheduling (aircraft, personnel and 
equipment) and non-routine tasks (unscheduled maintenance, deployments, and transfers) 
including delay reporting;  
 Management & control of inventory and associated equipment; and  
 Calendar based schedules and Gantt charts for reference.  
Fleetcycle - Reliability Manager 
It provides automated data gathering, analysis and reporting to support platform maintenance and 
reliability processes, cross functional data analysis, information reporting and risk management.  
The software supports the FAA ‗Continuing Analysis & Surveillance System‘ to evaluate, analyse, and 
correct deficiencies in the performance and effectiveness of inspection and maintenance programs 
[170]. Risk management is covered by identification, communication and assistance in implementing 
corrective action in aborted take-offs, diversions and engine IFSD. The reliability manager identifies, 
analyses and communicates delays and cancellations and related unscheduled events. The performance 
manager addresses the fleet, aircraft, engine, system, subsystem, and component performance. The 
data management is achieved by editing and updating of operational data to meet internal business and 
regulatory reporting requirements. Reports are generated in standard, regulatory, mandatory and ad-
hoc reporting modes.  
The capabilities of ‗Fleetcycle – Reliability Manager‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-
level FMS design requirements:  
 Assessment / analysis and management of risks (aborted take-offs, diversions, & engine IFSD), 
reliability (identification, analysis and communication of delays & cancellations), performance 
(entire fleet, individual aircraft & components), and data (editing and updating of operational 
data); and  
 Flexibility in reporting format / template.  
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IFS Applications 
The software schedules tasks and creates work packages for MRO purposes [171]. It schedules 
routine maintenance tasks and provides a basis for decision-making in Aircraft-on-Ground (AOG) 
situations. Regulatory compliance is provided by automatic reminders and record keeping of 
documents. Non-routine inspection discrepancies are submitted for approval and new work orders are 
created accordingly. Operational data may be compiled through handheld devices. It also allows 
inventory spare part availability checks.  
The capabilities of ‗IFS Applications‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Tracking and control of maintenance non-routine discrepancies and status of spare parts 
inventory;  
 DSS for AOG; and  
 Tracking of operational data and inventory stock status.  
 
JenaNet 
The JenaNet software comprises of two modules - Jena and Jade. It supports fault analysis of engines 
and subcomponents [172].  
Jena 
The ‗Jena‘ software is designed to manage operational flight data of aircraft and engines in a single 
program interface in real-time for further analysis. Data acquisition is entered as (knee board) trend 
data or as digitally recorded monitor data. It also manages and records exceedances of aircraft / parts 
limits. A database records basic flight information, squawks and maintenance tasks. A comparative 
analysis of engine data with fleet classifications is provided by plotting the engine‘s flight history against 
the engine baseline to identify and initiate corrective actions. Automated messaging to personnel may 
be linked to customised warning levels. An inventory function tracks the parts stock and issues parts 
requirement forecasting.  
The capabilities of ‗JenaNet‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Analysis of engine base-line and flight data to initiate appropriate actions; and 
 Tracking and forecasting of inventory stocking.  
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Jade 
The ‗Jade‘ software is designed for MRO, engine manufacturers, and commercial fleet operators. It 
supports the development of new engine application data structures and is designed to work in 
conjunction with the ‗Jena‘ software. It includes an engine monitor module and customised report 
levels for personnel. The software records engine test cell & ground runs and engine reconfiguration 
runs. It recognises specific parts damage from previous test data and supports engine reconfigurations.  
The capabilities of ‗Jade‘ provide the base to stipulate the high-level FMS design requirements as 
follows:  
 Analysis of new engine installation runs for appropriate re-configuration; and  
 Address engine configuration changes & upgrades.  
 
Mxi Technologies 
This software is designed for airlines, aerospace manufacturers, performance based logistics providers, 
defence operators, third party MROs, and corporate aviation organisations [173]. It provides 
management of line / heavy / shop maintenance, engineering materials and finances. It comprises of a 
centrally hosted database and web interfaces to access the data.  
The software establishes work packages using pre-defined plan templates and aircraft specific OEM 
maintenance plans through a platform-centric design. The maintenance system also handles non-routine 
tasks and provides forecasting based on records. The tasks are monitored in real-time and allow 
immediate impact assessment. A diagnostics function of the MRO system provides troubleshooting 
support.  
The capabilities of ‗Mxi Technologies‘ provide the base to stipulate the high-level FMS design 
requirements as follows:  
 Maintenance planning & management in real-time including non-routine tasks.  
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Maintenance Support Systems Ltd 
The software is designed for helicopter operators, regional airlines, low-cost carriers, freight operators 
and MROs for operations planning, maintenance support including forecasting & tracking [174].  
The software is designed on a modular basis and comprises of 13 modules. The function of each of the 
modules is as follows:  
 Aircraft Configuration: Records & manages the information and documentation covering 
aircraft / component model details, date of manufacture, and the sling loads / hoist usage, and 
special equipment usage.  
 Electronic Log Book: Records the flight information, including journey legs, flight numbers & 
times, routes, registration, and crew details. It also records technical information including fuel 
load, hydraulic / engine oil status, engine cycles and anti-ice requirements. Post-flight, the module 
updates all aircraft / component times and the future maintenance schedules accordingly.  
 Maintenance and Engineering Components : Creates work orders & cards to support 
various maintenance programs.  
 Maintenance Planning: Provides an alternative maintenance scheduling and display option. It 
displays the scheduled events and operational tasks in a planning chart to avoid overlapping.  
 Component Maintenance : Assists in the creation of component work orders, calculation of 
labour & parts costs on the aircraft invoice. It also provides inspection lists / sheets for each 
component.  
 Component Control: Tracks data of serialised aircraft parts / components. The module is also 
linked to the inventory module to track stock levels in the inventory & workshop, and the 
movements between the aircraft, shops & assemblies. It manages the components‘ maintenance 
& modification requirements and life limitations specified in the OEM manuals and SB / AD.  
 AD / SB: Manages the requirements and implementation of ADs, SBs and OEM documents of 
the fleet, aircraft, components, and parts. It manages time limits to provide forecasting of the due 
dates of AD / SB.  
 Inventory: It manages the sourcing and distribution of parts, delivery notes and customer / 
supplier management.  
 Tool Management: Lists & manages the tools by serial numbers, location, status and 
calibration details & requirements.  
 Publication: It tracks & manages the required documents & manuals. It records publication 
details & subscription and links it to associated files / components. The revision history of 
manuals is also recorded as temporary or permanent changes.  
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 Staff: Creates records of employees, including training records, medical records, authorisation 
levels, approval certificates, license numbers, and contact details. It also controls the reporting to 
the appropriate authority.  
 Planning: Manages schedules for planning operations and maintenance of aircraft & flight 
crews. Schedules are displayed in a multi-screen mode for real-time planning and updates. It 
indicates shortages in resources for specific tasks and supports multiple maintenance locations & 
bases.  
 Operations  Planning: Supports crew management covering rostering, reports and statistics, 
and crew-licenses & medicals.  
The capabilities of ‗Maintenance Support Systems Ltd.‘ provide the base to stipulate the following 
high-level FMS design requirements:  
 Maintenance planning, scheduling, and availability of support infrastructure (assemblies, crews, 
spares) for aircraft & components;  
 Implementation of ADs and SBs; and 
 Tracking and recording of maintenance activities.  
 
SITA 
The ‗Purchasing, Maintenance and Inventory‘ (WinPMI) software is a real-time aircraft maintenance 
and engineering functional requirements management system [175]. It involves scheduling of aircraft 
operations and maintenance over its life-cycle. An interface links the software to off-the-shelf flight 
operations, finance and human resource management systems. The software manages technical 
documentation of the regulatory authorities and OEM. It comprises of eight modules and the functions 
of these are as follows:  
 Inventory Management: Covers the handling of parts & assets. It records and manages serial 
& OEM part numbers, materials and locations. It tracks the serviceability status of components, 
parts and tool calibrations. It creates listings, manages parts warranties, and the reservation & 
allocation of parts to maintenance. It also includes an alert function at the end of the shelf life.  
 Maintenance Planning: Provides maintenance scheduling and forecasting. It issues reminders 
on due dates for aircraft, components and scheduled maintenance.  
 Work Planning: Forecasts material and labour requirements for scheduled events and 
accordingly schedules aircraft and the maintenance facility floor loading. The module issues 
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reports on materials, labour, tools and equipment requirements, and confirms the reception of 
materials & tools. All information on jobs is recorded and handled by job cards.  
 Work Packaging: Assesses planned vs. actual work activities, labour requirements, and job 
card performances. The system projects the required labour by skill codes and location to the 
available skills and locations, and validates the technician qualifications against job card task 
assignments.  
 Engineering: Manages the EOs by linking to regulatory documents, other EOs, or job cards. 
EO applicability and affectivity to specific aircraft types, serials, registrations, and part & serial 
numbers is also supported. The EOs may be classified as mandatory or elective. It also forecasts 
the labour, parts and tooling requirements for each job card.  
 Reliability: Manages the aircraft components time / cycle limits (by Air Transport Association 
(ATA) chapter / section), and OEM part number. An automatic alert is issued when the limit is 
approached / exceeded. The system links the components to automatic repair orders and 
provides database access for further information / reporting.  
 Purchasing: Manages purchase orders & requisitions, and records the purchase history by part / 
serial numbers, and includes an automated / manual function to generate and track purchase 
orders.  
 Technical Records : Stores the component assembly and sub-assembly parts hierarchies 
according to OEM information, and manages the time of maintenance events of aircraft / 
components.  
The capabilities of ‗SITA‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Provisioning maintenance support requirements (inventory, labour, facilities) in accordance to 
forecast and schedule;  
 Management of EOs in accordance to regulations;  
 Reliability management of components based on time / limits; and  
 Tracking and recording of maintenance activities.  
 
Smartware Group 
The software is a non-aviation specific tool designed for preventive maintenance management [176]. It 
is applicable to small and large scale maintenance systems, and covers the maintenance assets, 
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requests & tools, work orders, inventory, and labour planning. The software assists in reducing 
equipment downtime & repairs costs to enhance life-cycle utilisation.  
The software issues automatic reminders and creates, manages & analyses work orders. The 
inventory function controls assets and parts stocks by type, location and vendor. Also, an analysis 
option investigates historical maintenance issues to predict future events. An integrated history function 
allows the analysis of equipment information and records.  
The capabilities of ‗Smartware Group‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS 
design requirements:  
 Spare parts inventory tracking by type and location, specifically for remote bases, ships and 
overseas deployments; and  
 Decision support for preventive maintenance by storing maintenance reports and history.  
 
UltramainSoftware 
The ‗Ultramain Software‘ tool is an aviation specific maintenance and logistics software for aircraft 
and engines [177]. It covers configuration & maintenance management for planning & forecasting. It 
also addresses maintenance planning & control and asset management. The software is structured on a  
modular basis. The modules and the functions are as follows:  
 Configuration Management: Covers configuration model definitions including revision control 
& approval routing, and establishes dependencies between configurations and validates 
installations;  
 Maintenance and Component Requirements : Provides regulatory compliance by AD, SB 
and EO tracking, revision control and approval routing;  
 Maintenance Procedures : Defines tasks and the allocation of labour, parts, equipment and 
tooling. Instructions may be issued by using integrated graphics. Links to allocated tasks and 
subtasks is established through task and work cards;  
 Planning and Forecasting: Provides line maintenance on OM / DM levels and the required 
capacity & time estimations;  
 Flight Log: Provides scheduling and technical logging;  
 Maintenance Alerting & Analysis: Conducts aircraft / part cost & reliability analysis and 
issues alerts when defects in the workflow are identified;  
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 Labour: Manages staff authorisations, skill & proficiency levels, training and certifications. The 
system also issues work schedules and controls the time and attendance; and  
 Asset Management: Provides cost analysis & valuation, downtime & replacement analysis and 
depreciation.  
The capabilities of ‗Ultramain Software‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS 
design requirements:  
 Development and establishment of configuration and maintenance procedures;  
 Analysis of line maintenance requirements and reliability & cost analysis; and  
 Coordination and management of labour requirements.  
 
13.2.2 Scheduling and Reservation Systems 
AircraftLogs 
The ‗AircraftLogs‘ software is designed for record keeping of corporate and private  aircraft operators 
[178]. The system records maintenance, squawks and manages aircraft / pilot logbooks & passenger 
manifests. The aircraft log covers airframe, engine and propeller and airworthiness documentation. It 
records and tracks the aircraft / component hours and cycles. The pilot logbook function is designed to 
automate and digitise the pilot records. It totals the flight hours by category, class and Pilot-in-
Command (PIC) / Second-in-Command times, and records the tail numbers and flight details. A 
reminder function covers due medicals and flight reviews through pagers or other handheld devices. An 
automatic flight calculation module records landing and approach information on IFR and VFR flights. 
The documentation is organised, archived and protected in a database and may be shared through 
internet to authorised personnel. The software provides access to fixed base operators, maintenance 
providers and personnel through digitised forms. Security is provided by the definition of staff access 
and reporting levels. The system is secure for storing flight data, maintenance logs, and accounting 
records. Data may be entered through internet or locally. It displays pending maintenance tasks through 
a maintenance control panel and issues reminders.  
The capabilities of ‗Aircraft Logs‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
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 Maintenance logs of aircraft to cover airframe, engine, rotor, sub-components, airworthiness 
documentation and aircraft & component hours and cycles. Pilot logs include pilot hours, block & 
flight times, flight distances, legs & destinations and tail numbers;  
 Maintenance management to cover the allocation of aircraft, personnel and equipment to 
scheduled tasks and facilities; and  
 Provision of documentation and record keeping with appropriate level of security.  
 
eXtremeEdge Technologies 
The ‗eFlightSchedule‘ software is designed for flight schools, flying clubs & partnerships  and fixed 
base operators [179]. The software provides online scheduling of aircraft, pilots, instructors and 
students and supports aircraft dispatch and recovery, and tracks flight hours and maintenance 
requirements. The software issues notifications / reminders and confirmations of bookings and supports 
recurring bookings. It issues personalised flight plans for each pilot, comprising of the weekly on / off 
hours, and daily start / stop times. Pre-defined time limits may be set by authorised personnel to control 
bookings of aircraft, instructor & student schedules. The schedules cover fleet view with tail numbers 
on a weekly / daily basis. A cost calculator displays the overall costs of each activity.  
The capabilities of ‗eXtremeEdge Technologies‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level 
FMS design requirements:  
 Tracking & scheduling of aircraft, crew & trainers and maintenance requirements.  
 
Nexon Solutions GmbH (LLC) 
The software is an online reservation system for flight sharing clubs, flight schools and aircraft rental 
companies [180]. It is designed for rotary- and fixed wing aircraft operators and schedules 
maintenance and manages records. The aircraft reservation schedules may be viewed as daily, weekly, 
or monthly, and displays basic flight information, including departure & destination airports, fuel, and a 
staff standby list. The standby listing issues automatic notifications when aircraft become available. It 
manages pilot license validities and medicals for regulatory compliance. The software provides various 
access levels depending on activity / requirement. A statistical function analyses reservation & 
utilisation per aircraft / time, cancellations and system usage. A data export function supports 
exportation to MS Excel and the creation of mailing lists.  
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The capabilities of ‗Nexon Solutions‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Scheduling of maintenance and record keeping;  
 Tracking and recording of crew license status in accordance to regulations; and  
 Analysis of aircraft utilisation.  
 
Flight Schedule Pro 
The ‗Flight Schedule Pro 3.0‘ software is designed for aircraft scheduling and management at flight 
schools, clubs and aircraft sharing partnerships [181].  
The maintenance scheduling module records flight times & squawks and reports the aircraft status and 
airworthiness condition. The grounding function enables the re-scheduling of aircraft in case of 
unscheduled maintenance. It automatically notifies personnel and issues a report. The scheduling 
covers recurring reservations, the implementation of standby / waiting lists and scheduling by aircraft 
type. It supports multiple international / domestic locations, and the scheduling of pre- and post-flight 
ground times. An instructor & pilot module is designed to optimise the training schedules and display 
the instructor and pilot availability for time schedule management. A pilot qualification module manages 
pilot certificate information, medicals, aircraft ratings and type checkouts. A report function lists the 
upcoming expirations to the users. A user management system controls access levels and restrictions 
and supports customisable permission levels.  
The capabilities of ‗Flight Schedule Pro‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS 
design requirements:  
 Management of aircraft status and airworthiness;  
 Management of unscheduled maintenance for aircraft-on-ground; and  
 Tracking and recording crew operational status (license / medical) and availability.  
 
Navitaire 
The ‗Navitaire‘ Suite comprises of three modules – ‗Planning Optimisation‘, ‗Operations Management‘ 
and ‗Recovery System‘. The software is designed for commercial airlines and provides decision 
support for unscheduled events [182].  
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The ‗Planning Optimisation‘ module is designed to provide medium- / long-term airline management to 
streamline operations. It generates and optimises aircraft & crew schedules at the planning stage. It 
evaluates various scheduling combinations to provide multiple optimised solutions. An aircraft route 
optimisation function assists in the creation of daily, weekly and fully dated aircraft routings for given 
schedules. It assigns flights to anonymous flying lines (legs) and minimises the number of lines required 
to operate the schedule and maximise route consistency. The pairing optimisation function creates cost-
efficient crew-pairings for flights operated in a specified time frame. It is based on user-defined 
parameters, combining international and domestic schedules under global constraints. The roster 
optimiser generates crew rosters based on pre-defined crew profiles. A ‗rules engine‘ defines lower / 
upper time limits, and controls the block & duty times and allowances. The software also provides 
scenario analysis to consider unscheduled events.  
The ‗Operations Management‘ module is designed for short-term operations management of aircraft. It 
organises, plans, predicts, measures and reports activities to optimise crew & aircraft utilisation. The 
software comprises of four sub-modules:  
 Planning: Establishes crew pairings according to commercial flight schedules and creates crew 
rosters;  
 Resource Planner: Manages the crew qualifications, medicals, licenses, annual leave and 
administration needs;  
 Planning & Operations : Includes a crew management system to control unscheduled events 
due to crew sick calls, misconnecting crews, engineering delays and closed airports. The 
operations manager includes a DSS to manage interruptions and unscheduled events. A real-time 
access system provides aircraft / flight status information to users; and  
 Flight Log Manager: Records and verifies flight information from projected against actual 
numbers. The flight log database is hosted centrally and provides access to users according to 
pre-defined security levels.  
The ‗Recovery System‘ module is designed to manage unscheduled events. These include operational 
disruptions affecting aircraft, crew and passenger schedules in commercial aviation. It aims to recover 
the assets holistically to optimise resource utilisation. The software comprises of three sub-modules – 
Operations, Crew and Passengers:  
 Operations : Determines the combination of aircraft and schedule delays, cancellations, ferry 
flights / equipment changes and spare aircraft availability to provide an optimised solution;  
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 Crew: Manages crew re-deployment and recovery in real-time during disruptions and provides 
an optimised solution; and  
 Passenger: Assists in passenger recovery using pre-defined priorities to manage 
accommodation options.  
The capabilities of ‗Navitaire‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Aircraft & crew tracking and management from planning to execution stage; and  
 Provide decision support in the management of unscheduled events for aircraft, crews and cargo 
/ passengers.  
 
Holdshort Scheduling Systems 
It is an online aircraft management, scheduling and dispatch system for corporate aviation, flight 
schools, clubs, fixed base operators, partnerships and private owners [183]. The software schedules the 
aircraft in block times and displays the pilot‘s name and details. It schedules flight instructors parallel to 
the student pilots for flight training. Maintenance management covers the recording of flight times, 
squawks, scheduled inspections, and Pitot / static inspections.  
The capabilities of ‗Holdshort Scheduling Systems‘ provide the base to stipulate the high-level FMS 
design requirements as follows:  
 On-line aircraft, crew, training and maintenance scheduling and management.  
 
The Innovation Creation Corporation 
The ‗ICC Barnstormer‘ software is an aviation scheduling and reservations system designed for 
business jet, air taxi & air services operators, and search & rescue, training and air ambulance services 
[184]. It provides aircraft & crew scheduling, weight & balance calculations, invoicing, and yields 
management reports.  
The software supports multiple aircraft types and configurations to manage multiple fleet 
configurations. It includes a weight & balance system by assigning passengers, cargo, crew and fuel to 
pre-defined stations. A routing options calculator optimises flight routes and supports multiple time 
zones and currencies.  
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The capabilities of ‗ICC Barnstormer‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Scheduling of aircraft and crew management of multiple fleet configurations.  
 
LimpWindsock 
The software is designed for flying clubs & schools, partnerships, and fractional operations to schedule 
and book flights online; manage flight training lesson plans and curriculum [185]. It schedules flight 
instructors, pilots, students and aircraft on daily, weekly and monthly schedules. Automatic wait-listing 
is provided to reschedule pilots and flights in case of cancellations. It also prepares flight plans and 
manages pilot information & qualifications. The reporting function generates statistical information for 
each pilot and / or aircraft on aircraft utilisation, number of flights, total flight hours, operating expenses 
and cancellation rates.  
The capabilities of ‗LimpWindsock‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Scheduling of aircraft & crew and management of crew operational status; and  
 Database of aircraft utilisation and crew.  
 
Oscar Romeo Flying Group 
The software is a booking system designed for flying groups & clubs and aircraft owners [186]. It 
manages schedules for individual users and creates recurring booking patterns. A history function 
stores all information of bookings, changes and cancellations and issues statistics. It includes automated 
waitlisting and reminders. Customised slot times and block out down times are also supported and it 
tracks licenses and medical renewals of the pilots and issues automatic emails.  
The capabilities of ‗Oscar Romeo Flying Group‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level 
FMS design requirements:  
 Schedule management of crew.  
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Schedule Pointe 
The software is designed for flight schools and charter operators to assist in resource & event 
scheduling and customised scheduling applications [187].  
The scheduling module covers flight & maintenance schedules and displays the scheduled maintenance 
times for view on a weekly / monthly basis. A notification system alerts users when unscheduled 
maintenance, standby listings, cancelled flights, and reservation changes occur. Aircraft validations 
include regular maintenance inspections based on hours or calendar dates according to OEM manuals. 
Squawk recording & permission control enables updating & closing out squawks. The dispatch module 
creates dispatch tickets, updates aircraft flight times in the records, and automatically creates logbook 
entries. Pilot validations are managed by tracking medical certificates, IFR licenses & minimum night 
landings, and insurance coverage. The system provides various security access levels in accordance to 
the requirements.  
The capabilities of ‗Schedule Pointe‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Pilot and platform dispatch support by providing relevant flight information prior to departure to 
crews. Post-flight data is automatically entered in electronic pilot logbooks; and  
 Scheduling of flight and maintenance including validation of regular inspections in accordance to 
OEM manuals.  
 
13.2.3 Airline and Airport Software 
Airpas Aviation AG 
The software is designed for commercial airlines to manage revenues and costs [188]. It provides 
assistance in fuel management, ground handling, crew & cargo management and navigation.  
 Fuel Management: Predicts and manages fuel volumes in national & international markets and 
supports fuel contract management. The software records fuel parameters for fuel burn 
analysis.  
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 Ground Handling: Manages contracts & cost and automatically updates international tax data. 
The procurement process is supported by evaluating and simulating contractual price proposals 
and alternative supplier offers.  
 Crew Management: Supports decision making in crew labour and transport costs. It considers 
service requirements, fleet operating requirements & regulations and legal guidelines. It includes 
consideration of crew numbers, fleet mix changes, delays, and crew re-positioning requirements. 
The module also provides crew cost analysis.  
 Cargo: Assists in fuel cost, airport handling, third party vendor and transportation cost 
management, and covers loaded & unloaded cargo weights and bookings.  
 Navigation: Manages navigation charges set by countries and regions and the distances flown. 
The software captures data from navigational planning systems and stores the information 
automatically in the database for future reference.  
The capabilities of ‗Airpas‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Providing decision support for crew management to cover crew numbers and positioning;  
 Cargo weight & balance management; and  
 Storage of navigation information for analysis.  
 
Smart Airlines Operations Center 
The software is designed for aircraft operators to forecast, schedule, and manage resources. It handles 
flights, deploys assets and provides decision support in unscheduled events. It supports long / short-term 
scheduling and day-of-operation management of interrelated resources / activities. It also illustrates the 
available resources and optimises the usage of the support infrastructure and it allocates the assets. 
The software identifies and resolves usage conflicts between the resources and predicts overlaps / 
congested periods.  
The software simulates the introduction of new schedules, aircraft and airlines to assist in designing and 
building new infrastructure. The information is stored in a centrally hosted database for analysis. The 
database provides the information to operation-managers for planning and coordination.  
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The capabilities of ‗Smart Airlines Operations Center‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-
level FMS design requirements:  
 Optimising infrastructure development and resources planning and allocation in day-to-day 
operation.  
ALFA – Airport and Lease / Concession Billing Software  
The software is designed to provide airport management [189]. It covers airport traffic & cost analysis, 
and automating and customising processes. It automatically updates aircraft registries, airport codes 
and provides statistics of users, flight origins / destinations & aircraft types and tracking and the storage 
of traffic movements.  
The capabilities of ‗ALFA‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Management of airfield and maintenance statistics on traffic and usage.  
 
Aviation Records 
The ‗MachNumber‘ software is designed for on-demand information for aircraft operators to manage 
flights [190]. It is web-based and supports operators to dispatch, debrief and retrieve reports on flying. 
It provides real-time information on sortie status and reports on flight time & duty and aircraft 
utilisation.  
The capabilities of ‗MachNumber‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Web based flight management and reporting on aircraft usage.  
 
13.2.4 Flight Tracking Software 
Flight Standards Corporation 
The ‗Flight Manager Solutions‘ software provides flight following & tracking in real-time [191]. It 
displays flight schedules, crew numbers, fuelling information, delay codes and times. A flight status 
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board provides views in timetable / report format and the data is provided in static or moving mode and 
can be viewed for any date.  
The capabilities of ‗Flight Manager Solutions‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS 
design requirements:  
 Real-time updates and tracking of flight status and associated information.  
 
Blue Sky Network 
The ‗SkyRouter‘ software provides asset management and satellite fleet tracking of air, sea, and land-
based vehicles [192]. It enables communication through text messages, telemetry & voice and is 
applicable to rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft. The remote monitoring of aircraft is conducted by a 
separate module using Iridium Satellite services. It uses two-way messaging transceivers and 
communicates satellite messages including GPS positions, take-offs, landings, and telemetric data 
reports. The transceivers may be configured and / or updated remotely. It also receives emergency 
notifications including unscheduled take-offs / landings, minimum altitudes, and mayday alerts. The 
software includes a global mapping system and displays automated flight-following. FAA type flight 
plans may also be created in the software.  
The capabilities of ‗SkyRouter‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Provision of satellite flight following for real-time aircraft flight status monitoring.  
 
Flight Explorer 
The software is designed to provide flight tracking and operations management to airlines, flight base 
operators or airline related services [193]. It is a decision support tool covering dynamic weather 
overlays, situational alerts and predictive weather & air traffic tools. Data is obtained from the FAA 
and covers IFR traffic information, international radar feeds and satellite tracking. Weather information 
covers forecasting and real-time lightning & turbulence maps. Airport information includes 
meteorological reports & forecasts, delays, runway information, digital automatic terminal information 
services and airport database. A flight alert system communicates changes in estimated arrival time, 
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flight plans, altitude, proximity to destinations, and diversions. Graphical overlays provide information on 
aircraft, weather, airports, terrains, time zones, navigational aid and radar. An event log and reporting 
system provides real-time logs of user-defined occurrences and stores the information in a database for 
analysis.  
The capabilities of ‗Flight Explorer‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Provision of information on weather, airfields and terrain; and  
 Real-time logging and recording of aircraft position data and status for future analysis.  
 
13.2.5 Aviation Manufacturing Software 
J2 Aircraft Dynamics 
The ‗J2‘ software supports aircraft engineering & analysis for design assessment and optimisation in 
the development life-cycle [194]. It hosts project data centrally and controls access levels of team 
members. It enables evaluating and flying the aircraft virtually through the design envelope. The 
software comprises of several modules to support the design process & aircraft model optimisation. It 
assists in the design & construction of data models and post-processing of analysis data and 
visualisation of flight test data. The aircraft models may also be integrated into Matlab / Simulink 
simulations.  
The capabilities of ‗J2‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design requirements:  
 Design model optimisation and simulation for analysis; and  
 Post-flight data recording and updating of flying hours for future reference and analysis.  
 
CIMx 
The software is designed to support manufacturing processes in a paperless environment [195]. It 
coordinates and controls the work progress and assists in configuration management. The software 
provides real-time status information to support decision making. The software comprises of three 
modules for production management, quality control, inventory management and data collection.  
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The capabilities of ‗CIMx‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Coordination and tracking of work progress; and  
 Management and tracking of inventory status.  
 
Pace 
The software is designed to assist in knowledge based engineering and optimising engineering 
processes [196]. The software covers preliminary design, aircraft performance evaluations, and cabin 
design. The performance includes requirements of engineering support and weight analysis.  
The capabilities of ‗Pace‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Platform performance management to cover engineering support and weight management.  
13.2.6 Aviation Leasing Software 
Aerdata 
The software provides aviation asset management of aircraft & engine lease companies, consultants 
and for subcontracting maintenance [197]. It provides technical audit planning, utilisation & 
maintenance management and servicing. The software automates action reminders at stipulated dates 
and times.  
The capabilities of ‗Aerdata‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Tracking and management of platform, engine, and component maintenance data with an option 
of contracting maintenance.  
 
Aircraft Management Solutions 
The ‗Aircraft Lease Contract Application‘ software provides aircraft and fleet management [198]. The 
software is designed on a modular basis and covers information on platform utilisation status and 
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maintenance schedules & history. Engine & APU data covers operating times, thrust ratings, and 
removals & installations. Sub-component data includes operating / flight times, and removals & 
installations. The software also provides regulatory compliance covering ADs, SBs, and EOs.  
The capabilities of the application provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Tracking & storage of platform and engine utilisation data; and  
 Compliance checks covering ADs, SBs, and EOs.  
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13.3Appendix C: Preliminary System Design – FMS Technology - 
Military Rotorcraft 
13.3.1 Maintenance and Repair Operations Software 
IFS Defence 
The software provides product life-cycle & fleet management to include logistic support, supply chain 
& configuration management and MRO to defence forces and their service providers [199]. It is a 
component based information system addressing the needs & requirements of the Armies, Air Forces 
and Navies and their support. The software is interoperable with allied forces and adaptable to 
contractor based logistics support. It provides the integration & management of products & resources 
over the platform life-cycle. The software aims to enhance the armed forces information system 
transparency to enable contracted work.  
The software supports the MIL-STD-1388-2B & 00-60 Defence Standards and enables Tier 1 & 2 
suppliers & partners to log-on to the system. The system may be operated off-line through a mobile 
framework to address communication interruptions. Operations in deployed environments are supported 
through the usage of handheld devices, laptops and workstations. It enables capturing fault data and 
maintaining electronic logs during operations. Information may be transferred between servers and 
handheld devices by satellite communication. The system also tracks equipment and resources, spare 
parts and materials by using auto-ID technology (barcodes & intelligent tags).  
The capabilities of ‗IFS Defence‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Interoperability with allied forces and adaptable to contractor based support over the life-cycle;  
 Operable on MIL-STD-1388-2B & 00-60 Defence Standards;  
 Data access & upload from multiple / remote locations (handheld devices, laptops & 
workstations); and  
 Tracking and provision of resources & inventory by ID technology.  
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Pentagon 2000 Software Inc. 
The software is designed for heavy maintenance (military & civil) and MRO providers [200]. It is 
aviation specific and designed on a modular basis. It provides resource planning and scheduling to 
manage line / heavy maintenance checks. It handles multiple aircraft & locations, supports unscheduled 
events and tracks engine & component installations / removals. The software automatically updates 
usage records (covering flight hours, cycles & landings) and collects data in user-defined platform & 
subcomponents hierarchies. MTBF / Mean Time Between Removal / Maintenance (MTBR / MTBM) 
analysis is by a central database accessible from the aircraft through wireless devices covering military 
operations & deployments including unprepared bases. It tracks AD / SB due dates for regulatory 
compliance. The system records the maintenance history by aircraft, model and serial number and 
generates automatic logbook entries.  
The capabilities of ‗Pentagon 2000 Software Inc.‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level 
FMS design requirements:  
 Multiple aircraft and location based tracking, planning and scheduling of maintenance activities; 
and  
 Remote access to centrally hosted database from ships / forward bases for MTBF / MTBR / 
MTBM analysis and logbook update.  
 
L-3 MAS 
L-3 MAS provides strategic fleet management and covers fatigue life & structural management 
planning and optimisation for military aircraft operators [201]. It comprises of operational loads & 
fatigue cracking monitoring. The aircraft life-extension planner software controls third line maintenance 
floor loading & planning. The system also provides operational planning and spare parts analysis to 
support light maintenance requirements. The availability for maintenance is governed by engineering 
data on structural modifications & inspections, configuration & fatigue and operational readiness 
constraints & floor capacity. The system serves as a logistic data bank covering the technical data and 
services.  
The capabilities of ‗L-3 MAS‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Data bank governed availability for maintenance based on operational readiness and floor 
capacity; and  
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 Planning of first to third line maintenance.  
 
IBM Business Consulting Services  
The ‗Logistics IT Strategy‘ software provides asset, cost & maintenance management for logistic 
support to front line combat & transport aircraft and helicopters [202]. It adopts a holistic approach to 
logistics management of air bases. It covers asset tracking, aircraft usage and configuration & fault 
management. The system tracks aircraft operations for airworthiness and configuration management in 
real-time and manages maintenance tasks by positioning resources and issues notifications in case of 
incorrect task completion. Tracking and reporting also covers engines and subassemblies. The software 
also supports aircraft mission preparation and supports last-minute mission criteria changes.  
The capabilities of ‗Logistics IT Strategy‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS 
design requirements:  
 Multi-platform based real-time tracking for maintenance management; and  
 Maintenance infrastructure support positioning.  
 
13.3.2 Flight Tracking Software 
ADS Aerospace 
The ‗Falcon‘ system provides aircraft tracking, automated communications and crisis management to 
helicopter operators [203] on high-risk mission in hostile environments. The software provides flight 
coordination and monitors & records the flight including engine and system conditions by satellite 
communication. The recorded data is archived for post-flight analysis.  
The capabilities of ‗Falcon‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Real-time tracking and recording of flight and system defects for post flight analysis.  
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13.3.3 Scheduling Systems 
Military Air Planner 
The ‗Airplan‘ software is designed for fixed and rotary-wing platforms and provides decision support 
for military air operations planning and fleet optimisation & battle management. The software is for 
aircraft operators at command & control levels [204]. It provides aircraft performance analysis and 
cost & capability evaluations to aircraft design engineers for aircraft procurement processes. It 
combines fleet analysis, aircraft performance evaluation, mission planning / re-planning and battle 
management. It plans and optimises missions / campaigns for land and ship-based operations. The 
software provides for crew planning based on operational stipulations and crew-to-aircraft ratio. The 
aircraft planning is based on platform performance, availability, operating limitations and fleet utilisation 
rates. The data is stored in a central database and accessible through internet.  
The capabilities of ‗Airplan‘ provide the base to stipulate the following high-level FMS design 
requirements:  
 Spare parts inventory tracking by type and location, specifically for remote bases, ships and 
overseas deployments; and  
 On-line aircraft, crew, training and maintenance scheduling and management.  
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13.4Appendix D: Preliminary System Design – FMS Technology 
– MRH 
13.4.1 FMS Technology – MRH Platform 
The high level FMS design requirements based on the NH-90 platform system technology review in 
Sec. 5.3 is as follows:  
 Implementation of preventive / corrective periodic maintenance & repair / replacement and 
maintenance support in accordance to technical manual stipulations.  
13.4.2 Mechanical & Electronic Systems 
The mechanical systems comprise of power supply units, air conditioning, survivability and cargo 
handling systems. The avionic systems comprise of flight control, navigation, communications, 
countermeasures and sensor systems. The MDS detects & records various parameters of the systems.  
13.4.2.1 Mechanical Systems 
The mechanical systems provide electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic power from the engines & APU 
to the aircraft systems and subsystems.  
• Power Supply: Electric power supply is provided by AC generators, battery, power alternators 
and regulators. The hydraulic system is of dual redundant architecture. Hydraulics diagnosis 
covers component, circuit & sensor failure, filter clogging and oil leakage [143]. The pneumatic 
system distributes bleed air from the APU for engine starting and ECS operations. During flight, 
the bleed air is provided from the engines.  
• Fuel System: It comprises of self-sealing, crash-resistant cells with a maximum capacity of 
1,900kg. The system also includes a hover-in-flight refuelling system and optional internal / 
external auxiliary fuel tanks for operational range increase. Fuel system monitoring parameters 
include malfunctions of valves & pumps and the fuel management computer and water detection 
[143].  
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• Cargo Handling: It provides internal and external cargo transportation and comprises of a 
cargo hook for sling loads and internal winch for cargo loading / unloading and an external 
rescue hoist. The cabin floor and rear ramp include rolling devices for cargo handling. The MDS 
records cargo hook overloads, sensor failures and operational time. It also records the hoist 
cycles and operations and detects overloading, hydraulic power, boom limits and system overheat 
[143].  
• Survivability: It comprises of ordnance and armour protection. The TTH variant may be 
equipped with one / two door-mounted machine guns (7.62 mm single barrel or Gatling / 12.7 
mm single barrel / 20 mm cannon in pod) for self protection and attack. The NFH version may 
carry torpedoes (Mk.42, Mk.50 and MU90) and missiles (Marte Mk.II, AS-39 Exocet, AGM-
84A Harpoon, Sea Skua, Penguin, NSM) for ASuW and Anti Submarine Warfare (ASW) tasks. 
The cockpit seats and the cabin are armour protected against small calibre weapons. A wire 
strike protection system reduces vulnerability to horizontally strung wires and cables. It is a 
lightweight, maintenance free, passive system comprising of upper and lower cutting blades. The 
countermeasures comprises of the missile approach warning system, threat warning equipment 
with integrated radar warning & laser warning receivers and chaff & flare dispensers [205]. It 
also includes an obstacle warning system and infra-red suppression system. The MDS and 
GLIMS requirements for these systems are not in public domain, hence unidentifiable. 
• ECS: The ECS is supplied from the APU during ground operations and the engines during flight. 
It supplies the cabin, cockpit and avionics bay with cooling and heating. The MDS detects filter 
and fan clogging and records ECS pack operating times [143].  
The high level FMS design requirements based on the mechanical system technology is as follows:  
 Provisioning of sensor-based systems for mechanical / component failure detection;  
 Monitoring of overloading / overhear heating / leakages of mechanical / hydraulic systems; and  
 Detection and isolation of failures to mechanical system LRUs for first to third line maintenance.  
 
13.4.2.2 Avionic Systems 
It comprises of communication, navigation and flight control systems and includes its monitoring, 
diagnostics and detection of failures.  
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• Flight Control & Fly-by-Wire System: It is an all-electric actuation system with no 
mechanical back-up. The full authority quadruplex system architecture provides manoeuvrability 
by a 4-axis autopilot system. The system comprises of the Primary and Automatic flight control 
systems [142]. The MDS detects and records malfunctions of the flight control system devices, 
jamming of actuators and interface failures. Usage monitoring also covers the operating times of 
the equipment [143].  
• Core Avionic System: It is based on a dual MIL-STD-1553B digital databus [205] [206]. The 
cockpit has five 8‖ x 8‖ colour multifunction liquid crystal displays for flight control, mission 
systems and maintenance data. The MDS system monitors malfunctions of the core devices and 
detects interface failures. It also records the Built-in Test (BIT) results of the core system 
devices [143].  
• Mission Tactical Computer (Core Management): It is for on / off-board systems (mission 
management tasks). The system includes a gyroscopic standby horizon and display keyboard unit 
[143]. The system provides BIT / sensor results for status, health & usage monitoring and 
diagnosis.  
• Communication Identification System: The NH-90 platform includes an integrated 
communications and identification management system for air-to-air and air-to-ground 
communication [205]. The radio system comprises of two V-UHF and one HFF / SSB 
communication radio. It includes a VHF / UHF direction finder; data-link, secure intercom and 
IFF transponder. The IFF system also includes a combined interrogator transponder. The system 
provides BIT / sensor results for status, health & usage monitoring and diagnosis.  
• Navigation System: The system comprises of inertial & satellite navigation, Doppler speed 
sensor, radar altimeter, air data sensor and multi-mode receivers. It also includes a microwave 
landing system [205], and a mapping & tactical air navigation system for VHF Omni directional 
range / distance measuring equipment. The system provides BIT / sensor results for status, 
health & usage monitoring and diagnosis.  
• Data Transfer Device : It records & transfers maintenance information of the on-board 
maintenance data-base on a non-volatile card memory [143].  
The high level FMS design requirements based on the avionic system technology is as follows:  
 Provisioning of BIT facilities for serviceability status;  
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 Sensor based health & usage monitoring for diagnostics; and  
 Detection and isolation of failures to LRUs levels.  
 
13.4.2.3 Sensors 
The sensors assist in basic mission and flying tasks to reduce pilot workload and provide support in 
advanced missions.  
 Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) System: It comprises of a ‗Pathfinder‘ system to support 
tactical flying with no natural light requirements for Night Vision Goggles (NVG). It is of 
modular design and comprises of 14 line replaceable units for two-level field maintenance. 
Additionally, a ‗FLIR 111‘ System provides targeting and surveillance and is designed on a two-
axis steering platform. The thermal images may be presented on the pilot helmet mounted 
displays. The system is designed on a modular basis to support first to third line maintenance 
requirements. The MDS and GLIMS requirements for these systems are not in public domain, 
hence unidentifiable.  
 Helmet Mounted Display: The FLIR system is linked to the ‗TopOwl‘ binocular helmet 
mounted sight & display system with a 40° field-of-view. It provides essential flight control 
information in a head-up display [205]. The system is also used on the ARH and other helicopter 
platforms to support firing onboard weapon systems (rockets, guns & missiles), reduce pilot 
workload and enhance safety. The system is of modular design using one basic helmet per pilot 
and one display module per seat for low maintenance. The MDS and GLIMS requirements for 
these systems are not in public domain, hence unidentifiable.  
• Weather Radar: The Primus 701A system is a search and rescue system with colour displays. 
It has reduced electromagnetic interference emission & susceptibility. The radar provides 10kW 
transmitter power and a minimum detection range of 450 feet [207]. It is designed for low 
maintenance by providing enhanced redundancy and reduced number of LRUs. The MDS and 
GLIMS requirements for these systems are not in public domain, hence unidentifiable.  
The high level FMS design requirements based on the sensor technology is as follows:  
 Provisioning of modular design and line replaceable units for first / third line maintenance.  
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13.4.3 HUMS 
The design and development of the MRH helicopter includes the implementation of HUMS technology 
for condition-based maintenance [208]. The two key components of HUMS for the MRH are the 
ground and aerial system. These systems are referred as follows: a) Ground System – GLIMS; and 
Aerial System – MDS. The GLIMS provides the required information to initiate / perform the 
appropriate maintenance activities [209]. The MDS is to provide the required diagnostic & prognostic 
functions for maintenance and testability [143].  
The high level FMS design requirements based on the HUMS technology is as follows:  
 Collation of data for prognostics, diagnostics and maintenance.  
 
13.4.4 Structure 
The fuselage is an all-composite and crashworthy design based on MIL-STD-1290A and comprises of 
the fuselage, doors, nacelles & pylons, stabilisers and windows. It sustains a crash at 6m/s descend 
rate and holds crash resistant, self sealing fuel tanks and a three-point retractable and steerable 
crashworthy landing gear sustaining a 4m/s descend rate. The fuselage crash protection covers a 
10m/s (landing gear extended), and 7m/s (landing gear retracted) descend rate up to 11t helicopter 
weight.  
The composite structure provides high strength-to-weight, fatigue endurance, and corrosion resistance 
and enhanced malleability reduces the parts count and fastener / joint requirements [210]. Composites 
properties vary according to temperature, moisture content and component thickness and are 
vulnerable to hail / bird strikes.  
The NH-90 fuselage is manufactured in carbon fibre reinforced plastics, comprising of 60% carbon 
fibre and 40% resin [210]. The structure is designed in layered composite with varying fibre 
orientations. Sections exposed to high stress (landing gear) are supported by reinforcement layers. The 
NH-90 structural weight comprises of 85% composites.  
The MDS detects & records sensor failure and conducts flight spectrum computations. It monitors the 
flight duration, pressure altitude, temperature, weight, centre-of-gravity position & accelerations, 
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angular positions, overloads, platform cycles, and wind directions [143]. The rear ramp MDS data 
includes failure detection, ramp position, hatch position, winch cable status and system locks.  
The high level FMS design requirements based on the composite technology is as follows:  
 Monitoring of health & usage data and operational parameters for condition-based maintenance 
support; and  
 Provisioning of composite repair tools and equipment to support first to third line maintenance 
and line replacement units.  
 
13.4.5 Rotor 
The main rotor is of titanium design with four flared-tip (parabolic compound taper with anhedral) 
foldable composite blades [211]. A simplified rotor head design (‗spheriflex‘) increases damage & 
corrosion resistance, fatigue strength and reduces weight. The main rotor is fully articulated, using 
single spherical elastomeric bearings for blade pitch, lead-lag and flap. It also includes a set of 
elastomeric inter-blade lead-lag dampers located between two sleeves. The static and dynamic 
damping characteristics were matched to control ground resonance. The tail rotor comprises of a 
bearingless four-blade design with cross-beam hub. The rotors are connected to a rotor brake system 
and main, intermediate, tail gear & remote accessory gear boxes. The MDS records rotor turning times 
and torques [143].  
The composite blades provide enhanced aerodynamics, corrosion resistance, damage tolerance, greater 
fatigue strength and repairability. The blade design service life is 20,000 flight hours compared to 2,000 
flight hours for conventional metallic blades [212] and maintenance costs are 90% lower respectively 
[210]. It includes a lightning strike protection system with a wire mesh at the blade tip to drain electrical 
charges. The blades also include a de-icing system to support operations in -30 degree icing conditions 
according to Defence Standard DEF-STAN-00-970.  
The highlighted FMS design requirements based on the rotor are as follows:  
 Provisioning of rotor & blade servicing and maintenance infrastructure based on line 
replacement units / modules at various levels; and  
 Provisioning of rotor maintenance parameter data to cover balancing & loads, torque, mast 
bending moments, rpm measurement and blade strain [211].  
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13.4.6 Power Plant 
The MRH platform is powered by the Rolls-Royce Turbomeca RTM 322-01/9. The engines are for 
both the TTH and NFH variants of the platform. The APU is provided by Microturbo Division, Labinal 
Group for electrical engine starting and ground operation of the ECS.  
13.4.6.1 RTM322-01/9 Engine 
The engine comprises of five modules – Compressor & air intake, combustor & gas generator turbine, 
power turbine, power output shaft, and accessory gearbox. The engine includes a FADEC for control 
and management. It provides cockpit displays on engine speed and temperature information. It monitors 
the engine health and usage for diagnostics. Engine data & performance are analysed to forecast 
engine power deterioration, repair and replacement.  
The RTM322 maintenance management system is based on-condition with no periodic stipulation of 
overhauls. The MDS system detects & records pump and sensor failures, oil & fuel filter clogging and 
operating status. Usage monitoring includes low cycle fatigue count, creep life usage, exceedance 
monitoring and cycles & operating times. Health monitoring covers power & performance checks and 
vibration monitoring. It also monitors gears, bearings, the fuel management unit, and oil & fuel lines 
[143].  
The servicing and maintenance at organisational, intermediate and depot levels are as follows:  
 Operational Level Maintenance : On-aircraft engine servicing / maintenance includes 
changing a LRU and engine removal & replacement (by the operator). The stipulated installed 
engine recovery mean time to repair is 0.35 hours.  
 Intermediate Level Maintenance : Off-aircraft engine servicing and maintenance including 
module removal / replacement. The modules may be removed and replaced without engine 
rigging and testing. The rotating assemblies are pre-balanced within an engine module and use 
self-centralising curvic couplings without further balancing requirements. All critical dimensions 
and settings are pre-set eliminating dimensional matching of the modules during assembly; and  
 Depot Level Maintenance : Stripping of modules to components for replacement / repair, 
followed by re-building and testing. It receives modules rejected from the intermediate level 
maintenance and strips, cleans and inspects components. Unserviceable components may be 
replaced with new / repaired components and the module is rebuilt, tested and returned to an 
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intermediate level maintenance facility. The depot facility also re-builds and tests complete 
engines received from an operational level maintenance facility. A full RTM322 engine test 
bench is required at the depot facility. The mean time between unscheduled engine removals is 
3000+ hours.  
The highlighted FMS design requirements based on the RTM322-01/9 engine technology is as follows:  
 Provisioning of engine servicing and maintenance infrastructure based on line replacement units / 
modules at various levels; and  
 Monitoring of health and usage for prognostics, diagnosis and maintenance.  
13.4.6.2 Microturbo Saphir-100 APU 
The APU provides 100kW mechanical shaft power and compressed air for ECS ground operations. It 
includes a high power alternator for engine starting, electrical power supply to equipment for ground 
operation and a hydraulic pump for flight controls. It is connected to the platform remote accessory 
gear box and may be operated using all aviation fuels / oils.  
The Saphir-100 APU maintenance requirements are as follows:  
 Provisioning of APU line replacement units and spare parts in the inventory for first to third line 
maintenance.  
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13.5Appendix E: Preliminary System Design – System 
Relationship Analysis 
13.5.1 Level 1: Total System 
The relationships between the components and attributes at Level 1 of the system hierarchy are as 
follows:  
 Component & Component:  
 Platform Technology ↔ Schedule: The needs of operational support to the ‗Technology‘ 
are to be under a pre-defined ‗Schedule‘ to provide the appropriate ‗Infrastructure‘. 
Hence, a relationship between the components ‗Platform‘ and ‗Schedule‘ is required for 
dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) 
‗Scheduling‘; b) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘; and c) ‗Data Management‘.  
 Infrastructure ↔ Schedule: To deliver operational support as scheduled, there is a 
requirement for an appropriate ‗Infrastructure‘. Hence, a relationship between the 
components ‗Schedule‘ and ‗Infrastructure‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the 
defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘; b) ‗Infrastructure 
Management‘; c) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘; and d) ‗Data Management‘.  
 Platform Technology ↔ Infrastructure: The Technology Needs of the Platform dictate the 
required Infrastructure for the scheduled operational support in the environment. Hence, a 
relationship between the components ‗Platform‘ and ‗Infrastructure‘ is required for 
dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) 
‗Scheduling‘; b) ‗Infrastructure Management‘; c) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘; and d) 
‗Data Management‘. 
 Attribute & Attribute :  
 Prognostics & Diagnostics ↔ Preventive & Corrective Action: The ‗Prognostics & 
Diagnostics‘ Technological needs govern the ‗Preventive & Corrective‘ actions based on 
health, usage and status data. Hence, a relationship between the attribute ‗Prognostics & 
Diagnostics‘ of the ‗Platform component‘ and ‗Preventive & Corrective‘ action of the 
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‗Schedule component‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet 
management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘; b) ‗Decision Support‘; c) ‗Tracking 
& Recordkeeping‘; and d) ‗Data Management‘.  
 Maintenance Action ↔ Readiness: The technological needs for ‗Maintenance Actions‘ on 
the component platform to meet the stipulated ‗Schedule‘ of ‗Readiness‘ will provide the 
required fleet management capability. Hence, a relationship between the attributes 
‗Maintenance Action‘ and ‗Readiness‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the 
defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘; b) ‗Tracking & 
Recordkeeping‘; and c) ‗Data Management‘.  
 Troops / Cargo / Equipment / Tactical Support / Training / Armed Recce‘ ↔ Rate-of-
Effort: The system & availability needs of the component ‗Platform‘ for ‗Troops / Cargo / 
Equipment / Tactical Support / Training / Armed Recce‘ dictate the ‗Rate-of-Effort‘. 
Hence, a relationship between the attributes ‗Troops / Cargo / Equipment / Tactical 
Support / Training / Armed Recce‘ and ‗Rate-of-Effort‘ is required for dataflow / control 
to meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘; b) ‗Decision 
Support‘; c) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘; d) ‗Data Management‘; and e) 
‗Interoperability‘.  
 Troops / Cargo / Equipment / Tactical Support / Training / Armed Recce‘ ↔ Deployment 
/ Basing / Protection: The operation support needs is to deploy / base / protect the 
component ‗Platform‘ to accomplish the ‗Troops / Cargo / Equipment / Tactical Support / 
Training / Armed Recce‘ in the stipulated operational environments. Hence, there is a 
relationship between these roles & missions to the ‗Deployment / Basing / Protection‘ 
required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design requirement 
of: a) ‗Scheduling‘; b) ‗Infrastructure Management‘; c) ‗Decision Support‘; d) ‗Data 
Management‘; and e) ‗Interoperability‘.  
 Manoeuvrability & Survivability / Electromagnetic Compatibility ↔ Deployment / Basing / 
Protection: The operations support needs is to deploy / base / protect the component 
‗Platform‘ with allied forces requires ‗Manoeuvrability & Survivability / Electromagnetic 
Compatibility‘ in the stipulated operational environments. Hence, a relationship between 
the attributes ‗Manoeuvrability & Survivability / Electromagentic Compatibility‘ and the 
‗Deployment / Basing / Protection‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined 
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fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Interoperability‘; b) ‗Decision Support‘; c) 
‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘; and d) ‗Data Management‘.  
 Flexibility ↔ Cost Effectiveness: The degree of ‗Flexibility‘ in the operation support and 
platform availability involving contractor management governs the ‗Cost Effectiveness‘. 
Hence, a relationship between the attributes ‗Flexibility‘ and ‗Cost Effectiveness‘ is 
required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design requirement 
of: a) ‗Third Party Provisions‘; b) ‗Decision Support‘; c) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘; 
and d) ‗Data Management‘.  
 Maintenance Action ↔ Logistic Support: The ‗Maintenance Action‘ on the component 
platform requires the appropriate ‗Logistic Support‘ to provide a fleet management 
capability. Hence, a relationship between the attributes ‗Maintenance Action‘ and 
‗Logistic Support‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management 
design requirement of: a) ‗Infrastructure Management‘; b) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘; 
and c) ‗Data Management‘.  
 Component & Attribute :  
 Platform / Infrastructure ↔ Training: The operation & support needs and the environment 
govern the ‗Training‘ requirements with respect to ‗Platform & Infrastructure‘. Hence, a 
relationship between the components ‗Platform & Infrastructure‘ and the attribute 
‗Training‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design 
requirement of: a) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘; b) ‗Regulatory Compliance & 
Airworthiness‘; and c) ‗Data Management‘.  
 Platform ↔ Logistic Support / Mission Support: The ‗Platform‘ technology governs the 
‗Logistic‘ and ‗Mission Support‘ needs to provide the required infrastructure support. 
Hence, a relationship between the component ‗Platform‘ and the attributes ‗Logistic 
Support‘ and ‗Mission Support‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet 
management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘; b) ‗Infrastructure Management‘; and 
c) ‗Data Management‘.  
 Platform ↔ Maintenance Support / Mission Planning: The ‗Platform‘ technology governs 
the ‗Maintenance Support‘ and ‗Mission Planning‘ schedules to establish the operations & 
support schedules. Hence, a relationship between the component ‗Platform‘ and the 
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attributes ‗Logistic Support‘ and ‗Mission Support‘ is required for dataflow / control to 
meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘; b) 
‗Infrastructure Management‘; c) ‗Data Management‘; and d) ‗Tracking & 
Recordkeeping‘. 
13.5.2 Level 2: Platform, Infrastructure and Schedule Systems 
The relationships between the components and attributes at Level 2 of the system hierarchy are as 
follows:  
 Platform (Component & Component):  
 Structure ↔ Power Plant: The ‗Power Plant‘ provides the propulsive power for the role 
& mission support needs and it needs to be housed in the ‗Structure‘. Hence, a 
relationship between the components ‗Structure‘ and ‗Power Plant‘ is required for 
dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) 
‗Scheduling‘ the maintenance actions covering platform, personnel and equipment; and b) 
‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘ of platform power plant maintenance, status, usage & 
exceedance data.  
 Power Plant ↔ Rotor: The propulsive power for the ‗Rotor‘ is provided by the ‗Power 
Plants‘ for the role & mission support needs. Hence, a relationship between the 
components ‗Power Plant‘ and ‗Rotor‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the 
defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘ the maintenance actions 
covering platform, personnel and equipment; and b) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘ of 
platform rotor system maintenance, status, usage & exceedance data.  
 Structure ↔ Mechanical & Avionic Systems: The platform ‗Structure‘ provides the 
housing for the various ‗Mechanical & Avionic Systems‘ to support the roles & missions 
and for the prognostics & diagnostics of the system of the platform to meet the platform 
availability needs. Hence, a relationship between the components ‗Structure‘ and 
‗Mechanical & Avionic Systems‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined 
fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘ the maintenance actions 
covering platform, personnel and equipment; and b) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘ of 
platform systems maintenance, status, usage & exceedance data.  
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 Structure ↔ Payload: The mission systems ‗Payload‘ for the designated role & mission is 
to be housed on the airframe (internal / external) ‗Structure‘. Hence, a relationship 
between the components ‗Structure‘ and ‗Payload‘ is required for dataflow / control to 
meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘ the 
maintenance actions covering platform, personnel and equipment; and b) ‗Tracking & 
Recordkeeping‘ of platform mission payload systems maintenance, status, usage & 
exceedance data.  
 Platform (Attribute & Attribute):  
 Survivability ↔ Protection, Signature, Noise, Power Margins, Self-Defence: The platform 
‗Survivability‘ in the operational environments is governed by armour ‗Protection‘, the 
acoustic & radar ‗Signatures‘, the engine emergency ‗Power Margins‘ and the 
countermeasures for ‗Self-Defence‘. Hence, a relationship between the attributes 
‗Survivability‘ and ‗Protection, Signature, Noise, Power Margins, and Self-Defence‘ is 
required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design requirement 
of: a) ‗Interoperability‘ of operations, processes & procedures and support; and b) 
‗Decision Support‘ through data reporting & analysis and risk management assessing 
platform airworthiness, crew qualification and the operational environment.  
 Platform (Component & Attribute):  
 Structure, Power Plant, Rotor, Mechanical & Avionic Systems ↔ Health, Usage & 
Status Monitoring: The technology is to be scheduled for condition based maintenance 
according to ‗Health, Usage & Status Monitoring‘ data to meet the platform support & 
availability needs [143, 213]. Hence, a relationship between the components ‗Structure, 
Power Plant, Rotor, Mechanical & Avionic Systems‘ and the attribute ‗Prognostics & 
Diagnostics‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management 
design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘ of the maintenance actions covering platform, 
personnel and equipment; and b) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘ of platform system, status, 
usage & exceedance data.  
 Infrastructure (Component & Component):  
 Personnel ↔ Operating Base: The ‗Personnel‘ comprising of ground & air crews to meet 
the role & mission support needs are to be located appropriately at the ‗Operating Bases‘ 
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in the various operational environments. Hence, a relationship between the components 
‗Personnel‘ and ‗Operating Base‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined 
fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Infrastructure Management‘ at the operating 
bases covering personnel; b) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘ of personnel data covering 
qualifications, licenses and medicals; and c) ‗Regulatory Compliance & Airworthiness‘ of 
personnel records in logbooks.  
 Equipment ↔ Operating Base: The ‗Equipment‘ for platform role & mission support is to 
be appropriately deployed at the ‗Operating Bases‘ in the various operational 
environments. Hence, a relationship between the components ‗Equipment‘ and ‗Operating 
Base‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design 
requirement of: a) ‗Infrastructure Management‘ at the operating bases covering 
equipment and spare parts control & forecast; and b) ‗Decision Support‘ for operational 
environment risk assessment.  
 Personnel ↔ Equipment: The ‗Personnel‘ operating the ‗Equipment‘ for role & mission 
support at the operating bases needs to be in accordance to their trade and operational 
environments. Hence, a relationship between the components ‗Personnel‘ and 
‗Equipment‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management 
design requirement of: a) ‗Infrastructure Management‘ at the operating bases covering 
control & forecast of equipment and its associated personnel; b) ‗Tracking & 
Recordkeeping‘ of the personnel data covering qualifications, licenses and medicals; and 
c) ‗Regulatory Compliance & Airworthiness‘ of the personnel records in logbooks.  
 Infrastructure (Attribute & Attribute):  
 Forward Deployment, Maintenance Facilities ↔ Logistics, Contingency & Forward 
Support: The platform role & mission support and Infrastructure availability needs will 
require ‗Logistics, Contingency & Forward Support‘, during deployments at forward 
maintenance bases with allied forces in the various operating environments. Hence, a 
relationship between the attributes ‗Forward Deployment, Maintenance Facilities‘ and 
‗Logistics, Contingency & Forward Support‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the 
defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘ the maintenance actions 
covering platform, personnel and equipment, b) ‗Infrastructure Management‘ at the 
forward operating bases covering equipment & spare parts, c) ‗Interoperability‘ of 
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operations, processes & procedures, and support; and d) ‗Third Party Provisions‘ through 
contractor based support, work order management and commercial transactions.  
 Infrastructure (Component & Attribute):  
 Equipment ↔ Hangar Space: The Infrastructure availability needs of ‗Hangar Space‘ for 
the ‗Equipment‘ is critical to attain the role & mission support needs. Hence, a relationship 
between the component ‗Equipment‘ and attribute ‗Hangar Space‘ is required for 
dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) 
‗Infrastructure Management‘ providing control & forecast of equipment and spare parts; 
and b) ‗Interoperability‘ of the support.  
 Personnel & Equipment ↔ Forward Deployment: The ‗Personnel‘ and ‗Equipment‘ 
despatched to ‗Forward Deployments‘ with allied forces depends on the role & mission 
support needs. Hence, a relationship between the component ‗Personnel & Equipment‘ 
and ‗Forward Deployment‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet 
management design requirement of: a) ‗Infrastructure Management‘ providing control & 
forecast of personnel, equipment and spare parts; and b) ‗Interoperability‘ of operations, 
processes & procedures, and support.  
 Schedule (Component & Component):  
 Aircraft ↔ Personnel: The schedule & availability needs dictate the ‗Aircraft‘ and 
‗Personnel‘ schedules to meet the stipulated readiness benchmarks. Hence, a relationship 
between the component ‗Aircraft‘ and ‗Personnel‘ is required for dataflow / control to 
meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘ of the 
operations and maintenance covering platform & personnel; b) ‗Infrastructure 
Management‘ through control & forecast of personnel; c) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘ of 
the platform & personnel data covering qualifications, licenses and medicals; and d) 
‗Regulatory Compliance & Airworthiness‘ of personnel records & platform configuration.  
 Aircraft ↔ Equipment: The schedule & availability needs dictate the ‗Aircraft‘ and 
‗Equipment‘ schedules to meet the stipulated readiness benchmarks. Hence, a relationship 
between the component ‗Aircraft‘ and ‗Equipment‘ is required for dataflow / control to 
meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘ of the platform 
operations, b) ‗Infrastructure Management‘ covering control & forecast of equipment & 
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spare parts, c) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘ of platform operations & maintenance data; 
and d) ‗Regulatory Compliance & Airworthiness‘ of platform configuration.  
 Personnel ↔ Equipment: The schedule & availability needs of the ‗Personnel‘ and 
‗Equipment‘ need to match the stipulated scheduled operations & support activities. 
Hence, a relationship between the component ‗Aircraft‘ and ‗Equipment‘ is required for 
dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) 
‗Scheduling‘ of the maintenance actions covering platform, personnel & equipment, b) 
‗Infrastructure Management‘ providing control & forecast of personnel and equipment; 
and c) ‗Regulatory Compliance & Airworthiness‘ of the personnel records in logbooks.  
 Schedule (Attribute  & Attribute):  
 Platform Assignment, Availability, Readiness & Rate-of-Effort ↔ Availability, 
Qualification & Readiness: The ‗Platform Assignment‘, its ‗Availability, Readiness & 
Rate-of-Effort‘ is to match the equipment ‗Availability‘ and personnel ‗Qualification & 
Readiness‘ to meet the stipulated schedule & availability needs. Hence, a relationship 
between the attributes of the platform (‗Assignment, Availability, Readiness & Rate-of-
Effort‘), equipment (‗Availability & Readiness‘), and personnel (‗Qualification‘) is 
required for dataflow / control to meet the defined fleet management design requirement 
of: a) ‗Scheduling‘ of operations & maintenance covering platform and personnel, and b) 
‗Regulatory Compliance & Airworthiness‘ of the personnel records and platform status & 
configuration.  
 Platform Maintenance Induction Rate, Downtime & Airworthiness ↔ Spare Parts 
Availability: The aircraft ‗Maintenance Induction Rate, Downtime & Airworthiness‘ is 
governed by the ‗Spare Parts Availability‘ and logistic support activities. Hence, a 
relationship between the attributes ‗Platform Maintenance Induction Rate, Downtime & 
Airworthiness‘ and ‗Spare Parts Availability‘ is required for dataflow / control to meet the 
defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘ of the maintenance 
actions covering platform, personnel & equipment, b) ‗Infrastructure Management‘ 
providing control & forecast of equipment and spare parts, c) ‗Regulatory Compliance & 
Airworthiness‘ of the platform records through status & airworthiness control and 
configuration management; and d) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘ of the platform 
maintenance data.  
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 Platform Contingency Schedule, Rate-of-Effort ↔ Operational Support, Equipment 
Contingency Schedule: The ‗Platform Contingency Schedule‘ and ‗Rate-of-Effort‘ for the 
roles & missions during contingency deployments needs to be supported by the 
‗Equipment Contingency Schedule‘ to provide ‗Operational Support‘. Hence, a 
relationship between the attributes ‗Platform Contingency Schedule & Rate-of-Effort‘ and 
‗Operational Support & Equipment Contingency Schedule‘ is required for dataflow / 
control to meet the defined fleet management design requirement of: a) ‗Scheduling‘ for 
operations & maintenance covering platform & personnel, b) ‗Decision Support‘ through 
data reporting & analysis and risk management assessing platform airworthiness & the 
operational environment; and c) ‗Tracking & Recordkeeping‘ of the platform operations 
& maintenance data.  
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Figure 13-8: System Relationship Analysis – Level 1 
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Figure 13-9: System Relationships of ‘Platform’ – Level 2 
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Figure 13-10: System Relationships of ‘Infrastructure’ – Level 2 
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Figure 13-11: System Relationships of ‘Schedule’ – Level 2 
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13.6Appendix F: Preliminary System Design – System 
Framework Sub-Modules 
13.6.1 Analysis Base – Sub-Process 
The sub-module of the analysis base and its sub-process is as follows.  
Maintenance, Operations and Facilities Schedules 
The routine & non-routine maintenance and operational tasks provide the base to establish the 
maintenance, operations and facility schedules as follows: a) maintenance & facility schedules based 
on automated & manual inputs, and b) operations based on manual inputs (Sec. 5.7.2). The process 
extracts the task details (task type, start & end dates, aircraft ID, facility name), and based on the task 
type (maintenance / operations), the process consequently populates the maintenance & facility floor 
schedules, or operations schedule with the scheduled tasks. The maintenance, operations and facilities 
schedules sub-module framework is presented in Figure 13-12.  
Start
End
Database
Get Task Details 
(Type, Start & End 
Date, Aircraft ID, 
Facility Name)
Get routine and 
non-routine 
Maintenance & 
Operational Tasks
For each Task
Task Type is 
Operations or 
Maintenance?
Operations
Maintenance
Record Task in 
Operations 
Schedule
Record Task in 
Maintenance 
Schedule
Record Task in 
Facility Schedule
 
Figure 13-12: FMS Sub-Framework – Maintenance, Operations and Facilities Schedules 
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13.6.2 User Interface Sub-Processes 
Scheduling 
The scheduling sub-module provides schedule consistency & data integrity verification, and data 
management of scheduled tasks:  
 Schedule Consistency & Data Integrity Verification: The process analyses the 
maintenance, operations, and facility schedules to identify maintenance facility floor over-
loadings, incomplete schedule database records, maintenance tasks due for service, and task 
over-loadings in the schedules. The results are displayed in a notification window and enable 
access to the data management capability for correction of incomplete records.  
 Data Management: The process provides data management and tracking & recordkeeping 
capabilities to create new tasks / items, and manage existing records on maintenance, operations 
and facility schedules. The data management and tracking & recordkeeping frameworks are 
presented in Sec. 13.6.2.  
The scheduling sub-module framework is presented in Figure 13-13.  
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Figure 13-13: FMS Sub-Framework – Scheduling 
Infrastructure Management 
The infrastructure management sub-module is for identification, analysis, and data management of 
infrastructure requirements, comprising of personnel, equipment and logistic support:  
 Infrastructure Analysis : The process identifies the personnel, equipment and logistic support 
requirements for routine and non-routine tasks from predefined requirements lists. It verifies the 
local infrastructure availability against the requirements and presents the availability / 
unavailability to the user to implement the required actions.  
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 Data Management: The process provides data management and tracking & recordkeeping 
capabilities to create new tasks / items, and manage existing infrastructure records. The data 
management and tracking & recordkeeping frameworks are presented in Sec. 13.6.2.  
The infrastructure management sub-module framework is presented in Figure 13-14.  
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Figure 13-14: FMS Sub-Framework – Infrastructure Management 
Decision Support 
The sub-module provides a decision support capability by conducting analysis of historic records on 
maintenance, infrastructure & crew scheduling, and risk management for unscheduled events.  
 Data Analysis : The process analyses and displays platform and infrastructure availability as 
follows:  
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 Platform Availability: The process generates platform availability figures by verifying the 
number of available aircraft for operations at each calendar date in the schedule. It 
returns a graph displaying the availability to assess operational readiness; and  
 Infrastructure Availability: The process calculates the availability by counting the number 
of personnel per location covering both, air & ground crews. Subsequently, it returns a 
graph displaying the personnel availability at each home base.  
 Risk Management: The process provides a checklist-type risk assessment on platform 
airworthiness, crew qualification, and operational environment based on manual user inputs. It 
identifies and displays the associated risk levels.  
The decision support sub-module framework is presented in Figure 13-15.  
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Figure 13-15: FMS Sub-Framework – Decision Support 
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Third Party Provisions and Regulatory Compliance  
The Third Party Provisions and the Regulatory Compliance sub-modules provide the capability to obtain 
notifications on due tasks / items to meet the commercial and airworthiness system functionalities 
respectively. Based on a user-specified notification interval, the sub-modules identify tasks / items in 
the database due for processing, and provide notifications. The modules also provide data management 
and tracking & recordkeeping capabilities to create new tasks / items, and manage existing third party 
and airworthiness records. The data management and tracking & recordkeeping frameworks are 
presented in Sec. 13.6.2.  
 Third Party Provisions : The process manages and reports contractor-based support tasks, 
work orders and commercial transactions due for processing within the user-specified time 
interval; and  
 Regulatory Compliance : The process manages and reports ADs, SBs and EOs due for 
processing within the user-specified time interval. The module also manages and reports crew & 
medical licenses, and pilot logbooks.  
The Third Party Provisions and Regulatory Compliance frameworks are presented in Figure 13-16 
and Figure 13-17.  
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Figure 13-16: FMS Sub-Framework – Third 
Party Provisions 
Figure 13-17: FMS Sub-Framework – 
Regulatory Compliance 
Interoperability 
The interoperability sub-module provides data management and tracking & recordkeeping capabilities 
to create new, and manage existing interoperability standards implemented in the FMS. The data 
management and tracking & recordkeeping frameworks are presented in Sec. 13.6.2.  
The interoperability framework is presented in Figure 13-18.  
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Figure 13-18: FMS Sub-Framework – Interoperability 
Data Management 
The data management sub-module provides a data administration capability on new and existing data 
records stored in the database. The process loads & displays database records, and provides a data 
record editing, deletion, and creation capability. Following the data management process, the data 
records are to be recorded in the database module for update by the tracking & recordkeeping module.  
The data management framework is presented in Figure 13-19.  
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Figure 13-19: FMS Sub-Framework – Data Management 
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Tracking & Recordkeeping 
The tracking & recordkeeping sub-module provides a data verification & data storage capability. It 
analyses new and existing data records for data consistency & integrity, and provides warnings on 
invalid / out of range data inputs. Incomplete / invalid data requires manual user inputs to modify the 
record for re-verification. Consistent & complete data records are recorded in the database.  
The tracking & recordkeeping framework is presented in Figure 13-20.  
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Figure 13-20: FMS Sub-Framework – Tracking & Recordkeeping 
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13.7Appendix G: Detailed System Design – Database Tables 
13.7.1 Aircrews Table (DB01Aircrews) 
The ‗Aircrews‘ database table (DB01Aircrews) contains information on the air crews for operations 
scheduling, infrastructure management, data management and regulatory compliance. There are 
referential constraints to the fields & tables:  
 Location Code : DB10MaintenanceFacilities, and  
 Make & Version: DB03AircraftSpecifications.  
Table 13-1 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-1: Table Fields – DB01Aircrews  
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Staff ID PK nchar(6) 
Unique identifier starting with ‗e‘ followed by a 5-
digit number.  
Family Name  nvarchar(100) Family name of aircrew member. 
Given Name  nvarchar(100) Given name of aircrew member.  
Location Code FK nvarchar(7) 
Unique facility identification code, from 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities (Sec. 13.7.10).  
Address  nvarchar(100) Residential address.  
Date of Birth  smalldatetime Date of birth.  
Commenced  smalldatetime Date of commencement in current position.  
Medical Expiry  smalldatetime Expiry date of current type licence.  
License Expiry  smalldatetime Expiry date of current medical certificate.  
Make & Version FK nvarchar(50) 
Aircraft version crew member is certified for, 
from DB03AircraftSpecifications (Sec. 13.7.3).  
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Pilot  bit 
Crewmember is certified pilot on aircraft type: 
Yes / No.  
Tactical 
Commander 
 bit 
Crewmember is certified tactical commander / 
co-pilot on aircraft type: Yes / No.  
Sensor Operator  bit 
Crewmember is certified sensor operator on 
aircraft type: Yes / No.  
Loadmaster  bit 
Crewmember is certified loadmaster on aircraft 
type: Yes / No.  
Instructor  bit 
Crewmember is certified instructor on aircraft 
type: Yes / No.  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
13.7.2 Aircraft Fleet Table (DB02AircaftFleet) 
The ‗Aircraft Fleet‘ database table (DB02AircaftFleet) contains information on the aircraft fleet for 
maintenance & operations scheduling and data management. There are referential constraints to the 
fields & tables:  
 Make & Version: DB03AircraftSpecifications, and  
 Unit Name : DB14OperatingUnits.  
Table 13-2 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-2: Table Fields – DB02AircaftFleet 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Registration PK nchar(7) Unique aircraft tail number (MRH-90 
registrations are ‗A40-001‘ to ‗A40-046‘). 
Make & Version FK nvarchar(50) Aircraft model / version (from 
DB03AircraftSpecifications, Sec. 13.7.3).  
Block Number  tinyint Production block number.  
Unit Name FK nvarchar(100) Operating unit name the aircraft is assigned to 
(from DB14OperatingUnits, Sec. 13.7.14).  
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Current AFHRS  real The number of current AFHRS.  
Delivery Date   smalldatetime Aircraft delivery date.  
 
13.7.3 Aircraft Specifications Table (DB03AircraftSpecifications) 
The ‗Aircraft Specifications‘ database table (DB03AircraftSpecifications) contains information on the 
aircraft technical specifications for regulatory compliance and data management. Table 13-3 specifies 
the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-3: Table Fields – DB03AircraftSpecifications 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Make & Version PK nvarchar(50) Unique aircraft model and version.  
Cruise Speed  tinyint 
Economical cruise speeds in Knots (MRH-90: 
140 kts).  
Range  smallint 
Unrefueled range in Nautical Miles (MRH-90: 
432 nm).  
Ferry Range  smallint 
Max unrefueled range in Nautical Miles (MRH-
90: 648 nm).  
Internal Payload  smallint 
Internal cargo capacity in Pounds (MRH-90: 5510 
lbs).  
External Payload  smallint 
Internal cargo capacity in Pounds (MRH-90: 8818 
lbs).  
MTOW  int 
Maximum Take-off Weight (MRH-90: 22370 
lbs).  
Endurance  real 
Maximum endurance at typical mission gross 
weight (22045 lbs) (MRH-90: 04:35 h).  
Max Internal Fuel  smallint 
Maximum internal fuel capacity (MRH-90: 4486 
lbs).  
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13.7.4 Airfields Table (DB04Airfields) 
The ‗Airfields‘ database table (DB04Airfields) contains information on domestic and overseas airfields 
for operations scheduling, infrastructure management and data management. The table includes the 
maintenance facilities (land bases and capable ships). Table 13-4 specifies the data field names, keys, 
and field types & size.  
Table 13-4: Table Fields – DB04Airfields 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Location Name PK nvarchar(100) 
Unique identifying name. List contains 633 
Australian and major overseas airports, air bases, 
airfields, helipads and rotary-wing capable ships.  
ICAO  nvarchar(5) 
Unique ICAO code for airport / base (if 
available).  
IATA  nchar(3) 
Unique IATA code for airport / base (if 
available).  
City / Town  nvarchar(100) City / location in which airport / base is located.  
State  nvarchar(3) State in which airport / base is located.  
Country  nvarchar(20) Country in which airport / base is located.  
Military  bit Airport / base is operated by military (Yes / No).  
Service  nvarchar(4) 
Primary service using the base (RAAF, Army 
Avitation (AAvn), or RAN).  
Civil  bit Airport / base is civil (Yes / No).  
Airport  bit Facility is an airport (Yes / No).  
Ship  bit Airport / base is on ship (Yes / No).  
Helipad  bit Airport / base is a helipad (Yes / No).  
Fuel  bit Fuel is available (Yes / No).  
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13.7.5 Equipment Table (DB05Equipment) 
The ‗Equipment‘ database table (DB05Equipment) contains information on aircraft maintenance and 
operations support equipment for infrastructure management and data management. There is a 
referential constraint to the field & table:  
 Make & Version: DB03AircraftSpecifications.  
Table 13-5 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-5: Table Fields – DB05Equipment 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Equipment ID PK nvarchar(10) 
Unique equipment ID number starting with ‗Eqp-‗ 
followed by a 5 digit integer number.  
Equipment 
Designation 
 nvarchar(200) Equipment designation / name.  
Make & Version FK nvarchar(50) 
Aircraft model & version (from 
DB03AircraftSpecifications, Sec. 13.7.3).  
Manufacturer  nvarchar(100) Manufacturer name.  
Maintenance 
Support 
 bit Equipment is for maintenance support (Yes / No).  
Operations 
Support 
 bit Equipment is for operations support (Yes / No).  
YPED  int Number available at RAAF Edinburgh.  
YBTL  int Number available at RAAF Townsville.  
YSNW  int Number available at HMAS Albatross.  
YSHW  int Number available at RAAF Holsworthy Barraks.  
YBOK  int Number available at Oakey AAvnTC.  
R1  int Number required for R1 Servicing.  
R2  int Number required for R2 Servicing.  
R3  int Number required for R3 Servicing.  
R4  int Number required for R4Servicing.  
R5  int Number required for R5Servicing.  
R6  int Number required for R6 Servicing.  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
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13.7.6 Exceedance Parameters (DB06ExceedanceParameters) 
The ‗Exceedance Parameters‘ database table (DB06ExceedanceParameters) contains information on 
the aircraft exceedance parameters for condition based maintenance scheduling and data management. 
There are referential constraints to the fields & tables:  
 THR1 / THR2 Maintenance Servicing: DB11MaintenanceServicings, and  
 THR1 / THR2 Maintenance Task Type : DB17TaskList.  
Table 13-6 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-6: Table Fields – DB06ExceedanceParameters [214] 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Exceedance 
Parameter ID 
PK nvarchar(10) 
Unique Exceedance Parameter ID number 
starting with the Major Item Name (MI_Name) 
followed by a 5 digit integer number.  
MI_Name  nvarchar(10) 
Major Item (MI) identifier for system type 
(‗ENG‘ for engine, ‗HYD‘ for Hydraulics, ‗ROT‘ 
for rotor, etc.).  
Parameter Name  nvarchar(100) Description of parameter.  
Unit  nvarchar(10) Unit the parameter is measured in.  
THR1  real 
Threshold level 1 of parameter for imitation of 
corrective action.  
THR2  real 
Threshold level 2 of parameter for imitation of 
corrective action.  
Parameter 1  nvarchar(500) Company internal reference section.  
Parameter 2  nvarchar(500) Company internal reference section.  
Parameter 3  nvarchar(500) Company internal reference section.  
Parameter 4  nvarchar(500) Company internal reference section.  
THR1 Maintenance 
Task Type 
FK nvarchar(100) 
Maintenance task type to be initiated after THR1 
exceedance (from DB17TaskList, Sec. 13.7.17).  
THR1 Maintenance 
Servicing 
FK nvarchar(500) 
Maintenance servicing to be initiated after THR1 
exceedance (from DB11MaintenanceServicings, 
Sec. 13.7.11).  
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THR2 
Maintenance Task 
Type 
FK nvarchar(500) 
Maintenance task to be initiated after THR2 
exceedance (from DB17TaskList, Sec. 13.7.17).  
THR2 
Maintenance 
Servicing 
FK nvarchar(500) 
Maintenance servicing to be initiated when THR2 
is exceeded (from DB11MaintenanceServicings, 
Sec. 13.7.11).  
 
13.7.7 Interoperability (DB07Interoperability) 
The ‗Interoperability‘ database table (DB07Interoperability) contains information on interoperability 
standards for interoperable operations, processes & procedures and support [215] and data 
management. Table 13-7 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-7: Table Fields – DB07Interoperability [215] 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
DED 
PK smallint Unique Interoperability ID number (DED: Data 
Element Definition). 
Data Element Title   nvarchar(100) Name / title of the interoperability element.  
Remarks 
 ntext Definition of the interoperability element with 
details on interoperability standards / conventions.  
 
13.7.8 Maintenance Crew Qualifications Table (DB08MaintenanceCrew 
Qualifications) 
The ‗Maintenance Crew Qualifications‘ database table (DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications) 
contains information on maintenance crew skill levels for infrastructure management, regulatory 
compliance, maintenance scheduling and data management [129]. Table 13-8 specifies the data field 
names, keys, and field types & size.  
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Table 13-8: Table Fields – DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications [129] 
Field Name Key 
Field 
Type 
Description 
Skill Level PK 
nvarchar 
(100) 
Unique maintenance skill level [129].  
Army  bit The skill level is used by the Army (Yes / No).  
Air Force  bit The skill level is used by the Air Force (Yes / No).  
Navy  bit The skill level is used by the Navy (Yes / No).  
Civilian Contractor  bit 
The skill level is used by civilian contractors (Yes / 
No).  
Certification Level 1  bit 
The skill level is authorised for certification level 1 
(Yes / No).  
Certification Level 2  bit 
The skill level is authorised for certification level 2 
(Yes / No).  
Certification Level 3  bit 
The skill level is authorised for certification level 3 
(Yes / No).  
R1  int 
The number of personnel with the skill level required 
to complete an R1 servicing. No requirement: ‗0‘.  
R2  int 
The number of personnel with the skill level required 
to complete an R2 servicing. No requirement: ‗0‘.  
R3  int 
The number of personnel with the skill level required 
to complete an R3 servicing. No requirement: ‗0‘.  
R4  int 
The number of personnel with the skill level required 
to complete an R4 servicing. No requirement: ‗0‘.  
R5  int 
The number of personnel with the skill level required 
to complete an R5 servicing. No requirement: ‗0‘.  
R6  int 
The number of personnel with the skill level required 
to complete an R6 servicing. No requirement: ‗0‘.  
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13.7.9 Maintenance Crews Table (DB09MaintenanceCrews) 
The ‗Maintenance Crews‘ database table (DB09MaintenanceCrews) contains information on 
maintenance crew details for infrastructure management, maintenance scheduling, and data 
management. There are referential constraints to the fields & tables:  
 Location Code : DB10MaintenanceFacilities,  
 Make & Version: DB03AircraftSpecifications, and  
 Skill Level 1/2/3: DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications.  
Table 13-9 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-9: Table Fields – DB09MaintenanceCrews 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Staff ID PK nchar(6) Unique identifier starting with ‗m‘ followed by a 5-
digit number.  
Family Name  nvarchar(100) Family name of staff member.  
Given Name  nvarchar(100) First name of staff member.  
Location Code FK nvarchar(7) Home base where staff member is permanently 
located (land bases only, from 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities, Sec. 13.7.10).  
Address  nvarchar(100) Street address of staff member.  
Date of Birth  smalldatetime Date of birth of staff member.  
Commenced  smalldatetime Date when staff member commenced current 
occupation.  
License Expiry  smalldatetime Expiry date of current type license.  
Make & Version FK nvarchar(50) Aircraft make & version staff member is certified 
for (from DB03AircraftSpecifications, Sec. 13.7.3).  
Skill Level 1 FK nvarchar(100) Basic skill level staff member holds (from 
DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications, Sec. 13.7.8).  
Skill Level 2 FK nvarchar(100) Secondary skill level (Optional: If only one skill level 
is current, fill field with skill level 1) (from 
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DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications, Sec. 13.7.8).  
Skill Level 3 FK nvarchar(100) Tertiary skill level (Optional: If only one / two skill 
levels are current, fill field with skill levels 1 / 2) 
(from DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications, Sec. 
13.7.8).  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
 
13.7.10Maintenance Facilities Table (DB10MaintenanceFacilities) 
The ‗Maintenance Facilities‘ database table (DB10MaintenanceFacilities) contains information on 
maintenance facilities for infrastructure management, maintenance scheduling and data management. 
There is a referential constraint to the field & table:  
 Unit Name : DB14OperatingUnits.  
Table 13-10 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-10: Table Fields – DB10MaintenanceFacilities 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Location Code PK nvarchar(7) 
Unique maintenance location identifier (land bases; 
ICAO code, ships: ship code).  
Location Name  nvarchar(100) Name of the airport / ship.  
Home Unit Name FK nvarchar(100) 
Name of operating unit assigned to the base (from 
DB14OperatingUnits, Sec. 13.7.14).  
Maintenance 
Responsibility 
 nvarchar(100) 
Service conduction the maintenance: CoA 
(Commonwealth of Australia) or AA (Australian 
Aerospace Pty. Ltd.).  
R1 Capacity  tinyint Total floor space for concurrent R1 servicings. 
R2 Capacity  tinyint Total floor space for concurrent R2 servicings. 
R3 Capacity  tinyint Total floor space for concurrent R3 servicings. 
R4 Capacity  tinyint Total floor space for concurrent R4 servicings. 
R5 Capacity  tinyint Total floor space for concurrent R5 servicings. 
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R6 Capacity  tinyint Total floor space for concurrent R6 servicings. 
Total Floor 
Capacity 
 tinyint 
Maximum number of aircraft undergoing concurrent 
maintenance.  
Land  bit Base is on shore (Yes: airport / No: ship).  
Latitude  real Latitude of the airfield (degrees, decimal).  
Longitude  real Longitude of the airfield (degrees, decimal).  
Altitude  smallint 
Altitude of the airfield Above Mean Sea Level 
(AMSL) (ft).  
 
13.7.11Maintenance Servicings Table (DB11MaintenanceServicings) 
The ‗Maintenance Servicings‘ database table (DB11MaintenanceServicings) contains maintenance 
servicing specifications for maintenance scheduling and data management. There is a referential 
constraint to the field & table:  
 Task Type : DB17TaskList.  
Table 13-11 specifies the data fields and type of data.  
Table 13-11: Table Fields – DB11MaintenanceServicings [216] 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Servicing 
Designation 
PK nvarchar(100) 
Unique maintenance servicing designation.  
Task Type FK nvarchar(100) 
Type of servicing (Routine, Special, Merged, etc.) 
(from DB17TaskList, Sec. 13.7.17).  
Periodicity  nvarchar(50) 
Unit of measurement applied to the maintenance 
interval: AFHRS, ELDYS or ELYRS.  
Interval  smallint Number of periodicity after which servicing occurs.  
First Servicing  smallint First AFHRS interval when servicing takes place.  
Min TMS  real Minimum number of days to make service.  
Max TMS  real Maximum number of days to make service.  
Av TMS  real Average number of days to make service.  
Resetting Rule  nvarchar(100) The event that resets a servicing. Periodic servicings 
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must be reset in order for automatic scheduling to 
occur. Presently: ―R1 reset by R1‖, ―R2 reset by 
R4‖, ―R3 reset by R2‖, ―R4 reset by R3‖, ―R5 reset 
by R5‖, ―R6 reset by R6‖.  
OM Floorspace  bit 
Occupies operational maintenance floor space (Yes 
/ No).  
DM Floorspace  bit Occupies DM floor space (Yes / No).  
13.7.12Missions Table (DB12Missions) 
The ‗Missions‘ database table (DB12Missions) contains information on mission specifications for 
operations scheduling, infrastructure management and data management. There is a referential 
constraint to the field & table:  
 Task Type : DB17TaskList.  
Table 13-12 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-12: Table Fields – DB12Missions [217] 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Mission Type PK nvarchar(100) Unique mission name as stated in SOI.  
Mission Category  nvarchar(500) Category: Transport, Training, Reconnaissance, etc. 
Task Type FK nvarchar(100) 
Task type: ‗Mission‘ (from DB17TaskList, Sec. 
13.7.17).  
Pilot 1  bit 
First pilot (Captain / Commander) is required for the 
mission (Yes / No) (always ‗Yes‘ except 
maintenance / ground run).  
Pilot 2  bit Second pilot is required for the mission (Yes / No).  
Tacco  bit 
Tactical commander is required for the mission (Yes 
/ No).  
Senso  bit 
Sensor operator is required for the mission (Yes / 
No).  
Loadmaster  bit Loadmaster is required for the mission (Yes / No).  
Instructor  bit Instructor is required for the mission (Yes / No).  
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13.7.13Operating Environment Table (DB13OperatingEnvironment) 
The ‗Operating Environment‘ database table (DB13OperatingEnvironment) contains information on the 
operating environments for maintenance planning and data management. There is a referential 
constraint between the fields:  
 Maintenance Requirements : DB11MaintenanceServicings.  
Table 13-13 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-13: Table Fields – DB13OperatingEnvironment 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Environment PK nvarchar(50) Unique mission type as stated in SOI.  
Risk  ntext Risks associated with environment category.  
Attributes  ntext 
Attributes of the environment affecting crew and 
platform performance.  
Maintenance 
Requirements 
FK nvarchar(100) 
Servicing required after operating in the environment 
(optional), (from DB11MaintenanceServicings, Sec. 
13.7.11).  
 
13.7.14Operating Units Table (DB14OperatingUnits) 
The ‗Operating Units‘ database table (DB14OperatingUnits) contains information on the operating 
units for operations planning and tracking & recordkeeping. There are referential constraints to the 
fields & tables:  
 Make & Version: DB03AircraftSpecifications,  
 Location Code : DB10MaintenanceFacilities, and  
 OM / DM Responsibility: DB10MaintenanceFacilities.  
Table 13-14 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
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Table 13-14: Table Fields – DB14OperatingUnits 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Unit Name PK nvarchar(100) Unique operating unit name of ADF squadron.  
Number of aircraft  tinyint Number of aircraft assigned to the unit.  
Make & Version FK nvarchar(50) 
Aircraft model and version unit is operating (from 
DB03AircraftSpecifications, Sec. 13.7.3).  
Location Code FK nvarchar(7) 
Home base location code of the operating unit 
(from DB10MaintenanceFacilities, Sec. 13.7.10).  
Daily RoE  real 
Average daily rate-of-effort, used to project the 
future routine scheduled maintenance events. An 
average RoE of 1.25 AFHRS per day for all units 
except ARDU 0.5 AFHRS.  
OM Responsibility FK nvarchar(7) 
Location code of facility responsible for conducting 
the unit‘s operational maintenance (from 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities, Sec. 13.7.10).  
DM Responsibility FK nvarchar(7) 
Location code of facility responsible for conducting 
the unit‘s DM (from DB10MaintenanceFacilities, 
Sec. 13.7.10).  
 
13.7.15Royal Australian Navy Ships Table (DB15RANShips) 
All RAN ships capable of supporting rotary-wing operations are listed in DB04Airfields (Sec. 13.7.4) 
and identified by the column ‗Ship‘ set to ‗True‘. Ships capable of conducting maintenance are listed in 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities (Sec. 13.7.10) and identified by setting the column ‗Land‘ to ‗False‘.  
13.7.16Spare Parts Inventory Table (DB16SparePartsInventory) 
The ‗Spare Parts Inventory‘ database table (DB16SparePartsInventory) contains information on the 
spare parts specifications and quantity for infrastructure management, data management and tracking 
& recordkeeping. There is a referential constraint between the fields:  
 Make & Version: DB03AircraftSpecifications.  
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Table 13-15 specifies the data fields and type of data.  
Table 13-15: Table Fields – DB16SparePartsInventory 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Part Number PK nvarchar(100) Unique spare part number.  
MSN  nvarchar(100) Manufacturer serial number.  
Description  ntext Description of spare part / remarks. 
Manufacturer  nvarchar(100) Manufacturer name of spare part.  
Supplier  nvarchar(100) Supplier name of spare parts.  
Make & Version FK nvarchar(50) 
Aircraft make & version spare part is used for 
(from DB03AircraftSpecifications, Sec. 13.7.3).  
Minimum Order 
Quantity 
 int 
Minimum stock level for initiation of an order.  
Stock YPED  int Current stock level at facility RAAF Edinburgh.  
Stock YBTL  int Current stock level at facility RAAF Townsville.  
Stock YSNW  int Current stock level at facility HMAS Albatross.  
Stock YSHW  int 
Current stock level at facility Holsworthy 
Barracks.  
Stock YBOK  int Current stock level at facility Oakey AAvnTC.  
Last Updated  smalldatetime Date & time when stock levels were last updated.  
 
13.7.17Task List Table (DB17TaskList) 
The ‗Task List‘ database table (DB17TaskList) contains information on the task specifications for 
maintenance & operations scheduling and data management. Table 13-16 specifies the data field 
names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-16: Table Fields – DB17TaskList 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Task Type PK nvarchar(100) 
Unique task name for classification of scheduled / 
unscheduled activities. Tasks ‗Clash‘, ‗Overdue‘, 
and ‗Overlap‘ are set by the system and can not 
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be created by the user. The regular maintenance 
tasks (‗Routine‘, ‗Merged‘, ‗Special‘, and 
‗Phased‘) may be further classified as 
‗Contingency‘, ‗Extension‘, and ‗Unserviceable‘.  
Logbook Storage   nvarchar(50) 
Name of the database logbook where the tasks are 
stored. Permitted are LB03ExercisesDeployments 
(Sec. 13.7.20), LB04Maintenance (Sec. 13.7.21), 
LB05Missions (Sec. 13.7.22), LB06Modifications 
(Sec. 13.7.23), and LB09UnitTransfer (Sec. 
13.7.26).  
Colour Code  nvarchar(50) 
Identifying colour used for displaying the task in 
the schedule grid.  
Display Level – 
Data Grid View 
 int 
Number ranging from 1 to 3, representing the three 
time lines per aircraft in the schedule grid. The 
task is displayed accordingly in the schedule data 
grid view (details in Sec. 7.2.1).  
Storage Level 
MPP 
 int 
Number ranging from 0 to 3, representing the four 
available storage lines per aircraft in the MPP grid 
(details in Sec. 7.2.1).  
Weekend Activity  bit 
The activity is conducted 7 days per week 
including weekends (Yes / No).  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
 
13.7.18Airworthiness Logbook (LB01Airworthiness) 
The ‗Airworthiness‘ database logbook (LB01Airworthiness) logs information on airworthiness tasks for 
regulatory compliance, maintenance scheduling, data management and tracking & recordkeeping. 
There is a referential constraint between the fields:  
 Make & Version: DB03AircraftSpecifications.  
Table 13-17 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
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Table 13-17: Table Fields – LB01Airworthiness 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Airworthiness ID PK nvarchar(10) 
Unique airworthiness identifier starting with ‗Awd-
‘ followed by a five digit integer number.  
External Reference  nvarchar(100) 
Optional alternative ID number for authorities 
(CASA, FAA, JAA).  
Type  nvarchar(100) 
Type of airworthiness item. Commonly ADs, SBs 
and EOs.  
Make & Version FK nvarchar(50) 
Aircraft make & version airworthiness item is 
issued for (from DB03AircraftSpecifications, Sec. 
13.7.3).  
Date Effective  smalldatetime Date until airworthiness item is to be implemented.  
AFHRS Effective  int 
AFHRS interval until airworthiness item is to be 
implemented.  
Registrations  nvarchar(500) 
Aircraft registrations airworthiness item is 
applicable to (Array separated by comma, no 
blanks).  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
 
13.7.19Exceedance Events Logbook (LB02ExceedanceEvents) 
The ‗Exceedance Events‘ database logbook (LB02ExceedanceEvents) logs information on 
exceedance events for maintenance scheduling, data management and tracking & recordkeeping. 
There are referential constraints between the fields:  
 Exceedance Parameter ID: DB06ExceedanceParameters, and  
 THR1 / THR2: DB06ExceedanceParameters.  
Table 13-18 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size [214].  
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Table 13-18: Table Fields – LB02ExceedanceEvents 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Exceedance Event 
Report ID 
PK nvarchar(10) 
Unique exceedance event identifier starting 
with ‗Exc-‘ followed by a five digit integer 
number.  
Exceedance Parameter 
ID 
FK nvarchar(10) 
Exceedance parameter ID (from 
DB06ExceedanceParameters, Sec. 13.7.6).  
Registration FK nchar(7) 
Affected aircraft ID (from 
DB02AircraftFleet, Sec. 13.7.2).  
Min  real 
Minimum value of exceedance parameter 
during flight envelope.  
Max  real 
Maximum value of exceedance parameter 
during flight envelope.  
THR1 FK real 
Threshold level 1 of parameter for imitation of 
corrective action (from 
DB06ExceedanceParameters, Sec. 13.7.6).  
THR1: Start Date & 
Time 
 smalldatetime 
Date & time when exceedance above THR1 
started.  
THR1: End Date & Time  smalldatetime 
Date & time when exceedance above THR1 
ended.  
THR1: Worst Value  real Worst Value during this exceedance.  
THR2 FK real 
Threshold level 2 of parameter for imitation of 
corrective action (from 
DB06ExceedanceParameters, Sec. 13.7.6).  
THR2: Start Date & 
Time 
 smalldatetime 
Date & time when exceedance above THR2 
started.  
THR2: End Date & Time  smalldatetime 
Date & time when exceedance above THR2 
ended.  
THR2: Worst Value  real Worst Value during this exceedance.  
Damage Index  real 
Optional damage index to indicate wear / 
usage caused by exceedances. A value of 1.2 
equates to an exceedance of 20%.  
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13.7.20 Exercises & Deployments Logbook (LB03ExercisesDeployments) 
The ‗Exercises & Deployments‘ database logbook (LB03ExercisesDeployments) logs information on 
exercises & deployments for operations scheduling, data management and tracking & recordkeeping. 
There are referential constraints to the fields & tables:  
 Task Type : DB17TaskList,  
 Unit Name : DB14OperatingUnits,  
 Registration: DB02AircraftFleet, and  
 Location Name : DB04Airfields.  
Table 13-19 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-19: Table Fields – LB03ExercisesDeployments 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Task ID PK nvarchar(10) 
Unique exercise / deployments identifier 
starting with ‗Exd-‘ followed by a five digit 
integer number.  
Task Type FK nvarchar(100) 
Type of task: Exercise, Deployment (from 
DB17TaskList, Sec. 13.7.17).  
Task Name  nvarchar(100) Name of the exercise / deployment.  
Unit Name FK nvarchar(100) 
Name of operating unit aircraft is assigned to 
(from DB14OperatingUnits, Sec. 13.7.14).  
Registration FK nchar(7) 
Aircraft tail number (from DB02AircraftFleet, 
Sec. 13.7.2).  
Daily RoE  real 
Daily rate-of-effort during the exercise / 
deployment. (Not required if same as default 
value specified in DB14OperatingUnits, Sec. 
13.7.14).  
Weekly RoE  real 
Weekly rate-of-effort during the exercise / 
deployment. (Not required if equivalent to 
default value specified in 
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DB14OperatingUnits, Sec. 13.7.14).  
Location Name FK nvarchar(100) 
Name of location where majority of task 
takes place (from DB04Airfields, Sec. 
13.7.4).  
Start Date  smalldatetime Start date of exercise / deployment.  
End Date  smalldatetime End date of exercise / deployment.  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
 
13.7.21Maintenance Logbook (LB04Maintenance) 
The ‗Maintenance‘ database logbook (LB04Maintenance) logs information on maintenance events for 
maintenance scheduling, tracking & recordkeeping, data management and infrastructure management. 
There are referential constraints to the fields & tables:  
 Task Type : DB17TaskList,  
 Servicing Designation: DB11MaintenanceServicings,  
 Registration: DB02AircraftFleet, and  
 Location Name : DB10MaintenanceFacilities.  
Table 13-20 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-20: Table Fields – LB04Maintenance 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Maintenance Task ID PK nvarchar(10) 
Unique maintenance identifier starting with 
‗Mxt-‘ followed by a five digit integer 
number.  
Task Type FK nvarchar(100) 
Type of task: ‗Routine‘, ‗Merged‘, ‗Phased‘, 
‗Storage‘, ‗Unserviceable‘ (from 
DB17TaskList, Sec. 13.7.17).  
Servicing Designation FK nvarchar(100) 
Servicing Designation (from 
DB11MaintenanceServicings, Sec. 13.7.11).  
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Registration FK nchar(7) 
Aircraft tail number (from DB02AircraftFleet, 
Sec. 13.7.2).  
Start Date & Time  smalldatetime Scheduled task start date.  
Completion Date & 
Time 
 smalldatetime Scheduled task end date.  
Location Code FK nvarchar(7) 
Maintenance Facility Code, covers capable 
land bases & ships (from 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities, Sec. 13.7.10).  
Completed  bit 
The task has been successfully completed 
(Yes / No).  
Extension  bit 
The aircraft is due for the servicing but an 
extension has been granted (Yes / No).  
In Progress  bit Task is presently in progress (Yes / No).  
Contingency  bit Task is a contingency servicing (Yes / No).  
Unserviceable   bit 
Aircraft is unserviceable until task is 
completed (Yes / No).  
Read Only  bit 
The task is read-only and will not be updated 
by the automated schedule builder (Yes / No).  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
 
13.7.22Mission Logbook (LB05Missions) 
The ‗Mission‘ database logbook (LB05Missions) logs information on operations for operations 
scheduling, data management and tracking & recordkeeping. There are referential constraints to the 
fields & tables:  
 Task Type : DB17TaskList,  
 Mission Type : DB12Missions,  
 Registration: DB02AircraftFleet,  
 Departure / Arrival: DB04Airfields,  
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 Pilot 1 / 2: DB01Aircrews,  
 Crewman 1 / 2: DB01Aircrews,  
 Environment: DB13OperationalEnvironment, and  
 Usage Report ID: LB10UsageDataReport.  
Table 13-21 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
Table 13-21: Table Fields – LB05Missions 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Mission ID PK nvarchar(10) 
Unique mission identifier starting with ‗Mis-‘ 
followed by a five digit integer number.  
Task Type FK nvarchar(100) 
Type of task: ‗Mission‘ (from DB17TaskList, 
Sec. 13.7.17).  
Mission Type FK nvarchar(100) 
Mission type (from DB12Missions, Sec. 
13.7.12).  
Registration FK nchar(7) 
Aircraft tail number (from DB02AircraftFleet, 
Sec. 13.7.2).  
Departure FK nvarchar(100) 
Departure location (from DB04Airfields, Sec. 
13.7.4).  
Arrival FK nvarchar(100) 
Arrival location (from DB04Airfields, Sec. 
13.7.4).  
Departure Date & 
Time 
 smalldatetime 
Scheduled mission start date.  
Arrival Date & Time  smalldatetime Scheduled mission end date.  
Pilot ID 1 FK char(6) 
Staff ID of first pilot assigned to the mission 
(from DB01Aircrews, Sec. 13.7.1).  
Pilot ID 2 FK char(6) 
Staff ID of second pilot assigned to the 
mission (optional, from DB01Aircrews, Sec. 
13.7.1).  
Crewman ID 1 FK char(6) 
Staff ID of first crewman assigned to the 
mission (optional, from DB01Aircrews, Sec. 
13.7.1).  
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Crewman ID 2 FK char(6) 
Staff ID of second crewman assigned to the 
mission (optional, from DB01Aircrews, Sec. 
13.7.1).  
Risk Score  tinyint 
Risk score of mission (based on pre-mission 
risk assessment, optional, Sec. 8.5).  
Actual Departure Date & 
Time 
 smalldatetime 
If different from scheduled departure date & 
time, to be recorded for future reference.  
Total AFHRS  real 
Total AFHRS of the mission for maintenance 
schedule update.  
Completed  bit 
The mission was successfully completed (Yes 
/ No).  
Environment FK nchar(50) 
Operational environment category in which 
the mission mainly took place (from 
DB13OperationalEnvironment, Sec. 13.7.13).  
Usage Report ID FK nchar(10) 
Usage report ID assigned to the mission (in 
LB10UsageDataReport, Sec. 13.7.27).  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
 
13.7.23Modifications Logbook (LB06Modifications) 
The ‗Modifications‘ database logbook (LB06Modifications) logs information on modifications for 
maintenance scheduling, infrastructure management, data management, and tracking & recordkeeping. 
There are referential constraints to the fields & tables:  
 Task Type : DB17TaskList,  
 Registration: DB02AircraftFleet, and  
 Location Name : DB10MaintenanceFacilities.  
Table 13-22 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & size.  
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Table 13-22: Table Fields – LB06Modifications 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Modification ID PK nvarchar(10) 
Unique modification identifier starting with 
‗Mod-‘ followed by a five digit integer 
number.  
Task Type FK nvarchar(100) 
Type of task: ‗Modification‘ (from 
DB17TaskList, Sec. 13.7.17).  
Name  nvarchar(100) Name / designation of modification.  
Registration FK nchar(7) 
Aircraft tail number (from DB02AircraftFleet, 
Sec. 13.7.2).  
Start Date & Time  smalldatetime Scheduled modification start date.  
Completion Date & 
Time 
 smalldatetime Scheduled modification end date.  
Location Code FK nvarchar(7) 
Maintenance Facility Code covering land 
bases and capable ships (from 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities, Sec. 13.7.10).  
To be included within 
Date 
 smalldatetime 
Date until modification must be included, in 
case no start & end date was specified.  
To be included within 
AFHRS 
 int 
AFHRS interval until modification must be 
included, in case no start & end date was 
specified.  
DM Floor  bit 
The modification requires DM facility floor 
space (Yes / No). ‗No‘ implies OM floor 
space.  
Completed  bit The modification was completed (Yes / No).  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
 
13.7.24Pilot Logbook (LB07Pilot) 
The ‗Pilot‘ database logbook (LB07Pilot) logs pilot flight information for data management, tracking & 
recordkeeping and regulatory compliance [218]. There are referential constraints to the fields & tables:  
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 Pilot ID: DB01Aircrews,  
 Mission ID: LB05Missions,  
 Registration: DB02AircraftFleet, and  
 Make & Version: DB03AircraftSpecifications.  
Table 13-23 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & sizes.  
Table 13-23: Table Fields – LB07Pilot [218] 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Entry ID PK nchar(9) 
Unique pilot logbook identifier starting with 
‗Lgb-‘ followed by a five digit integer number.  
Pilot ID FK nchar(6) 
Aircrew staff ID (from DB01Aircrews, Sec. 
13.7.1).  
Mission ID FK nvarchar(10) 
Mission ID (from LB05Missions, Sec. 
13.7.22).  
Date & Time  smalldatetime Departure date & time of flight.  
Registration FK nchar(7) 
Aircraft tail number (from DB02AircraftFleet, 
Sec. 13.7.2).  
Make & Version FK nvarchar(50) 
Aircraft make & version pilot was in 
command of (from 
DB03AircraftSpecifications, Sec. 13.7.3).  
Flight Routing  nvarchar(500) All points of take-off and landing. 
Flight Duration  real Duration of flight.  
Landings - Day  tinyint Number of day-time landings. 
Landings - Night  tinyint Number of night time landings. 
Condition of Flight - Day  real Hours of flight in day time.  
Condition of Flight - Night  real Hours of flight in night time.  
Piloting Time - Solo  real Flight time while designated as solo pilot.  
Piloting Time - Dual  real 
Flight time with designated instructor is logged 
as dual.  
Piloting Time - Instructor  real Flight time while designated instructor role.  
Piloting Time - PIC  real Flight time as designated pilot-in-command.  
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Check Ride  bit Flight was a check ride (Yes / No).  
NVG  bit 
Night vision goggles were used during the 
flight (Yes / No).  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
Total Aeronautical 
Experience on Type 
 real 
Total aeronautical experience on aircraft 
make & version.  
Total Aeronautical 
Experience 
 real 
Total aeronautical experience is calculated by 
adding the totals of flight times recorded in 
each column but any flight time is not included 
more than once in the grand total hours. Only 
50% of the time logged as a co-pilot may be 
included in the total.  
 
13.7.25Third Party Provisions Logbook (LB08ThirdPartyProvisions) 
The ‗Third Party Provisions‘ database logbook (LB08ThirdPartyProvisions) logs commercial 
information for third party provisions, data management, tracking & recordkeeping and regulatory 
compliance. There are referential constraints to the fields & tables:  
 Airworthiness ID: LB01Airworthiness,  
 Maintenance Task ID: LB04Maintenance, and  
 Modification ID: LB06Modifications.  
Table 13-24 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & sizes.  
Table 13-24: Table Fields – LB08ThirdPartyProvisions 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Item ID PK nchar(10) 
Unique third party provisions identifier starting 
with ‗Tpp-‘ followed by a five digit integer 
number. 
Description  nvarchar(100) Brief description of the task.  
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Sender  nvarchar(100) Name of item sender.  
Recipient  nvarchar(100) Name of item recipient if external.  
Due Date  smalldatetime Due date if item.  
Amount  money Amount due (in AU$).  
Payment Method  nvarchar(100) Payment method.  
Transaction Reference  nchar(10) Transaction details.  
Contractor Name  nchar(10) Name of contractor.  
Airworthiness ID FK nvarchar(10) 
Reference to list of Airworthiness Items (in 
LB01Airworthiness, Sec.13.7.18). 
Maintenance Task ID FK nvarchar(10) 
Reference to list of Maintenance Tasks (in 
LB04Maintenance, Sec. 13.7.21). 
Modification ID FK nvarchar(10) 
Reference to list of Modifications (in 
LB06Modifications, Sec. 13.7.23).  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
 
13.7.26Unit Transfer Logbook (LB09UnitTransfer) 
The ‗Unit Transfer‘ database logbook (LB09UnitTransfer) logs information on unit transfers and ships 
flights for operations scheduling, data management and tracking & recordkeeping. There are referential 
constraints to the fields & tables:  
 Task Type : DB17TaskList,  
 Unit Name : DB14OperatingUnits,  
 Registration: DB02AircraftFleet, and  
 Receiving Unit: DB14OperatingUnits.  
Table 13-25 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & sizes.  
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Table 13-25: Table Fields – LB09UnitTransfer 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Transfer ID PK nvarchar(10) 
Unique unit transfer identifier starting with 
‗Trf-‘ followed by a five digit integer number.  
Task Type FK nvarchar(100) 
Type of task: ‗Unit Transfer‘, ‗Ships Flight‘ 
(from DB17TaskList, Sec. 13.7.17).  
Transfer Name  nvarchar(100) Unit transfer designation.  
Unit Name FK nvarchar(100) 
Owning operating unit aircraft is assigned to 
(from DB14OperatingUnits, Sec. 13.7.14).  
Registration FK nchar(7) 
Aircraft tail number (from DB02AircraftFleet, 
Sec. 13.7.2).  
Receiving Unit FK nvarchar(100) 
Operating unit the aircraft will be transferred 
to (from DB14OperatingUnits, Sec. 13.7.14). 
If Ships Flight is under same unit, field is same 
as ‗Unit Name‘.  
Start Date  smalldatetime Start date of unit transfer.  
End Date  smalldatetime End date of unit transfer.  
Transfer of 
Maintenance 
Responsibility 
 bit 
Maintenance responsibility is temporarily 
transferred from owning to receiving unit 
(Yes / No).  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
 
13.7.27Usage Data Report (LB10UsageDataReport) 
The ‗Usage Data Report‘ database logbook (LB10UsageDataReport) logs information on platform 
health & usage for maintenance scheduling, data management and tracking & recordkeeping [219]. 
There are referential constraints to the fields & tables:  
 Mission ID: LB05Missions,  
 Exceedance Event Report ID: LB02ExceedanceEvents, and  
 Mission Flown: DB12Missions.  
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Table 13-26 specifies the data field names, keys, and field types & sizes.  
Table 13-26: Table Fields – LB10UsageDataReport [219] 
Field Name Key 
Field 
Type 
Description 
Usage Report ID PK 
nvarchar
(10) 
Unique usage data report identifier starting 
with ‗Udr-‘ followed by a five digit integer 
number.  
Mission ID FK 
nvarchar
(10) 
Related mission ID (from LB05Missions, 
Sec. 13.7.22).  
Actual Departure Date & 
Time 
 
smalldat
etime 
Optional if different from scheduled 
departure date & time.  
Exceedance Event  bit 
Exceedance event occurred during the flight 
(Yes / No).  
Exceedance Event Report ID FK 
nvarchar
(10) 
Related Exceedance Event Report ID in 
case of exceedance events (from 
LB02ExceedanceEvents, Sec. 13.7.19).  
21 Mission Flown FK 
nvarchar
(100) 
Mission type as stated in SOI (from 
DB12Missions, Sec. 13.7.12).  
22 Manoeuvre Events: Rotor 
Start 
 tinyint Number of rotor starts.  
23 Manoeuvre Events: Take-
offs 
 tinyint Number of take-offs.  
24 Manoeuvre Events: 
Landings Shore - Sealed Site 
 tinyint Number of shore landings on sealed sites.  
25 Manoeuvre Events: 
Landings Shore - Prepared 
Site 
 tinyint Number of shore landings on prepared sites.  
26 Manoeuvre Events: 
Landings Shore - Unprepared 
Site 
 tinyint 
Number of shore landings on unprepared 
sites.  
27 Manoeuvre Events: 
Landings - Deck 
 tinyint Number of deck landings.  
28 Manoeuvre Events: Angle-  tinyint Number of turns at 45 deg AoB.  
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of-Bank (AoB) 45deg 
29 Manoeuvre Events: AoB 
60deg 
 tinyint Number of turns at 60 deg AoB.  
30 Manoeuvre Events: 1.4-2g 
Pull-up 
 tinyint Number of pull-ups between 1.4-2g.  
31 Manoeuvre Events: 
Pushovers (>30deg) 
 tinyint Number of pushovers over 30 deg.  
32 Manoeuvre Events: Auto-
rotations 
 tinyint Number of auto rotations.  
33 Manoeuvre Events: 
Quickstops 
 tinyint Number of quick stops.  
34 Manoeuvre Events: Ground 
Taxi (Duration) 
 real Ground taxi duration in seconds.  
35 Manoeuvre Events: Hover-
in-ground-effect (Duration) 
 real Hover-in-ground-effect duration in seconds.  
36 Manoeuvre Events: Hover-
out-of-ground-effect 
(Duration) 
 real 
Hover-out-of-ground-effect duration in 
seconds.  
37 38 Duration of Flight (Total 
AFHRS) 
 real Total duration of flight in decimal hours.  
39 Rotor Brake Application  tinyint 
Total number of times the rotor brake was 
applied. 
40 Load / Role: Internal Load / 
Pax 
 bit 
The load / role was internal load / pax (Yes / 
No).  
41 Load / Role: Heavy Stores 
Carrier Only 
 bit 
The load / role was heavy stores carrier only 
(Yes / No).  
42 Load / Role: Heavy Stores 
Carrier with Tanks 
 bit 
The load / role was heavy stores carrier 
with tanks (Yes / No).  
43 Load / Role: Sniper Bar  bit Sniper bar was fitted / used (Yes / No).  
44 Load / Role: Door Guns  bit The door guns were fired (Yes / No).  
45 Load / Role: NIL  bit 
No stores were carried / used between 
takeoff and landing (Yes / No).  
46 Cargo Hook / Sling: Usage  bit The cargo hook / sling was used (Yes / No).  
47 Cargo Hook / Sling:  real Duration of cargo hook / sling usage in 
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Duration minutes.  
48 Rescue Hoist: Fitted  bit The rescue hoist was fitted (Yes / No).  
49 Rescue Hoist: Cycles  int 
One cycle of the rescue hoist in flight is 
equal to reeling out any length of cable >3m, 
at any cable speed and with any load 
between 0 and 270kg, followed by full 
retraction of the cable.  
50 Rescue Hoist: Duration  real Duration of rescue hoist usage in minutes.  
51 Rescue Hoist: Cable 
Length Usage 
 real 
Length of deployed rescue hoist cable in 
meters.  
52 Gross Weight Band: <7000 
kg 
 tinyint 
Percent of flight in gross weight band 
<7000kg.  
53 Gross Weight Band: 7000 – 
9000 kg 
 tinyint 
Percent of flight in gross weight band 7000 
– 9000 kg.  
54 Gross Weight Band: 9000-
10000 kg 
 tinyint 
Percent of flight in gross weight band 9000-
10000 kg. 
55 Gross Weight Band: 10000 
– 10600 kg 
 tinyint 
Percent of flight in gross weight band 10000 
– 10600 kg.  
56 Gross Weight Band: 10600 
– 11000 kg 
 tinyint 
Percent of flight in gross weight band 10600 
– 11000 kg.  
57 Duration of Flight: > 10600 
kg 
 real 
Duration of flight in gross weight band > 
10600kg in decimal hours.  
58 Altitude Band: Contour / 
NoE 
 tinyint 
Percent of flight in altitude contour / nap-of-
earth.  
59 Altitude Band: <200 AGL  tinyint 
Percent of flight in altitude band <200 
Above Ground Level (AGL).  
60 Altitude Band: 200 - 1000 
AGL 
 tinyint 
Percent of flight in altitude band 200 - 1000 
AGL.  
61 Altitude Band: >1000 AGL  tinyint 
Percent of flight in altitude band : >1000 
AGL. 
62 Altitude Band: <3000 
AMSL 
 tinyint 
Percent of flight in altitude band < 3000 
AMSL. 
63 Altitude Band: 3000-5000 
AMSL 
 tinyint 
Percent of flight in altitude band 3000-5000 
AMSL. 
64 Altitude Band: > 5000  tinyint Percent of flight in altitude band > 5000 
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AMSL AMSL.  
65 Altitude Band: Other  tinyint Percent of flight in other altitude bands.  
70 Engine Usage: Engine Start 
Time (LH) 
 real Left hand engine start time in hours.  
71 Engine Usage: Engine Start 
Time (RH) 
 real 
Right hand engine start time in hours.  
72 Engine Usage: Engine 
Shutdown Time (LH) 
 real Left hand engine shutdown time in hours.  
73 Engine Usage: Engine 
Shutdown Time (RH) 
 real Right hand engine shutdown time in hours.  
74 Engine Usage: Gas 
Generator Partial Cycles (LH) 
 int 
(1) All Engines Operable (AEO), or (2) In 
One Engine Inoperable (OEI) flight mode, 
NG decrease below 82% followed by a 
significant power increase.  
75 Engine Usage: Gas 
Generator Partial Cycles (RH) 
 int 
(1) All Engines Operable (AEO), or (2) In 
One Engine Inoperable (OEI) flight mode, 
NG decrease below 82% followed by a 
significant power increase. 
76 Engine Usage: Power 
Turbine Partial Cycles (LH) 
 int 
(1) In flight mode (AEO or OEI mode) 
selection of GI followed by reselection of 
Flight mode (2) Each incursion above 
105.5% Fan Speed (AEO transient speed 
range) 
77 Engine Usage: Power 
Turbine Partial Cycles (RH) 
 int 
(1) In flight mode (AEO or OEI mode) 
selection of GI followed by reselection of 
Flight mode (2) Each incursion above 
105.5% Fan Speed (AEO transient speed 
range) 
78 APU Starts  int Number of APU starts.  
79 APU Operating Duration  real APU operating duration in decimal hours.  
88 Flight Successful  bit Flight was successful (Yes / No).  
89 Mission Abort  bit Mission was aborted (Yes / No).  
90 IFSD  bit 
In-flight shut down (IFSD) event occurred 
during the flight (Yes / No).  
Remarks  ntext Remarks section.  
Processed  bit 
The Usage Data Report has been processed 
(Yes / No).  
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13.7.28Main Progressive Plan – Maintenance (MPPMaintenance) 
The ‗Main Progressive Plan – Maintenance‘ (MPPMaintenance) table is populated by the FMS with 
the IDs of the scheduled tasks (Sec. 7.4) for operations & support planning, and tracking & 
recordkeeping. The MPPMaintenance grid comprises of a column containing a unique row header 
(PK) and 609 columns covering a time span of 608 days (approx. 20 months). The columns progress 
daily in relation to a specified time interval from current system time. Each aircraft registration in 
DB02AircraftFleet (Sec. 13.7.2) is allocated four data rows in the MPP for simultaneous task ID 
storage. The scheduled tasks in the MPPMaintenance are from the following five logbooks:  
 LB03ExercisesDeployments  : Exercise, and Deployment;  
 LB04Maintenance  : Routine, Special, Merged, Phased, Storage;  
 LB05Missions     : Mission;  
 LB06Modifications    : Modification; and  
 LB09UnitTransfers    : Ships Flight, Transfer.  
The data fields and types of the MPPMaintenance are specified in Table 13-27. The schedule in the 
main user interface based on the MPPMaintenance is presented in Sec. 8.1.1.  
Table 13-27: Table Fields – MPPMaintenance 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Aircraft PK nchar(8) 
Unique MRH platform tail number starting at ‗A40-001‘ to 
‗A40-046‘ (DB02Aircraft Fleet, Sec. 13.7.2) with a single 
letter suffix (‗a‘, ‗b‘, ‗c‘, and ‗d‘). 4 rows are allocated per 
aircraft for storage of the task IDs. 
Date  nvarchar(50) 
609 columns, covering a date range of 608 days. The first 
column is the current system date minus 75 days; the last 
column is the current system date plus 532 days. Each field 
stores up to 5 task IDs for simultaneous operations & 
support scheduling.  
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13.7.29Main Progressive Plan – Operations (MPPOperations) 
The ‗Main Progressive Plan – Operations‘ (MPPOperations) table is populated with the IDs of the 
scheduled tasks (Sec. 7.4) of operations & support planning, and tracking & recordkeeping. The 
MPPOperations grid comprises of a column containing a unique row header (PK) and 612 columns 
covering a time span of 51 days (12 data columns per day, each covering 2h). The columns progress 
daily in relation to a specified time interval from current system time. Each aircraft registration in 
DB02AircraftFleet (Sec. 13.7.2) is allocated four data rows in the MPP for simultaneous task ID 
visualisation. The scheduled tasks in the MPPOperations are from the following three logbooks:  
 LB03ExercisesDeployments  : Exercises, and Deployments;  
 LB05Missions     : Mission; and  
 LB09UnitTransfers    : Ships Flight, and Transfer.  
The MPPOperations is not populated with task IDs, the information is extracted from the 
MPPMaintenance (Sec. 13.7.28). The grid only serves as a basis for visualisation of the operations 
schedule. The data fields and types of the MPPOperations are specified in Table 13-28. The 
operations schedule in the main user interface based on the MPPOperations is presented in Sec. 8.1.2.  
Table 13-28: Table Fields – MPPOperations 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Aircraft PK nchar(8) 
Unique MRH platform tail number starting at ‗A40-001‘ to 
‗A40-046‘ (DB02Aircraft Fleet, Sec. 13.7.2) with a single 
letter suffix (‗a‘, ‗b‘, ‗c‘, and ‗d‘). 4 rows are allocated per 
aircraft for storage of the task IDs.  
Date  nvarchar(50) 
612 columns, covering a date range of 51 days. A day is 
comprises of 12 columns, each covering 2h slots for 
operations scheduling. The first column is the current system 
date minus 9 days; the last column is the current system date 
plus 41 days. Each field stores up to 5 task IDs for 
simultaneous operations scheduling.  
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13.7.30Main Progressive Plan – Facilities (MPPFacilities) 
The ‗Main Progressive Plan – Facilities‘ (MPPFacilities) table is populated by the FMS with the IDs of 
the scheduled tasks (Sec. 7.5) for support planning, infrastructure management and tracking & 
recordkeeping. The MPPFacilities grid comprises of a column containing a unique row header (PK) 
and 609 columns covering a time span of 608 days (approx. 20 months). The columns progress daily in 
relation to a specified time interval from current system time. Each facility code in 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities (Sec. 13.7.10) is allocated a number of data rows in the MPP for 
simultaneous task ID storage depending on the maximum facility floor loading. The scheduled tasks in 
the MPPFacilities are from the following two logbooks:  
 LB04Maintenance  : Routine, Special, Merged, Phased, and Storage; and  
 LB06Modifications  : Modifications.  
The data fields and types of the MPPFacilities are specified in Table 13-29. The schedule in the main 
user interface based on the MPPFacilities is presented in Sec. 8.1.3.  
Table 13-29: Table Fields – MPPFacilities 
Field Name Key Field Type Description 
Facility PK nvarchar(10) 
Unique maintenance facility code as used in 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities (Sec. 13.7.10) with a single 
letter suffix (‗A‘, ‗B‘, ‗C‘, and ‗D‘) separated by a ‗.‘. 
The number of suffixes varies and is allocated according 
to the total floor capacity given in 
DB10MaintenanceFacilities.  
Date  nvarchar(50) 
609 columns, covering a date range of 608 days. The first 
column is the current system date minus 75 days; the last 
column is the current system date plus 532 days. Each 
field stores up to 5 task IDs for simultaneous support 
scheduling.  
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13.8Appendix H: Detailed System Design – User Interface 
13.8.1 Edit Database Form – DB01Aircrews 
The ‗DB01Aircrews‘ provides access to the DB01Aircrews database table (Sec. 13.7.1) for data 
management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu bar 
(Sec. 8.1.1) or ‗Due Item‘ browser (Sec. 8.4). Figure 13-21 presents the form layout, and Table 
13-31 specifies the in-built form automation specifications.  
A C D
F
EB
 
Figure 13-21: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB01Aircrews 
Table 13-30: ‘Edit Database’ Form Functionality – DB01Aircrews 
Item Object Functionality 
A Data Navigator (Counter) The data navigator displays the number of records in the 
database table. The next / previous / first / last buttons are for 
navigation within the database records.  
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B Data Navigator (Add / 
Delete / Save Button) 
The ‗Add Item‘ button creates a new database record and 
generates a new task ID succeeding the last entry in the 
table. Depending on the database table and form, it also pre-
selects default values in other fields. The ‗Delete‘ button 
deletes a record and prompts verification window. The ‗Save‘ 
button is covered in Item ‗F‘. 
C Database / logbook fields The data editing fields are based on the database field types 
specified in Sec. 6.2. User entries are verified for consistency 
and a warning is prompted in case of invalid entries.  
D Data Grid View It provides an overview of the current database entries in a 
table grid format. Selection of a particular row will 
automatically transfer the record to the fields (item C). The 
grid enables unrestricted editing of the database content 
without verification of the entries.  
E Required Fields indicator It distinguishes the fields between primary information 
required for full system capability and secondary 
(supplementary) information. The data entry verification 
sequence verifies the entries for the required fields and 
prompts a warning on missing information.  
F Save / Close button The ‗Save‘ button updates the data adapters and database 
table. Closing without saving will discard the data in the data 
fields.  
 
Table 13-31: ‘DB01Aircrews’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Data is extracted from: Maintenance facility codes 
(DB10MaintenanceFacilities, Land only), Make & Version 
(available aircraft types DB03AircraftSpecifications).  
Auto-generate new 
Staff ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
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New Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Staff ID, Location Code (‗YBTL‘), Make & Version (‗MRH-90 
TTH‘), Date of Birth (‗1.1.1970‘), Commenced Date 
(‗01.01.2000‘), Medical & License Expiry (‗1.1.2010‘), Pilot 
(True), Tacco (False), Senso (False), Loadmaster (False), 
Instructor (False).  
User Input Validation Yes Staff number (empty & format), family name (empty), location 
code (none selected), date of birth (in past), expired medical & 
license, Qualification (none selected).  
 
13.8.2 Edit Database Form – DB02AircraftFleet 
The ‗DB02AircraftFleet‘ provides access to the DB02AircraftFleet database table (Sec. 13.7.2) for 
data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu 
bar. Figure 13-22 presents the form layout, and Table 13-32 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-22: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB02AircraftFleet 
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Table 13-32: ‘DB02AircraftFleet’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Registration 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Registration, Make & Version (‗MRH-90 TTH‘), Unit name 
(‗5Avn Regt A SQN‘), Current AFHRS (‗0‘), Delivery Date 
(Today).  
User Input Validation Yes Registration, Current AFHRS.  
13.8.3 Edit Database Form – DB03AircraftSpecifications 
The ‗DB03AircraftSpecifications‘ provides access to the DB03AircraftSpecifications database table 
(Sec. 13.7.3) for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ 
tool strip menu bar. Figure 13-23 presents the form layout, and Table 13-33 presents the built-in 
automation specifications.  
 
Figure 13-23: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB03AircraftSpecifications 
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Table 13-33: ‘DB03AircraftSpecifications’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Aircraft ID 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
No  
User Input Validation Yes Aircraft Make & Version (empty).  
13.8.4 Edit Database Form – DB04Airfields 
The ‗DB04Airfields‘ provides access to the DB04Airfields database table (Sec. 13.7.4) for data 
management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu bar. 
Figure 13-24 presents the form layout, and Table 13-34 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-24: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB04Airfields 
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Table 13-34: ‘DB04Airfields’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Airfields ID 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
No  
User Input Validation Yes Airfield Name (empty).  
 
13.8.5 Edit Database Form – DB05Equipment 
The ‗DB05Equipment‘ provides access to the DB05Equipment database table (Sec. 13.7.5) for data 
management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu bar. 
Figure 13-25 presents the form layout, and Table 13-35 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
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Figure 13-25: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB05Equipment 
Table 13-35: ‘DB05Equipment’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Equipment ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Equipment ID, Make & Version (‗MRH-90 TTH‘), Maintenance 
Support (True), Operations Support (False), YPED (‗1‘), YBTL 
(‗1‘), YSNW (‗1‘), YSHW (‗1‘), YBOK (‗1‘), R1 (‗1‘), R2 
(‗1‘), R3 (‗1‘), R4 (‗1‘), R5 (‗1‘), R6 (‗1‘).  
User Input Validation Yes Equipment ID (empty), Equipment Designation (empty), 
Maintenance / Operations Support (checked).  
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13.8.6 Edit Database Form – DB06ExceedanceEvents 
The ‗DB06ExceedanceEvents‘ provides access to the DB06ExceedanceEvents database table (Sec. 
13.7.6) for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool 
strip menu bar. Figure 13-26 presents the form layout, and Table 13-36 presents the built-in 
automation specifications.  
 
Figure 13-26: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB06ExceedanceEvents 
 
Table 13-36: ‘DB06ExceedanceEvents’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at Form 
Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Exceedance ID 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
No  
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User Input Validation Yes Exceedance Parameter ID (empty), Parameter Unit (empty), 
Parameter Name (empty), THR2 (empty).  
Event Handler Yes THR1MaintenanceDesignation.text changed: Populate 
THR1MaintenanceDesignation combo box with 
DB11MaintenanceServicings (Sec. 13.7.11).  
 
13.8.7 Edit Database Form – DB07Interoperability 
The ‗DB07Interoperability‘ provides access to the DB07Interoperability database table (Sec. 13.7.7) 
for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu 
bar. Figure 13-27 presents the form layout, and Table 13-37 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-27: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB07Interoperability 
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Table 13-37: ‘DB07Interoperability’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Interoperability ID 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
No  
User Input Validation Yes Data Element ID (empty), Data Element Title (empty), Definition 
(empty).  
13.8.8 Edit Database Form – DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications 
The ‗DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications‘ provides access to the 
DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications database table (Sec. 13.7.8) for data management and tracking 
& recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu bar. Figure 13-28 presents the 
form layout, and Table 13-38 presents the built-in automation specifications.  
 
Figure 13-28: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications 
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Table 13-38: ‘DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Maintenance ID 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Army (True), Air Force (False), Navy (False), Certification 
Level 1 (True), Certification Level 2 (False), Certification Level 
3 (False).  
User Input Validation Yes Skill Level (empty), Service Affiliation (None specified), R1 to 
R6 Quantity Requirements (empty).  
 
13.8.9 Edit Database Form – DB09MaintenanceCrews 
The ‗DB09MaintenanceCrews‘ provides access to the DB09MaintenanceCrews database table (Sec. 
13.7.9) for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool 
strip menu bar. Figure 13-29 presents the form layout, and Table 13-39 presents the built-in 
automation specifications.  
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Figure 13-29: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB09MaintenanceCrews 
Table 13-39: ‘DB09MaintenanceCrews’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Location Code (DB10MaintenanceFacilities, Land only), Make 
& Version (available aircraft types from 
DB03AircraftSpecifications), Skill Levels 1 / 2 / 3 
(DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications).  
Auto-generate new 
Staff ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Staff ID, Location Code (‗YBTL‘), Make & Version (‗MRH-90 
TTH‘), Date of Birth (‗1.1.1970‘), Commenced Date 
(‗01.01.2000‘), License Expiry (‗1.1.2010‘), Skill Level 1 / 2 / 3 
(‗Aircraft Maintenance Engineer‘). 
User Input Validation Yes Staff ID (empty), Family Name (empty), Given Name (empty), 
Date of Birth (in future), Skill Level 1 / 2 / 3 (none selected).  
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13.8.10Edit Database Form – DB10MaintenanceFacilities 
The ‗DB10MaintenanceFacilities‘ provides access to the DB10MaintenanceFacilities database table 
(Sec. 13.7.10) for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ 
tool strip menu bar. Figure 13-30 presents the form layout, and Table 13-40 presents the built-in 
automation specifications.  
 
Figure 13-30: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB10MaintenanceFacilities 
Table 13-40: ‘DB10MaintenanceFacilities’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Facility ID 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Land Base (True).  
User Input Validation Yes Facility Code (empty), Facility Name (empty), R1-R6 capacity 
(empty), Total Floor Capacity (empty).  
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13.8.11Edit Database Form – DB11MaintenanceServicings 
The ‗DB11MaintenanceServicings‘ provides access to the DB11MaintenanceServicings database table 
(Sec. 13.7.11) for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ 
tool strip menu bar. Figure 13-31 presents the form layout, and Table 13-41 presents the built-in 
automation specifications.  
 
Figure 13-31: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB11MaintenanceServicings 
Table 13-41: ‘DB11MaintenanceServicings’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Task Type (DB17TaskList, items for LB04Maintenance only), 
Make & Version (available aircraft types 
DB03AircraftSpecifications), Skill Levels 1 / 2 / 3 
(DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications).  
Auto-generate new 
Servicing Design. 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Task Type (‗Routine‘), Average TMS (‗3‘ days), OM 
Floorspace (True), DM Floorspace (False).  
User Input Validation Yes Servicing Designation (empty), Average TMS (empty), OM / 
DM Floorspace (both unchecked).  
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13.8.12Edit Database Form – DB12Missions 
The ‗DB12Missions‘ provides access to the DB12Missions database table (Sec. 13.7.12) for data 
management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu bar. 
Figure 13-32 presents the form layout, and Table 13-42 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-32: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB11MaintenanceServicings 
Table 13-42: ‘DB12Missions’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Task Type (DB17TaskList, items for LB05Missions only). 
Auto-generate new 
Mission Designation 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Task Type (‗Mission‘), Pilot 1 (True), Pilot 2 (False), Tacco 
(False), Senso (False), Loadmaster (False), Instructor (False).  
User Input Validation Yes Mission Type (empty), Pilot 1 (True).  
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13.8.13Edit Database Form – DB13OperatingEnvironment 
The ‗DB13OperatingEnvironment‘ provides access to the DB13OperatingEnvironment database table 
(Sec. 13.7.13) for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ 
tool strip menu bar. Figure 13-33 presents the form layout, and Table 13-43 presents the built-in 
automation specifications.  
 
Figure 13-33: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB13OperatingEnvironment 
Table 13-43: ‘DB13OperatingEnvironment’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Environment Design. 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
No  
User Input Validation Yes Environment Designation (empty). 
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13.8.14Edit Database Form – DB14OperatingUnits 
The ‗DB14OperatingUnits‘ provides access to the DB14OperatingUnits database table (Sec. 13.7.14) 
for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu 
bar. Figure 13-34 presents the form layout, and Table 13-44 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-34: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB14OperatingUnits 
Table 13-44: ‘DB14OperatingUnits’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Location Code (DBMaintenanceFacilitites, land only), OM / DM 
responsibility combo box (DBMaintenanceFacilitites, OM / DM 
capable facilities only). 
Auto-generate new 
Unit Name 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Make & Version (‗MRH-90 TTH‘), Location Code (‗YBTL‘), 
OM Responsibility (‗YBTL‘), DM Responsibility (‗YBTL‘). 
User Input Validation Yes Unit Name (empty), Daily Rate-of-Effort (empty).  
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13.8.15Edit Database Form – DB15RANShips 
The RAN ships are included in DB04Airfields (Sec. 13.8.4).  
13.8.16Edit Database Form – DB16SpareParts 
The ‗DB16SpareParts‘ provides access to the DB16SpareParts database table (Sec. 13.7.16) for data 
management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu bar. 
Figure 13-35 presents the form layout, and Table 13-45 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-35: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB16SpareParts 
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Table 13-45: ‘DB16SpareParts’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Part Number 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Make & Version (‗MRH-90 TTH‘), Minimum Order Qty (‗1‘), 
Stock Levels YPED / YBTL / YSNW / YSHW / YBOK (‗0‘).  
User Input Validation Yes Part Number (empty), Minimum Order Qty (empty), Stock 
Levels YPED / YBTL / YSNW / YSHW / YBOK (empty).  
 
13.8.17Edit Database Form – DB17TaskList 
The ‗DB17TaskList‘ provides access to the DB17TaskList database table (Sec. 13.7.17) for data 
management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu bar. 
Figure 13-36 presents the form layout, and Table 13-46 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-36: ‘Edit Database’ Form – DB17TaskList 
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Table 13-46: ‘DB17TaskList’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Task Designation 
No  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Logbook Storage combo box (‗LB04Maintenance‘), Colour Code 
combo box (‗Red‘), Weekend Activity (true).  
User Input Validation Yes Task Type (empty), Colour Code (empty), Display Level (empty, 
0<DL<4), Storage Level (empty, -1<SL<4), Logbook Storage 
(Autoindication and storage level empty).  
13.8.18Edit Logbook Form – LB01Airworthiness 
The ‗LB01Airworthiness‘ provides access to the LB01Airworthiness logbook table (Sec. 13.7.18) for 
data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu 
bar. Figure 13-37 presents the form layout, and Table 13-47 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-37: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – LB01Airworthiness 
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Table 13-47: ‘LB01Airworthiness’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Type (AD, EO, SB, Other). 
Auto-generate new 
Airworthiness ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Airworthiness ID, Airworthiness Type (‗Airworthiness 
Directive‘), Make & Version (‗MRH-90 TTH‘).  
User Input Validation Yes Airworthiness ID (empty), Date effective (< today).  
 
13.8.19Edit Logbook Form – LB02ExceedanceEvents 
The ‗LB02ExceedanceEvents‘ provides access to the LB02ExceedanceEvents logbook table (Sec. 
13.7.19) for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool 
strip menu bar. Figure 13-38 presents the form layout, and Table 13-48 presents the built-in 
automation specifications.  
 
Figure 13-38: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – LB02ExceedanceEvents 
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Table 13-48: ‘LB02ExceedanceEvents’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Exc. Event ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Exceedance Event ID, Registration (‗A40-001‘).  
User Input Validation Yes Exceedance Event ID (empty), Maximum Exceedance Value 
(empty), THR1 / 2 Limits (empty).  
Event Handler  Yes Fills THR1 and THR2 values from DB06ExceedanceParameters 
when Exceedance Parameter ID is changed. 
 
13.8.20Edit Logbook Form – LB03ExercisesDeployments 
The ‗LB03ExercisesDeployments‘ provides access to the LB03ExercisesDeployments logbook table 
(Sec. 13.7.20) for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ 
tool strip menu bar. Figure 13-39 presents the form layout, and Table 13-49 presents the built-in 
automation specifications.  
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Figure 13-39: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – LB03ExercisesDeployments 
Table 13-49: ‘LB03ExercisesDeployments’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Task Type (Exercise, Deployment). 
Auto-generate new 
Exercise & 
Deployment ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Exercise Deployments ID, Task Type (‗Exercise‘), Operating 
Unit (first item in list), Registration (‗A40-001‘), Start Date 
(Today), End Date (today +7d), Location Name (first item in 
list).  
User Input Validation Yes Task Name (empty), Start Date < End Date.  
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13.8.21Edit Logbook Form – LB04Maintenance 
The ‗LB04Maintenance‘ provides access to the LB04Maintenance logbook table (Sec. 13.7.21) for 
data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu 
bar. Figure 13-40 presents the form layout, and Table 13-50 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-40: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – LB04Maintenance 
Table 13-50: ‘LB04Maintenance’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Task Type (‗Routine‘, ‗Phased‘, ‗Merged‘, ‗Special‘, ‗Storage‘), 
Facility Codes (DB10MaintenanceFacilities), Servicing 
Designations (DB11MaintenanceServicings).  
Auto-generate new 
Maintenance ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Maintenance Task ID, Task Type (‗Routine‘), Servicing 
Designation (‗R1‘), Registration (‗A40-001‘), Start Date 
(Today), Facility Code (‗YBTL‘), Completed (False), Extension 
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(False), Contingency (False), Unserviceable (False), Read Only 
(True).  
User Input Validation Yes Registration (empty), Location Code (empty), Facility Servicing 
Capability, Completion Date & Completion Checked, Completion 
Checked & Extension checked (not permitted), Servicing 
Designation part of Task Type, Completion Date > Start Date, 
Storage & Contingency (not permitted), One of three tick boxes 
checked (‗Completed‘, ‗Extension‘, ‗In Progress‘).  
Misc.  Yes Enables / Disables Infrastructure button (Servicing Type: 
Routine, Sec. 8.8), selects Task Completion Date (from TMS), 
Filters Facility Code combo box (from servicing capability), 
Filters Servicing Designation combo box (from Task Type).  
 
13.8.22Edit Logbook Form – LB05Missions 
The ‗LB05Missions‘ provides access to the LB05Missions logbook table (Sec. 13.7.22) for data 
management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu bar. 
Figure 13-41 presents the form layout, and Table 13-51 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
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Figure 13-41: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – LB05Missions 
Table 13-51: ‘LB05Missions’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Task Type (‗Mission‘), Pilot 1 combo box (only qualified pilots / 
instructors), Usage Report ID (LB10UsageDataReport).  
Auto-generate new 
Mission ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Mission ID, Task Type (‗Mission‘), Mission Type (first item in 
list), Registration (first item in list), Departure (first item in list), 
Arrival (first item in list), Pilot 1 ID (first item in list), Departure 
Date & time (now), Arrival Date & Time (now +2h), Completed 
(False).  
User Input Validation Yes Arrival Date & Time > Start Date & Time.  
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13.8.23Edit Logbook Form – LB06Modifications 
The ‗LB06Modifications‘ provides access to the LB06Modifications logbook table (Sec. 13.7.23) for 
data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu 
bar. Figure 13-42 presents the form layout, and Table 13-52 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-42: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – LB06Modifications 
Table 13-52: ‘LB06Modifications’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Task Type (‗Modification‘).  
Auto-generate new 
Modification ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Modification ID, Task Type (‗Modification‘), Registration (first 
item in list), Start Date (today), Completion Date (today +3d), To 
Be Included Within (100d), DM Floor (False), Completed 
(False).  
User Input Validation Yes DM capable facilities (from DB10MaintenanceFacilities), start 
date < today and completed checked, Completion Date > Start 
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Date.  
Misc.  Yes Filters DM capable facilities when DM floor space is required 
(from DB10MaintenanceFacilities).  
 
13.8.24Edit Logbook Form – LB07Pilot 
The ‗LB07Pilot‘ provides access to the LB07Pilot logbook table (Sec. 13.7.24) for data management 
and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu bar. Figure 13-43 
presents the form layout, and Table 13-53 presents the built-in automation specifications.  
 
Figure 13-43: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – LB07Pilot 
Table 13-53: ‘LB07Pilot’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Pilot ID (only pilots / instructors).  
Auto-generate new Yes Last database entry +1.  
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Logbook Entry ID 
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Preselects new fields: Pilot Logbook Entry ID, Pilot ID (first item 
in list), Mission ID (first item in list), Start Date (today), 
Registration (first item in list), Make & Version (‗MRH-90 
TTH‘), Check Ride (False), Night Vision Goggles NVG (False).  
User Input Validation Yes Pilot Logbook Entry ID (empty).  
Event Handler Yes Auto updates Registration, Departure Date, Pilot ID, Flight 
Duration when Mission ID changed. 
 
13.8.25Edit Logbook Form – LB08ThirdPartyProvisions 
The ‗LB08ThirdPartyProvisions‘ provides access to the LB08ThirdPartyProvisions logbook table (Sec. 
13.7.25) for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool 
strip menu bar. Figure 13-44 presents the form layout, and Table 13-54 presents the built-in 
automation specifications.  
 
Figure 13-44: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – LB08ThirdPartyProvisions 
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Table 13-54: ‘LB08ThirdPartyProvisions’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
No  
Auto-generate new 
Third Party ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Third Party Provisions ID.  
User Input Validation Yes Third Party Provisions Entry ID (empty). 
 
13.8.26Edit Logbook Form – LB09UnitTransfer 
The ‗LB09UnitTransfer‘ provides access to the LB09UnitTransfer logbook table (Sec. 13.7.26) for 
data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu 
bar. Figure 13-45 presents the form layout, and Table 13-55 presents the built-in automation 
specifications.  
 
Figure 13-45: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – LB09UnitTransfer 
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Table 13-55: ‘LB09UnitTransfer’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Task Type (‗Unit Transfer‘).  
Auto-generate new 
Transfer ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Transfer ID, Task Type (‗Transfer‘), Unit Name (first item in 
list), Registration (first item in list), Receiving Unit (first item in 
list), Start Date (today), End Date (today +30d), Transfer of 
Maintenance Responsibility (False).  
User Input Validation Yes Completion Date > Start Date.  
 
13.8.27Edit Logbook Form – LB10UsageDataReport 
The ‗LB10UsageDataReport‘ provides access to the LB10UsageDataReport logbook table (Sec. 
13.7.27) for data management and tracking & recordkeeping. The form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool 
strip menu bar. Figure 13-46 presents the form layout, Table 13-56 specifies the form functionality, 
and Table 13-57 the automation levels.  
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A B C
D
 
Figure 13-46: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form – LB10UsageDataReport 
Table 13-56: ‘Edit Logbook’ Form Functionality – LB10UsageDataReport 
Item Object Functionality 
A Mission ID 
combo box 
It links the usage reports to the mission IDs of LB05Missions. The 
combo box contains all mission IDs stored in LB05Missions (Sec. 
13.7.22).  
B Exceedance 
Event check box 
It indicates wether an exceedance event occurred within a flight. An 
exceedance event report is automatically created (Item C).  
C Exceedance All exceedance event report IDs from LB02ExceedanceEvents (Sec. 
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Event report ID 
combo box 
13.7.19) are listed in the combo box. The reports are required when in-
flight exceedances occurred to identify the type and duration of 
exceedance.  
D Processed 
check box 
The check box indicates the processing status of the usage report. In 
case of an exceedance, it indicates that corrective action has been 
implemented according to the servicing requirements specified in 
DB06ExceedanceParameters (Sec. 13.7.6).  
 
Table 13-57: ‘LB10UsageDataReport’ Form – Automation Specifications 
Functionality Avail. Description 
Filtered Menus at 
Form Load 
Yes Task Type (‗Unit Transfer‘). 
Auto-generate new 
Usage Report ID 
Yes Last database entry +1.  
New Table Record: 
Preselected Fields 
Yes Usage Data Report ID, Task Type (‗Transfer‘), Actual 
Departure Date (Today), Exceedance Event (False), Rotor 
Brake (False), Load Role Internal Load (False), Load Role HSC 
only (False), Load Role HSC with Tanks (False), Load Role 
Sniper Bar (False), Load Role Door Guns (False), Load Role 
NIL (False), Cargo Hook Sling Usage (False), Rescue Hoist 
Usage / Fitted False (), Flight Successful (False), Mission Abort 
(False), IFSD (False), Processed (False). 
User Input Validation Yes Usage Report ID (empty).  
Event Handler Yes Mission ID changed: Mission Type, Actual Departure Date & 
Time, and Actual AFHRS.  
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13.8.28Edit Database Form – MPPGridBrowser 
The ‗MPPGridBrowser‘ form provides access to the MPPMaintenance, MPPOperations and 
MPPFacilities tables (Sec. 13.7.28, 0, 13.7.30) for data management of the task IDs in the MPP. The 
form is called from the ‗Data‘ tool strip menu bar (Sec. 8.1.1). Figure 13-47 and Figure 13-48 
present the form layout, and the form functionality is specified in Table 13-58.  
A B C D
 
A B C D
 
Figure 13-47: ‘MPPGridBrowser’ Form – 
MPPMaintenance and MPPOperations 
Figure 13-48: ‘MPPGridBrowser’ Form – 
MPPFacilities 
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Table 13-58: ‘MPPGridBrowser’ Form Functionality 
Item Object Functionality 
A MPPMaintenance / 
MPPFacilities tab 
page 
Provides access to the MPPMaintenance & MPPOperations, and 
MPPFacilities tab pages.  
B MPP Row Headers Unique identifier of each database record. Indicates the aircraft / 
facility code including a suffix.  
C MPP Column 
Headers 
The column headers cover a time span of approx. 20 months as 
specified in Sec. 13.7.28.  
D MPP Grid The MPP grid contains the task IDs scheduled for the specified 
aircraft / facility at the respective calendar date. The Main User 
Interface (Sec. 8.1) extracts the IDs for schedule visualisation.  
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13.9Appendix I: Case Study – Inputs (Database Tables) 
13.9.1 Case Study – Inputs: DB01Aircrews 
Staff ID Family Name Given Name Location Code Address Date of Birth Commenced Medical Expiry License Expiry Make & Version Pilot TACCO SENSO Loadmaster Instructor Remarks
e00145 Smith Thomas YBOK 123 Street, Suburb 17/06/1969 00:00 03/05/2006 00:00 16/05/2009 00:00 16/01/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE -
e00475 Chan William YPED 123 Street, Suburb 22/06/1969 00:00 08/05/2006 00:00 21/05/2009 00:00 21/02/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE -
e01445 Paul Samuel YSNW 123 Street, Suburb 23/06/1969 00:00 09/05/2006 00:00 22/05/2009 00:00 22/03/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE -
e11425 Smithers Julian YSHW 123 Street, Suburb 15/06/1969 00:00 01/05/2006 00:00 14/05/2009 00:00 14/04/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE -
e14551 Ford Harry YBTL 123 Street, Suburb 20/06/1969 00:00 06/05/2006 00:00 19/05/2009 00:00 19/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE -
e15432 Black Jack YBOK 123 Street, Suburb 16/06/1969 00:00 02/05/2006 00:00 15/05/2009 00:00 15/05/2009 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE -
e21401 Martins Oliver YSHW 123 Street, Suburb 19/06/1969 00:00 05/05/2006 00:00 18/05/2009 00:00 18/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE -
e23014 Prescott James YSNW 123 Street, Suburb 21/06/1969 00:00 07/05/2006 00:00 20/05/2009 00:00 20/02/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE -
e24899 Hughes Paul YBOK 123 Street, Suburb 18/06/1969 00:00 04/05/2006 00:00 17/05/2009 00:00 17/10/2009 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE -  
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13.9.2 Case Study – Inputs: DB02AircraftFleet 
Registration Make & Version Block Number Unit Name Current AFHRS Delivery Date
A40-001 MRH-90 (TTH) 5 5 Avn Regt A SQN 111.25 15/06/2008 00:00
A40-002 MRH-90 (TTH) 5 5 Avn Regt A SQN 169.25 12/12/2007 00:00
A40-003 MRH-90 (TTH) 5 5 Avn Regt A SQN 140.25 12/12/2007 00:00
A40-004 MRH-90 (TTH) 5 5 Avn Regt A SQN 151.25 15/03/2008 00:00
A40-005 MRH-90 (TTH) 5 5 Avn Regt A SQN 121.25 15/11/2008 00:00
A40-006 MRH-90 (TTH) 5 171 SQN 102.5 11/01/2009 00:00
A40-007 MRH-90 (TTH) 5 5 Avn Regt A SQN 57.5 06/03/2009 00:00
A40-008 MRH-90 (TTH) 5 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 20/06/2009 00:00
A40-009 MRH-90 (TTH) 10 817 SQN 0 04/08/2009 00:00
A40-010 MRH-90 (TTH) 10 171 SQN 0 21/10/2009 00:00
A40-011 MRH-90 (TTH) 10 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 27/11/2009 00:00
A40-012 MRH-90 (TTH) 10 171 SQN 0 20/12/2009 00:00
A40-013 MRH-90 (TTH) 10 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 06/01/2010 00:00
A40-014 MRH-90 (TTH) 15 171 SQN 0 21/03/2010 00:00
A40-015 MRH-90 (TTH) 15 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 11/04/2010 00:00
A40-016 MRH-90 (TTH) 15 171 SQN 0 21/06/2010 00:00
A40-017 MRH-90 (TTH) 15 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 15/08/2010 00:00
A40-018 MRH-90 (TTH) 15 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 19/09/2010 00:00
A40-019 MRH-90 (TTH) 15 817 SQN 0 03/10/2010 00:00
A40-020 MRH-90 (TTH) 15 817 SQN 0 20/01/2011 00:00
A40-021 MRH-90 (TTH) 20 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 21/03/2011 00:00
A40-022 MRH-90 (TTH) 20 AAvnTC 0 13/05/2011 00:00
A40-023 MRH-90 (TTH) 20 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 17/06/2011 00:00
A40-024 MRH-90 (TTH) 20 AAvnTC 0 01/08/2011 00:00
A40-025 MRH-90 (TTH) 20 AAvnTC 0 04/10/2011 00:00
A40-026 MRH-90 (TTH) 20 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 17/01/2012 00:00
A40-027 MRH-90 (TTH) 20 AAvnTC 0 07/02/2012 00:00
A40-028 MRH-90 (TTH) 20 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 05/03/2012 00:00
A40-029 MRH-90 (TTH) 20 ARDU 0 22/06/2012 00:00
A40-030 MRH-90 (TTH) 25 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 29/08/2012 00:00
A40-031 MRH-90 (TTH) 25 817 SQN 0 12/09/2012 00:00
A40-032 MRH-90 (TTH) 25 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 11/10/2012 00:00
A40-033 MRH-90 (TTH) 25 171 SQN 0 04/11/2012 00:00
A40-034 MRH-90 (TTH) 25 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 24/01/2013 00:00
A40-035 MRH-90 (TTH) 25 ARDU 0 28/02/2013 00:00
A40-036 MRH-90 (TTH) 25 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 01/04/2013 00:00
A40-037 MRH-90 (TTH) 25 171 SQN 0 05/05/2013 00:00
A40-038 MRH-90 (TTH) 30 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 11/06/2013 00:00
A40-039 MRH-90 (TTH) 30 AAvnTC 0 26/07/2013 00:00
A40-040 MRH-90 (TTH) 30 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 19/08/2013 00:00
A40-041 MRH-90 (TTH) 30 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 02/09/2013 00:00
A40-042 MRH-90 (TTH) 30 817 SQN 0 22/10/2013 00:00
A40-043 MRH-90 (TTH) 30 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 30/01/2014 00:00
A40-044 MRH-90 (TTH) 30 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 06/02/2014 00:00
A40-045 MRH-90 (TTH) 30 AAvnTC 0 14/04/2014 00:00
A40-046 MRH-90 (TTH) 30 5 Avn Regt A SQN 0 20/06/2014 00:00  
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13.9.3 Case Study – Inputs: DB03AircraftSpecifications 
Make & Version Cruise Speed [kts] Range [nm] Ferry Range [nm] Internal Payload [lbs] External Payload [lbs] MTOW [lbs] Endurance Max Internal Fuel [lbs]
MRH-90 (TTH) 140 432 648 5511 8818 22370 4.6 4486  
13.9.4 Case Study – Inputs: DB04Airfields2 
Location Name ICAO IATA City / Town State Country Service Military Civil Airport Ship Helipad Fuel
RAAF Pearce YPEA Bullsbrook WA Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Darwin YPDN DRW Darwin NT Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Curtin YCIN DCN Derby WA Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Learmonth YPLM LEA Exmouth WA Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Gingin YGIG Gingin WA Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Glenbrook (helipads only) YGNB Glenbrook NSW Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Amberley YAMB Ipswich QLD Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Tindal YPTN KTR Katherine NT Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Williamtown YWLM NTL Williamtown NSW Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Williams YMPC Laverton VIC Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Richmond YSRI RCM Richmond NSW Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF East Sale YMES SXE Sale VIC Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Edinburgh YPED Salisbury SA Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Townsville YBTL TSV Townsville QLD Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Scherger YBSG Weipa QLD Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Wagga Wagga YSWG WGA Wagga Wagga NSW Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
RAAF Woomera YPWR UWR Woomera SA Australia RAAF TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
Enoggera Barracks YENO Enoggera QLD Australia AAvn TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
Holsworthy Barracks, Sydney YSHW Holsworthy NSW Australia AAvn TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE
Oakey AAvnTC YBOK OKY Oakey QLD Australia AAvn TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE
Robertson Barracks YRBK Knuckey Lagoon, Darwin NT Australia AAvn TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
Williamson Airfield YWIS Rockhampton QLD Australia AAvn TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
Dochra Airfield YDOC Singleton NSW Australia AAvn TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
Lavarack Barracks YLVK Townsville QLD Australia AAvn TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
HMAS Stirling YGAD Rockingham WA Australia RAN TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
Jervis Bay Airfield YJBY Jervis Bay NSW Australia RAN TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
HMAS Albatross, Nowra YSNW NOA Nowra NSW Australia RAN TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE  
                                                 
2
 This is an extract only of the example data contained within DB04Airfields. The complete example data used contains 633 domestic airbases, airports, RAN ships, airfields, 
helipads and major overseas bases.  
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13.9.5 Case Study – Inputs: DB05Equipment 
Equipment ID Equipment Designation Make & Version Manufacturer Maintenance Support Operations Support YPED YBTL YSNW YSHW YBOK R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Remarks
Eqp-00001 Airframe Inspection Equipment MRH-90 (TTH) Goodrich Aerospace TRUE FALSE 2 3 2 3 2 0 0 1 1 2 2
Eqp-00002 Structural Test Benches MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 -
Eqp-00003 Aircraft Wheel Servicing Equipment MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 3 2 3 3 3 1 0 0 1 1 1 -
Eqp-00004 Tyre Servicing & Repair Equipment MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 -
Eqp-00005 Aircraft Lubrication Equipment MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 -
Eqp-00006 Aircraft Defuelling Equipment MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 5 4 5 5 5 0 1 1 0 1 1 -
Eqp-00007 Aircraft Washing Equipment MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 2 3 2 3 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 -
Eqp-00008 Engine Starting Equipment and Trolleys MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 5 4 5 4 5 0 0 1 0 1 1 -
Eqp-00009 Engine Test Equipment, Reverse Thrust Units MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 -
Eqp-00010 Engine Test Benches MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 2 3 2 4 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 -
Eqp-00011 Aircraft Electrical System Test Equipment MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 -
Eqp-00012 Electric and Electronic Equipment Test Benches MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -
Eqp-00013 Aircraft Instrument Test Equipment MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 2 3 3 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 -
Eqp-00014 Hydraulic Charging & Testing Sets MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 2 3 2 4 3 0 1 1 1 1 0 -
Eqp-00015 Pneumatic Charging & Testing Sets MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 3 2 2 3 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 -
Eqp-00016 Aircraft Lifting Equipment MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 -
Eqp-00017 Engine Stands & Slings (Cradles) MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 -
Eqp-00018 Aircraft Support Trestles MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE FALSE 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 -
Eqp-00019 Cargo Loading MRH-90 (TTH) FALSE TRUE 3 4 2 4 3 NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL -
Eqp-00020 Ordnance Loading MRH-90 (TTH) FALSE TRUE 4 4 5 5 4 NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL -
Eqp-00021 Fuelling MRH-90 (TTH) FALSE TRUE 5 3 5 5 3 NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL -
Eqp-00022 GPU MRH-90 (TTH) FALSE TRUE 5 4 4 5 5 NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL -
Eqp-00023 Towbar & Truck MRH-90 (TTH) TRUE TRUE 2 3 3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 -  
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13.9.6 Case Study – Inputs: DB06ExceedanceParameters 
Exceedance Parameter ID MI_Name Parameter Name Unit THR1 THR2 Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Parameter 3 Parameter 4 THR1 Maintennace Task Type THR1 Maintenance Action THR2 Maintennace Task Type THR2 Maintenance Action
DEC-00001 DECKLOCK Deck Lock pressure BAR 170 230 Special S01 Special S02
ENG-00025 ENG EECU1 Oil Temp C NULL 132 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00026 ENG EECU2 Oil Temp C NULL 132 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00027 ENG EECU1 Oil Pressure BAR 1.4 6.9 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00028 ENG EECU2 Oil Pressure BAR 1.4 6.9 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00029 ENG EECU1 NG OEI 30Sec PRC NULL 105 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00030 ENG EECU1 NG OEI 2M1HTOP PRC NULL 103 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00031 ENG EECU1 NG AEOMCP PRC NULL 99 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00032 ENG EECU2 NG OEI 30Sec PRC NULL 105 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00033 ENG EECU2 NG OEI 2M1HTOP PRC NULL 103 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00034 ENG EECU2 NG AEOMCP PRC NULL 99 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00035 ENG EECU1 NP % 54 105 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00036 ENG EECU2 NP % 54 105 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00037 ENG EECU1 T4 OEI 30Sec C NULL 1039 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00038 ENG EECU1 T4 OEI 2Min C NULL 971 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00039 ENG EECU1 T4 OEI 1HTOP C NULL 934 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00040 ENG EECU1 T4 AEOMCP C NULL 912 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00041 ENG EECU2 T4 OEI 30Sec C NULL 1039 Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00042 ENG EECU2 T4 OEI 2Min C NULL 971 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00043 ENG EECU2 T4 OEI 1HTOP C NULL 934 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00044 ENG EECU2 T4 AEOMCP C NULL 912 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00045 ENG EECU1 TQ OEI 30Sec Nm NULL 976 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00046 ENG EECU1 TQ OEI 2Min Nm NULL 738.1 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00047 ENG EECU1 TQ OEI 1H Nm NULL 622.2 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00048 ENG EECU1 TQ AEOMCP Nm NULL 555.1 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00049 ENG EECU1 TQ AEOTOP Nm NULL 610 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00050 ENG EECU2 TQ OEI 30Sec Nm NULL 976 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00051 ENG EECU2 TQ OEI 2Min Nm NULL 738.1 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00052 ENG EECU2 TQ OEI 1H Nm NULL 622.2 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00053 ENG EECU2 TQ AEOMCP Nm NULL 555.1 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
ENG-00054 ENG EECU2 TQ AEOTOP Nm NULL 610 NULL NULL NULL NULL Special S03 Special S04
HYD-00002 HYD SPARE NULL NULL Special S05 Special S06
HYD-00003 HYD SPARE NULL NULL Special S05 Special S06
HYD-00004 HYD Circuit1 Oil Pressure BAR 180 235 Special S05 Special S06
HYD-00005 HYD Circuit1 Oil Temp C NULL 120 Special S05 Special S06
HYD-00006 HYD Circuit2 Oil Pressure BAR 180 235 Special S05 Special S06
HYD-00007 HYD Circuit2 Oil Temp C NULL 120 Special S05 Special S06
HYD-00008 HYD WB Accum Pressure BAR 180 230 Special S05 Special S06
HYD-00009 HYD RB FWD Pad Temp C NULL 150 Special S05 Special S06
HYD-00010 HYD RB Rear Pad Temp C NULL 150 Special S05 Special S06
MRD-00011 MRD Main Rotor NR PRC 95 102 Special S07 Special S08
MRD-00012 MRD BRG1 Oil Temp C NULL 125 MGB Oil Temp Special S07 Special S08
MRD-00013 MRD MGB BRG2 Oil Temp C NULL 125 MGB Oil Temp Special S07 Special S08
MRD-00014 MRD MGB Oil Pressure BAR 3.2 7.05 MGB Oil Temp MGB Oil Hot Special S07 Special S08
MRD-00015 MRD MGB Oil Temp C 50 100 MGB Oil Pressure MGB Oil Hot Special S07 Special S08
MRD-00016 MRD TQ MGB NM NULL 1109 Special S07 Special S08
MRD-00017 MRD RAGB Oil Pressure BAR 1 5 Special S07 Special S08
MRD-00018 MRD RAGB Oil Temp C NULL 120 Special S07 Special S08
ROT-00019 ROT MR TQ Rotors NM NULL 89000 IRSM IAS IRSM GAMMA V EECU1 V TQ EECU2 V TQ Special S09 Special S10
ROT-00020 ROT NR Usage PRC NULL 110 IRSM IAS IRSM GAMMA V MR TQ Rotors Special S09 Special S10
ROT-00021 ROT Tail Rotor TQ NM NULL 5430 IRSM IAS IRSM GAMMA V EECU1 V TQ EECU2 V TQ Special S09 Special S10
TRD-00022 TRD IGB Oil Temp C -15 110 Special S11 Special S12
TRD-00023 TRD TGB Oil Temp C NULL 100 Special S11 Special S12
TRD-00024 TRD TTQ MGB OEI NM NULL 710 Special S11 Special S12
TRD-00025 NULL NULL NM NULL 100 NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL  
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13.9.7 Case Study – Inputs: DB08MaintenanceCrewQualifications 
Skill Level Army Air Force Navy Civilian Contractor Certification Level 1 Certification Level 2 Certification Level 3 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE 1 3 3 3 0 5
Aircraft Mechanic TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE 0 0 1 0 1 3
Aircraft Tradesperson TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 0 3 0 0 0 1
Apprentice TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 2 0 1 1 1 1
Civilian Tradesperson FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE 0 3 0 0 1 0
Commander TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 0 0 1 0 0 1
Ex-ADF Aircraft Tradesperson FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE 0 1 0 1 1 1
Flight Service Inspector FSI (Navy) FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE 1 0 1 0 1 1
Independent Inspector TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE 0 1 0 1 0 1
Licensed Aircraft Maintenance Engineer TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE 0 0 1 1 1 0
Maintenance Manager (Navy) FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE 0 1 0 0 1 1
Maintenance Quality Inspector TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE 0 0 1 0 0 1
Maintenance Quality Inspector (Navy) FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE 0 1 0 0 1 1
Non-Tradesperson TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 3 0 1 1 1 0
Section Commander TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 0 1 0 0 0 1
Section Head TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE 0 0 1 0 1 1
Self Certifying Maintainers TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE 1 1 0 1 1 0
Senior Maintenance Manager TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE 0 0 1 1 0 1
Technician (Navy) FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE 0 1 0 0 1 0
Trade Supervisor TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE 0 1 1 0 0 0  
13.9.8 Case Study – Inputs: DB09MaintenanceCrews 
Staff ID Family Name Given Name Location Code Address Date of Birth Commenced License Expiry Make & Version Skill Level 1 Skill Level 2 Skill Level 3 Remarks
m00253 Bruce William YSNW 123 Street, Suburb 22/06/1969 00:00 08/05/2006 00:00 21/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Trade Supervisor Self Certifying Maintainers
m01398 Porter James YBTL 123 Street, Suburb 21/06/1969 00:00 07/05/2006 00:00 20/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) Civilian Tradesperson Ex-ADF Aircraft Tradesperson Aircraft Maintenance Engineer
m10054 Driscoll Harry YPED 123 Street, Suburb 20/06/1969 00:00 06/05/2006 00:00 19/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Maintenance Quality Inspector Senior Maintenance Manager
m12445 Jones Jack YBTL 123 Street, Suburb 16/06/1969 00:00 02/05/2006 00:00 15/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) Apprentice Apprentice Apprentice
m14445 Hamilton Ben YSHW 123 Street, Suburb 18/06/1969 00:00 04/05/2006 00:00 17/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) Technician (Navy) Maintenance Manager (Navy) Maintenance Manager (Navy)
m44256 Smithers Julian YPED 123 Street, Suburb 15/06/1969 00:00 01/05/2006 00:00 14/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Maintenance Quality Inspector Ex-ADF Aircraft Tradesperson
m45539 Pinal Oliver YBOK 123 Street, Suburb 19/06/1969 00:00 05/05/2006 00:00 18/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) Aircraft Mechanic Aircraft Tradesperson Aircraft Maintenance Engineer
m47810 Long Marc YSHW 123 Street, Suburb 23/06/1969 00:00 09/05/2006 00:00 22/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) Technician (Navy) Maintenance Quality Inspector (Navy) Maintenance Quality Inspector (Navy)
m78842 Cooper Thomas YSNW 123 Street, Suburb 17/06/1969 00:00 03/05/2006 00:00 16/05/2010 00:00 MRH-90 (TTH) Section Head Trade Supervisor Commander  
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13.9.9 Case Study – Inputs: DB10MaintenanceFacilities 
Location Code Location Name Unit Name Maintenance Responsibility R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 Total Floor Capacity Land Latitude Longitude Altitude (ft)
AWD-1 HMAS Hobart 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
AWD-2 HMAS Brisbane 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
AWD-3 HMAS Sydney 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFG-03 HMAS Sydney 817 SQN CoA 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFG-04 HMAS Darwin 817 SQN CoA 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFG-05 HMAS Melbourne 817 SQN CoA 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFG-06 HMAS Newcastle 817 SQN CoA 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFH-150 HMAS Anzac 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFH-151 HMAS Arunta 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFH-152 HMAS Warramunga 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFH-153 HMAS Stuart 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFH-154 HMAS Parramatta 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFH-155 HMAS Ballarat 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFH-156 HMAS Toowoomba 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
FFH-157 HMAS Perth 817 SQN CoA 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 FALSE NULL NULL 0
L-51 HMAS Kanimbla 817 SQN CoA 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 FALSE NULL NULL 0
L-52 HMAS Manoora 817 SQN CoA 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 FALSE NULL NULL 0
LHD-1 HMAS Canberra 817 SQN CoA 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 FALSE NULL NULL 0
LHD-2 HMAS Adelaide 817 SQN CoA 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 FALSE NULL NULL 0
YBOK Oakey AAvnTC AAvnTC AA 3 3 2 2 2 0 3 TRUE -27.4117 151.735 1335
YBTL RAAF Townsville 5 Avn Regt A SQN R1-R5: CoA, R6; AA 3 3 2 2 2 4 4 TRUE -19.2533 146.765 18
YPED RAAF Edinburgh ARDU AA 3 3 2 2 2 0 3 TRUE -34.7033 138.62 67
YSHW Holsworthy Barracks, Sydney 171 SQN CoA 3 3 2 2 2 0 3 TRUE -33.9714 150.9561 250
YSNW HMAS Albatross, Nowra 817 SQN R1-R5: CoA, R6; AA 3 3 2 2 2 4 4 TRUE -34.9483 150.5367 131  
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13.9.10Case Study – Inputs: DB11MaintenanceServicings 
Servicing Designation Task Type Periodicity Interval First Servicing (AFHRS) Min TMS [d] Max TMS [d] Av TMS [d] Resetting Rule OM Floorspace DM Floorspace
P1 Phased NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL TRUE FALSE
R1 Routine AFHRS 50 50 2 4 3 R1 TRUE FALSE
R1R2 Merged NULL NULL NULL 7 9 8 NULL TRUE FALSE
R2 Routine AFHRS 300 100 5 7 6 R4 TRUE FALSE
R3 Routine AFHRS 300 200 5 7 6 R2 TRUE FALSE
R3R5 Merged NULL NULL NULL 8 11 10 NULL NULL NULL
R4 Routine AFHRS 300 300 5 7 6 R3 TRUE FALSE
R5 Routine AFHRS 200 200 7 10 9 R5 TRUE FALSE
R6 Routine AFHRS 600 600 30 40 35 R6 FALSE TRUE
S01 Special NULL NULL NULL 1 1 1 NULL TRUE FALSE
S02 Special NULL NULL NULL 2 2 2 NULL TRUE FALSE
S03 Special NULL NULL NULL 1 1 1 NULL TRUE FALSE
S04 Special NULL NULL NULL 2 2 2 NULL TRUE FALSE
S05 Special NULL NULL NULL 1 1 1 NULL TRUE FALSE
S06 Special NULL NULL NULL 2 2 2 NULL TRUE FALSE
S07 Special NULL NULL NULL 1 1 1 NULL TRUE FALSE
S08 Special NULL NULL NULL 2 2 2 NULL TRUE FALSE
S09 Special NULL NULL NULL 1 1 1 NULL TRUE FALSE
S10 Special NULL NULL NULL 2 2 2 NULL TRUE FALSE
S11 Special NULL NULL NULL 1 1 1 NULL TRUE FALSE
S12 Special NULL NULL NULL 2 2 2 NULL TRUE FALSE
T1 Storage NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL NULL FALSE FALSE  
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13.9.11Case Study – Inputs: DB12Missions 
Mission Type Mission Category Task Type Pilot 1 Pilot 2 TACCO SENSO Loadmaster Instructor
Aerial Mine Search and Disposal Reconnaissance & Surveillance Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE
Aeromedical Evacuation (AME) Med / Cas Evac Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
Air Movement Troops / Cargo Transportation Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
Airmobile Mission (AMO) Land Troops / Equipment Transportation Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
AMO Amphibious Troops / Equipment Transportation Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
Anti-Surface Warfare Armed Reconnaissance & Surveillance Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE
Artillery AMO/ External Load Mission Troops / Equipment Transportation Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) Med / Cas Evac Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE
Command, Control, communication, EW Intelligence & EW Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE
Ferry Transfer Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
Helicopter Visit, Board, Search and Seizure Tactical Support Mission TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE
Logistics Support (Maritime) Cargo / Equipment Transportation Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
Maintenance Test Flight / Ground Run Maintenance Support Mission FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
Special Operations Support Tactical Support Mission TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
Support Operations Survivability Mission TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
Training 1 - Tactical Training Mission TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE
Training 2 - Circuits Training Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE
Training 3 - IFR Training Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE
Training 4 - Deck Landing Practice Training Mission TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE  
13.9.12Case Study – Inputs: DB13OperatingEnvironment 
Environment Risk Attributes Servicing Designation
Adversary Ballistic Impacts, Penetration of Structure, Contingency Maintenance, Battle Damage RepairSurvivability, Performance, Situational Awareness S03: Contingency Servicing
Coastal / Littoral Humidity, Saline Environments, Turbulence, Windshear, Corrosion Situational Awareness, Visibility, Survivability S01: Saline Inspection
Desert Sand Storms, Turbulence, Windshear, Heat, Corrosion, Wear, Usage Situational Awareness, Visibility, Survivability, Brownouts, Performance
High Mountains Storms, Snow, Icing, Hail, Turbulence, Wear, Uage Visibility, Manoevrability, Survivability, Performance
Icesheet Icing, Turbulence, Supercooled Water, Severe Cold, Wear, Uage Visibility, Survivability, Performance
Mountains Storms, Snow, Icing, Hail, Turbulence, Usage Visibility, Manoevrability, Survivability, Performance
Ocean Humidity, Saline Environments, Corrosion Situational Awareness, Visibility, Survivability S01: Saline Inspection
Plains, Tundra Bush Fires, Sand Storms, Thunderstorms, Hail, Rain, Windshear, Avionics Damage, Skin Damage, WearV sibility, Turbulence, Brownouts, Lightning Strike
Rain Forest Heavy Rain, Fog, Humidity, Flooding, Thunderstorms, Corrosion, Skin restoration, Avionics DamageSituational Awareness, Visibility, Lightning Strike
Urban Urban Built-ups, Highrises, Usage Manoevrability, Threat  
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13.9.13Case Study – Inputs: DB14OperatingUnits 
Unit Name Number of Aircraft Make & Version Location Code Daily ROE [AFHRS] OM Responsibility DM Responsibility
171 SQN 8 MRH-90 (TTH) YSHW 1.25 YSHW YSNW
5 Avn Regt A SQN 24 MRH-90 (TTH) YBTL 1.25 YBTL YBTL
817 SQN 6 MRH-90 (TTH) YSNW 1.25 YSNW YSNW
AAvnTC 6 MRH-90 (TTH) YBOK 1.25 YBOK YSNW
ARDU 2 MRH-90 (TTH) YPED 0.5 YPED YSNW  
13.9.14Case Study – Inputs: DB16SparePartsInventory 
Part Number MSN Description Manufacturer Supplier Make & Version Minimum Order Qty Stock YPED Stock YBTL Stock YSNW Stock YSHW Stock YBOK Last Updated
0013-1825-4-2 564882 MLG Tire Goodrich Aerospace Australia Aviation Supplies MRH-90 (TTH) 18 50 47 29 22 11 16/01/2009 00:00
0014-8591-7-4 12548684385XY APU Fan Eurocopter Germany AAC Aviation Parts MRH-90 (TTH) 2 2 3 3 4 5 20/12/2008 00:00
1055-8996-0-3 HYD-97633-288 Hydraulic Pump Goodrich Aerospace Australia Aviation Supplies MRH-90 (TTH) 2 2 3 5 4 5 04/04/2009 00:00
1285-1120-0-8 XRT-1258-74RT Flight Controller Liebherr Aerospace Jet Aviation MRH-90 (TTH) 3 4 5 7 3 5 13/09/2008 00:00
1285-3556-1-7 AB-12587-885 Fuel Pump Liebherr Aerospace AAC Aviation Parts MRH-90 (TTH) 2 4 3 2 1 6 20/04/2009 00:00
1400-1706-0-3 ERG07773457 Anti Icing System Valve Eurocopter France Aviation Parts NZ MRH-90 (TTH) 2 1 4 3 3 4 19/02/2009 00:00
1455-5477-2-5 SP-45117-9 Rotor Blade Eurocopter France Eurocopter MRH-90 (TTH) 4 6 9 5 4 3 01/02/2009 00:00
1485-1257-2-8 56346-01 Engine Cover Panel Liebherr Aerospace Jet Aviation MRH-90 (TTH) 2 4 3 3 3 3 27/06/2007 00:00
1674-5203-0-1 98-151603A Fuel Indicator Goodrich Aerospace Aviation Hardware MRH-90 (TTH) 3 4 5 4 5 3 20/02/2007 00:00
1723-2025-2-8 1245570-Y Nose Fairing Liebherr Aerospace CBBD MRH-90 (TTH) 2 2 3 8 3 5 07/01/2009 00:00
2036-1105-1-3 ABX-128-27847 Front Door Right Eurocopter Germany Australia Aviation Supplies MRH-90 (TTH) 1 2 7 2 2 5 13/09/2008 00:00
3440-8574-9-5 QM-52RTj-4 UHF Antenna Goodrich Aerospace Radio Equipment MRH-90 (TTH) 5 7 6 5 8 6 13/05/2009 00:00
4520-1287-1-1 15AB/ KID Q7L Landing Gear Door Eurocopter France Plastic World MRH-90 (TTH) 1 3 2 2 2 3 14/03/2009 00:00
4587-1220-0-0 AA-23476-5753 Avionics Cooling Fan Liebherr Aerospace Aviation Cooling Fans MRH-90 (TTH) 12 15 14 13 12 18 08/05/2009 00:00
8947-2024-1-0 1201996 Hydraulic Oil Supply Tube Goodrich Aerospace Australia Aviation Supplies MRH-90 (TTH) 3 5 4 8 4 3 16/04/2009 00:00
9998-9999-2-5 13000998 Main Switchboard Eurocopter Germany CBBD MRH-90 (TTH) 20 25 22 28 36 40 17/03/2009 00:00  
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13.9.15Case Study – Inputs: DB17TaskList 
Task Type Logbook Storage Colour Code Display Level DGV Storage Level MPP Weekend Activity Remarks
Clash Autoindication Red 3 NULL TRUE A clash bar is used to indicate that something in the plan may need fixing. A couple of examples are; facility capacity has been exceeded ie too many aircraft scheduled into a maintenance facility at the same time; the clash may also indicate that a maintenance event has not been assigned to a facility. You need to think about all the situations that may cause a problem to the fleet plan. 
Contingency Autoindication Gold 1 NULL TRUE NULL
Deployment LB03ExercisesDeployments DarkGreen 1 1 TRUE Aircraft and the associated technical, administrative and command staff, support equipment and supplies, operating under a designated Officer-in-Charge / Flight Commander, as a separate AMO away from the parent AMO. The aircraft remain under the operational command of the squadron Account Manager.
Exercise LB03ExercisesDeployments Peru 1 1 TRUE NULL
Extension Autoindication Silver 1 NULL TRUE An extension may be granted if for some reason the maintenance cannot be carried out when it is due. Only used for exceptional cases and requires engineering approval.
Merged LB04Maintenance DeepPink 2 2 FALSE NULL
Mission LB05Missions Cyan 2 3 TRUE Commences from when the aircraft captain accepts the aircraft to when it is released to maintenance by the aircraft captain.
Modification LB06Modifications Orange 2 2 FALSE MOD means Modification. This is a scheduled event where the aircraft undergoes a modification; such as wiring harness upgrade .
Overdue Autoindication Yellow 3 NULL TRUE An Enforced U/S happens when a scheduled maintenance event is delayed. This technically makes the aircraft unserviceable and becomes an Enforced U/S.
Overlap Autoindication Black 3 NULL TRUE An overlap indicates that more than one servicing is being conducted at the same time. A small servicing may be hidden beneath a larger servicing. The overlap bar will indicate this. 
Phased LB04Maintenance Plum 2 2 FALSE NULL
Routine LB04Maintenance Blue 2 2 FALSE NULL
Ships Flight LB09UnitTransfer CornflowerBlue 1 0 TRUE It is a flight dedicated to a ship and integrated under the operational command of the Ships Commanding Officer. It may be detached from the designated ship to come under the operational control of other authorities as required.
Special LB04Maintenance Lime 2 2 FALSE NULL
Storage LB04Maintenance LightGreen 2 2 TRUE NULL
Transfer LB09UnitTransfer DarkKhaki 1 0 TRUE Temp Unit Transfer.
Unserviceable Autoindication Coral 2 NULL TRUE U/S means unserviceable. As an example, the aircraft may suffer major downtime due to an aircraft fire. This period that the aircraft is unserviceable may be modeled if the duration of downtime warrants it. It is up to the fleet planner as to what they want to model. 
13.9.16Case Study – Inputs: LB02ExceedanceEvents 
Exceedance Event Report ID Exceedance Parameter ID Registration Min Max THR1 Start Date & Time End Date & Time Worst Value THR2 Start Date & Time End Date & Time Worst Value Component Damage Index
Exc-00001 MRD-00014 A40-002 2 6 3.2 20/01/2009 13:00 20/01/2009 13:10 6 7.05 NULL NULL NULL NULL
Exc-00002 MRD-00015 A40-003 45 110 50 20/01/2009 14:20 20/01/2009 14:30 NULL 100 20/01/2009 14:22 20/01/2009 14:28 110 NULL
Exc-00003 MRD-00014 A40-004 3 10 3.2 21/01/2009 10:30 21/01/2009 10:35 NULL 7.05 21/01/2009 10:31 21/01/2009 10:34 10 NULL
Exc-00004 ROT-00019 A40-002 50000 100000 NULL NULL NULL NULL 89000 21/01/2009 10:30 21/01/2009 10:40 100000 NULL
Exc-00005 ROT-00021 A40-003 5000 7000 NULL NULL NULL NULL 5430 21/01/2009 11:15 21/01/2009 11:20 7000 NULL  
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13.9.17Case Study – Inputs: LB10UsageDataReport 
[Usage Report ID] Udr-00001 Udr-00002
[Mission ID] Mis-00001 Mis-00002
[Actual Departure Date & Time] 02/05/2009 12:15 21/01/2009 09:00
[Exceedance Event] TRUE FALSE
[Exceedance Event Report ID] Exc-00001 NULL
[21 Mission Flown] Air Movement NULL
[22 Manoeuvre Events: Rotor Starts] 3 NULL
[23 Manoeuvre Events: Takeoffs] 3 NULL
[24 Manoeuvre Events: Landings - Sealed Site] 1 NULL
[25 Manoeuvre Events: Landings - Prepared Site] 0 NULL
[26 Manoeuvre Events: Landings - Unprepared Site] 2 NULL
[27 Manoeuvre Events: Landings - Deck] 0 NULL
[28 Manoeuvre Events: AoB 45deg] 1 NULL
[29 Manoeuvre Events: AoB 60deg] 0 NULL
[30 Manoeuvre Events: 2g Pull Up] 0 NULL
[31 Manoeuvre Events: Pushovers (30deg)] 0 NULL
[32 Manoeuvre Events: Autorotations] 0 NULL
[33 Manoeuvre Events: Quickstops] 0 NULL
[34 Manoeuvre Events: Ground Taxi (Duration)] 1.5 NULL
[35 Manoeuvre Events: HIGE (Duration)] 10 NULL
[36 Manoeuvre Events: HOGE (Duration)] 0 NULL
[37 38 Duration of Flight (Total AFHRS)] 2.1 NULL
[39 Rotor Brake Application] 0 NULL
[40 Load/Role: Internal Load/Pax] TRUE NULL
[41 Load/Role: HSC only] FALSE NULL
[42 Load/Role: HSC with Tanks] FALSE NULL
[43 Load/Role: Sniper Bar] FALSE NULL
[44 Load/Role: Door Guns] FALSE NULL
[45 Load/Role: NIL] FALSE NULL
[46 Cargo Hook / Sling: Usage] FALSE NULL
[47 Cargo Hook / Sling: Duration] 0 NULL
[48 Rescue Hoist Usage: Fitted] TRUE NULL
[49 Rescue Hoist Usage: Cycles] 2 NULL
[50 Rescue Hoist Usage: Duration] 5 NULL
[51 Rescue Hoist Usage: Cable Length Usage] 50 NULL
[52 Gross Weight Band: <7000kg] 90 NULL
[53 Gross Weight Band: 7000-9000kg] 10 NULL
[54 Gross Weight Band: 9000-10000kg] 0 NULL
[55 Gross Weight Band: 10000-10600kg] 0 NULL
[56 Gross Weight Band: 10600-11000kg] 0 NULL
[57 Duration of Flight: > 10600kg] 0 NULL
[58 Altitude Band: Contour/NoE] 75 NULL
[59 Altitude Band: <200AGL] 10 NULL
[60 Altitude Band: 200-1000AGL] 15 NULL
[61 Altitude Band: >1000AGL] 0 NULL
[62 Altitude Band: <3000AMSL] 0 NULL
[63 Altitude Band: 3000-5000AMSL] 0 NULL
[64 Altitude Band: >5000AMSL] 0 NULL
[65 Altitude Band: Other] 0 NULL
[70 Engine Usage: Engine Start Time (LH)] 1 NULL
[71 Engine Usage: Engine Start Time (RH)] 1.1 NULL
[72 Engine Usage: Shutdown Time (LH)] 2 NULL
[73 Engine Usage: Shutdown Time (RH)] 2 NULL
[74 Engine Usage: Gas Generator Partial Cycles (LH)] 2 NULL
[75 Engine Usage: Gas Generator Partial Cycles (RH)] 2 NULL
[76 Engine Usage: Power Turbine Partial Cycles (LH)] 2 NULL
[77 Engine Usage: Power Turbine Partial Cycles (RH)] 2 NULL
[78 APU Starts] 1 NULL
[79 APU Operating Duration] 15 NULL
[88 Flight Successful] TRUE NULL
[89 Mission Abort] FALSE NULL
[90 IFSD] FALSE NULL
Remarks NULL NULL
Processed TRUE FALSE  
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13.9.18Case Study – Inputs: DB07Interoperability 
Table 13-59: Index of Data Element Titles [215] 
DE
D 
Data Element Title  Analysis 
001 Achieved Availability The probability that, when used under stated 
conditions in an ideal support environment, a system 
will operate satisfactorily at any time. This 
differs from Inherent Availability only in its 
inclusion of consideration for preventive action. Aa 
excludes supply downtime and administrative 
downtime. The measurement bases for MTBM and M must 
be consistent when calculating Aa. 
020 Annual Man-hours The sum of the working time of each SSC required for 
the performance of a unit of work accumulated for a 
period of a year. This field is divided into two 
subfields of Scheduled and Unscheduled.  
a) Scheduled: The number of annual man-hours 
expended for preventive maintenance. MAINTENANCE 
LEVEL SCHEDULED ANNUAL MAN-HOURS. The scheduled 
annual man-hours for a given maintenance level.  
b) Unscheduled: The number of annual man-hours 
expended for corrective maintenance. MAINTENANCE 
LEVEL UNSCHEDULED ANNUAL MAN-HOURS. The unscheduled 
annual man-hours for a given maintenance level.  
021 Annual Number of 
Missions 
The estimated or specified mean number of missions 
an item will be expected to accomplish in one year.  
022 Annual Operating Days The mean number of days per year that a mission 
demand will be placed on an item. 
023 Annual Operating 
Requirements 
The estimated or required yearly rate of usage of an 
item. 
024 Annual Operating Time The total hours that the item under analysis is 
expected to be operated during a calendar year.  
028 Available Man-Hours The total annual number of man-hours for which a SSC 
is available to perform assigned tasks.  
057 Contractor Recommended A code to signify whether or not the corresponding 
requirements are contractor recommended. Codes are 
as follows: a) YES "Y"; and b) NO "N".  
064 Crew Size The number of personnel assigned to operate a system 
/ equipment. 
071 Date The date of an event, expressed as the year (last 
two positions), month and day of the event, e.g., 
YYMMDD.  
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075 Delivery Code A code that indicates if the transportation by 
fiscal year is needed: a) Required: “Y”, b) Not 
required: “N”.  
085 Distance The geographical distance, in miles between two 
points.  
097 Engineering Failure Mode 
- Mean Time Between 
Failure 
That portion of an item's MTBF (DED 229) that is 
attributable to an Engineering Failure Mode (Failure 
Cause, DED 124). EFM-MTBF may be calculated by the 
following formula:  
EFM-MTBF: 1/(FMR X FR) 
Where: FMR = Failure Mode Ratio (DED 136) for the 
particular failure mode under analysis. FR = Failure 
Rate for the LCN / ALC item under analysis.  
107 Facilities Maintenance 
Requirements 
A narrative description identifying the maintenance 
concept for the system, e.g., number of maintenance 
levels, and identifying the facilities that are 
required to maintain the system at the applicable 
maintenance levels.  
108 Facilities Requirements A narrative description identifying the location of 
and the functions to be performed in the facility. 
Identifies environmental consideration affecting 
health, sanitation, or the surrounding community.  
109 Facilities Requirements 
for Operations 
A narrative description identifying if the system is 
to be used or operated in garrison or on a day-to-
day basis and if such, what facilities are needed to 
support the system in its daily use, i.e., runways, 
helipads, clear zones, commercial power, operational 
pads, etc.  
110 Facilities Requirements 
for Training 
A narrative description identifying what facilities 
are required for training; classrooms, ranges, 
manoeuvre areas; and, facilities for simulators or 
other training devices.  
111 Facilities Utilisation A narrative description identifying the facility 
utilization rate in terms of number of tasks 
performed in the facility, training sessions, flying 
hours, number of maintenance hours, and other 
appropriate designators per specified time period.  
114 Facility Capability A narrative description identifying the capacity 
impact of the work load upon the facility.  
117 Facility Location A narrative description identifying the existing, 
new, or modified facility in terms of where the 
facility is located (e.g., depot name, building, 
post, bay, etc.).  
118 Facility Name An identification of the name of the facility type 
that the system/equipment requires. BASELINE 
FACILITY NAME: The name of the baseline facility. 
NEW OR MODIFIED FACILITY NAME: The name of the new 
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or modified facility.  
121 Facility Requirements: 
Supply/Storage 
A narrative description identifying where the system 
will be stored, e.g., arms room, motor pool; if 
there are any special storage requirements for the 
system or components; e.g., security, environmental 
controls, warehouse, covered, uncovered, or if there 
is any impact in other storage facilities; e.g., 
petroleum, oil, lubricants, munitions.  
131 Failure Mode and 
Reliability Centred 
Maintenance Narrative 
Code 
Code that indicates the failure mode and RCM 
narrative:  
A: Failure/damage mode effect end effect(DED 125);  
B: Failure/damage mode effect local (DED 126) 
C: Failure/damage mode effect next higher (DED 127);  
D: Failure cause (DED 124);  
E: Failure/damage mode (DED 128);  
F: Failure mode detection method (DED 129);  
G: Failure mode predictability (DED 138);  
H: Failure mode remarks (DED 137);  
I: Redesign recommendations (DED 426);  
J: RCM age exploration (DED 343);  
K: RCM reasoning (DED 346); and  
L: RCM redesign recommendations (DED 426). 
132 Failure Mode 
Classification 
A one-position code that categorizes the failure 
resulting from the identified failure mode as a 
technical or an operational failure:  
T: Technical;  
O: Operational.  
138 Failure Predictability Information on known incipient failure indicators 
(e.g., operational performance variations), which 
are peculiar to the item failure trends and permit 
predicting failures in advance.  
140 Failure Rate For a particular interval, the total number of 
failures within a population of an item divided by 
the total functional life of the population during 
the measurement interval. The definition holds for 
time, rounds, miles, events, cycles, or other 
measures of life units.  
159 Helicopter Mission 
Requirements 
Mission requirements is divided into five subfields 
indicating the worst (e.g., highest, coldest, 
longest, and heaviest) mission scenario:  
a) Altitude: The highest altitude in feet above sea 
level;  
b) Temperature: The coldest temperature in degrees 
Fahrenheit;  
c) Distance: The longest distance in nautical miles;  
d) Time: The longest time in hours; and  
e) Payload: The heaviest payload in pounds.  
185 Job The combination of all human performance required 
for operation and maintenance of one personnel 
position in a system (e.g. driver).  
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186 Job Code An assigned code which is associated with a specific 
job.  
190 Life-cycle Status The current life cycle phase of an item of 
equipment. The life cycle of a hardware item, 
extending from "cradle to grave", is divided into 
four phases: exploration; acquisition; deployment / 
operations; and, disposal (includes storage and 
reclamation). The acquisition phase subdivides into 
the following five phases:  
C: Concept Exploration & Definition;  
D: Demonstration & Validation;  
F: Engineering & Manufacturing Development;  
P: Production & Deployment; and  
S: Operations & Support.  
193 Line Item Number A unique number assigned by the requiring authority 
to all items of equipment for which a specific 
service has proponency.  
194 Line Replaceable Unit An LRU is an essential support item which is removed 
and replaced at field level to restore the end item 
to an operationally ready condition. Conversely, a 
non-LRU is a part, component, or assembly used in 
the repair of an LRU, when the LRU has failed and 
has been removed from the end item for repair:  
Y: Item is an LRU; and  
N: Item is not an LRU. 
195 Loading Factor A factor which is applied to the hourly and annual 
manpower costs to account for overhead, benefits, 
permanent change of station moves, hazardous duty, 
etc.  
196 Logistic Considerations A logistic consideration indicating whether the 
design of the item under analysis meet the DOD 
policy to adapt, when possible, to: (a) common or 
compatible operational, administrative and logistic 
procedures; (b) common or compatible technical 
procedures and criteria; (c) common, compatible, or 
interchangeable supplies, components, weapons, or 
equipment; and, (d) common or compatible tactical 
doctrine with corresponding organizational 
compatibility (JCS PUB l).  
207 Maintenance Concept A narrative description identifying the broad, 
planned approach to be employed in sustaining the 
system / equipment at a defined level of readiness, 
or in a specified condition in support of the 
operational requirement. Initially stated by the 
requiring authority for design and support planning 
purposes and is expanded by performing activity 
prepared inputs during full scale development. 
Provides the basis for the maintenance plan. Usually 
includes guidelines pertaining to projected 
maintenance tasks, levels, and locations: organic / 
contractor maintenance work load mix; condition 
monitoring, fault isolation and testing approach; 
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and, compatibility with existing support and test 
equipment, etc. May be influenced or modified as 
system / equipment development proceeds.  
208 Maintenance Interval The number of operational units (e.g. rounds, miles, 
hours) between preventive maintenance derived as an 
outcome of RCM analysis.  
209 Maintenance Plan Number A number assigned by the government to identify an 
approved maintenance plan.  
211 Maintenance Replacement 
Rate I 
The MRRI is defined as the peacetime replacement 
rate factor for the item indicating the number of 
expected failures, which will require removal and 
replacement of the support item below depot level in 
a given next higher assembly per equipment / end 
item per year. This factor is to be based on the 
known / estimated end item usage and mature failure 
rates.  
212 Maintenance Replacement 
Rate II 
The MRRII can be defined by each of the following 
options:  
Option 1: The MRRII is the replacement rate of the 
item calculated as follows:  
MRRII = MRRI X (annual operating program wartime) / 
(annual operating program peacetime).  
When this computation results in zero, use the 
following definition: The MRRII is the replacement 
rate of the line item per wartime operating program. 
The wartime operating program will be provided by 
the requiring authority. The MRRII will consider 
secondary failures, idleness, operator error, 
preventive / planned maintenance, handling and 
storage. 
Option 2: The MRRII is the wartime replacement rate 
for the item indicating the number of expected 
failures, which will require removal and replacement 
of the support item below depot level in a given 
next higher assembly per equipment/end item per 
year. This factor is to be based on the known / 
estimated end item usage and will include 
consideration of intensified rate of usage; 
increased stress due to combat operations; accident 
rate; ballistic damages; and, differences in 
turnaround time.  
213 Maintenance Replacement 
Rate Modifier 
A series of codes used to modify (multiply) the MRR 
for environmental conditions by area of 
system/equipment deployment. Consists of seven 
subfields. The first six subfields identify the 
multiplier to use for the following geographic 
areas: CONUS (C); Europe (E); Pacific (P); Southern 
Command (S); Mideast (M); and, Alaska (A), 
respectively. Multiplier Code:  
0.25: A 
0.50: B 
0.75: C 
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l.00: l 
l.25: 2 
l.50: 3 
l.75: 4 
2.00: 5 
2.25: 6 
2.50: 7 
2.75: 8 
3.00: 9 
No requirement: 0.  
The seventh subfield is a code to indicate if the 
item is subject to a wear-out failure pattern, in 
which case it is coded "W".  
215 Man-hour per Operating 
Hour 
The ratio of maintenance man-hours expended to the 
operating interval (as defined by the measurement 
base) of the system/equipment. The item contains two 
components:  
a) Scheduled: Total maintenance man-hours expended 
for preventive maintenance divided by the total 
operating hours. 
b) Unscheduled: Total maintenance man-hours expended 
for corrective maintenance divided by the total 
operating hours.  
221 Maximum Allowing 
Operating Time 
The expressed period of time after which certain 
items will be maintained in accordance with the 
Maintenance Action Code.  
222 Maximum Time to Repair The maximum corrective maintenance downtime within 
which a specified percent (normally 90 or 95 
percent) of all corrective maintenance actions can 
be accomplished.  
MAINTENANCE LEVEL MAXIMUM TIME TO REPAIR. An MAXTTR 
for a specified O/M level.  
REQUIRED MAXIMUM TIME TO REPAIR. An MAXTTR specified 
as a supportability requirement / specification.  
223 Mean Active Maintenance 
Downtime 
The statistical mean of the individual elapsed times 
for all maintenance tasks during a specified period 
of time (clock hours). The MAMDT, or M, is the 
weighted average of the mean time to repair (MTTR), 
and mean preventive maintenance action time (MTPM). 
When the number of corrective maintenance actions, 
(NC) and the number of preventive maintenance 
actions (NP) have been determined for a common 
reference time, the following formula may be used to 
calculate MAMDT: 
M = MAMDT = ((MTTR X NC) + (MTPM X NP)) / (NC + NP) 
MAMDT is documented as both technical and 
operational characteristics. Technical parameters 
reflect the technical reliability that the system/ 
equipment must demonstrate. In determining these 
parameter values, all failures and resultant actions 
to restore the item (e.g., a broken tail light is a 
technical, but not operational characteristic). 
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Operational parameters reflect operational 
reliability and maintainability characteristics that 
the system must demonstrate. Only operational 
mission failures and the resultant tasks are 
included (e.g., engine failure will result in 
mission abort which is both an operational and 
technical failure).  
224 Mean Elapsed Time The average time expended, regardless of the number 
of personnel working simultaneously, required to 
perform a task. This does not include logistics 
delay time. The time can be predicted or measured.  
225 Mean Man-Hours The average number of man-hours required to perform 
a unit of work. The man-hours can be predicted or 
measured as defined below, or can be specified as 
requirements as depicted below:  
a) Predicted: The estimated time required in the 
performance of a task expressed in hours and 
hundredths. 
b) Measured: The actual total clock time recorded in 
the performance of a task expressed in hours and 
hundredths. Measured mean man hours are calculated 
only if mean man-minute per person identifier are 
entered for the given task.  
c) Required: The maximum man-hours allowed to 
accomplish a task. 
226 Mean Man-Minutes The mean man-minutes required for each person 
identified to perform a step within a task expressed 
in minutes and tenths.  
228 Mean Mission Duration The average length of a mission for an item.  
229 Mean Time between 
Failures 
For a particular interval, the total functional life 
of a population of an item divided by the total 
number of failures within the population during the 
measurement interval. The definition holds for time, 
rounds, miles, events, or other measure of life 
units. MTBF is documented as both technical and 
operational characteristics. Technical parameters 
reflect the technical reliability that the system / 
equipment must demonstrate. In determining these 
parameter values, all failures and resultant actions 
to restore the item (e.g., a broken tail light is a 
technical, but not operational characteristic). 
Operational parameters reflect operational 
reliability and maintainability characteristics that 
the system must demonstrate. Only operational 
mission failures and the resultant tasks are 
included (e.g., engine failure will result in 
mission abort which is both an operational and 
technical failure). REQUIRED MEAN TIME BETWEEN 
FAILURES. An MTBF representing the supportability 
requirement / specification MTBF. SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
MTBF - An MTBF of the support equipment.  
230 Mean Time between 
Maintenance Actions 
The mean of the distribution of the time intervals 
between actions or groups of actions required to 
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restore an item to, or maintain it in, a specified 
condition. This entry will be composed of the MTBF, 
MTBM INDUCED, MTBM NO DEFECT, and Mean Time Between 
Preventive Maintenance (MTBPM) values (see DED 229, 
DED 231, DED 233, and DED 234). 
234 Mean Time between 
Preventive Maintenance 
The mean of the distribution of intervals, measured 
in hours, rounds, etc., between preventive 
maintenance actions. This is one of the four 
categories of maintenance events contributing to the 
Mean Time Between Maintenance Actions (MTBMA) value 
(see DED 230). 
235 Mean Time between 
Removals 
A measure of the system reliability parameter 
related to demand for logistics support. The total 
number of operational units (e.g., miles, rounds, 
hours) divided by the total number of items removed 
from that system during a stated period of time. 
This term is defined to exclude removals performed 
to facilitate other maintenance and removals for 
product improvement.  
236 Mean Time to Repair The total elapsed time (clock hours) for corrective 
maintenance divided by the total number of 
corrective maintenance actions during a given period 
of time.  
262 Number of Operating 
Locations 
The number of locations which will receive and 
operate the item under analysis.  
263 Number of Shops The number of maintenance locations available to 
perform repair at each maintenance echelon.  
269 Operating Time The operating time of the item under analysis per 
use/mission derived from the system definition.  
273 Operational Availability The probability that, when used under stated 
conditions, a system will operate satisfactorily at 
any time. This differs from achieved availability in 
that Ao includes standby time and administrative and 
logistic delay time. Ao may be expressed by the 
following formula:  
Ao = (OT + ST)/(OT + ST + TPM + TCM + ALDT) 
Where: OT = Operating time per calendar year 
ST = Standby time;  
TPM = Total preventive maintenance time per calendar 
year;  
TCM = Total corrective maintenance time per calendar 
year;  
ALDT = Administrative and logistics delay time spent 
waiting for parts, maintenance personnel, or 
transportation per calendar year.  
REQUIRED OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY. An Ao 
representing the supportability requirement / 
specification Ao.  
276 Operational Weight 
(Empty & Loaded) 
The operational weight in tons of the system / 
equipment being transported. It is divided into two 
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subfields: Empty, or Loaded.  
277 Operations / Maintenance 
Level 
Codes that are assigned to indicate the maintenance 
levels authorized to perform the required 
maintenance function:  
C: Operator/Crew/Unit-Crew;  
O: Organizational/On Equipment/Unit-Organizational;  
F: Intermediate/Direct Support/Afloat/Third 
Echelon/Off Equipment/Intermediate-Forward;  
H: Intermediate/General Support/Ashore/Fourth 
Echelon/Intermediate-Rear;  
G: Intermediate/Ashore and Afloat;  
D: Depot/Shipyards; and  
L: Specialized Repair Activity.  
296 Preventive Maintenance 
Checks & Services 
Indicator 
A code which indicates whether or not the task code 
is applicable to the PMCS tables. 
Y: Task is applicable to PMCS table; and  
N: Task is not applicable to PMCS table.  
329 Recommended Minimum 
System Stock Level 
A numeric value representing the recommended minimum 
level of system stock required to support initial 
deployment of a system / equipment.  
398 Specialised Service & 
Equipment Requirements 
Narrative information concerning the requirements 
for special rail cars, highway vehicles, or material 
handling equipment such as spreader bars or slings.  
418 Support Equipment 
Required 
A single-letter code indicating whether the 
support/test equipment or training material itself 
needs SE to test or maintain its operational 
capability.  
Y: Required; and  
N: Not required.  
427 Task Code A data chain of six separate data subfields which 
uniquely identify each operator / maintenance task 
associated with particular items under analysis. The 
first five subfields provide information relative to 
the performance of the task itself. The sixth 
subfield is a task sequence code provided to 
differentiate tasks with identical entries in the 
first five subfields.  
430 Task Frequency The frequency of performance or occurrence of the 
task identified by the task code and expressed as 
the number of annual occurrences.  
433 Task Type A code that categorizes a maintenance task as being 
either corrective, a preventive based on calendar 
time, or a preventive based on a rate of use. 
C: Corrective;  
P: Preventive (calendar); and 
U: Preventive (usage). 
451 Theatre of Operation The theatre of operation for the system / equipment:  
P: Pacific;  
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A: Atlantic;  
E: European;  
S: Southern; and  
C: Central. 
454 Total Systems Supported The total number of systems intended for operational 
use.  
499 Unscheduled Maintenance Maintenance requirements which cannot be scheduled 
for performance on a regular, predetermined 
interval, and must be added to, integrated with, or 
substituted for previously scheduled work loads. The 
data chain consists of the following data elements:  
a. Mean Elapsed Time, DED 224; and 
b. Mean Man-Hours, DED 225.  
502 Utilities Requirements A narrative description identifying an estimate of 
the total connected load, or other gross quantity of 
utilities required for each facility. Includes any 
unusual or critical requirements, energy 
conservation requirements, and continuous power 
requirements. Provides specific identification of 
the class of utility, e.g., electric power, 
hydraulic power, compressed air, water, and sewage.  
518 Year The calendar year depicted as decade and unit of 
year only.  
 
 
